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Message from the Chairman

Dear co-shareholders,
Ladies and Gentlemen,

Another year has passed, and once again the Swatch Group can present superlative record 
results in terms of turnover, profits and growth. New records, new profits, new growth and the 
positive outlook for the current year of 2008: all these empower us.

It is at this precise moment, against the exploding financial crisis currently raging round many 
banking institutions in the USA, Switzerland and other European countries, and its negative 
consequences for exchange rates and share prices, that the born pessimists, doubters and 
skeptics will yet again, with their mind focused on the stock market, find a thousand reasons 
why Swatch Group’s growth will stop in 2008 and 2009. I have experienced this situation many 
times over the last twenty-five years, and have heard all possible reasons, including the most 
hypocritical, as to why such a positive situation should find itself reversed.

Some of these pessimists, doubters and skeptics honestly are worried by everything occurring 
in their lives and in the universe; others think they might be able to make a profit on the stock 
exchange by manipulating it and spreading false information. One of countless examples of this 
sort of thing was recently (23 March 2008) given by a journalist on a well-known and reputable 
German-language Swiss newspaper, who referred to it as“A modern form of bank robbery. By 
means of a deliberately started rumor, persons unknown have manipulated the share price of 
major British bank HBOS, generating a profit of one hundred million pounds in the space of a 
few minutes.” 

For twenty-five years, I have been active at senior level in this Group – for an initial two years 
in an advisory and future planning capacity, then as a major shareholder and Chief Executive 
 Officer, and now as Chairman. During these twenty-five years, I have had to listen to a whole 
host of reasons why this enterprise would soon be sliding into a far weaker financial state.

Right from the start (1 October 1985) – at the time of purchasing 51 % of the shares of Asuag-
SSIH that I had acquired with a few partners and co-shareholders for CHF 151 million – these 
doubters and negative thinkers were already at work, intending to convince me that I was 
making a huge mistake by investing so much in the hopeless future of an enterprise of this 
kind. Later, of course, along with the years of strong and moderate growth, there were times 
of stagnation. We even had to face a year or two of slightly negative growth, and cope with 
four major financial and stock market crises – with constant exchange rates and dollar losses. 
But at the beginning of October 2007, that CHF 151 million was worth CHF 11 billion on 
the stock exchange, while the real market value is considerably higher (in the meantime the 
shares were quoted lower at the beginning of 2008, due to stock exchange turbulence, as well 
as manipulations, but the real value of the Swatch Group remains unchanged and in excess  
of CHF 22 billion).
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It is not at all my intention, ladies and 
 gentlemen, to go around like a speculator 
triumphantly boasting about our precisely 
calculated profits. No – those 11 billion Swiss 
francs are a mirror of what the Group rep-
resents and stand as proof of the creation 
of completely new wealth for a large num-
ber of people, for regions with hundreds of 
 thousands of inhabitants. This means newly 
created assets, products, jobs, increased 
knowledge and skills, apprenticeships and so 
on, which the positive messages of our region, 
of Switzerland, reflect to the world at large. 
This is of major significance; it is not and 
never has been a question of making money 
by playing roulette, because after subtracting 
the amount each of us needs to live, whatever 
is left is a working instrument for the entre-
preneurs at the head of this Group and its 
shareholders.

That is what the world and Switzerland need: 
entrepreneurship, which with much courage, 
work and mental toughness creates new real 
values – not speculative casino games.

Many industrial corporations in Switzerland 
and worldwide have done as we have, thank 
heaven, and thereby helped bring about great 
progress in the creation of new wealth. This 
is the value-creating economy, as a journal-
ist called it recently; but he also said there 
was such a thing as the value-destroying 
 economy, to be found in the financial markets 
of the globalized world economy.

These financial markets often hit crises, as is 
the case at the moment; that is why stock ex-
change movements can be characterized ei-
ther by euphoria or free-fall. Speculative fever 
and panic selling are indulged in mindlessly.  
I recently read in another Swiss newspaper 
that the Dow Jones chart shows there to have 
been eight great stock market crashes in the 
last hundred years: 1907, October 1929, 
1962, October 1973, October 1987, 1997, 
2000 and the subprime crisis of 2007. These 
crashes, which mainly occur in the financial 
 sector, have recently had less effect on the 
real economy. So I can also assure you, that at 
Swatch Group we will continue to make posi-
tive results happen and create new wealth.

At any time in the next ten years, there may 
be a year of weaker results. Yet just as the  
CHF 151 million grew to more than  
CHF 11 billion in the space of twenty-two 
years, in the long run, Swatch Group’s power-
fully motivated staff – the Group’s greatest 
wealth – will, with their enterprising, inventive 
spirit and cooperative culture, ensure that new 
values continue to be created for everyone.

Even if for one or possibly two years, the growth 
rate against the previous year should be slight-
ly slower or lower in percentage terms, in ten, 
fifteen and twenty years all those involved, be 
they employees, shareholders or the general 
public will benefit, thanks to tireless efforts, 
innovative creative powers and the absence of 
a speculative culture.

But we need to face up to a serious problem, 
namely the control of the capital of this value-
creating economy by what is to some extent 
a “quick-fix, immediate profit oriented” new  
global financial economic system. The basis 
of any investment in a manufacturing or 
 service-providing enterprise is the investors’ 
belief in the firm’s future and its strategies or 
the projects they are investing in, and their 
emotional engagement in the process. This 
means not scampering away like frightened 
rabbits back to their burrows at the first sign 
of a problem – if possible after recovering their 
investment plus dividend. Intelligently involved 
investors, on the contrary, will achieve profits 
on their substantial commitments by virtue of 
medium and long-term commitment.

The finance-providing banks were also and, 
it is to be hoped, still are committed to future 
investment projects, and will encourage 
them to develop wherever possible, even in 
 difficult times. This is economic responsibil-
ity. It is worrying to see the development of 
huge anonymous groupings and amassers 
of liquidity in global and international funds, 
hedge funds, financial corporations, etc., 
which are run by financial managers, who for 
the most part have no entrepreneurial expe-
rience, and have never been committed in 
anything but money. These funds buy large 
quantities of shares of industrial companies 
on the stock exchange, thereby gaining great 
influence over those firms; they nevertheless 
firmly insist on their own short term interests, 
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which are sometimes in sharp contradiction to 
those of the company that they have invested 
in, as many examples unfortunately show. 
This dramatic situation can only be brought 
 under control through massive reforms, which 
must be implemented quickly, so that the 
 systematic wrecking of future development 
and innovation is stopped.

For this reason I very much hope – and I 
commit myself to this – that entrepreneurs, 
politicians and other major decision-makers 
engage with the problem and take sure steps 
to develop the reforms so urgently required, to 
promote and drive forward the reorganization 
of the system. They must improve control of 
the financial markets so that the regular but 
needless shocks and outbreaks of madness 
that I have referred to disappear and, in the 
interests of the whole global economy, bring 
the financial and stock exchange system back 
under control.

Control of the system will not, however, be 
achieved by building in thousands of new 
 control mechanisms or page upon page of 
regulations; all measures will be useless if no 
basic reform and reorganization of the financial 
market system is carried out. Precisely in those 
markets which are most controlled by clauses, 
publications, directives and regulations, there 
prevails a transparency in the name of which 
the worst excesses and errors are committed. 
Much is done that is illegitimate and harmful, 
not to mention the unnecessary tons of pa-
per thereby generated. Therefore, we should 
strive for a radical reorganization and carry out 
the preventive measures needed, rather than 
carrying out more “policing”.

After this digression on the financial world,  
I should also like to inform you, on the basis of 
all information received, that 2008 is set to be 
another good year for your Group. Equally, you 
should know that our various teams, under the 
leadership of the Group Management Board 
and their President, G.N. (Nick) Hayek, are 
working hard so that the growth and positive 
developments of the past twenty-five years 
can continue into the future.

In addition to these fundamental problems 
arising from current conditions, the subject of 
this report is chiefly the year 2007, another 
 record-breaking year. Turnover of almost 
six billion francs, profit above one billion 
francs, and a number of major investments, 
 including:
–  Opening of the Nicolas G. Hayek Center in 

Tokyo (Japan)
–  Enhancement of over forty production units 

in Switzerland
–  Expansion of distribution through own-

name boutiques and wholesale activities
–  Planning and establishment of Belenos 

Clean Power Holding AG
–  Design and outfitting of Swatch Art Peace 

Hotel in Shanghai
–  Construction and inauguration of the new 

DYB Production site in Cormondrèche
–  Signature of agreement and collaboration 

with Tiffany & Co.
–  Opening of superb new Breguet boutiques 

in Moscow and Paris
–  Acquisition of the Kindercity property – an 

expression of social commitment in Greater 
Zurich

–  Launch of Blancpain’s unique new Fifty 
Fathoms diver’s watch in Cannes and 
launch of a wonderful new collection, 
 together with facility expansion in the Vallée 
de Joux

–  Tissot: opening of an impressive new 
 boutique in Macao 

–  ck watch & jewelry: impressive develop-
ment across all its markets

–  Major investments in and expansion of 
 production facilities at the Longines head-
quarters in St. Imier

–  Continued work on the Solar Impulse 
 Project by Omega and other Swatch Group 
companies

–  Montres Balmain: Redefining brand image 
and update of the product portfolio

–  Ongoing preparation of the timekeeping  
and data management activities for the 
Olympic Games 2008 in Beijing

among many others.

Practically every day the Swatch Group makes 
an impact on its international and national 

 environment with new ideas, investments and 
events, thereby creating, with you and all the 
staff, new wealth and new enjoyment.

The Board of Directors and Group Manage-
ment Board promise to continue to work on 
your behalf for the progress and growth of 
your, of our Swatch Group, using the latest 
tools and strategies, while staying firmly 
 anchored to its culture and values.

On your behalf, I would like to thank the top 
management of this Group, the members of 
the Executive Group Management Board and 
of the Extended Group Management Board, 
all our staff and workforce and the Board of 
Directors for this solid and strong position. 
And you, dear co-shareholders, I thank you 
for your loyalty.

Nicolas G. Hayek, 

Chairman and Delegate of the 
Board of Directors of the Swatch Group

April 2008
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Operational Organization
as at December 31, 2007

Prestige and Luxury Range
Breguet, Blancpain, Glashütte Original, Jaquet Droz, Léon Hatot, Omega, Tiffany & Co.

High Range
Longines, Rado, Union Glashütte

Middle Range
Tissot, ck watch & jewelry, Balmain, Hamilton, Certina, Mido 

Basic Range
Swatch, Flik Flak

Private Label
Endura

Swatch Group Les Boutiques, Tech Airport

Watches
ETA, Frédéric Piguet, Valdar, Nivarox-FAR, Comadur, Rubattel & Weyermann,  
MOM le Prélet-Indexor, Deutsche Zifferblatt Manufaktur, Universo, Favre & Perret, Ruedin, 
Lascor, Meco, Swatch Group Assembly

Jewelry
Dress Your Body (DYB)

EM Microelectronic, Micro Crystal, Renata, Microcomponents, Michel Präzisionstechnik, 
Sokymat Automotive, Oscilloquartz, Lasag, Swiss Timing

Swatch Group Research and Development (Asulab, CDNP), ICB,  
Swatch Group Quality Management, Swatch Group Distribution,  
Swatch Group Corporate Customer Service, Swatch Group Real Estate

Retailing

Production

Electronic systems

Corporate

Watches
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Organization & distribution 
in the world
as at December 31, 2007

Swatch Group Subsidiaries 
Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Italy, Luxembourg, 
The Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Russia, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland,  
United Kingdom 

Distributors 
Andorra, Azerbaijan, Belarus, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Croatia, Cyprus, Czech 
Republic, Estonia, Gibraltar, Hungary, Ireland, Kazakhstan, Lithuania, Malta, Poland, Portugal, 
Republic of Moldavia, Rumania, Russia, Slovakia, Slovenia, Turkey, Ukraine, Uzbekistan

Swatch Group Subsidiaries 
Brazil, Canada, Mexico, Panama, USA 

Distributors
Argentina, The Bahamas, Bermuda, Bolivia, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Cuba, Dominican 
Republic, Dutch Antilles, Ecuador, El Salvador, Guatemala, Jamaica, Nicaragua, Panama, 
Paraguay, Peru, Puerto Rico, Uruguay, Venezuela, Virgin Islands 

Swatch Group Subsidiary 
Australia 

Distributor 
New Zealand 

Swatch Group Subsidiaries 
Greater China (China, Hong Kong, Macao and Taiwan), India, Japan, Malaysia, Singapore, 
South Korea, Thailand 

Distributors 
Brunei, Cambodia, China, Indonesia, Pakistan, Philippines, Sri Lanka, Vietnam 

Swatch Group Subsidiary 
United Arab Emirates 

Distributors 
Bahrein, Iraq, Iran, Israel, Jordan, Kuwait, Lebanon, Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Syria,  
United Arab Emirates, Yemen 

Distributors 
Algeria, Angola, Cameroon, Egypt, Ghana, Ivory Coast, Kenya, Libya, Mauritius, Morocco, 
Nigeria, Seychelles, South Africa, Tunisia

Oceania

Americas

Europe

Middle East

Africa

Far East
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Board of Directors 
as at April 1, 2008

Company Secretary
Roland Bloch, Biel-Bienne

Auditors
PricewaterhouseCoopers
St. Jakobs-Strasse 25 
CH - 4052 Basle

Administrative Headquarters
Seevorstadt 6, CH - 2501 Biel-Bienne
Tel. +41 32 343 68 11
Fax +41 32 343 69 11
E-mail: info@swatchgroup.com
Internet: www.swatchgroup.com

Registered Offices
Faubourg de l’Hôpital 3, CH - 2000 Neuchâtel

Dr h.c. Nicolas G. Hayek
Meisterschwanden, Chairman and Delegate of the Board of Directors
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From 1986 until May 2007, Dr Peter Baumberger was a member of the Swatch Group’s Board 
of Directors. The Swatch Group wishes to express its deep thanks for his major contribution, 
throughout all this time, to the growth of what has become the largest watchmaking Group in 
the world.

The function descriptions and responsibilities of Board of Directors members by December 31, 
2007, are outlined in the Corporate Governance chapter on page 133 of the present Annual 
Report.

Dr Peter Gross
Zollikon, Vice-Chairman

Esther Grether
Bottmingen

Nayla Hayek
Schleinikon

Ernst Tanner
Erlenbach

Prof. Dr h.c. Claude Nicollier
La Tour-de-Peilz

Johann Niklaus 
Schneider-Ammann
Langenthal
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Nick Hayek JR
President of the Group Management Board

Dr Hanspeter Rentsch
Legal, licences, strategic projects, 
real estate (except Engineering), 
patents (ICB), Swatch Group Greece, 
Swatch Group Poland

Arlette-Elsa Emch
Léon Hatot, ck watch & jewelry,  
Dress Your Body, Swatch Group Japan, 
Swatch Group South Korea

Florence Ollivier- 
Lamarque
Swatch Group France, Swatch Group 
France Les Boutiques, Swatch Group 
Italy, Swatch Group Spain, Flik Flak

Dr Mougahed Darwish
EM Microelectronic, Micro Crystal, 
Renata, Microcomponents, Michel 
Präzisionstechnik, Sokymat Automotive, 
Oscilloquartz, Lasag

Edgar Geiser
Corporate Finances/Reporting, 
Quality Assurance, Investor Relations

Marc A. Hayek
Blancpain, Frédéric Piguet,  
Deutsche Zifferblatt Manufaktur, 
Swatch Group Middle East,  
Swatch Group Panama

Roland Streule
Rado

François Thiébaud
Tissot, Certina, Mido, Union Glasshütte,  
Swatch Group Brazil, Portugal, Swiss 
market

Executive Group 
Management Board 
as at April 1, 2007
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The function descriptions and 
responsibilities of the members 
of the Executive Group Manage-
ment Board and of the Extended 
Group Management Board at 
December 31, 2007, are outlined 
in the Corporate Governance 
chapter on pages 135 to 137 of 
the present Annual Report.

Matthias Breschan
Hamilton, Swatch Group Mexico

Yann Gamard
Swatch Group Germany, Swatch Group 
Belgium, Swatch Group Netherlands, 
Swatch Group Nordic, Swatch Group 
Australia, Swatch Group UK (as country 
mangager a.i.)

Manuel Emch
Jaquet Droz, Swatch Group Russia, 
Eastern Europe

Walter von Känel
Longines

Thomas Meier
Swatch Group Thailand

Dr Frank Müller
Glashütte Original, Swatch Group 
Malaysia, Swatch Group Singapore

Kevin Rollenhagen
Swatch Group China, Swatch Group 
Hong Kong, Swatch Group Macao, 
Swatch Group Taiwan

Rudolf Semrad
Swatch Group Austria

Dr Peter Steiger
Controlling

Stephen Urquhart
Omega

Pierre-André Bühler 
ETA Manufacture horlogère suisse

Extended Group 
Management Board
as at April 1, 2008
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	 	 5	941	 5 050 4 497 4 152 3 966
  17.6	 12.3 8.3 4.7 –2.4
	 	 5	646	 4 820 4 292 3 981 3 828
  17.1	 12.3 7.8 4.0 –2.7	
	 		 1	236	 	973  735  645  594
  21.9	 20.2 17.1 16.2 15.5
	 	 1	015	 	830  621  512  492
  18.0	 17.2 14.5 12.9 12.9
  22.3	 33.7 21.3 4.1 –0.4
	 	
	 	 5	329	 4 967 4 603 4 276 4 006
  71.5	 71.9 69.9 71.1 71.3
	 	 7	447	 6 904 6 588 6 011 5 615
      
  23	577	 21 268 20 650 20 949 20 700
  22	505	 20 572 20 730 20 831 20 707
  1	595	 1 411 1 315 1 283 1 262

	

  	609	 	435  374  291  271
	 	 	586	 	444  398  295  275

  2	030	 1 901 1 770 1 738 1 949
  	129	 	132  135  137  137
  2	190	 2 097 2 043 1 895 1 685
  68.6	 71.5 75.8 71.7 65.4
	 	 3	191	 2 934 2 695 2 642 2 577
      
	 	 243.4	 192.2 139.8 100.8 84.5 
  188.7	 145.6 103.6 73.6 61.7 

Development of the Swatch Group

Swatch	Group	consolidated	 	 2007	 2006	 2005	 2004	 2003
Gross	sales	 CHF	million
– Change from previous year %
Net	sales	 CHF	million
– Change from previous year %
Operating	profit	 CHF	million
– As a % of net sales %
Net	income	 CHF	million
– As a % of net sales %
– Change from previous year %

Equity	 CHF	million
– As a % of total assets %
Total	assets	 CHF	million

Personnel as at 31.12. Employees
Annual average Employees
Salaries and social benefits CHF million

The	Swatch	Group	Ltd	 	 2007	 2006	 2005	 2004	 2003

Dividend income CHF million
Net	income	 CHF	million

Investments CHF million
Share capital CHF million
Equity CHF million
– As a % of total assets %
Total	assets	 CHF	million

Dividend*)	 CHF	million
– As a % of share capital %

*) No dividend paid on own shares held by the Group. 

In May 2008, proposal by the Board of Directors at the Annual General Meeting.

Development of the GroupSWATCH GROUP 
Annual Report 2007 
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Fashion, art and sport
www.swatch.com
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Trends

In 2007, Swatch maintained its leading position in its market segment, achieving very strong 
sales growth in all international markets. This magnificent result was due to the innovative 
 design of its products, major investments in developing its distribution network, and a 
 successful communications strategy. The launch of two new lines, Puzzle Motion and Irony 
 Chrono Retrograde, also made an important contribution to this success.
An ambitious program of Swatch store openings and sales point renovations prompted some 
very fine performances in the subsidiaries, including markets such as France, Italy, Switzer-
land, Spain, the USA, China, Japan and Russia, as well as in markets where distribution was 
handled by third party partners, e.g. Portugal, Turkey, Saudi Arabia, and the United Arab 
Emirates.
Continued efforts to widen the presence of the Swatch brand in airports also gave rise to 
some very promising results in the «travel retail» sector, where the brand is the market leader 
today. In the year under review, no less than 130 Swatch stores were inaugurated worldwide, 
while 327 new shop-in-shops, functional and very colorful in style, made a strong impact in 
the market.
Swatch continued to increase its sales via e-commerce: Sweden and Norway joined the 
 existing structure, and this sector was expected to spread to all the countries in the near 
future. The pilot online sales site launched in Great Britain met all expectations in 2007. 
The centralized order distribution system, as put in place by sister company Swatch Group 
 Distribution, enabled product delivery within five to seven days.
2007 was the year of creative and original use of the media, particularly the press (one 
 edition of a free newspaper was given a rose scent), the Internet (several visual messenger 
applications were produced in collaboration with Yahoo), and radio and television (production 
of the first musical newspaper). Partnerships with international television networks enabled 
Eurosport viewers to get behind the scenes at snowboard, beach volleyball and FMX (freestyle 
motocross) competitions, or to get reacquainted – in an original way – with the sportspeople in 
Swatch ProTeam. MTV and Swatch also got together to bring viewers two new Internet-linked 
program formats.
The www.swatch.com website was completely redesigned. Available in seventeen languages, 
it allowed each country to have a worldwide impact and a local presence at the same time.
In 2007, once again, a number of points of sale continued to be on the move. In addition 
to the Swatch Instant Stores set up temporarily in upscale streets, in stations undergoing 
renovation, on vacant lots and in container stores set up on an ad hoc basis, there was the 
appearance of a pastel green colored delivery tricycle, the Swatcholino; this was found on 
seaside promenades, for example, or at sporting event sites, or in front of a point of sale that 
was being renovated.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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Creations

In addition to the regular collections and 
 special creations, two new product lines 
enriched the Swatch range in 2007: Swatch 
Puzzle Motion and Swatch Irony Chrono  
Retrograde.

Swatch Puzzle Motion // An intriguing Swatch 
Jelly in Jelly equipped with constantly changing 
dials joined the Original line in 2007. Swatch 
Puzzle Motion has a wonderful, multicolored 
dial, like a kaleidoscope constantly changing 
with the passing of time. The «Hayek Branded 
Watch», a very special model limited to 1000 
pieces, has a picture of Nicolas G. Hayek that 
dissolves and re-forms continuously once 
every hour.

Swatch Irony Chrono Retrograde // The new 
Swatch Irony Chrono Retrograde collection 
presented a combination of traditional and 
innovative chronograph features, such as a 
retrograde display. As a result, four models 
with a new chronograph movement and a 
 display that was both fresh and masculine 
were welcome additions to the famous Swatch 
Irony line.

Five collections // Five collections were 
launched in 2007: fashion spring-summer, 
sport summer, fashion autumn-winter, winter 
sport and seasons (Christmas collection). 
Based on clearly defined themes, they made 
themselves unique by exploiting the potential 
and flexibility of Swatch design. The Swatch 
collections come in three main groups: 
 fashion, art and sport.

Specials // The special models, each cel-
ebrating in its own way some of the year’s 
loveliest events, were added to the collections 
launched in 2007: a watch and a jewel for 
Valentine’s Day, a watch for Mother’s Day, and 
a whole collection of watches and a jewel for 
the Christmas season.

Swatch Corto Maltese // For forty years, the 
hero of the Corto Maltese comic strip had 
been crisscrossing the world, drawing readers 
into adventure after adventure, encountering 
action, romance and danger. Now Swatch 
interpreted the artistic world of the Maltese 
mariner, created by artist and illustrator Hugo 
Pratt (1927 – 1995) and produced two watch-
es to the Corto Maltese design, one of which 
was a limited edition.
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Swatch Diamonds in the Sky // Decorated with eighty diamonds, the Irony Medium Diamonds 
in the Sky charmed with the play of light on a swathe of stars set in polished steel. This  
eye-catching piece of jewelry was available in an edition strictly limited worldwide to 499 
 numbered pieces.

Collection Swatch Vendôme // On sale at the Swatch boutique on the famous Place Vendôme in 
Paris, the Swatch Vendôme collection offered a positively provocative experience, and provided 
a glimpse into the world of luxury and prestige creations, while being affordably priced.
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Presence

World Beach Volleyball Championships at Gstaad and Fashion Show // The Swatch FIVB World 
Championships, which were the high point of the 2007 World Tour, took place at the end of July 
in what was, to say the least, an unexpected location for a beach sport: the renowned Swiss ski 
resort of Gstaad. During the six days of the competition, which drew 100 000 spectators, Swatch 
was present with two different sales points and «Swatch Get Hot» evening events.
Swatch The Club organized an international get-together for its members and as for the results, 
the Chinese ladies of the Swatch ProTeam, Tian Jia and Wang Jie, took the silver medal. At the 
Swatch Fashion Show, the 2007 autumn-winter watch and jewelry collection was presented to 
the world press by the international beach volleyball athletes competing at Gstaad and other 
members of Swatch ProTeam, such as skier Phil Meier and snowboarders Géraldine Fasnacht 
and Xavier De Le Rue.

Corto Maltese at the Cité du Temps and other exhibitions in Europe // As part of the Corto Maltese 
40th anniversary celebrations in honor of Hugo Pratt’s cartoon story character, Swatch presented 
not only two models created for the occasion but also staged a complete exhibition full of 
panache, dedicated to the marine adventurer and his world, displaying among many other 
items original drawings, sculptures and navigation charts. After the presentation to the world 
press in Lausanne, the exhibition moved on to Geneva’s La Cité du Temps, to Paris at the 
Swatch Mégastore, to the Brussels Centre belge de la bande dessinée, and finally to Lucca in 
the Palazzo Ducale. Over 85 000 visitors and 400 journalists attended the event in its various 
locations.

Granges, Giratoire Monbijou // On 30 November, Swatch presented the village of Granges with a 
watch «sculpture» made up of four Super Swatches depicting the Human Rights Watch theme. 
Each plastic watch was contained within a one meter-diameter case in United Nations blue. 
An outsize white number 19 symbolized not only the historic anniversary of the Human Rights 
Council on 19 June 2006 but also the nineteenth of the thirty articles of the Universal Declaration 
of Human Rights, which stipulates the right to freedom of expression. The monument was 
set among lavender plants and within a stainless steel ring, bearing a quotation from Nicolas  
G. Hayek, Chairman and Delegate to the Swatch Board of Directors: «Without full Respect  
for Human Rights, no Freedom, no Democracy, no Liberty and no Peace are possible on our 
Planet Earth».

Swatch O’Neill Big Mountain Pro 2007 // In March 2007, the inaugural Swatch O’Neill Big 
 Mountain Pro brought together the world’s sixteen best snowboarders and skiers for ten days 
of competition spread over three different mountains between Laax and Innsbruck. In this first 
edition of the competition, the first prize was taken by French Swatch ProTeam member Xavier 
De Le Rue.

Red Bull X-Fighters // For the first time, Swatch went to the most popular freestyle motocross 
(FMX) circuit as official timekeeper and co-sponsor of the Red Bull X-Fighters Tour 2007. From 
Mexico City in March, to Madrid at the end of July, via Slane Castle near Dublin in May, the 
FMX Tour attracted around 100 000 enthusiastic fans. The winner in Mexico in 2006, Swiss Mat 
Rebeaud, a member of the Swatch ProTeam, gained second place on the 2007 Tour.

UCI BMX Supercross World Tour // Swatch was designated official timekeeper and data handler 
of the World BMX (Bicycle Motocross) Supercross competition 2007 World Championships held 
in Victoria, Canada on 27 – 29 July. The heats for the UCI BMX Supercross took place in April in 
Madrid, in August in Beijing, in September in Salt Lake City and in October in Fréjus.

O’Neill Highland Open by Swatch // Widely recognized by surfers the world over as the coldest 
event of the WQS tour, the O’Neill Highland Open by Swatch, which counted among the main 
stages of the ASP World Qualifying Series (WQS) 2007, was held in April on Scotland’s most 
northerly coast. The contest was a resounding success and was awarded a six star tag in 
 recognition of its originality and innovative approach to competition surfing.
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Swatch Free4style // Swatch took on the role 
of lead sponsor at the fifteenth freestyle event 
at Estavayer-le-Lac and broke all records. 
 During the three days of the competition, 
20 000 spectators admired the sporting 
 performances of the FMX riders, jet skiers and 
wake boarders.

Swatch Ticket To Ride (TTR) World Snowboard 
Tour // In 2007, Swatch became headline 
partner at the leading world snowboard event, 
the TTR World Snowboard Tour, for the period 
from 2007 to 2010. The TTR organization 
sets the boundaries for modern snowboard-
ing and as such applies the brand’s essential 
values: innovation, joie de vivre and positive 
provocation. In this atmosphere, the world’s 
best snowboarders went head to head for ten 
months, with the aim of becoming the men’s 
or women’s champion, in a ranking defined by 
the Swatch TTR world classification system. 
The best snowboarders of the 06/07 season 
were Shawn White (USA) and Torah Bright 
(AUS).

Swatch SnowMobile // 2007 was the sec-
ond year for Swatch as headline sponsor of 
Swatch SnowMobile, which took place in 
the prestigious Austrian resort of Saalbach-
 Hinterglemm. This new spectacular winter 
sport set the riders of these machines against 
the elements (snow, ice, wind, glacial temper-
atures) on a fast track specially built for the 
occasion.

Swatch ProTeam // At the end of 2007, Swatch 
ProTeam consisted of thirty professional 
sportsmen and women, each of whom devot-
ed themselves in their own way to beach vol-
leyball or to extreme or action sports. Through 
this sponsorship, Swatch was supporting 
some exceptional hand-picked talent, and 
some new and extreme sports. Often rivals 
during the competitions but never afterwards, 
the Swatch Pro Team members supported by 
Swatch in 2007 were as follows:
–  Beach volleyball: Simone Kuhn and Lea 

Schwer (SUI), Wang Jie and Tian Jia (CHN), 
Ana Paula Connelly and Leila Gomes de 
Barros (BRA), Martin Laciga and Markus 
Egger (SUI), Clemens Doppler and Pander 
Gartmayer (AUS), Pablo Herrera and Raoul 
Mesa (SPA), and Julius Brink and Christoph 
Dieckmann (GER).

–  Snowboarding: Géraldine Fasnacht (SUI), 

Terje Haakonsen (NOR), Xavier De Le Rue 
(FRA), David Benedek (GER), Jeremy Jones 
(USA), Frederik Kalbermatten (SUI) and the 
two very young Swiss Jan Scherrer (age 12) 
and Christian «Hitsch» Haller.

–  Freeride skiing: Phil Meier (SUI), Sverre 
 Liliequist (SWE), Kaj Zackrisson (SWE), 
Cody Townsend (USA), Thomas Diet (FRA).

–  Surfing: Sam Lamiroy (GBR), Bobby 
 Martinez (USA)

– Freestyle motocross: Mat Rebeaud (SUI).

Swatch FIVB Beach Volleyball World Tour 2007 // 
For the fifth year in succession, Swatch was 
official partner of the Swatch FIVB Beach 
 Volleyball World Tour, organized with the FIVB. 
As such, the brand helped generate a great 
deal of popularity for this sport throughout the 
world.
The global tournament was divided into two 
distinct competitions, one for women, the 
other for men. Several towns hosted these 
stages, often for the first time, and always with 
success. The Chinese women’s squad from 
the Swatch ProTeam ended the season on 
the second step of the podium and Ana Paula 
Connelly, also part of the Swatch ProTeam, 
was awarded the women’s prize with a speed 
of 83.6 km/h.
In 2007, two Swatch watches were again 
 specially created and a third was presented to 
all the volunteers who provided assistance at 
the thirty-four events (seventeen tournaments 
each for the women and men) of the Swatch 
FIVB Beach Volleyball World Tour 2007. The 
real time transmission of the results and 
speeds gave an added thrill to the emotions 
that this world class competition stimulates. 
Swatch once more brought beach volleyball’s 
ardent fans the results at www.swatch.com.

Swatch The Club // In 2007, which was a year 
of transformation and repositioning, Swatch 
The Club intensified the spirit of evolution 
and modernization sparked off in 2006. Its 
new Internet platform became its main chan-
nel of communication. The success of the 
online community, the integration of member-
ship and online sales tools, together with the 
plethora of events and activities presented on 
the Web made it a first-rate tool. The trans-
formation of the «Club Voice» publication 
into a lifestyle magazine strengthened the 
links between the Club and its members, 
communicating the Club spirit to customers 

near and far. The merchandise and clothing 
produced by Swatch The Club, inspired by 
 legendary Swatch models and the watchmak-
ing revolution that the brand started, enjoyed 
 considerable success everywhere.
In the year under review, Le Club International 
organized fourteen events in eleven countries; 
published two issues of «The Club Voice» and 
four online newsletters; produced ten special 
watches with packaging; launched the Club’s 
new watch; created ten video clips; and kept 
up a very close relationship with its commu-
nity round the world.
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Swatch Bijoux

In 2007, Swatch Bijoux recorded strong growth worldwide, both in the markets with their own 
subsidiaries and those where distribution was carried out by third parties. The brand continued 
to include spaces in Swatch stores to ensure the best possible welcome in an environment dedi-
cated to jewelry. In «travel retail», Swatch Bijoux achieved very satisfactory growth thanks to the 
launch of new self-service units installed in several points of sale in international airports.

Swatch Bijoux spring-summer 2007 collection // The latest fashions were reflected in the spring-
summer 2007 Jewelry collection: two very feminine and elegant lines, Florecita and Freebri, 
marked the return of gold to the collections; and the Rumbasoul family celebrates the fun and 
enjoyment at the heart of this jewelry in an explosion of intense colors.

Swatch Bijoux autumn-winter 2007 collection // The autumn-winter 2007 collection had a very 
contemporary feel and was full of life, with its intense and iridescent colors. Seduction and 
 mystery were the keynotes in the Night Mood and Mystic Circles collections. The Zanda set, with 
its natural touch, recalled the spirit of the fall. With their avant-garde design, the Truly Surface 
jewels for men showcased natural materials such as carbon.

All for Me bracelet // In the summer, Swatch Bijoux launched the All for Me charm bracelet 
with great success. What made it special was the way it could be used with charms inspired 
by jewels from earlier collections, so the wearer could wear the history of Swatch Bijoux on her 
wrist. With each new collection a set of three new charms will be added, making it possible to 
transform the piece according to the occasion or the mood of the moment.

Watches and Jewelry // Bathing in the glow of their earlier successes, watches and jewelry were 
once again united in a common design this year, in the Divimos and Zanda collections.
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Trends

During the reporting year of 2007 Omega posted a greater than average growth rate in major 
consumer markets and encouraging results were also achieved in emerging markets.
The year was marked by two strategic milestones, namely the launch of Hour Vision, a 
 contemporary and visually-stunning model within the De Ville collection of watches, housing 
the new Omega calibers 8500 / 8501. The Omegamania auction of over 300 of the brand’s 
timepieces was also another momentous occasion in the company’s rich history.
Omega was ever mindful of the challenges of a competitive environment and continued to 
apply its selective distribution strategy and upgrading of the company’s retail network.

•

•

•
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Distribution // Omega continued to expand its 
retail operations and fourteen mono-brand 
flagship boutiques were opened in prime 
locations throughout the world. In view of 
the forthcoming Olympic Games in Beijing, 
and the increased purchasing power of the 
Chinese consumer in this high-priority mar-
ket where Omega is the undisputed market 
leader, Omega joined in the celebrations for 
the one-year countdown to the opening cer-
emony on 8 August by inaugurating three of 
its flagship boutiques in the host city. It was 
also significant to note that turnover in the 
flagship boutique in Geneva far exceeded 
first-year projections, and indications for the 
future were extremely promising. The brand’s 
retail concept was implemented, based on 
strict corporate guidelines regarding architec-
ture and interior design, and aimed at creating 
a coherent environment conducive to stimu-
lating instant brand recognition and subtle 
image-building. Impressive progress was also 
made with the brand’s retail partners and 
investment pursued in relation to franchise 
activities; approximately 30 franchise bou-
tiques were opened during the year, bringing 
the total to 120.
Complementary to this strategy a new initia-
tive was introduced, called ‘The Université of 
 Omega’, a series of specific in-house train-
ing programs designed to provide a global 
 standard of training for sales associates 
throughout the retail network.

Omegamania // The response to the brand’s 
first foray into thematic auctions was an out-
standing success, with the majority of items 
selling way in excess of their pre-sale esti-
mates and several setting world records. In 
Geneva tension mounted in the auction room 
over the two days in April, as bidders battled to 
secure their very own piece of Omega history. 
The positive repercussions of this operation 
were felt in all markets as a direct result of 
meticulous preparation, the two-month world 
exhibition tour and high visibility in terms of 
targeted media exposure.

Omega Vintage Boutique // Drawing on the 
impetus achieved by the success of Omega-
mania, at the beginning of 2008 Omega 
inaugurated its first-ever Vintage boutique in 
London, a joint-venture operation managed by 
the esteemed vintage watch specialist George 
Somlo. A wide selection of vintage timepieces 
will be available including rare early twentieth 
century pocket watches and chronographs and 
famous Speedmaster models from the 1950s. 
All items will be restored and carry a two-year 
warranty and certificate of authenticity.

Olympic Games // The emphasis was firmly 
placed on preparations for the Beijing Olym-
pic Games and a special project team was 
 created, with members deployed both in 
China and at HQ to respond to the complex 
organizational requirements. Omega was also 
present at the official unveiling ceremony cel-
ebrating the three-year countdown to the Van-

couver 2010 Olympic and Paralympic Games. 
The impressive countdown clock stands over 
six meters high and three meters wide and fea-
tures two Omega electronic displays primed 
to record every hour, minute and second until 
the first day of the Games on 12 February 
2010. To coincide with the Beijing 2008 one-
year countdown events, Omega chose the 
propitious date of 8 August 2007 to launch 
its own Olympic communications campaign. 
A ‘Great Olympic Moments in Time’ exhibition 
was also inaugurated and was scheduled to 
tour other cities before returning to Beijing 
in time for the start of the Olympic Games. 
Omega was honored to learn that the People’s 
Republic of China had issued a limited edition 
set of Olympic-related postage stamps, one of 
which shows the Omega countdown clock in 
Tiananmen Square!

Solar Impulse // As one of the main partners 
of this pioneering endeavor to circumnavigate 
the world in a plane powered only by solar 
energy, Omega worked assiduously during 
2007 on this project with far-reaching environ-
mental implications, to develop the technology 
required for the aircraft’s electrical propulsion 
system. The engineering team was heav-
ily involved in the development of a systems 
test bench, designed to simulate and test the 
performance of the plane’s electrical system. 
Omega was present at the Solar Impulse press 
conference held in Dübendorf, near Zürich 
in November when the first prototype was 
 presented to the media.
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Creations

Omega adhered strictly to its strategy of producing technologically-advanced watches to be 
positioned in the luxury price segment. The process of upgrading the collection was actively 
implemented in 2007, beginning with the launch of the brand’s new in-house movement 
 calibers 8500/8501 within the new De Ville Hour Vision range of timepieces.

Constellation // A series of six Limited Edition product concepts was under development to mark 
specific dates in the build-up to the Beijing Olympic Games. The first Beijing Olympic Collection 
was launched on 8 August 2007 to coincide with the one-year countdown to the opening 
 ceremony. A symbol of good luck in Chinese culture, the number 8 is prominent as each model 
was produced in a limited edition of either 888 or 2008 pieces. The Constellation ladies watch 
has a delicate 22.5 mm case featuring on the dial blue and yellow sapphires, a black diamond, 
an emerald and a ruby, each precious stone representing one of the colors of the Olympic rings, 
together with the official Beijing 2008 logo stamped on the caseback. The men’s Constellation 
features the Olympic rings on the seconds hand and comes in 18 carat yellow gold, red gold or 
bi-color gold and stainless steel, and is equipped with an automatic chronometer movement. 
These models are available mainly in China and certain selected Omega boutiques worldwide.

Omega created a bejeweled masterpiece for the ladies in the shape of the Constellation ’95 
Quadrella mini to celebrate the 25 years since the launch of this collection in 1982. This opulent 
dress watch is crafted in either 18 carat red or white gold which marries harmoniously with the 
1724 diamonds arranged in an elegant snow setting.

Seamaster // To mark its role as official watch for Emirates Team New Zealand and their 
 participation in the 2007 America’s Cup, Omega developed the NZL-32 chronograph. Specifically 
designed as a racing model this timepiece is a high-precision instrument capable of measuring 
performance to one-eighth of a second. Equipped with a function indicating the ten minutes 
preceding the start of a regatta, the Omega 3602 caliber is chronometer certified and has a  
40-hour power reserve. This appealing timepiece is available with either a brushed stainless 
steel bracelet or black rubber strap with white stitching and a fold-over clasp.
The Red Gold Collection made a bold statement as the Seamaster Planet Ocean took on a 
distinctly sophisticated look whilst retaining all the standard features of a professional divers’ 
watch. This model has many luxurious attributes including a semi-matte black dial enhanced 
by a red gold Omega logo; the hour markers, hour, minute and seconds hands have also been 
fashioned from red gold making this watch the perfect addition to the Seamaster Collection.
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Speedmaster // The legendary Speedmaster 
was feted throughout the year as it celebrated 
the 50th anniversary of its launch in 1957. 
Having played a pivotal role in man’s conquest 
of space and affectionately known as the 
Moonwatch, Omega paid tribute to this watch 
by producing a Limited series of 57 pieces in 
red gold, yellow gold and white gold and 1957 
watches in stainless steel. As befits such a 
historic model the Moonwatch was presented 
in a special handmade wooden presentation 
box with a beautiful marquetry rendition of the 
seahorse logo on the lid.

A Limited Edition of 5957 models of the 
 Speedmaster Professional Chronograph Moon-
watch was also produced complete with the 
commemorative design of a golden seahorse 
positioned at 12 o’clock on the dial.
The Speedmaster Broad Arrow, so named 
after its distinctive hands, was launched with 
the 3313 caliber and co-axial escapement, 
and the 42 mm case is available in either red 
or yellow gold, or a combination of red gold 
and stainless steel.

De Ville // British watchmaker George Daniels, 
inventor of the co-axial escapement mecha-
nism, joined Omega in Geneva in January 
for the launch of the brand’s new in-house 
movement. Renowned for having produced 
the first-ever industrialized movement and 
continually striving to improve performance, 
Omega introduced its state-of-the-art cali-
bers 8500/8501, which were integrated into 
the revolutionary Hour Vision collection. The 
unique sapphire case is a revolutionary feat 
of engineering, enhancing the visibility of the 
meticulously-crafted movement through four 
translucent lateral openings. The refreshingly 
unadorned Hour Vision dial features facet-
ted gold hour markers and exquisite brushed 
gold hands with delicately polished sides. The 
 curvilinear bracelet is easily adjustable as it 
incorporates an innovative screw and link 
system, the finishing design touch being the 
Omega emblem inserted on the clasp.

The brand accomplished yet another techno-
logical innovation when the co-axial escape-
ment mechanism was also introduced into 

the De Ville Central Tourbillon, clearly visible 
through the transparent dial. Technical excel-
lence was matched by superlative aesthetic 
attributes such as the red gold seconds track 
and hands, solid gold index markers with 
the deep brown bridges and plates adding a 
 contemporary touch.

De Ville did not forget the ladies and launched 
the co-axial Chronoscope complete with the 
3313 Caliber; this COSC-certified chronometer 
is a high-jewelry watch resplendent with a dia-
mond-paved bezel, white mother-of-pearl dial, 
a palladium 950 case, a diamond ‘briolette’ 
set into the crown and a white mother-of-pearl 
alligator leather strap.
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Presence

Events & Ambassadors // Instrumental in con-
veying the values of the brand to an even 
wider audience, Omega’s brand ambassadors 
distinguished themselves during 2007 as their 
outstanding talents were brought to bear at 
prestigious events and promotional activities 
throughout the world.

In February ‘Sailors on Ice’ was the theme 
 chosen for the Omega Bobsleigh Cup in 
St Moritz, where Ellen MacArthur and Russell 
Coutts teamed up with Polish counterpart 
Mateusz Kusznierewicz, and exchanged 
 flowing water for freezing conditions as they 
tackled the world-famous Olympia bob run. 
Sailing featured prominently as the America’s 
Cup got under way in April in Valencia, and 
although Emirates Team New Zealand put up 
a valiant fight, they lost out in the final chal-
lenge to reigning champions Alinghi. In June 
Cindy Crawford presided over the opening of 
the first Omega flagship boutique in Sydney, 
and local hero Ian Thorpe was on hand to 
welcome her and accompany her to the high-
profile VIP party which followed the official 
proceedings.

Golf featured heavily throughout the year 
beginning in January, with the announce-
ment that the brand would become the title 
 sponsor of the Omega Mission Hills World 
Cup; this twelve-year agreement sealed the 

brand’s commitment to a sport which has 
global appeal amongst both genders and 
across all generations. The World Cup is the 
oldest and most prestigious tournament and is 
also known as the ‘Olympics of Golf’; the inau-
gural event, which took place in November 
at the Mission Hills complex in Shenzhen in 
China, was an exciting competition drawing 
impressive spectator crowds and extensive 
media coverage. After taking the lead early 
on in the competition, the Americans lost 
out to the Scottish team in a thrilling play-off, 
and Colin Montgomerie and Marc Warren 
 radiated with pride as they held the winners’ 
trophy aloft representing their country ‘For 
the Honor’. Closer to home in Switzerland, 
the annual Omega European Masters played 
host to a field of top-ranking golf profession-
als, and competition was fierce right up until 
the sudden-death play-off, with victory finally 
going to the Australian Brett Rumford.

Omega welcomed many guests to Valencia to 
support Emirates Team New Zealand during 
the America’s Cup. The Omega Seamaster 
NZL-32 chronograph was the official watch 
and had been developed in conjunction with 
the team’s skipper and brand ambassador 
Dean Barker. Jacques Rogge, President of 
the International Olympic Committee, visited 
the ETNZ base for a guided tour of operations, 
and then took up the nautical challenge as 
18th man with the crew. Ellen MacArthur, more 
used to solo navigation, was also delighted to 

experience the team spirit and put her skills 
to the test as the 18th member of an otherwise 
all-male team. The notion of speed took on a 
whole new meaning for Michael Schumacher 
who got behind a much larger wheel at the 
helm during one of the regattas. Golfer and 
Omega ambassador Sergio Garcia, however, 
kept his feet firmly on his home ground 
 during his trip to Valencia, and chose instead 
to practice his swing down at the base, after 
which he joined the visitors at the exhibition of 
Omega’s heritage at the Mercado de Colón in 
the city centre.
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In July outside the Nicolas G Hayek Center in 
Tokyo, the crowds gathered to catch a long-
awaited glimpse of the brand’s latest ambas-
sador, Oscar-winning actor and director 
George Clooney. The Hollywood superstar 
revealed how he had admired the brand as a 
boy growing up during the conquest of space, 
and recounted that he had also been given an 
Omega by his uncle. Omega President Stephen 
Urquhart accompanied Clooney on his visit to 
the boutique and the workshop where he tried 
his hand at assembling the movement for the 
new Omega Railmaster XXL.

It was a very unusual sight to behold one sunny 
afternoon in August, when the last man on the 
moon Gene Cernan, who is also an Omega 
ambassador, took up an altogether more ter-
restrial activity and drove an authentic lunar 
rover through the streets of Geneva as part 
of the 50th anniversary celebrations for the 
Speedmaster. His destination was the Omega 
flagship boutique, where he gave a moving 
speech about the crucial role which this watch 

played during six manned space missions, 
and also the emotional bond between the 
astronaut and his watch. The excitement was 
palpable and all staff members were thrilled 
when Gene graciously accepted the invitation 
as guest of honor at the Omega annual sum-
mer party. The atmosphere was relaxed as he 
mingled with the guests and happily posed for 
photos and signed autographs.

Communication & Advertising // Strong cre-
ative direction and innovative advertising 
 campaigns were the driving force behind 
Omega’s communication strategy and served 
to accelerate exposure and consumer aware-
ness for the brand.

Omega revived its literary prowess and recon-
nected with its rich heritage by producing two 
books: A Journey through Time, which is a 
descriptive catalogue portraying the remark-
able evolution of the brand since its inception 
in 1848 to the present day. Great Moments 
in Time, as the titles attests, traces Omega’s 
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involvement with Olympic timekeeping over 75 years, and recounts the many technological 
developments together with the often poignant stories of the athletes themselves.

In a more contemporary vein, Omega Lifetime was launched in the summer, and this glossy life-
style magazine invites the urban aesthete to discover the unique world of Omega by presenting 
the brand’s timepieces and fine jewelry amid a backdrop of in-depth interviews with well-known 
personalities, and special features on topics as eclectic as climate change and gastronomy. 
This bi-annual corporate publication, principally distributed through our selective retail network, 
includes reports by respected journalists and pictures taken by award-winning photographers.

Considerable milestones were achieved during the year with respect to the brand’s web site 
with the integration of Chinese and Russian versions, the development of an on-line shop to 
purchase ‘A Journey through Time’, and the creation of a mini-site in May to celebrate the 50th 
Anniversary of the Speedmaster. Statistics showed that traffic increased by almost 50% further 
to improved search engine rankings, and an average of 500 000 hits were recorded each month 
by internauts across all the Omega web sites.
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Fine jewelry

The Griffes Affinité line was created to respond to market trends for larger items of jewelry 
and will certainly appeal to ladies with a penchant for colored gemstones. It comprises a ring, 
 pendant and earrings available in either pink, lemon or smoky quartz, each stone held in place 
by the characteristic Constellation claws or ‘griffes’ set with 24 diamonds.

Invoking the fluidity of the sea Wave was introduced into the Aqua collection, with a ring and 
earrings available in either 18 carat white or yellow gold, or a combination of yellow, red and 
white gold. Seahorse was the name of the new ring which completed the Aqua collection; adapt-
ing the distinct body of this creature, an emblem of the brand, this ring has been crafted in 
white, yellow or red gold, and is available with or without diamonds.

What better way to say ‘I Love You’ than by offering the love of your life one of the new 
 Omegamania rings of the same name? The central feature of each domed ring, which comes 
in either white or red gold is a heart made of diamonds or rubies, entwined with the diamond-
encrusted Omega logo, and surrounded by a series of smaller hearts.
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The theme of sailing, and the America’s Cup 
in particular, provided the creative interpreta-
tion for a gentleman’s bracelet made of plaited 
brown or black calf leather, with a -shaped 
stainless steel fastener reminiscent of the 
shackles used to connect two items of sailing 
equipment. This bracelet proved extremely 
popular amongst the younger generation of 
modern men.

Omega Fine Jewelry is now well-established in 
all the major markets during the reporting year 
and was officially introduced in Austria, Korea 
and India with retailer and media events. 
To reflect this contemporary design ethos a 
new catalogue was developed, inspired by a 
‘behind the scenes’ approach to the shooting, 
capturing every woman’s unique beauty and 
sensuality.

Fine Leather Collection // In November 2007 
a selection of exquisitely handmade accesso-
ries crafted from the finest Italian calf leather 
was launched, with distribution restricted 
 exclusively to the Omega boutiques.
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The world’s foremost prestige 
watchmaker
www.breguet.com

Trends

Breguet concluded a magnificent 2007, rich in success and challenges taken up with 
 passion. Under the leadership of Nicolas G. Hayek, turnover, along with watch and jewelry 
production continued on the upward path of the last seven years. Through its vitality, skills, 
growth and talent, today’s Breguet was more than ever before positioning itself as the world’s 
foremost prestige watchmaker.
The Manufacture witnessed the installation of new equipment, constant recruitment of skilled 
workers and managers, the training of young watchmakers as well as a significant improve-
ment in productivity. The start of production of new calibers and the increasing importance of 
movements with silicon finishes confirmed the trend towards developing new technologies.
In order to meet the challenge of creating a second Marie-Antoinette, a small team was 
 created at the Breguet Manufacture for the production of one-off pieces, comprising master 
watchmakers and experienced artisans. The first prototype of this masterwork, still considered 
the fifth most complicated watch in the world, saw the light of day and will be presented to 
the public in 2008. The same team was also able to respond to the demand for restoration 
of very old Breguet watches, as already carried out by the watchmakers on the number five 
and other venerable models.
In research and development terms, fundamental research, the technical office, the labo-
ratory and development logistics were all strongly reinforced in 2007 with new high-flying 
recruits. Since 2000, 47 patents had been filed, and since 2002 at least one new movement 
had been launched onto the market each year. At the forefront of new technologies, Breguet 
regained its historically leading role in watchmaking inventions and developments, exempli-
fied this year by the world première launch of the Tourbillon Chronographe Marine with an 
escapement made entirely of silicon.
At the beginning of the year, a «think tank» was created, at the instigation of Mr N.G. Hayek. 
After the first meeting, it had already generated 42 completely new ideas (for some of which 
 patents had been filed), and which could be used in new products in the medium to long term. 
The ideas ranged from the design of a new watch to the development of a new mechanism, 
by way of all the stages in the creation of the product.
Engine turning, or guillochage, has been part of Breguet’s identity since 1786. This art, which 
is still practised manually on a rose engine, is used on dials, winding rotors and cases of 
most Breguet timekeepers. For the first time in its history, Breguet created in its Manufacture 
a department comprising engine-turning machinery and master engine turners who are 
 keeping this historic skill alive so that it may be passed on to future generations.
In commercial terms, the opening of new Breguet boutiques in Paris, Tokyo, Moscow and 
Singapore again boosted the year’s great sales increase, accompanied by the opening of new 
markets such as Colombia and Iceland.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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Creation

Tradition Grande Complication ref. 7047 – Tourbillon à fusée // This year, the Tradition line 
acquired its first grande complication, with a unique design to make it a worthy part of a bold 
and visionary collection. The 7047 timepiece featured a spectacular fusee tourbillon mecha-
nism, with a hand-wound Breguet 659 movement of great technical sophistication. The fusee-
chain transmission system improved rate regularity by guaranteeing the movement a constant  
couple whatever the winding tension of its mainsprings. This highly sophisticated piece was 
truly in the tradition of a revolutionary collection and was a symbol of a rarely challenged 
watchmaker’s art. 

Classique Tourbillon Messidor ref. 5335 // The tourbillon regulator was considered among 
Breguet’s greatest inventions. The Classique Tourbillon Messidor timepiece paid homage to 
this ingenious invention, which was patented, according to the French revolutionary calen-
dar, on 7 Messidor of the year IX (26 June 1801). Powered by a hand-wound movement, the 
 tourbillion, strangely celestial, as if suspended in the void of a very spacious carriage, added its 
secret to a piece shrouded in mystery. The refined yet very traditional watchmaking aesthetics 
emphasised the rotating geometry of the bridges in spiral form, giving the piece a mysterious 
allure. The sapphire dial accentuated the etheral appearance, and was respectfully discreet 
against the complexity of the mechanism, allowing the blued Breguet hands to indicate the time 
against a translucent background. The architecture of the watch plays on transparency and 
enables the tourbillon to work its magic centre stage. It revealed the delicately perfect finishing 
of the smallest gear train, meticulously polished, angled, sculpted and drawn with the strict 
precision of only a human hand.

Marine 5837 Tourbillon Chronograph // The Marine Tourbillon chronograph encapsulated the 
lastest in creative audacity, innovation and refinement.
Nestled in a rose gold case, the Breguet 554.3 hand-wound caliber was equipped with 
a frequency increased to 3 Hertz, which activated a spectacular tourbillon at 12 o’clock, of 
which the original carriage featured an upper bridge and pillars in titanium. As a world first, 
the movement boasted the latest technological advances in the science of isochronism, with 
balance spring, escapement wheel and lever in silicium, a material known for its antimagnetic 
properties.
The use of silicium enabled the inertia of the lever and the escapement wheel to be considerably 
reduced and obviated the need for lubrication. The balance spring had a central curve, pitch 
and section both variable, and an integrated collet. The main difficulty in producing the balance 
spring in silicium lay in reaching the exact temperature coefficient, in other words keeping the 
watch operating at constant speed, whatever the temperature. These silicium elements, for 
which a patent had been filed, significantly improved the movement’s isochronism and made 
possible results which were normally achieved only by the Breguet balance spring.

Haute Joaillerie Watches // Precious stones had a special role in the exterior of Breguet watches. 
In 2007, the brand presented three entirely jewel-set models, among which were the double 
tourbillon set with rectangular diamonds, and the Marine chronographs presented in three 
 haute-joaillerie versions with sapphires, rubies or diamonds. In addition, the brand also 
 launched items of haute joaillerie incorporating the Reine de Naples movement, which provided 
a marvelous setting for the jewels

SWATCH GROUP 
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Opening of the Breguet Museum and Boutique 
in Place Vendôme, Paris // Breguet opened its 
doors at 6, Place Vendôme in June 2007. This 
privileged location, worthy of a world famous 
brand, was converted into a superlative show-
case to Breguet at a prestigious address. 
Today, «6 Place Vendôme» is, with its 500 
square meters, the world’s largest Boutique 
Breguet. Inside, the sales area and museum 
harmoniously share a new contemporary 
décor in Breguet’s colors. On the first floor, 
Breguet’s legendary heritage was displayed 
in a new museum presenting the brand’s 
precious archives and more than 120 his-
toric watches, a dazzling testimony to a rich 
past. The whole design concept, which will be 
the model for future Breguet boutiques, was 
 centered on blue glass, recalling the manu-
facturer’s blue enamels worked into clous 
de Paris guilloché patterns, filtres baguettes 
and other gold objects that play with shadow 
and light to recall the fluting of the brand’s 
 timepieces.

Opening of the Breguet Boutique in the Nicolas 
G. Hayek Center, Ginza, Tokyo // In the plan 
to increase the points of sale dedicated to 
Breguet and represent the brand worldwide 
in the most prestigious locations, the Nicolas 
G. Hayek Center was of course an indispen-
sable element. In the building overlooking 
Tokyo’s Ginza district, the Breguet Boutique 
found a luminous setting in a haven of peace 

and greenery. During the course of the summer, 
Breguet had the honor of inaugurating the 
exhibition hall (the Tokyo Cité du Temps) at 
the top of the Center with a major exhibition of 
historic watches from the Paris museum.

Temporary exhibition and opening of the 
 Moscow Boutique Breguet in Red Square // 
 Following in the tradition of the Maison de 
Russie that was established in the land of 
Breguet’s most fervent admirers almost two 
hundred years ago – the Russian for ‘pock-
et watch’ is in fact ‘Breguet’ – the brand 
was able to take up residence on Moscow’s 
world-famous Red Square. To celebrate the 
historic passion linking Breguet to Russia, 
the boutique’s opening was accompanied by 
an exhibition on the theme of «Breguet and 
Russia, over two centuries of shared history», 
dealing with Tsar Alexander I, Pushkin and 
other fervent Russian admirers and clients of 
Breguet, such as Rostopchin, the governor of 
Moscow.

Opening of the Singapore Boutique Breguet, Raf-
fles Shopping Arcade // Continuing the policy of 
opening mono-brand boutiques, Breguet took 
its place in Singapore at the end of the year. 
First of its kind in Asia, the boutique’s interior 
décor adopted the same themes as those pre-
sented a few months earlier in Paris, namely 
the traditional guillochage, blue enamel work 
and gold fluting. Having been inaugurated in 
December, the boutique was set for a very 
promising future.

The Lucerne Festival, the Concours de Genève 
and the Los Angeles Philharmonic // Ever active 
in supporting culture, Breguet continued its 
partnerships with classical music institutions 
in Europe and the United States. In Lucerne, 
Breguet hosted an evening at the 2007 inter-
national classical music festival with the 
Orchestre de Chambre d’Europe directed by 
Heinz Holliger, interpreting works by Schubert, 
Schumann and Veress. In Geneva, in the sing-
ing and clarinet competitions, winners were 
presented with Breguet watches, and the 
Prix Coup de Cœur Breguet, consisting of the 
recording of a CD, was also awarded. Finally, 
Breguet celebrated the start of its partnership 
with the Los Angeles Philharmonic Orchestra, 
by the season opening gala; this support also 
led the orchestra’s management to visit the 
Petit Trianon at Versailles.

Petit Trianon, Domaine de Versailles // The 
restoration work on Marie Antoinette’s estate 
at Versailles and her Petit Trianon residence 
started at the end of the summer; while the 
first ébauche of the new Marie-Antoinette 
watch was presented at Baselworld 2007.

Charity auction, Monaco Only Watch 2007  // 
Breguet supported charitable work aimed 
at finding a cure for myopathy. The brand 
offered for auction a limited edition, number 
one in a series of seven pieces in the Classic 
line. Inspired by a historic Breguet watch, this 
model had an enamel dial with a tachymetric 
scale.
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Breguet Haute Joaillerie 

For seven years, Breguet’s great watchmaker’s 
art found its true reflection in some sumptuous 
pieces of jewelry. Inspired by an exceptional 
historic heritage, Breguet jewelry was the heir 
to craftsmen’s skills, the privilege of a few rare 
jewelers, gem setters and lapidaries, and has 
now become a crystallization of the brand’s 
values and qualities.

In 2007, Breguet once more invited women 
into a privileged world symbolizing the direct 
link between haute horlogerie and haute 
 joaillerie. The new Les Jardins du Petit 

 Trianon – Les Glycines collection brought 
its own particular poetry to the world of 
 jewelry. Its evocative name brought to mind 
the heady fragrance of the wisteria’s mauve 
 flowers caressed by a soft springtime breeze. 
A dreamlike atmosphere was embodied with 
grace and finesse by this new collection com-
prising necklace, ring, earrings, pendant,  
bracelet and watch, which blended the 
 brilliance of diamonds with the blue intensity 
of sapphires. Precious baguette-, brilliant 
and pear-cut stones were brought together 
and perfectly set in small and larger clusters. 
In this piece, Breguet’s jewelers confirmed 
their artistry and skill, to provide a perfect 

accompaniment to watches of great quality.
The Plumes, Marie-Antoinette Fleurs and 
Marie-Antoinette Dentelle lines also added 
to their collection sumptuously bejeweled 
 watches, which beautifully set off the timepiece 
at their heart.
The earrings and pendants of the Reine de 
Naples and Petite Reine collections adopted 
a new, more contemporary design which, like 
the rings that are the collection’s stars, recalled 
the oval case of the watch bearing the same 
name. A new part of the line, the green and 
olive peridot, reminiscent of the plant world, 
accompanied the diamond-set white gold.
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Finally, in homage to the watchmaker’s art, jealously guarded and transmitted from generation 
to generation, the latest in the line of Breguet cufflinks revealed an aspect of the true and 
now renowned guilloché dials of Breguet watches. Hand-turned on engines dating back over a 
hundred years, artisans were able to engrave gold motifs no bigger than a tenth of a millimeter, 
creating designs of great complexity through delicate use of the machine. There was also an 
hour circle with characteristic figures and various counters. Sales of Breguet cufflinks, launched 
in 2006 and to which were added the guilloché dial version, were constantly rising and subject 
to ever-increasing demand.
With these new launches in 2007, Breguet’s jewelry turnover exceeded all expectations, 
 particularly in Breguet Boutiques, where the latest collections launched at Baselworld were 
enjoying great success.

As regards activities in 2007, a major 
 partnership with Tatler launched the jewelry 
in the United Kingdom in December. With 
 boutiques in place in the world’s most 
 important strategic locations, jewelry was really 
taking off and experiencing growth unequaled 
since its launch in 2000. Various exhibitions 
and collection sales in the four corners of 
the world (India, Bahrein, Thailand, Tokyo, 
Paris, Moscow, Los Angeles and Austria) also 
enabled this branch of Breguet to expand 
 significantly.
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A virtuoso of complications
www.blancpain.com

Trends

Blancpain continued its dazzling growth in 2007; it also reinforced its strong sales potential 
in Asia, particularly South-East Asia, where the brand was enjoying exceptional success. 
European markets continued their remarkable progression and in Eastern Europe showed 
strong growth. 
The impact of the new Fifty Fathoms line presented at Basle has already been felt, and has 
enjoyed a resounding success since its launch.
The brand continued its strategy of setting up new boutiques, with openings in Singapore, 
Hong Kong, Macao and Beijing. It made its debut on the subcontinent with the opening of a 
boutique in Mumbai, and meanwhile the Middle East was achieving exceptional results.
While some commentators were predicting a fall in sales of tourbillons, the facts contradicted 
them, and the trend was ever upwards. Blancpain, which has made the tourbillon one of its 
great specialties saw sales of this complication constantly increasing.
The Blancpain Women collection was consolidated with the introduction of a double time 
zone model and others in the ultra-slim lines.
The much talked-about Blancpain advertising campaign, «Une Tradition d’Innovation. Depuis 
1735» («A Tradition of Innovation. Since 1735»), gave the Fifty Fathoms line pride of place 
this year, presenting in a marine context the three new models that were added to the line. 
Published for the first time in 2006, the Blancpain magazine, «Lettres du Brassus» was 
awarded the silver medal in the 2007 «Best of Corporate Publishing» competition, in which 
over 600 corporate publications were evaluated. «Lettres du Brassus» is published twice a 
year in a run of over 70 000 copies, in English, French, German and Spanish. 

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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New Fifty Fathoms line // The Fifty Fathoms was 
created after a meeting between Blancpain, 
Captain «Bob» Maloubier and the first lieu-
tenant of the Claude Riffaud. The two officers, 
charged by the French ministry of defense 
with the creation of an elite unit baptized 
«Combat Swimmers», and finding no watch 
able to cope with the extreme conditions of 
underwater missions, turned to Blancpain for 
help. Drawing on its knowledge, skill and vi-
sion, the Manufacture designed a mechanical 
masterpiece that would become the arche-
typal diver’s watch. The original model was 
launched in 1953. As the name suggests, it 
was guaranteed watertight to a depth of 50 
fathoms, or 91.45 meters. By virtue of its 
reputation for reliability and robustness with 
the special forces of several countries, it also 
accompanied Commander Cousteau and 
film director Louis Malle when they made the 
 documentary «Silent World».
In 2007, Blancpain breathed new life into 
the line by creating a true collection com-
prising, apart from the automatic model, a 
Flyback Chronograph and a fascinating flying 
 Tourbillon, all sporting the main distinctive 
feature that made the name of the original 
Fifty Fathoms. 
Made of scratch proof sapphire and slightly 
convex in form to limit the effect of shock, the 
rotating bezel remained one of the key ele-
ments of the watch; its notched surface facili-
tated handling and its unidirectional rotation 
system avoided any risk of involuntarily pro-
longing diving times. Watertight to 300 meters, 
these new style Fifty Fathoms feature black 
bezels and bracelets, and 45 mm diameter 
cases either in steel, or in red or white gold.

Caliber 1315: a new Manufacture Blancpain movement // Available in steel or red gold, the 
Fifty Fathoms Automatic incorporated an entirely new mechanical movement developed by 
Blancpain, exclusive to the brand. The Caliber 1315 automatic was a derivative of the manual 
Caliber 13R0, which was presented in October 2006. The result of a long quest for simplicity, 
precision and performance, it was designed from the outset to equip watches built specifically 
with sport in mind. Blancpain fitted it with a very dense bimetallic rotor enabling very efficient 
rewinding. For the sake of strength, the balance was in glucydur, a heavier material than the 
titanium used in the 13R0. In other respects, the movement incorporated most of the features 
that already made the 13R0 a caliber of distinction.

Blancpain Women Time Zone and Léman Time Zone // Definitely destined to be a year of travel 
and freedom, 2007 saw the Léman and Blancpain Women collections joined by Time Zone, a 
timepiece for demanding travelers of refined tastes. Given a new look for the Léman collection, 
in which it now appeared with larger, 40 mm diameter cases in steel and red gold, applied 
numbers and «Aqua Lung» index, the double time zone complication now made its grand ap-
pearance in the Blancpain Women collection. Far from being merely a reduced version of the 
existing men’s watch, the new women’s Time Zone was expressly developed to meet the needs 
and wishes of the cosmopolitan and active woman of today. Busy at the heart of both these time 
pieces were the 253 components of the 5L60 caliber, a manual-winding mechanical movement 
with a 100 hour power reserve.

Léman Répétition Minutes Aqua Lung // Faithfully keeping to its tradition of innovation, the 
 Manufacture du Brassus presented a revolutionary watertight case system for its Léman 
 Répétition Minutes. It was equipped with a mechanism that strikes the hours, quarters and min-
utes on request, all to a depth of up to 100 meters, without a single drop of water compromising 
the complex functioning of the minute repeater movement that is the slimmest and smallest 
diameter in the world. Blancpain remedied the vulnerability of the repeater slide by devising a 
gear system linking the slide to the repeater actuating lever via two racks and a transmission 
shaft, itself composed of two intermediate wheels and fitted with two O-ring gaskets to ensure 
the system is watertight.

Blancpain Women Ultra-slim // In 2007, Blancpain added a watchmaking jewel to the collection 
of watches dedicated to today’s woman: the Ultra-slim «Lotus». 220 diamonds of the greatest 
purity illuminated a black or white dial embellished with guilloché sun’s rays. Two rows of dia-
monds on the traditional double-stepped bezel illuminated the 34 mm diameter case in white or 
red gold, harmonizing subtly with an elegant satin bracelet fitted with a comfortable and refined 
folding clasp.

Tourbillon Diamants // Innovative and exclusive, the new Blancpain «baguette» setting is to 
jewelry what the tourbillon is to watchmaking. Prestigious, complex, the work of the most expert 
artisans, this unprecedented example of the gem setter’s art is making a remarkable entry onto 
the horological scene, having been combined with the Blancpain 25A caliber, an automatic 
tourbillon movement with seven days power reserve. Adorned with 480 baguette diamonds 
totaling 58 carats, this exceptional piece displays the use of the most advanced techniques to 
create a completely gem-set dial, bezel, case, horns and bracelet.
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World Arabian Horse Championships, Paris // Drawn to this equine world by its passion for 
beauty and search for perfection, Blancpain became associated with the World Arabian Horse 
 Championships in Paris in 2007, and also the International Arabian Horse Championships in 
Dubai from 2 to 4 April 2007. By presenting the Blancpain Official Prize to the owner of the top-
scoring horse in the qualifying rounds for all classes, the oldest watchmaking brand in the world 
paid homage to a discipline uniting the virtues of beauty and elegance held in common with the 
world of haute horlogerie; it also highlighted the philosophy of excellence linking the equestrian 
world to that of the Manufacture of Le Brassus. 

Underwater launch for the Fifty Fathoms at Cannes // As official partner of the International 
Cannes Boat and Yacht Show, and in honor of that prestigious event’s thirtieth anniversary in 
September 2007, Blancpain held a world exclusive presentation of the first thirty production 
pieces of the new-wave Fifty Fathoms. A handful of select guests were invited on a cruise to 
witness the launch of this historic watch by Blancpain Chairman Marc A. Hayek. The world 
freediving champion, Gianluca Genoni, was the very special guest at the underwater launch, 
and Marc Hayek’s diving companion for the occasion. A passionate diver and the inspiration for 
the new edition Fifty Fathoms, Marc A. Hayek presented the diving champion, while under the 
water, with the very first production piece, bearing the serial number 0 and inscribed with his 
name. After the underwater ceremony, Gianluca Genoni returned to the surface proudly bearing 
the watch on his wrist. The presentation dive was followed by a press conference on board the 
yacht and an elegant luncheon. 

Only Watch M.Y.S. limited edition: a partnership of the heart // Since 2000, Blancpain has had 
the honor of being the privileged partner of the Monaco Yacht Show. This association was based 
on a common quest for excellence, affirmed every year by the presentation of a limited edition 
to the Principality and by Blancpain’s participation in a charity auction to benefit research into 
Duchenne’s myopathy. Blancpain celebrated the eighth year of this partnership in style, pro-
ducing a limited series of ten pieces bearing the Monegasque coat of arms. Officially launched 
on the Blancpain stand by His Serene Highness Prince Albert II of Monaco, the limited series 
Blancpain M.Y.S. 2007 delighted not just professional divers but also nautical and water sports 
enthusiasts, since the watch was the brand-new Fifty Fathoms in its flyback chronograph ver-
sion. Blancpain, the instigator of the Only Watch charity auction for research on Duchenne 
muscular dystrophy, presented an exceptional pocket-watch specially designed and produced 
for this noble cause.
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Blancpain confirmed its links with the world of 
classic and vintage car racing // The «Peking to 
Paris» is beyond a shadow of a doubt the most 
demanding of all marathon car races: 260 
drivers in 130 vintage and classic cars covered 
the epic 12 000 kilometer course. Blancpain 
had the single honor of being exclusive spon-
sor of the third edition in one hundred years 
of the «Peking to Paris». Starting on 27 May 
from the foot of the Great Wall of China, the 
rally reached its triumphal conclusion on the 
Place Vendôme in Paris on 30 June. For the 
occasion, Blancpain produced a «Peking to 
Paris» special edition limited to 260 pieces, 
inspired by the famous Léman Chronographe 
Flyback Grande Date. 
The model had two thematic hues, red and 
yellow, recalling the competition colors, and 
featured a solid gold oscillating weight bear-
ing the rally logo visible through the sapphire 
crystal case-back.

Blancpain rewards the Bocuse d’Or 2007 
 prizewinner // As the championship’s official 
timekeeper, Blancpain had the honor of as-
sociating its name with the most famous 
cuisine contest in international gastronomy. 
It was a real trial of strength for the twenty-
four competitors in the Bocuse d’Or 2007, on 
23 and 24 January, at the Salon International 
de l’Hôtellerie et de la Restauration, in Lyon. 
Fabrice Desvignes, a chef from the kitchens 
of the French Senate Presidency in Paris, took 
the first prize, the most highly-rated award in 
the field. Swiss candidate Franck Giovannini, 
sous-chef de cuisine at the Hôtel de Ville res-
taurant at Crissier (Philippe Rochat), was the 
deserving recipient of the Bocuse bronze.
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This year once again, the Glashütte Original manufacture continued on its path towards the 
internationalization of the brand.  Priorities in this respect were the Far East, Australia and, 
for the first time, South America.
With the official inauguration in May of its fifth mono-brand boutique in Tokyo’s Nicolas 
G. Hayek Center, Glashütte Original was establishing itself in the Japanese market and 
 growing rapidly. Another important milestone was the opening of the very latest Glashütte 
Original boutique at the Macao Venetian Resort Hotel, at the beginning of November.
The German handcrafted haute horlogerie brand was finally making its presence felt in points 
of sale in 61 countries throughout the world.
Baselworld 2007 was once again a highpoint for Glashütte Original, due in particular to the 
presentation of the new Senator Rattrapante chronograph, limited to one hundred pieces and 
equipped with the hand-winding 99 caliber.
As regards other new products, the Pano line was extended, while an entirely new line of 
ladies’ watches was introduced in the form of the Lady Serenade collection.

The Glashütte Museum of German Horology // Work on transforming the old German watchmaking 
school in the small town of Glashütte into a museum of horology was continuing apace. On 
28 June the end of the main part of the renovation work was celebrated, and the inaugura-
tion ceremony for this centre for free experimentation was scheduled for May 2008. It will be 
placed under the guidance of the «Deutsches Uhrenmuseum Glashütte – Nicolas G. Hayek 
 Foundation», created in 2006 with the support of Swatch Group, Glashütte Original and the 
town of Glashütte. The desire of the trustees is to transmit the traditions, knowledge and skills of 
watchmaking to new generations and to preserve and promote the cultural heritage of the town 
site Glashütte in the long term.

•

•

•

•

•

Handmade in Germany
www.glashuette-original.com

Creations

Senator Rattrapante Chronograph
The first split seconds chronograph designed 
by Glashütte Original, the new platinum Sena-
tor Rattrapante model, had a heart that embo-
died the manufacture’s most exacting requi-
rements in terms both technical and artistic. 
It made full use of the technical finesse of the 
caliber 99, and allowed a glimpse, through its 
sapphire crystal case back of the split-second 
(or ‘rattrapante’) mechanism.

Pano XL Collection // A dynamic design, 
 provocatively sized, a progressive look and 
precious materials: this was the specifica-
tion given to the Glashütte Original designers 

for the creation of the new Pano XL line. 
The design borrowed the resolutely modern 
 aesthetic qualities of the smaller models but 
developed them to give a unique character. 
The off-center hour and minute display with 
subsidiary seconds, together with the charac-
teristic panorama date, were the distinguishing 
features of the Pano XL line that guaranteed it 
due recognition.

Lady Serenade // A new generation of classic 
ladies’ watches appeared in 2007: Lady 
 Serenade. The various models of this new 
timepiece in red gold and steel were the ex-
pression of feminine elegance and comple-
ment any outfit the owner would choose to 
wear. The luxury version in red gold featured 

a silvered or chocolate brown dial with golden 
Roman numerals and a bezel set with pre-
cious stones. This line was equipped with the 
famous automatic manufacture 39-22 caliber 
with a forty hour power reserve.

Senator Meissen: stylish classicism // A classic 
men’s mechanical watch with exceptional 
aesthetic qualities, the Senator Meissen has 
a superb dial in Saxony porcelain designed 
in collaboration with the renowned Meissen 
porcelain manufacturer. This timepiece exu-
des nobility and is the epitome of understa-
tement: on the extra-flat white porcelain dial 
with Roman numerals, only the hour- and the 
minute-hands measure the passing of time.
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World Culture Forum // In November 2007, Glashütte Original partnered the first World Culture 
Forum in Dresden. Describing itself as a «world cultural summit», it focused on the social 
change associated with globalization, in a cultural context. The organizer’s declared aim was to 
create a network for the purpose of establishing and maintaining a long-term dialogue between 
the worlds of culture and business.

Glashütte Original invited to Paris // On the occasion of the anniversary of German reunifica-
tion on 3 October 2007, the city of Berlin organized a reception at the German Ambassa-
dor’s residence at the Palais Beauharnais in Paris. As sponsor and partner of these festivities, 
 Glashütte Original was part of a very select circle of German companies which had been invited. 
The following day, Glashütte Original was also present at the reopening ceremony of the Paris  
Goethe-Institut, as the ambassador of German haute horlogerie.

Alfred Helwig School of Watchmaking, Singapore // During the Tempus Event in Singapore, 
one of the world’s greatest watch and clock fairs that took place from 5 to 9 September 2007, 
 Manufacture Glashütte Original’s Alfred Helwig School of Watchmaking organized numerous 
workshops and seminars. Visitors were able to discover the complexities of the watchmaker’s 
craft and see for themselves what knowledge and skills were involved in haute horlogerie. 

The atrium, Glashütte Original’s own theatrical venue // In 2007, the atrium once again played 
host to a large number of visitors for the cultural meetings and events taking place during the 
year. So it was that Peter Hahne, best-selling author and presenter of the «Heute» news pro-
gram on German television station ZDF, gave a lecture to an enthusiastic audience. He dealt 
with a hot topic of the moment: «Values that get you through, that serve as a guide and that are 
worth cultivating».

The Saeculum Music Prize 2007 // For the last four years, Glashütte Original has awarded the 
Saeculum music prize, one of Germany’s most valuable, during the Dresden music festivals. 
The 2007 recipient was artist and virtuoso violinist Gidon Kremer, who was rewarded for a 
lifetime’s exceptional achievement. He was presented with the award on 1 June at the Dresden 
Semperoper, on the occasion of a concert by Kremerata Baltica, the ensemble he founded. The 
speech in his honor was given by well-known actor Bruno Ganz.
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Jaquet Droz showed very strong growth in 2007. Its international expansion continued, and 
the brand made an impressive impact in Asia. Since August, several planned ‘corners’ be-
came reality in China. Two new boutiques were opened, one in Japan, in Tokyo’s Ginza, the 
other in Macao, China, the world’s gambling capital. European markets also saw considerable 
expansion and in January 2008 a mini-boutique was opened on the premises of an haute 
horlogerie retailer in Muscat, in the Sultanate of Oman.
At Baselworld 2007, Jaquet Droz unveiled a major innovation and a real technological 
 challenge: a Grande Seconde model in an unbreakable black ceramic case. The year was 
also marked by the launch of a Tourbillon model: a prestigious timepiece that established the 
brand’s name as a master of grandes complications.
On the eve of the brand’s 270th anniversary, major investments were agreed for the building 
of the new manufacture at La Chaux-de-Fonds.
Jaquet Droz’s renown increased considerably; watchmaking professionals and influential 
players on the luxury goods and fashion scenes showed keen interest in the brand and its 
creations.

•

•

•

•

The mastery of time
www.jaquet-droz.com
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Hommage La Chaux-de-Fonds 1738 // Consist-
ing entirely of grande complication models, the 
Hommage La Chaux-de-Fonds 1738 line this 
year welcomes several new members,  first 
among which is the Tourbillon. Available in a 
Numerus Clausus of just twenty-eight pieces, 
the Tourbillon magnified all the features that 
create the brand’s prestige.
In the search for refinement, the upper part 
of the dial was dedicated to the hour and 
minute counter. The sobriety of the lower part 
emphasised, with the aid of a generous open-
ing, the imposing tourbillon, set off by Côtes 
de Genève decoration. Together, the counter 
and the tourbillon cage formed a harmonious 
figure eight, the brand’s emblematic number.

Ligne Noire // This year also saw the birth of 
the Ligne Noire, comprising six models pro-
duced in a Numerus Clausus of 88 pieces, 
with a grand feu enamel dial of the deepest 
black. Artisan dialmakers used the technique 
that combines fire, time and matter with ex-
traordinary mastery.
An exclusive and entirely handmade presenta-
tion box was created for the six models of this 
line numbered 00. Among these six excep-
tional timepieces was a Grande Seconde with 

a ceramic case. A real technical challenge, 
the model embodied a complete fusion of 
 tradition and modernity.

Hommage Londres 1774 // The Grande Heure 
Minute line was complemented by two new 
timepieces. Now available with an ivory-col-
ored enameled dial or a black opaline version 
ringed with steel, these Grande Heure Minute 
editions hade a 41 mm diameter steel case 
and were limited to 88 pieces.
Inspired by drawings of historic eighteenth 
century timepieces, the «Origine» was the 
 exclusively expressed synthesis of a pro-
digious past and present-day privileges. It 
was also the first steel model which Jacquet 
Droz had chosen to produce in a non-limited 
 edition.

Hommage Genève 1784 // Dedicated to the 
collection’s classic references, the Hommage 
Genève 1784 line was enriched with a new 
model: the Date Astrale. This off-centered 
hours and minutes watch offered a retrograde 
date with a diamond marker.
Jaquet Droz confirmed its skill with rare and 
precious materials in the launch of an ex-
clusive Grande Seconde Minérale line with a 
39 mm grey or rose gold case. The dials in 
lapis lazuli, mokaite and meteorite were used 

in eight models only, as were the deep black 
onyx or aventurine, with its subtle shades of 
blue varying with the light. In its gem-set ver-
sion, two rows of eighty-eight diamonds graced 
the bezel, with the same number outlining the 
curves of the two counters.

Hommage Paris 1785 // The Fleur de Lotus 
line, wholly dedicated to the gentle sex, was 
a 2007 addition to the Jaquet Droz collection. 
The second model of this Hommage Paris 
1785 was characterized by the richness of ex-
ecution of its lacquered dial, hand-engraved 
and set with diamonds, sapphires or tsavor-
ites. Each Fleur de Lotus model was a work 
of art in its own right and was also produced 
in an edition of eight, the brand’s emblematic 
number.

Presence 

With a presence in Geneva, Courchevel and Kuala Lumpur, Jaquet Droz continued to develop 
its network of own-name boutiques, and recently opened two more: one in May in Tokyo’s 
prestigious Ginza district, in the heart of the new Nicolas G. Hayek Center, the other in The 
Venetian, the imposing hotel-casino in Macao. These boutiques were an integral part of the 
brand’s growing success in Asia.
Jaquet Droz was at the center of numerous events, such as exhibition openings and launches 
in Tokyo, Singapore, Kuala Lumpur, Bangkok, Macao, Toronto, Boston, and also Geneva, at 
the Cité du Temps, where the brand presented a unique exhibition dedicated to its «Essential 
Codes».
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J’aime
www.leonhatot.com

Trends

For Léon Hatot, 2007 was a year of very successful growth. Turnover saw a double-digit 
 increase and market share expanded steadily, particularly in the Middle East.
2007 was also marked by the strengthened presence of Maison Hatot in Eastern Europe, with 
openings in Bulgaria and Azerbaijan. But it was first and foremost in Asia that the company 
increased its impact, with a new boutique in Tokyo’s Ginza district having just opened to 
complement its wholesale business in Japan. The strong sales growth at the Taipei boutique, 
together with the first steps taken in China in the form of two sales points (Macao and Beijing), 
predict a bright future. In the medium term, Léon Hatot will have twenty sales points, of which 
four will be mono-brand boutiques in China.
Meanwhile, the mono-brand boutiques in France and Switzerland (Geneva) were maintaining 
a good level of growth.

•

•

•
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In 2007, more than ever, Léon Hatot put its 
extraordinary savoir-faire at the service of 
women. Its creations had a particular air of 
refinement, boldness and splendor.
Léon Hatot’s jeweled works fall into three 
 exclusive lines:
Les Créations d’Exception, produced in 
 editions strictly limited to seven – the 
 company’s lucky number – or seventy-seven 
for the larger editions. Sumptuous pieces 
of jewelry made regular appearances: pink 
opals, pink Akoya pearls, gold pearls from the 
South Seas and white gold for Perles de Pluie. 
Blue sapphires, green lacquer and white gold 
for the Paon, or peacock set. Diamonds, pink 
sapphires, white gold and rose gold for the 
Fleurs de Lotus. In Haute Joaillerie, the Zelia 
Bamboo watch fuses together the splendor of 
gems, metal and technical sophistication in a 
perfect marriage of precious stones and noble 
materials.
The Joaillerie Boutique line was marked by 
the arrival of a star product for Léon Hatot: 
the J’aime ring. The stone was clasped by a 
succession of yellow, white and rose gold in-
terlacings. The gem of choice could be either 
orange citrine, onyx, pink quartz, angel hair 
rutile quartz, white agate or amethyst, for 
spring; in autumn, seven more colors com-
pleted the choice, with deep red agate, the 
opaque lavender of chalcedony, the yellow of 
citrine lemon quartz, the opacity of rose opal, 
the transparency of white quartz, the brown of 
smoked quartz and the topaz blue of a tropical 
lagoon.
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31 May 2007 was an important date for Léon Hatot. «La Maison» inaugurated its new boutique 
on Place Vendôme, the most prestigious of Parisian squares, with a celebration worthy of the 
occasion. The openings of the boutiques in Taipei and in the Ginza district’s Nicolas G. Hayek 
Center in Tokyo were marked with equally stunning events.
At the same time, Léon Hatot made its presence felt in the world of the seventh art by 
 accompanying a number of actresses to the César awards in Paris, the Cannes Festival and 
the Marrakech Film Festival, where the company organised a soirée. The brand continued 
working with its two muses, principal dancer of the Paris Opera Marie-Agnès Gillot, and in the 
Middle East with Lebanese singer Nelly Makdessy, who took part in numerous events. Finally, 
2007 once again gave the brand the opportunity to intensify its public relations activities at 
international level, and there was a satisfying increase in the amount of press coverage in both 
renowned international magazines and also local publications.
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Elegance, tradition and sport
www.longines.com

Trends

Longines had an exceptional 2007, marked by its 175th birthday celebrations. The winged 
hourglass brand opened new rooms in its Saint-Imier museum and welcomed members of 
the world’s press to the Cité du Temps in Geneva.
Building on a presence in China dating back 140 years, Longines pursued its expansion in 
this key market and throughout Asia; in January 2007 it opened its first boutique in Dalian, 
North-East China.
At Baselworld 2007, Longines launched the new Longines Sport Collection. In keeping with 
its sporting tradition, it assumed the role of official timekeeper for the prestigious Roland 
Garros tennis tournament, an event exemplifying its three main values of elegance, tradition 
and sport.
In addition to this anniversary and these events, Longines launched a new advertising 
 campaign. After ten years of communicating on the “Elegance is an attitude” theme, the 
brand gave its message a sportier tone, while remaining true to its historic values and the 
concept of elegance.

•

•

•

•

Creation

Longines Sport Collection // The five lines of 
The Longines Sport Collection sit perfectly 
with the brand’s prestigious history and today’s 
partnerships in the world of sport.
It was intended that the HydroConquest 
 become the watch of choice for divers and 
anyone passionate about the high seas. 
The line included models water resistant to 
300 m, equipped with stainless steel case 
with screw-in crown and screw-down case 
back, unidirectional rotating bezel in anodised 
aluminum with a fluted finish and steel with 
embossed figures.
The Conquest line expressed the elegance of 
performance and was the result of concen-
trated work on the bezel’s aesthetic potential, 
with either the glamorous sheen of black or 
white ceramic, the understated smoothness of 
polished steel or the luminous brilliance of Top 
Wesselton VVS diamonds.
The GrandeVitesse line stood out for its 
 automatic movement chronographs, with their 
aerodynamic curves, harmonious outline and 
large figure 12, all evoking the world of speed 

records and sporting machines, especially the 
Formula One races timed by Longines. Each 
model featured a tachymeter in km/h or mph, 
measuring up to Mach 2, and a polished steel 
case with satin finish.
The Admiral line evoked the aesthetics and 
prestige of sport, comprising automatic 
 mechanical watches and chronographs, and 
an automatic dual time zone watch. The 
screwed crown and case back made it water 
resistant to 100 m. The models’ elegance is 
evidenced by their painstaking finish and the 
purity of their lines.
The Sports Legends line paid homage to the 
legendary personalities and sporting exploits 
associated with Longines. It included the 
Legend Diver, a new edition of a 1960 diving 
watch, revisited in the pioneering spirit of the 
holders of depth records.
This was joined by the Longines Weems 
Second-Setting Watch, commemorating the 
commander of that name, and the Lindbergh 
Hour Angle Watch, designed by the celebrat-
ed aviator after his famous 1927 transatlantic 
flight.
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The Longines Master Collection Retrograde // 
Longines has conceived a timepiece that 
bears witness to its rich watchmaking heri-
tage and its constant quest for elegance: the 
Longines Master Collection Retrograde. This 
entirely new watch, containing a new auto-
matic mechanical caliber specially developed 
for Longines by ETA, was fast becoming the 
key model in a collection dedicated to tak-
ing forward the company’s watchmaking 
 traditions.

Longines 175 Diamonds // To celebrate its 
175th birthday – and especially to please the 
ladies – Longines imagined a special women’s 
watch, the Longines 175 Diamonds. Produced 
in a limited edition of 175, this bejeweled 
timepiece, adorned with the same number of 
diamonds, celebrated with elegant refinement 
the brand’s aesthetic heritage and feeling for 
history.

Longines Flagship Heritage // Celebrating its 
fiftieth birthday in 2007, the Longines Flag-
ship was once more in full sail and continued 
to travel through time in uncharted waters. 
Longines created three Flagship Heritage 
models in rose gold with automatic mechanical 
movements and with the image of a flagship 
stamped on the case back, like an invitation to 
accompany it on a voyage.
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Ambassadors of elegance // The Longines 
Ambassadors acquired some major reinforce-
ments during the year. Tennis legend André 
Agassi and Norwegian Alpine skiing cham-
pion Aksel Lund Svindal added to the brand’s 
well-known sporting character. Meanwhile 
Bollywood star Aishwarya Rai Bachchan, Chi-
nese actress Carina Lau, Lithuanian actress 
Ingeborga Dapkunaite, Taiwanese model 
 Chiling Lin, Russian actor Oleg Menshikov 
and Chinese variety star Aaron Kwok guaran-
teed the continuance of the Longines tradition 
of elegance all over the world.

Andre Agassi // The American tennis star 
bowed out gracefully from his career on the 
courts in 2006, which had taken him to the 
pinnacle of the game and made him one of the 
most renowned players in its history. Agassi 
holds over sixty singles titles, of which eight 
were in Grand Slam contests. He is the only 
player to have taken titles in the four Grand 
Slam tournaments and a gold medal in the 
Olympics. By choosing Agassi as an interna-
tional Ambassador of Elegance, Longines has 
strengthened its links with the world of tennis 
and shown its unflagging support for humane 
ideals: it is quite naturally backing the Andre 
Agassi Foundation.
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Aksel Lund Svindal // To mark his return to the world of skiing, Longines took on the Norwegian 
star Aksel Lund Svindal as an Ambassador of Elegance in the world of sport. Not only very popu-
lar in his own country, Svindal has many international supporters. He is known for his nerves of 
steel and his irreproachable conduct both on and off the piste. He has exceptional technique 
and he is one of the rare Alpine skiers to have had victories in all five disciplines.

Longines and tennis // Longines became official timekeeper to the Roland Garros tournament 
in 2007, one of the most eagerly anticipated dates in the sporting calendar. The Parisian event 
combines elegance and performance: a perfect occasion for Longines to present the first watch-
es in its new Sport Collection. The brand is also associated with the Masters Cup in Shanghai 
(China), which brought together the world’s eight best players.

Longines and show jumping // In 2007, Longines continued in its role as official timekeeper and 
data handler of the Super League competitions. The Longines Press Award for Elegance, award-
ed by a jury made up of members from the equestrian and sporting press, went to the most 
elegant horsewoman and horseman in each of the seven events in 2007. Christina Liebherr of 
Switzerland and Sergio Alvarez Moya of Spain were the recipients of this annual prize at the final 
stage of the competition in Barcelona. In addition, Longines was designated official timekeeper 
at Ascot (England), one of the world’s most prestigious and elegant events. The brand was also 
a partner at the Dubai Show Jumping Championship 2007 and at Melbourne’s Spring Racing 
Carnival, the foremost event in the Australian social calendar.

Longines and gymnastics // True to its longstanding commitment to the world of gymnastics, 
Longines was data handler and timekeeper at the European Artistic Gymnastic Championships 
in Amsterdam, and at the Rhythmic Gymnastic Championships in Baku (Azerbaijan), as well 
as at the World Artistic Gymnastic Championships in Stuttgart and the Rhythmic Gymnastic 
Championships in Patras (Greece). At the World Championships, the brand awarded its fa-
mous Longines Prize for Elegance to American Shawn Johnson and Japanese Hiroyuki Tomita 
 (artistic) and to Ukrainian Anna Bessonova (rhythmic).

Longines and skiing // Longines reconnected with the emotions of the “great white circus” by 
 becoming the official timekeeper of the World Alpine Skiing Championships. From Levi (Finland) 
to Lenzerheide (Switzerland), via the World Championships at Are (Sweden), the brand put its 
timekeeping skills at the service of the International Ski Federation (FIS).
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Developing the brand’s essence // Before meeting new challenges, the past year saw Rado  
re-centering itself on some intrinsic values which have underlined its fifty-year history of suc-
cess: values that fuse high-tech materials and design inspired by art and architecture. The 
coming months will also be part of this process, with the arrival on the market of a new ceramic 
incomparably light and comfortable, and tinged with a hint of gold. A change in Rado’s 
 communications is also expected, with an advertising campaign still centered on the product 
but with a more contemporary and serene mood.

Targeting quality // While Rado’s 2007 was generally marked by intensified public relations 
activity, it was chiefly distinguished by a repositioning of the brand, as it moved upscale in all 
its markets. This translated into an increased average price and a reduction in the number of 
sales points to a more select number. Over the last few months, Rado has paid particular atten-
tion to the North American market, where there was clear potential. The brand also reinforced 
its already strong position in India, Hong Kong and China. It profitably consolidated its position 
in Switzerland and Dubai, and improved its image in Thailand and Korea. Benefiting from the 
Scandinavian penchant for design, Rado achieved very good growth in that particular market.

Half a century 
of aesthetic sophistication
www.rado.com

Celebrating the future // As with any cycle, the 
march of time as measured by the calendar 
includes some exceptional years and others 
more ordinary. Thus 2007 will remain a year 
recorded in the annals as that of the Rado 
brand’s fiftieth birthday: half a century for a 
company focused on research and innova-
tion, both technological and aesthetic, which 
has never stopped creating contemporary 
watches of refined sophistication. Anniver-
sary festivities punctuated the course of the 
jubilee year; Rado, true to its pioneering spirit, 
wished these not to be backward-looking in 
spirit but celebrations of a future waiting to be 
invented.
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Reshaped collections // 2007 saw Rado 
 complement its New Original Collection with 
an exceptional split seconds chronograph; au-
thentic and technically demanding, this piece 
attracted admiration by virtue of its sophisti-
cated precision, strength and simplicity. The 
brand also continued to harmonize the Sintra 
collection, the proportions and outlines of 
which were redefined to underline their purity 
and energy. A new impulse was given to the 
Integral collection in the form of more flowing 
lines; a true modern classic, the New Integral 
Jubilé was the symbol of its development.

White ceramic for a black brand // Because 
white is the alter ego of black, Rado transposed 
the intrinsic features of its incomparable uni-
verse. In 2007, the brand thus innovated once 
more by developing a new white ceramic. 
Purer and deeper, the tint was represented 

by the True White Jubilé, launched in May in 
conjunction with the True Black Jubilé. These 
two models, glistening yet understated with 
the little circle of diamonds around the date, 
became the leading members of the Rado 
 Jubilé range.

An icon reinterpreted // Graphic and bold, the 
Ceramica was, when it came out in 1989, the 
first entirely ceramic watch, embodying in 
spectacular fashion the concept of integrating 
forms. Reinterpreting an icon that assuredly 
revolutionized its era and set a trend, the 
 Ceramica Chrono was presented at Baselworld 
2007. It was very well received, earning a spe-
cial mention for the innovation represented by 
the ceramic treatment in its matte version.

Golden color chart for five decades // Refash-
ioned for the occasion by Jasper Morrison, 
who shares Rado’s conception of luxury with 
an air of comfort and simplicity, the Ceramica 

Chrono also symbolized the brand’s fiftieth 
anniversary. Five shades of gold, from grey to 
rose, for the model’s five variants, each cel-
ebrating a Rado decade. This chronograph, 
limited to five times ten pieces, was the first 
stage in the collaboration between the brand 
and one of today’s most prestigious designers, 
which will be followed by the creation of a 
packaging concept and a new watch.
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Modern in Basle // Just before going to the Milan Salone del Mobile, the most important 
 international design fair, Rado made its presence felt at Baselworld with an original and highly 
unusual stand. Black, brilliant and ultramodern, it represented 2007’s first embodiment of 
a new conception of the brand. An emblematic translation of the idea that only the product 
counts, it was distinguished by a mood of serenity magnified by a set of mirrors and the reflec-
ting games they played. The showcases seemed to be frameless, materializing in forms free 
of edges: not unlike a Rado watch which, with its case entirely covered by the glass, seems to 
possess no bezel.

A fivefold and exclusive presence // Beyond the usual media activity in various markets, 2007 
saw Rado take up five consecutive pages in twenty exclusive international titles, from Vogue 
to Intramuros. A surprising campaign showcased the five versions of the Ceramica Chrono 
as reinterpreted by Jasper Morrison to celebrate the brand’s fifty years. To echo this unusual 
initiative, a limited series of this exclusive anniversary model was displayed in Rado boutiques 
and in a selection of the most prestigious design points of sale, such as Colette in Paris and 
Moss in New York.
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Fifty years in Vienna // In each market the 
 course of 2007 was accompanied by celebra-
tions of the brand’s fiftieth anniversary. The 
event organized in September to inaugurate 
the Rado boutique in Vienna was the high 
point of these festivities. Some 200 guests, 
representatives of the world’s press and the 
brand’s partners, attended a reception compri-
sing dinner and a “soirée” in an exceptionally 
 light-hearted atmosphere.

New communication platform // Investing in its 
future, Rado also launched its new website 
in 2007. To be translated into six languages, 
this platform was ready to host numerous pro-
jects destined to make it the brand’s leading 
 communications medium.

Under the sign of Rado // 2007 was also rich 
in distribution terms, as it coincided with the 
 opening of numerous franchised stores and 
the inauguration of three points of sale under 
the brand’s own name. After Hong Kong in May 
and before Macao in November, a boutique 
opened in Vienna in June. This European first 
gave form to the new Rado concept already 
tested at its Baselworld stand, playing with the 
idea of the watchcase as mirror. This gave rise 
to a resolutely modern world, perfectly in tune 
with the message that the brand embodied 
and able to showcase the products beautifully. 
The favorable reactions to the boutique told 
the same story as the sales achieved since its 
opening.
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The year 2007 marked twelve years of continuous growth for Tissot, the world number one 
in the traditional Swiss watch segment in terms of volume. True not only to its traditional 
 heritage, but also to its potential for innovation, the brand continued to combine watchmaking 
expertise, cutting edge design and the use of new materials.
The brand’s presence in the world of sports grew even stronger. In order to underline its core 
values of performance, precision and setting new standards, Tissot signed an agreement with 
the Chinese Basketball Association (CBA) as official partner and timekeeper. Tissot was also 
timekeeper and creator of the official watch for the XV Pan American Games Rio and the 
24th Universiade Bangkok. In addition, the brand continued its partnership with NASCAR, 
MotoGP and the World Championships of cycling, fencing and ice hockey.
At retail level, Tissot strengthened its presence by opening several mono-brand boutiques in 
key markets. Presentation and visibility were also constantly optimized in the 16 000 points 
of sale around the world.
Revealing the more feminine side of the brand, Tissot signed an agreement with Indian 
 actress Deepika Padukone, chosen to represent the ladies’ collection and become the face 
of Tissot worldwide.

•

•

•

•

Innovators by tradition
www.tissot.ch
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Tissot is proud to create timepieces for all 
tastes, from classic elegance to the latest 
trends, from traditional pocket watches to 
high-tech tactile watches, and from gold 
creations to exceptional models integrating 
 sporting precision.
T-Touch, first launched in 2000, remained the 
iconic model in the Tissot collection, having 
maintained its uniqueness for an impressive 
eight years worldwide. The T-Touch collection 
acquired a new model to serve as a bench-
mark: the T-Touch Trekking black PVD, with 
a distinctly trendy look, became the “watch to 
have” for everyday adventures.
Also, Tissot ambassador and IndyCar driver 
Danica Patrick chose the T-Touch as one of 

her favorite 2007 models. The Danica Patrick 
limited edition had a mother of pearl dial set 
with diamonds and teamed with a matching 
white rubber strap – ultimate lightness, 
 ultimate technology and ultimate chic. The 
special case back depicted an Indy racing car 
and featured Danica’s engraved signature.
Another Tissot ambassador and World 
 Champion of MotoGP 2006 Nicky Hayden, 
was happy to wear his Nicky Hayden limited 
edition number one watch, which came out 
in a limited edition of 11 111 units. This came 
in Nicky’s characteristic color of orange, with 
a carbon-fiber dial, and bore his number “1” 
engraved on the back with his signature and 
limited edition number. The watch was pre-
sented in a mini rider’s helmet, making it a 
particularly prized collector’s item.

Ladies were also delighted by the launch of 
several new ladies’ collections – from the 
 elegant classic Generosi-T, to the stylish and 
urban T-Moments, followed by Happy Chic 
and Fabulous Garden. These collections 
have already captured hearts with their differ-
ent styles for all tastes and characters of the 
 modern woman.
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In 2007, the global visibility of Tissot moved to a higher level through high-profile sporting 
events, impressive points of sale and a strong media presence.
The brand was present at 63 sports events as official timekeeper and watch of NASCAR, MotoGP 
and the World Championships of cycling, fencing and ice hockey. To further underline the Tissot 
commitment to sport, multi-discipline events like the XV Pan American Games Rio and the 
24th Universiade Bangkok were timed by Tissot during the summer. In October, an agreement 
was signed with the Chinese Basketball Association (CBA) to create the official watch and 
 become the official timekeeper. With 200 games during the year and with live TV coverage all 
over the country, this association gave Tissot an unprecedented presence in China. 
The two Tissot ambassadors, Nicky Hayden, MotoGP World Champion 2006, and Michael 
Owen, English football hero, met in June on the occasion of the British MotoGP. After a visit 
to Nicky’s garage where they exchanged watches, football boots and helmet, the two brand 
ambassadors joined the Riders for Health Charity Auction to which they donated their Tissot 
limited edition watches.
Danica Patrick, IndyCar driver and Tissot ambassador since 2005, had her best season ever. 
Finishing second in two races, she was tipped to be the overall winner in 2008. Danica Patrick, 
very dedicated to the brand, took part in several launch events in the US during the year and 
promoted her own T-Touch limited edition as well as the new ladies’ collection.
In December, Tissot signed an agreement with Indian actress Deepika Padukone, for her to 
 become the brand’s ambassador in India and the “Face of Tissot” worldwide. Deepika Padukone 
is celebrated in India as the “Face of a New Generation” and is one of the most talked-about 
young actresses in the country. Before starting her acting and modeling career, she played 
 badminton for India, winning state level tournaments in doubles and singles, and played state 
level baseball and basketball. As such she also greatly appreciates the proven sporting character 
of many of the Tissot watches with their leading technology and cutting-edge design.
At retail level, Tissot strengthened its presence by opening more than 1000 shop-in-shops 
worldwide, and to further emphasize the brand’s extensive range of product lines, mono-brand 
boutiques were opened in Singapore, China, Macau, Malaysia and India. New Tissot ambas-
sador, Deepika Padukone, inaugurated the third mono-brand store in India and the first store in 
Delhi in the presence of the president of Tissot, François Thiébaud in December 2007.
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The brand recorded remarkable growth as well as affirming its position as market leader in the 
fashion watch sector, where there is no shortage of competition. Exceptional results reflecting 
the highly appealing creations exhalting the virtues of sleek and contemporary shapes.
2007 also saw the start of the new international advertising campaign. Produced in New 
York by renowned photographer David Sims, it featured Natalia Vodianova, one of the world’s 
most in-demand models. Her natural beauty partly reflected the unequivocal success of this 
unique collaboration; a perfect marriage of the worlds of fashion and watchmaking.
New displays for ck watch and jewelry were also introduced. This new way of showcasing 
watches and jewelry was developed for points of sale to increase visibility and occupy more 
space thanks to its modular design. The advertising campaign’s visuals were also integrated 
into the display to strengthen the brand’s image.

•

•

•

Balance, minimalism 
and purity of line
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The success of ck watch & jewelry creations 
reached dizzy heights and confirmed the 
 desire of customers to be part of a world where 
watches, bracelets, rings and necklaces are 
constantly true to the brand’s style. A New 
York label par excellence, Calvin Klein is at 
once cutting edge yet understated.
Pure of line, soft, different: ck hypnotic recalls 
the atmosphere of Studio 54, the famous sev-
enties New York nightclub, as with its “Man in 
the Moon” logo.

ck dress was another example: modern and 
as well-liked as ever, it was the first watch the 
brand presented in 1997. Every year, it is re-
energized by new versions. With its delicate 
lines and hallmark simplicity, it appeals to 
 demanding customers who like to mix styles 
but always favor a refined and authentic 
 design.
Active in over 60 markets, ck watch & jewelry 
intends to pursue its development in the spirit, 
style and footsteps of Calvin Klein.
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In Basle, on 13 April 2007, ck watch & jewelry Co. Ltd celebrated its tenth birthday. President 
Arlette-Elsa Emch unveiled the latest watch and jewelry collection to the world’s press at 
 Baselworld 2007. A spectacular audiovisual show paid homage to the ten-year collaboration 
between Swatch Group and fashion designer Calvin Klein, tracing in an original and very “ck” 
style the path of creative development from 1997 to 2007. The event was notable for an excep-
tional array of guests: Nicolas G. Hayek and Nick Hayek, Tom Murry, CEO of Calvin Klein Inc. 
and the dazzling Natalia Vodianova, ck watch & jewelry’s star top model and leading light of its 
current advertising campaign.
For a number of years now, history has been regularly repeating itself: as the gates of Baselworld 
were about to open, close on seventy journalists gathered in a European city. After Geneva, 
Venice, Antwerp and Rome, Madrid played the role of host from 28 to 30 March 2007.
The presentation of the 2007 ck and Calvin Klein Jeans collections wowed the invited journalists 
from Belgium, the Netherlands, the United Kingdom, Germany, France, Italy, Poland, Switzerland, 
Norway, Denmark, Sweden, Austria, Portugal, Greece, Romania, the Czech Republic, Turkey 
and of course, Spain where the special guest was Joaquín Cortés. The flamenco star danced 
exclusively for them, performing an extract from his new show, “Mi Soledad”, before taking their 
questions.
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2007 was a year marked by success and renewed dynamism for Balmain, both in its 
 collections and its image.
All the company’s markets grew strongly, in particular Switzerland, Belgium, Russia and the 
Ukraine. The Middle East continued to grow at a sustained pace, while Balmain’s presence 
in the Far East was significantly strengthened.
Consumers all over the world gave the new 2007 products an enthusiastic welcome. The 
“steel and diamonds” models, particularly those with the chronograph function, were much 
sought after by a traditional clientele. At the same time, they had a real impact on the  
20-30 generation.
Balmain’s partnership with the Miss Switzerland organization produced very positive results, 
and was renewed for a third successive year in 2007.

•

•

•

•

Dynamism, elegance, beauty
www.balmainwatches.com

Creation

In the process of dynamizing the brand, 
 Balmain has now organized its collection round 
three lines for women and men:
– Fashion comprised the models reflecting the 

very latest trends.
– DownTown covered watches that express the 

dynamism and liveliness of the city, particu-
larly with big, full-of-energy chronographs.

– Tradition grouped together the timepieces 
with features characteristic of the Saint-
Imier brand, which have made its reputation 
in the past and will continue to do so.

The Balmain “Miss Suisse” collection // A big 
success for the brand since 2005, Balmain’s 
“Miss Suisse” collection makes luxury accessi-
ble. The new “Miss Suisse Chrono Lady” worn 
by the winner of the 2007 title, Amanda Am-
mann, showed off the glamorous curves of the 
polished steel case, whether or not the bezel 
was set with 42 Wesselton diamonds for an ex-
tra sparkle. The understated chronograph gave 
it a technical and aesthetic cachet. Thoroughly 
reworked, the dial’s silvered applied arabes-
ques, so typical of Balmain, gave it a zestful 
grace that discreetly excited the eye.
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In October 2007, for the third year in a row, Balmain was official sponsor of the Miss Switzerland 
competition. The winner, Amanda Ammann of St. Gall, is a dream ambassador for Balmain. She 
embodies its values – elegance, beauty, charm, sensuality and dynamism – which stand out in 
the very glamorous catalog that the brand published for the end of year festivities.
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Ever upwards
www.certina.com

Trends

In 2007, Certina once again surpassed its 
objectives. The brand succeeded in largely 
enhancing its market share in all areas, as 
well as reinforcing the quality and reliability 
of its distribution infrastructures.
The extremely positive developments of 
the brand in Russia and in the neighboring 
Eastern European regions deserved a par-
ticular mention. Thanks to what could be 
termed the ‘Robert Kubica effect’, Certina 
evolved into a Polish market leader in just 
a few years. In the Middle East, close col-
laboration with regional players has allowed 
high quality strategies to be implemented, 
which in turn stimulated local growth far 
above the average market statistics.
From zero to one hundred is how one 
could qualify the launch of the brand in 
China. Certina was introduced in China in 
late 2006, and already in 2007, expansion 
had exceeded all expectations in terms of 
 distribution, visibility and sales.

•

•

•

Creation

DS 1 Automatic // With the first DS 1 series created in 1960, Certina introduced its legendary 
DS (Double Security) concept. An updated edition of this automatic timepiece met with great 
success. Thanks to its delicious blend of modern and retro influences.

DS Podium Valjoux Chrono, Robert Kubica - Limited Edition // In shades reminiscent of the colours 
on his racing helmet, Robert Kubica (driver with the BMW Sauber F1 Team) joined forces with 
Certina designers to create a special limited-edition DS Podium. Its bright design, high-quality 
Valjoux movement and the driver’s great popularity contributed to a rapid sell out.

DS Podium Lady // The ever-growing demand for feminine watches and the prior success of the 
men’s DS Podium series inspired Certina to bring out its DS Podium Lady. Its great success pro-
ved without a doubt that the market is highly receptive to women’s sport-oriented timepieces.

DS Royal // Thanks to its new DS Royal, and just in time for the Christmas Season, Certina 
 completed its broad collection with an attractive sport-retro version.



w w w. c e r t i n a . c o m
Tel. +41 32 933 35 50

DS PODIUM SQUARE
Shock-resistant
Sapphire crystal
Water-resistant 100m
Stainless steel
CHF 795.--*

*recommended retail price

Official Partner of BMW Sauber F1 Team

Limited Edition

DS PODIUM SQUARE LIMITED EDITION - full page:BASE_A4_06  8.5.2007  17:31  Page 1
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Warsaw (Poland) Robert Kubica Event // The launch of the limited-edition Certina chronograph 
in honor of the young F1 driver in his homeland was an ideal occasion to organise an event 
which drew phenomenal media attention. Every daily newspaper, feature magazine, radio and 
television organization was on hand, and widely reported the proceedings.

DS 1 Launch Event in Beijing (China) // It was thirty degrees in the shade but it was in freezing 
sub-zero temperatures that Certina marked the launch of its DS 1 line at a Beijing ski centre, 
during a friendly special event which included a model of the famous 1961 expedition in the 
Himalayas.

Oliver Keller Performance Event in Munich (Germany) // ‘Your Certina watch is with you in every 
situation.’ This motto is no doubt true for the Hollywood stuntman Oliver Keller, in the most ex-
treme of circumstances. Jumping through walls of fire or shattering glass, his Certina withstood 
the most perilous stunts in any environment.
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Reflecting on Time
www.mido.ch

Trends

In 2007 Mido achieved strong growth in turnover and sales, once more confirming the trend 
of the past few years.
Latin America, Europe and above all Asia contributed to this pleasing result. Ambitious as 
they were, expectations in this latter region were easily surpassed and prospects were very 
encouraging. Potential in Latin America, traditionally the brand’s key region was also very 
positive.
The brand’s position received a boost from the re-opening of several markets and most of all 
by Mido’s integration into the Swatch Group United States subsidiary. An ever greater part of 
the population has Hispanic roots, offering enormous opportunities. The foundations of solid 
expansion were laid with the opening of the first hundred sales points in the southern states 
in the year under review.

•

•

•
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All Dial // Timeless design and technological précision – Mido’s All Dial line emphasizes the key 
points of an emblematic line inspired by the Coliseum.
The new chronographs flaunted their sporty look and now, for the very first time were also 
 equipped with a phases of the moon function.
On the modern woman’s wrist, the ladies’ models, now larger in diameter, made no secret 
of their irresistible charm, with the pure brilliance of diamonds and the subtle reflections of 
 mother-of-pearl.

Baroncelli // Elegant and refined, of a larger diameter design, the Baroncelli Réserve de Marche 
featured a complication as yet unseen in a Mido, thereby enriching this particular timepiece 
with a distinctive aesthetic touch. Much admired by industry professionals at Baselworld 2007, 
the PVD rose gold models similarly evoked the interest of consumers.
The Lady line was a reflection of timeless beauty. Adorned with diamonds, this was the first 
model in the collection dedicated to the female wrist, and it won hearts with its gracious lines, 
displaying a harmony at once classic yet modern.

Presence

The positive growth achieved in 2007 also 
 resulted from the strengthening of the strate-
gic ingredients that go into building a brand. 
Mido very definitely built up the brand’s visibil-
ity, identity and renown. The easily recognised 
product portfolio was extended and commu-
nicated through a coherent campaign. The 
expansion of the Mido shop-in-shop concept 
was accelerated all over the world. Finally, pro-
motional events and activities in the various 
markets meant that it was possible to create 
stronger personalized links with the brand.

Mexican racing driver Michel Jourdain 
 continued in his role of brand ambassador, 
and his special series were greatly appreciated 
by consumers. The “Men’s Uno Award” event 
in China, with the “Mido Robot” statuette as 
prize, had a major media impact.
The year under review also saw preparations 
for the Mido’s 90th birthday celebrations in 
2008. This milestone will be marked by a 
number of special editions and events in the 
main markets.
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Hamilton looked back on a very strong year in 2007 in all of its markets. Sales enjoyed 
 considerable growth and the brand was able to further establish itself through its distinctive 
and appealing profile.
The close relationship between Hamilton and Hollywood was expressed in major movie 
 appearances in titles such as ‘Die Hard 4’ and ‘Fantastic Four: Rise of the Silver Surfer’, 
timekeeping for Bruce Willis, Michael Chiklis and Ioan Gruffudd. Hamilton was even commis-
sioned to design a watch especially for a big movie - ‘I am Legend’. This year Hamilton spread 
its wings well beyond the frontiers of Hollywood with active involvement in international movie 
assignments, for example starring in the high-profile French movie, ‘Les Deux mondes’.

•

•

The American brand
since 1892
www.hamiltonwatch.com

Creation

During 2007, Hamilton introduced excit-
ing new models to both of its core ranges - 
 American Classic and Khaki.

Fifty Years of Ventura
The year got off to a glamorous start with 
 celebrations for the 50th birthday of the 
 Ventura, the world’s first electric watch. Its 
distinctive shape made this watch into an icon 
and also seduced many Hollywood designers, 

making its first movie appearance on the 
wrist of Elvis Presley in 1961 in ‘Blue Hawaii’. 
 Hamilton celebrated the half-century with two 
new Ventura models - a nostalgic high-tech 
tribute to the 1957 original with the familiar 
shield form and a contemporary automatic 
version.

The Khaki family
The Khaki family underlined its dynamic, 
‘ready for anything’ character with a selection 
of sophisticated new timepieces. Standing out 

from any crowd was the Hamilton Khaki Action 
Auto Chrono, with its bold dimensions and 
design. The brand’s expertise and heritage in 
aviation functionality found expression in the 
Khaki Tachymiler chronograph that integrat-
ed facilities for measuring time intervals and 
distance. This watch is an excellent co-pilot, 
enabling the user to stop time, for instance to 
start a countdown to a landing slot in order to 
optimize the route of their holding time – also 
useful for timekeeping on the ground.
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Hamilton’s movie involvement has much more depth than the scope of the cameras. For the 
fifth year running, Hamilton hosted the Behind the Camera Awards in Hollywood in November 
2007 in collaboration with Hollywood Life magazine. These awards honored the achievements 
of the creative individuals who worked hard behind the camera to facilitate the movies’ emo-
tional and visual impact. A total of nine categories were presented, including screenwriters, 
editors, costume designers and stunt choreographers. Presenting the awards were celebrities 
including Jodie Foster and Sean Penn.
In 2007 Hamilton also made a big splash by signing an international cooperation agreement 
with Riva, worldwide myth of the boating industry. The two perfectly matched brands, both 
dedicated to creating masterpieces, were collaborating in a variety of areas, with the focus on 
a special «Riva timed by Hamilton» watch collection. The first watches were revealed at Basel-
world and certainly caused ripples with their elegant designs made from top quality materials. 
National launches followed during the summer at the coast in Santa Margherita Ligure, Italy and 
Barcelona in Spain, as well as in an ‘inland’ presentation in Madrid.
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Flik Flak continued to develop its strategy, achieving all its set objectives, and so the financial 
year 2007 ended on a successful and enthusiastic note.
2007 was a very special year for the brand, as it celebrated twenty years dedicated to children 
and their education, in the form of learning to tell the time through play. It was a celebration 
full of promise for the future.
Cooperation with Warner Bros continued with a great deal of success, thanks to Scooby Doo 
and Happy Feet, with the Flik Flak collection increasingly becoming a part of the world of the 
classic Looney Tunes characters. Tweety Pie and Taz, the Tasmanian Devil, were also great 
hits, helping make the brand better known to the public.

•

•

•

20 years of fun for children
www.flikflak.com

Flik Flak anniversary – 20 years of fun… // 
“Twenty years dedicated to children”. Created 
in 1987, Flik Flak was a pioneer in turning 
a quality Swiss watch into a real educational 
tool. In 2007, the brand marked the event by 
launching two original and creative anniver-
sary products.
Even though Flik Flak was now 20 years old, 
the brand had lost none of its freshness and 
youthful qualities that are indispensable for 
anyone wanting to see, through the eyes of a 
child, the wonders, joys and possibilities that 
the future holds.
For girls, thanks to the forthcoming 
 collaboration with DYB, Flik Flak designed 
a Trésor watch and jewelry set, playing on 
white, gold and crystals set in a delightfully 
feminine jewel case, all reserved exclusively 
for little princesses. That is not to say that cool 
dudes were left out: for them, Flik Flak offered 
a sports watch with a detachable case that 
could be attached either onto its camouflage 
bracelet or clipped onto the snap hook.



Private Label
www.endura.ch
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Flik Flak organizes a fab 20th! // The most successful parties bring together some key ingredients: 
a special occasion, special people and a special place. On the day of its twentieth birthday, 
16 September 2007, all these special ingredients were present, ready to make a great day. More 
than just celebrating two decades of Swiss quality, the children’s watch brand remembered the 
principles of smart, child-focused learning the Flik Flak way in an ideal setting: Kindercity (“kids’ 
city”), a unique pedagogic entertainment park just outside Zurich. It was all the better for the 
presence of some select guests: a happy troupe of kids accompanying their parents, Nicolas  
G. Hayek in person, together with his wife. Apart from designing a huge Flik Flak watch, which 
he then presented to Kindercity, Mr Hayek blew out the twenty candles on the birthday cake 
with Flik and Flak at his side, and told the story of the “twenty years of passion and quality 
dedicated to children”.

The two licensing agreements signed with Mango and Timberland in 2005 continued to prove 
successful, as witnessed by the increased presence of models throughout the international 
markets in 2007.
The launch of the Asics brand at Baselworld 2007 was the year’s key event for the Group’s 
 Private Label brand. The initial collection of watches under license for Asics, comprising digital 
and analog models, made its first appearance at the end of 2007. This third licensing agree-
ment made Endura a major player in the fashion, outdoor and sports segments. It is establishing 
a place for itself in the licensing arena and quietly taking on its main competitors.
The Mango collection was enriched with new designs, showing a stronger identity in harmony 
with Mango clothing and accessories.
At Timberland, meanwhile, HT2 is the name getting plenty of recognition, having become the 
brand’s signature model.

Presence

In 2007, Endura focused on strengthening 
 existing markets, working on the quality of 
distribution and the relationships between 
various partners. Mango and Timberland 
watches are now present in Latin America, the 
United States, Europe, including the Eastern 
European countries, in the Middle East and 
Asia. With respect to Asics, it was foreseen to 
 expand into the European and Asian markets 
by the end of the year.
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The Swatch Group Les Boutiques SA had an 
exceptional year, once again achieving the 
highest sales in the company’s history.
For the second consecutive year, the Tour-
billon network grew considerably, open-
ing new boutiques in Mykonos (Greece), 
Crans-Montana (Switzerland), Amsterdam 
 (Netherlands), Kitzbühel (Austria), not to 
mention Beijing (China), where the largest 
boutique was opened, the first one in the 
“Middle Kingdom”.
The year was marked not only by store 
 openings, but also by the remodeling of the 
Lausanne and Lugano boutiques to bring 
them into line with the contemporary and 
elegant image of the company at the center of 
the Tourbillon network.
From a business point of view, these strategic 
openings and renovations led to a new burst of 
energy, and the future seems to hold excellent 
prospects.
The standardization of the high-end events 
program put in place at almost all Tourbillon 
sites translated into a significantly raised 
profile, increased media attention and high-
er turnover. At a show in which top models 

 presented some unique watches and jewelry, 
all the brands had equal exposure. Moreover, 
Tourbillon contributed to charity events for the 
first time, taking part in the Concordia gala at 
Marbella (Spain) and the Hotel Cala di Volpe 
gala in Porto Cervo (Italy) as main sponsor. 
These sponsorship events thus allowed 
the company to attain its main objective: to 
increase contacts with clients and gain more 
exposure in the market. Finally, in the sales, 
marketing and representation area, the close 
cooperation established with each brand once 
again was central to the whole network’s ability 
to achieve such amazing results.

Boutiques Tourbillon
www.tourbillon.com
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While the first two years of Tech-Airport SAS 
saw strong sales and earnings performance, 
2007 was a year marked by dynamic exter-
nal growth. In the first quarter of 2008, Tech-
 Airport will open its 27th boutique, thereby 
multiplying by five its initial number of sales 
points in the space of three years. Command-
ing the majority of the Airport Retail watch and 
jewelry segment in France, Tech-Airport today 
has the expertise, skills and track record it 
needs to go international.

A full diary // April 2007: Success in the Orly 
tender: there will be five new points of sale 
as of 1 January 2008, in addition to two new 
Swatch kiosks.
July 2007: takeover of the five boutiques at 
Nice-Côte d’Azur, France’s second airport. 
The challenge successfully met was the 
 completion of a season already under way 
with a completely new product offer.

August 2007: Bid accepted for creation of a 
multi-brand sales point at Nantes airport from 
March 2008.
October 2007: At Roissy, the Sky Team hub 
was installed in the new Terminal E. Major 
modifications to flight plans and consequently 
to terminal utilization led to wide-ranging 
changes to product mix.
1 January 2008: Creation of Tech-Airport 
Holding in response to the company’s strong 
growth.

The airport watch and jewelry retailer // Each 
site has its particular characteristics, and the 
aim is not to have identical offers at all sales 
points but to adapt the product range, making 
each one specific to the purchasing power and 
the nationality of the passengers, nationalities 
and seasonal variation, taking into account 
operator demands and constraints. Sustain-
ability and growth of the airport business will 
depend on this type of adaptive response.
The company’s key word remains excellence, 
in terms of product mix adaptability, rele-
vance of ranges offered, and the standard of 
 customer service.



DYB Dress Your Body
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Jewelry production

2007 was an intense year for Dress Your Body (DYB), the Group’s center for jewelry, haute 
 joaillerie and design skills. Not only were its activities in ever-increasing demand by other brands 
within the Group, but in December the company moved into a unique building at Corcelles-
Cormondrèche in the canton of Neuchâtel. All the constituent parts of DYB (DYB Sertissage, 
DYB Gems, DYB Manufacture and DYB Bijoux) were until now housed in several locations; 
now, apart from the Geneva manufacture, they have all been brought together under one roof. 
The new site will be able to produce both one-off prestige pieces together with items produced 
in larger quantities.
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DYB Sertissage & Casting // The expansion of 
the DYB-Sertissage unit (situated in Villeret 
until December 2007) was very satisfactory, 
both in terms of sales volume and increased 
value of pieces set, across all Swatch Group 
brands.
The year under review was marked by 
 sustained growth in demand for very high 
quality gem-setting and by continued strong 
demand for mid-range pieces. To deal with 
these increases, considerable investments 
were made in machinery and equipment, 
and a new computer-assisted management 
and manufacturing tool was put in place. 
 Numerous staff were recruited and trained 
within the unit.
A craft engraving department was created 
with a view to future expansion.

DYB Manufacture // DYB Manufacture (based 
in Bienne until December 2007) comprises 
 artisans and the most highly-skilled crafts-
people (master jewelers, jewelers and 
 polishers). During the year under review, the 
workshop also produced not only various one-
off pieces and prototypes but also a part of 
the jewelry collections of Breguet, Léon Hatot 
and Omega.

The diverse skills possessed by its staff and 
the close collaboration with other DYB depart-
ments mean that the workshop can provide the 
brands that it works with the skills and quality 
essential for their haute joaillerie image. 

Dress Your Body Manufacture Genevoise SA // 
This company consists of staff with the skills 
and qualifications that are required in a modern 
haute joaillerie workshop. In 2007, several 
haute joaillerie watches for Breguet and Léon  
Hatot were designed and produced, together 
with some of the jewelry collections for the 
Group’s brands. Equipped with a machin-
ing center, the company devotes some of its 
 resources to mechanical machining of jewels, 
short runs of watch cases and making watch 
components. The integration of this company 
creates perfect synergies for the manufacture 
of jewelry and watchmaking products within 
extremely competitive time limits.

DYB Bijoux // Since its foundation in 2007, the DYB unit (based in Bienne until December 
2007) provides The Swatch Group’s diverse brands with its expertise and skills in the creation 
of gems, jewelry and haute joaillerie. A team of designers, prototype-makers, product managers 
and technicians create and develop collections for Breguet, Léon Hatot, Omega, ck watch & 
jewelry, Swatch and Flik Flak.

DYB Gems // The role of DYB Gems is to assist the Swatch Group brands by purchasing on 
their behalf all the gems they require. The division is composed entirely of expert gemologists, 
trained at the most prestigious institutes and laboratories, who use their skills and excellent 
knowledge of the markets in diamonds and other precious and semi-precious stones. Working 
to the strictest standards, DYB Gems acts as guarantor of the quality of the stones used by all 
the Group’s brands. The division also satisfies the specific demands of clients for exceptional 
and important stones from all over the world.
When new products are being developed, DYB Gems provides considerable support in selecting 
the types of gem to be used, choosing their shape or size and using its knowledge of the market. 
The division then delivers them to the brands in line with their size needs, calibrating the stones 
to the nearest two hundredths of a millimeter and processing them according to the client’s 
wishes or the setting requirements. This interaction between gemologists, technicians and  
gem-setters regarding size and technique enables a considerable amount of time to be saved.



ETA Manufacture horlogère suisse www.eta.ch
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Development of the watch movement market //  
Major investments by ETA in industrial ma-
chinery and equipment, begun in 2006 and 
continued in 2007, have enabled a very 
 substantial increase in production capacity. 
While the company was not always able 
to respect deliveries times, due to custo-
mer demand in the mechanical movement 
 sector especially, it successfully concluded 
an impressive number of orders. Efforts to 
 increase production volumes still further will 
continue in 2008, and the search for skilled 
personnel should ease.
In the Swiss Made quartz movements sector, 
ETA also experienced strong growth, especially 
in high-end and chronograph movements.
All ETA processes were once again ISO 9001 
certified in the year under review.

Services to customers

Customer Service (CS) // 2007 developed in a very positive direction for CS: it was, in fact, the 
best year in its history. Record turnover was achieved in spare parts sales, movement repairs, 
packaging and special orders.

Customer training center // The customer training center rounded off the year by concentra-
ting on the training support that it offers ETA’s clientele, while also increasing its cooperation 
with watchmaking schools. During the year, over 1000 people took part in the various courses 
 offered at ETA head office in Granges.
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ETA product development in 2007

Swatch Puzzle Motion // The Swatch Puzzle Motion features a perpetually changing display, 
and is effectively an animated kaleidoscope on a wristwatch. ETA has also developed another 
 module, based on the Jelly in Jelly watch, made up of eight synchronized rotating disks.

Swatch Retrograde // The Retrograde offers a new way of reading a chronometer with its retro-
grade time display. Based on a 521 caliber, the retrograde function uses the balance principle 
to power the second and counter hands.

Swatch Irony Square Lady // The Irony S2 Lady is a lady’s watch with a bezel available in several 
finishes. Several openings allow the visual aspect of the watch to be changed. The small size of 
the 802.102 caliber allows an off-center display.

Skin Chrono Cadran Plat // The Skin Chrono Flat Dial offers improved legibility of the counters. 
Based on the standard Skin Chrono 596.201 movement, the change to the height of the central 
and counter hands has allowed the use of a flat dial. 

Quartz Fashionline Calibers // With the introduction of new Fashionline 802.102 (6 ¾’’’x 
8’’’) movements and the 803.xx2 (8 ¾’’’), 804.xx2 (10 ½’’’) and 805.xx2 (11 ½’’’) calendar 
 movements, ETA has put renewed life into its quartz product families. High quality materi-
als, modern production methods and largely automated assembly have resulted in consistently 
high quality output. With a more precise jumping second and a simplified setting stem, the 
 movements represent a worthy successor to the Fashionline calibers which have proved their 
value in the past.



Frédéric Piguet www.fredericpiguet.ch

Valdar www.valdar.ch
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2007 was a key year in the rich history of 
Frédéric Piguet, the Group’s manufacturer of 
high-end movements. In May, the company 
inaugurated a new building on its Le Sentier 
site to house its component and movement 
assembly operations. This new facility created 
more space to transfer the remaining depart-
ments from Le Brassus to Le Sentier. For the 
first time in many years the whole workforce 
was united in the same place, thus improving 
working relationships and internal communica-
tion and increasing productivity and efficiency 
within the company. As regards production 
2007 was a year to remember, the company 
once again achieved record turnover, despite 
the inevitable disruptions caused by removals 
throughout the year.

Components manufacture // All activities and support services were now located together at the 
Le Sentier site. Whilst it is difficult to gauge the financial return on this investment this new 
 arrangement will definitely greatly improve efficency. Production machinery was reorganized 
and the multifunctional groups all had an appropriate working environment. As far as technology 
is concerned, Frédéric Piguet is pursuing its aim of improving production performance, in terms 
of quantity and above all, quality.

Kit and movement assembly // In May 2007 all assembly activity was transferred to a new  
two-story building. The new infrastructure, the optimized assembly processes and the ongo-
ing staff training effort constituted a concerted effort to reinforce the image and reputation of 
 Frédéric Piguet and its range of calibres.

Research and development // In cooperation with Blancpain, Frédéric Piguet developed a manual 
movement equipped with a Karussel-type carriage which makes one revolution per minute. The 
complexity and technical constraints involved led to a patent being sought for this particular 
mechanism.
The Frédéric Piguet research and development department is able not only to develop 
 movements of great complexity but also to test and validate them. The aim is to guarantee 
maximum reliability even in movements with extensive complications.

New products // 
Caliber 1315: automatic caliber 13’’’, triple barrel, 4Hz, 6 days power reserve.
Caliber 22P: caliber equipped with a Karrussel-type carriage, manual; Karrussel revolves once 
a minute. Patent pending.
Caliber 2650R: caliber 1150, 4Hz, automatic with hours and minutes off-center at twelve o’clock 
and retrograde date indication.
Caliber 1241H: caliber 12’’’, automatic, time zones, alarm hours and minutes, alarm reserve 
indication, central 24 hour indication.

A supplier to the most prestigious watch 
manufactures, Valdar achieved a double 
digit increase in sales in 2007 – for the third 
 consecutive year. This growth was, however, 
limited by production capacity that was no 
longer able adequately to meet demand. The 
opening of a second production site in April 
2008 should allow, in time, the creation of 
twenty jobs and continued growth in turnover. 
Even if current orders are historically high, 
less favorable world economic conditions 
could translate into a short-term contraction 
of sales and margins in 2008. Staff levels 
 increased once more; despite the increased 
risk of employees being “poached” by rivals 
desperate for qualified personnel, staff 

 turnover remained at a very low level, thanks 
to performance evaluation and continuous 
salary adjustments. In the machining sector, 
team working became the norm, to meet the 
challenge of constantly increasing demand.
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In the year under review, Swatch Group ap-
proved major investments to allow Nivarox-
FAR to develop its manufacturing facilities and 
improve production quality.

Investments in plant and equipment // Faced by 
 the challenge of very strong market demand 
and the increase in mechanical watch exports, 
Nivarox-FAR undertook major investments 
in 2007 to increase its production capacity 
in escapements and oscillators, especially 
for the Omega Co-Axial. One such invest-
ment was the development of an automated 
 production line to open the balance spring 
(very delicate operation to optimise accuracy 
of the movement) for mass production of ETA 
calibres.

Investments in staff // Nivarox-FAR SA has 
 created a considerable number of new posi-
tions over the past two years. In order to train 
new staff members for these specialised roles, 
major training programmes were implement-
ed to develop all the knowledge and skills 
necessary for the production of escapements 
and oscillators, the heart of ‘Swiss Made’ 
 mechanical watches.

Investments in production facilities // In 2007, 
it was decided to build two new plants in 
Villeret and Fontaines in the canton of Neu-
châtel. Construction work at the former site 
will be completed in Spring 2008 and at the 
latter in Spring 2009. The new site at Villeret 
will be capable of manufacturing Omega  
Co-Axial escapement oscillators from start 
to finish. The newly-extended Fontaines site 

will accommodate new technologies, notably 
 silicon engraving for Manufacture Breguet and 
the production of oscillators in new materials 
such as titanium for Breguet and Blancpain, 
or Declafor for Omega. These new technolo-
gies are being developed to fuller increase the 
chronometric performance of high-end watch 
movements.

Investments in equipment for applied chapters 
and springs // Significant investments were 
made to increase production capacity for 
 applied chapters and barrel springs. The 
 applied chapters for Swatch Group brands 
are produced according to a specific and 
unique process. This new technology has 
been developed and designed to eliminate 
current issues with the availability of this type 
of component.
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2007 was a key year for Comadur in terms of its organization. The previous December, the two 
main units, Ceramics and Sapphire Glass moved to a new building in Col-des-Roches in Le 
Locle. Having finally come together under one roof, they were able for the first time to join forces 
and benefit from the long-awaited synergies of being geographically united.
In terms of figures, double-digit growth was once more the order of the day for all Comadur 
product lines.
As the specialist in hard materials, particularly high-tech ceramics, the company mastered 
the art of cutting its favorite material, zircon. This is the material that the Swatch, Longines 
and Jaquet Droz brands have chosen to use in the cases of a number of their models, thereby 
 following the lead of Rado. In particular Sapphire Glass has helped Omega’s Hour Vision model 
move up scale, with its innovative sapphire casebody.
Comadur is permanently listening to the market and responds to its needs by extending the 
technological range of its products; in 2008 it will present new technologies and materials 
 currently under development, thanks to the expansion of its production capacity.

The buoyancy of the various markets and the 
strong demand for Swatch Group’s luxury 
brands allowed Rubattel & Weyermann 
to achieve continued major growth in its 
 production of high-end dials.
In order to meet the challenge of increasingly 
complex products, Rubattel & Weyermann 
reinforced its Logistics, Technical and 
 Development units. In view of the number 
of events affecting the brands each year, 
 individual manufacturing processes for new 
products were established. Production equip-
ment such as multi-spindle or tool changer 
machines, was installed in workshops spe-
cially adapted to this constant evolution. The 
company equipped itself with state-of-the-art 
digital measuring equipment to allow uniform 
verification of incoming components and 
manufacturing processes.
The new engine turning and true enamel 
workshops, which have been operational for 
over two years, grew not only in terms of size 

but also in knowledge and skill. It is planned 
that the two workshops should expand into 
accommodation outside the present building 
with a view to increasing production area and 
pursuing this positive development in future 
years.
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Having been acquired by the Swatch Group in 
October 2006, the MOM Le Prélet company 
 directed its resources in 2007 towards adap-
ting to the Group’s various brands in the 
 prestige and luxury segments. No fewer than a 
hundred different models of watch dials were 
successfully produced, continuing the tradi-
tion and development of the manufacture, 
which dates back to 1895.
The company based in Les Geneveys-
sur-Coffrane acquired expertise in several 
skilled trades in the course of the year. This 
 allowed greater control of the supply chain 
and continuous improvement of staff know-
ledge and experience. In order to meet the 

growing demand for high value-added dial 
indexes, MOM Le Prélet acquired a La Chaux-
de-Fonds based company, Indexor SA, in 
November 2007. The exceptional skills of 
Indexor’s employees perfectly complemented 
the dial production sector, thus allowing MOM 
Le Prélet and the Group’s other dial makers to 
continue to grow and progress in this highly 
specialized sector of the Swiss watchmaking 
industry.

MOM Le Prélet and Indexor

The integration of Deutsche Zifferblatt Manufaktur GmbH (DZM) into the Swatch Group was 
successfully completed and the new company member specialising in the production of top 
quality dials will now focus exclusively on the prestige and luxury brands. By means of targeted 
investment and skilled expertise, the company is in a position to satisfy all its customers’ wishes. 
The staff even make complicated dials individually and to measure. Apart from Glashütte 
 Original, Deutsche Zifferblatt Manufaktur’s main customer, other famous Swatch Group names 
now figure in its client list. Continuous modernization and staff training mean that the capacity 
to produce highly complex dials can constantly be increased without prejudicing the flexibility of 
the manufacturing processes.
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In 2007 Universo, the uncontested leader 
in watch hands, once more turned in an 
 extremely positive result, greatly exceeding 
target. The figures revealed that all types of 
products played a part in this growth, with a 
particular increase in added value for watch 
hands in the high-end segment.
While this excellent result was partly linked to 
strong economic growth, mention should also 
be made of Universo’s great efforts to antici-
pate the very strong market demand. These 
included the recruitment of a large num-
ber of new staff members, the acquisition of 
high-tech machinery and the production of 
new generations of tools, all of which made 
it possible to guarantee reasonable delivery 
times and the success reflected in the year’s 
results.
To provide guidance and leadership for the 
numerous projects initiated in 2007, the 

R&D and manufacturing process department 
needed to be reinforced. A major focus was 
on automation and the introduction of several 
laser cutting machines and environmentally 
friendly diamond polishing machines. Action 
was also taken to optimize manual opera-
tions, workplace ergonomics and to constant-
ly raise the quality standards of products and 
 processes.
Major IT and logistical projects were under-
way, and 2008 will see the introduction of a 
new ERP system (SAP) with, in parallel, the 
 reorganization of processes and informa-
tion flows deriving from this vast operation. 
As Universo wishes to achieve its ambitious 
 objectives, it has initiated preliminary studies 
for the extension of its premises in the rue des 
Crêtets in La Chaux-de-Fonds, to eventually 
combine both activities in one place.

As the watch case maker for the Group’s prestige brands, Favre et Perret saw record growth in 
2007. This performance was achieved thanks to investments in equipment and infrastructure, 
as well as the progressive introduction of organizational structures compatible with the sustained 
growth that the luxury watch sector was experiencing. The company’s employees who combine 
traditional skills with the most up-to-date techniques, were also central to this very positive 
development. In order to respond to growing customer demand, the company committed itself 
to an ambitious investment plan in 2007, the first stage of which comprised a building to house 
new production equipment. The purpose of this new machinery is to help produce the additional 
volumes required, particularly for new lines, to add further activities to Favre et Perret’s skills 
base and to enhance flexibility and reactivity in an environment where customer expectations 
are only equaled by the passion and ambition that exists to satisfy them.
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In line with the overall situation in the watchmaking industry, Manufacture Ruedin achieved 
double-digit growth in the year under review. The specialist in steel and hard metal cases was 
able to increase its market share with existing customers; it was also successful in its bid to 
reposition itself in the very high-end segment with the introduction of Breguet’s Marine model 
and the manufacture of the Hour Vision by Omega, and in the mid-range segment with the new 
Tissot T-Touch.
As the specialist in case assemblies combining metal and sapphire, Manufacture Ruedin offers 
an ever-widening range of materials and possible combinations, particularly steel-sapphire-
 ceramic; this is thanks to its bilateral collaboration with other companies in the Group. As a 
result, its cooperation with the Group’s brands to develop new products has further intensified.
As regards the technologies and capabilities at its disposal, the Jura mountains based company 
pursued its strategy of developing new knowledge and skills that will allow it to respond to the 
demands of the market, in terms of both complexity and volume.

During 2007, Lascor posted significant growth 
in all its areas of business and demonstrated 
speed and flexibility in its response to growing 
market demand.
By creating several prestige products, the 
specialist producer of watchcases, wristbands 
and high-end components consolidated its 
position as a partner supplier to the brands of 
Swatch Group.
Concentration was focused on maintaining the 
company’s high quality standards in a context 
of very strong organic growth. There was major 
investment in new technology and equipment, 
particularly in the gold products segment, and 
in the areas of casting, working and finishing. 
In terms of processes innovations were being 
introduced in the gold refining area.
Today the company established in northern 
 Italy has created an environment which should 
guarantee a significant increase in its produc-
tion and service capacities. At organizational 
level, the new ERP management system was 
implemented and is now fully operational, 
providing important support in the areas of 
production, logistics and control.

Company resources have evolved consider-
ably and the acquisition of new equipment, 
together with ongoing investment in training, 
have given renewed impetus to labor output. 
These measures led to increased productivity 
and having acquired the relevant technical 
skills, the effective use of technology suggests 
that impressive results will be achieved again 
in 2008.
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In 2007, Meco once again increased its rate of expansion in line with the success enjoyed by 
all the Group’s brands.
The technological competence, quality, materials and innovations that Meco applied to its 
crowns and pushers served to reinforce its links with the greatest watchmaking brands, which 
continue to recommend Meco with ever more conviction to their watchcase manufacturers.
The industrial and commercial activity on Meco’s two autonomous production sites was sustained 
by an increasingly qualified workforce, the filing of numerous patents and by major investment 
in digital manufacturing.

In 2007, the Swatch Group Assembly com-
pany (formerly Groupement d’habillage Haute 
Horlogerie) undertook a number of major 
 projects, among which were the raising of 
quality standards, an expansion of services 
and the installation of an integrated ERP 
 system (SAP).
During the year under review, new lines of 
production were put in place, alongside an 
integrated production system, which led to a 
major increase in output. Moreover, as flexible 
cells were put into operation, both productivity 
and quality increased.
Today, the Genestrerio assembly center 
(in Ticino) is capable of assembling quartz 
 watches, simple mechanical and automatic 

models, chronographs and, of course the  
T-Touch. The up-to-the-minute machinery is a 
match for the most exacting requirements in 
terms of controls and testing.
Swatch Group Assembly is gearing up to meet 
the challenges it is facing raising productivity 
to respond to the increasing number of prod-
ucts from the Group’s brands and to guarantee 
the quality and flexibility required.
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Among the production companies of the 
Swatch Group, EM Microelectronic, Micro 
Crystal, Renata, Microcomponents, Michel 
Präzisionstechnik, Sokymat Automotive, 
 Oscilloquartz, Lasag and Swiss Timing are 
dedicated to the development and production 
of electronic components and systems. Their 
geographical and cultural proximity gives them 
a unique cohesion to collaborate on common 
projects and to address common markets or 
customers.
The proven strategy of Swatch Group Elec-
tronic Systems companies – rooted in and 
dedicated to the watch making industry – is 
to take advantage of the synergy between two 
distinct industrial areas: the watch industry 
and electronics industry in general. Following 
this strategy, designs and technologies devel-
oped for their “home” industrial environment 
are leveraged to bring new innovative solu-
tions to the electronics in general industry and 
vice-versa.
These companies are characterized by the 
nature of their business, but also by their 
 customer base, which is predominantly out-
side of the Swatch Group.
In 2007, the companies of the electronic 
 systems segment again collaborated on a 
number of innovative projects. The already 
field-proven System-in-Package solution to 
produce Real-Time Clocks for the indus-
try has been applied to watch applications, 
demonstrating once more the technologi-
cal cross-fertilization of companies working 
 simultaneously for the watch industry and the 
electronics industry in general. Micro Crystal 
and EM Microelectronic have successfully 

 collaborated with ETA to develop and inte-
grate new quartz oscillator and integrated 
watch circuit into the smallest possible SMD 
ceramic case, thus reducing the electronics 
of the watch to a single component. This new 
component pre-calibrated in the factory and 
programmed by the watchmaker, depending 
on the product in which it has to be finally 
 integrated.
Another project that united Renata, Micro 
 Crystal and EM’s engineers to hone and 
 combine their respective components to 
 provide an optimized solution was the 
 powered ISO cards with display. The feasibility 
of such a product depends on the availability 
of key technologies such as thin film batteries, 
ultra thin and stable quartz oscillators, ultra 
low power consumption microcontrollers and 
thin and flexible LCD displays. Currently the 
Swatch Group is the only company able to 
control and coordinate all these vital compo-
nents, to produce a highly optimized solution. 
Such devices are targeted for multi-factor 
identification solutions for secured on-line 
 access in the field of corporate data networks 
and e-banking.
Another similar area of collaboration is remote 
metering and more specifically heat cost 
 allocators for buildings. Here also the same 
companies collaborated on a system architec-
ture which will pave the way for a wealth of 
new electronic modules, where each one will 
comprise a microcontroller, an applications 
specific LCD display, a quartz oscillator and 
a battery.
And finally, Sokymat Automotive, the inter-
national company specialized in the devel-

opment and production of RFID products 
for the automotive industry worked with EM 
 Microelectronic’s US subsidiary on the devel-
opment of a new generation of remote key-
less entry chips to open vehicles (RKE) ICs. 
 Besides this automotive product, the two 
companies also collaborated on a new wind-
shield sticker for automated toll road collection 
which will soon be reaching the market.
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Investments and Performance // Once again in 2007 EM Microelectronic – the group’s semicon-
ductor company – recorded a double-digit growth rate, thereby outperforming the overall semicon-
ductor industry. The year was also the most intensive from an investment perspective. In order to 
respond to the very favorable market evolution, but also to allow further progress in watch making 
technologies, EM ordered the largest equipment share of its investment plan, currently more than 
140 millions Swiss francs. The process development team at EM will finalize the installation of the 
new 8 inch wafer manufacturing equipment and have it qualified for production by mid 2008. 
EM also successfully started an in-house production line dedicated to very thin and flexible plastic 
LCD displays, a technology which was co-developed with Asulab. These new displays will allow 
innovative watch designs and further miniaturization of other battery operated electronic devices.
Following yet another record year, such investments were fully justified and will allow EM to sustain 
its current growth rate by increasing its capacity and significantly strengthening its position on the 
overall electronics market. For the Swatch Group, EM continues to invest heavily into high-volume, 
low power IC and low power display production to reinforce its role as competitive and innovative 
semiconductor and display provider for Group’s watch movements and other products.

Key Customers // The year’s satisfying increase 
in revenue was due primarily to a strength-
ening of the relationship with key customers 
for whom a production facility for electronic 
modules was set up in Thailand. The portfolio 
of products and the volumes produced have 
thus increased significantly.

Standard Products // EM’s growth further accel-
erated by the sales of standard products such 
as RFID circuits, flash-based smart cards and 
microcontrollers. Both – volumes and units 
sales – increased by more than 20 % despite 
fierce competition and price erosion. Such a 
result demonstrates once more the suitability 
of the company’s cost effective structure 
to address mass market products even in 
 countries such as China and India.

High Performance // EM Microelectronic’s 
 outstanding technical performance in low 
 voltage, low power, mixed signal and custom-
ized ASICS further leveraged revenue increase 
in other key areas.
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In the area of sensors, the design team 
 developed several high-end MEMS interfaces 
for accelerometers and other applications in 
the 0.18 micron technology, featuring lowest 
power consumption, high level of versatility 
and programmability.
RFID products continued to succeed very 
well on the market, strongly contributing to 
the company’s growth. Very positive develop-
ment was achieved i.e. in automated road toll 
 collection systems or pairing in consumer ap-
plications. Marks & Spencer still constitutes 
the largest item level tagging project world-
wide and a showcase for the performance 
of the company’s ICs. The first EPC Class 1  
Gen 2 chip has been sampled; this product 
– unique in the market – features a battery 
assisted option, allowing for very long range 
applications and especially for pallet tagging 
in sensitive or dangerous environments.
In the microcontroller area, EM further 
strengthened its microcontroller business 
 especially thanks to the body care devices 
market. EM also developed and started to 
 produce two new and unique microcontrollers; 
the first product is a flash memory based, very 

low voltage device, which can be operated 
down to 0.9 Volts. The other one – featuring 
a low frequency and an ultra high frequency 
(UHF) interface – is mainly targeted for elec-
tronic metering applications.
To fuel further growth, EM Microelectronic 
started the development of 2.4 GHz trans-
ceiver chips for communication applica-
tions in mobile and portable devices. With 
this project, EM entered the promising and 
 growing market of Microwave and Bluetooth 
Ultra Low Power communication applications. 
The first products will be launched in 2008.
Wireless communication was becoming a more 
and more strategic technology; in order to stay 
at the forefront of development and contribute 
to the definition of future standards, EM joined 
the Bluetooth Special Interest Group (SIG) and 
the Near Field Communication (NFC) Forum 
as an associate member.

Fab-Lite Pioneer // From a manufacturing 
point of view, EM perpetuates its fab-lite 
 strategy, which it introduced a decade ago. 
EM will continue to work with other market 
leading foundries, simultaneously investing in 

its own production infrastructure. This strat-
egy demonstrated the company’s competitive-
ness, capacity for innovation and significant 
financial results compared to competitors 
who have opted to delocalize their production 
 exclusively to Asia.

Lasag is a leading manufacturer of industrial 
solid-state lasers for precision cutting, weld-
ing, drilling and ablating of metals and other 
materials for medical technology, the auto-
mobile industry, electronics and precision 
engineering, the aviation industry and a large 
number of other branches with outstanding 
growth prospects. As a member of the Swatch 
Group, Lasag is a company which operates on 
a worldwide level with production facilities in 
Switzerland and offices in the USA, Germany 
and Japan.
In 2007 Lasag increased sales and income 
for the fifth consecutive year. The basis of 
these outstanding results was positive market 
 development in North America despite the 
weak US dollar.
In addition, consistent and forceful market 
strategies as well as positive sales figures for 
Italy created the requirements for opening a 
customer service centre at its sister company 
Lascor in Sesto Calende as of January 2008. 
Italian clients now have a local after sales 
 service department and a shop providing 
spare parts.
For quite a while now, Lasag has been following 
a strategy of developing and operating market-
specific solutions on the basis of cost-effec-

tive “dedicated laser sources”. In this con-
text, LASER 2007 in Munich, Germany, the 
world’s largest laser exhibition, witnessed, in 
addition to other innovations, the debut of the 
SLS 200 CL8, a pulsed, optical fiber delivered 
micro-welding laser in the very successful 
SLS series, tried and tested on the industrial 
 market.
Lasag’s objective goal was a laser beam source 
with flexible optical fiber beam delivery, which 
distinguishes itself from the competition by its 
low investment and running costs. The new 
laser realizes reproducible joining operations 
in microelectronics, medical technology and 
precision engineering and is ready to respond 
to the future ready of the market in terms of 
miniaturization.
The unique power supply technology and the 
extremely flexible pulse forming and pulse 
length selection make this laser the choice for 
all modern welding strategies. It also makes it 
possible to reduce many thermal side effects 
while solving metallurgical problems.
In addition to laser technology, Lasag offers its 
clients innovative beam delivery systems with 
tools that can complete high-volume welding. 
Such challenges are normal for the company, 
for example, in joining axles and mini gear 

wheels achieved in close cooperation with 
 researchers at ETA resulted in development of 
a unique high-speed revolving optic for those 
tasks. This new system creates a high-quality 
seam using impulsions.
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In all its time as a member of the Swatch Group, Sokymat Automotive has never achieved a year 
so crowned with success. It closed 2007 with results significantly above target, far outdoing the 
record turnover of 2006.
This Swatch Group company, the leading producer of transponders for vehicle immobilization 
systems, has positioned itself as a specialist with a vast knowledge and skills base in the auto-
motive electronics sector. Fully able to meet the highest quality expectations in the automobile 
industry, Sokymat Automotive once again managed to dominate both the domestic and foreign 
transponder markets in 2007.
The extension of its distribution network in Asia, with representatives in Seoul (Korea) and 
Shanghai (China), has given it a permanent presence and a strong position throughout the 
Asian market. Sokymat Automotive has similarly managed to increase its turnover in South 
America, at the same time gaining new market share and achieving profit growth.
In 2007, there was renewed demand for further information on Sokymat Automative products. 
With decades of experience in transponder technology, the company has been offering a far 
wider range of products in the low frequency, high frequency and very high frequency segments 
since 2007.
The range of frequencies between 120 kHz and 140 kHz holds promise for a great variety of 
potential applications, both in and outside the automobile industry. Its product portfolio includes 
glass transponders of various dimensions, as well as synthetic transponders, particularly in the 
high frequency of 13.56 mHz. The consequent development and improvement of the quality of 
its products, based on “Transfer Mold Technology” introduced in 2006, offers specific solutions 
that bring immediate advantages to each customer.
Today Sokymat Automotive is collaborating with top-rated system integrators. In the future, its 
transponders will find new outlets: in medical technology, for example, or in component identifi-
cation, and in applications such as event counters and frozen food labeling. Its strong presence 
at world fairs, and the real interest manifested by international visitors in its large portfolio of 
products, show that Sokymat Automotive knows how to overcome competitive pressures, and 
that it is on track for a promising future.
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A specialist producer of round batteries, 
 Renata posted double-digit turnover growth in 
2007. The result was due in equal measure 
to the company’s performance in the watch 
and consumer goods sector (essentially with 
its silver oxide batteries) and in the field of 
OEM and industrial applications (lithium bat-
teries). Above-average growth was achieved 
in Latin America, France, Great Britain and 
Eastern Europe. Against a favorable economic 
background, 2007 was marked by steady 
expansion of its business network with new 
 distribution partners joining the company.
At the Itingen site sales growth generated 
 several projects aimed at improving produc-
tivity and attaining a high level of automa-
tion, and new investment programs were 
launched. In April 2007, Renata’s continuous 
drive to improve its whole range of processes 
was rewarded when, as an automotive indus-
try supplier it received TS16949 certification. 
Its Zhuhai (China) site acquired the same 

distinction, having proved itself to be an able 
partner in the production of short runs of 
highly sophisticated made-to-order products.
Renata attaches great importance to creating 
production solutions specific to each client. 
It continued to design and manufacture 
 numerous new products in 2007. In this 
 respect, its new “Designer’s Guide” is ideal 
for its demanding customer base in a very 
wide range of industries, including security 
and medical technology. Thus Renata’s pro-
file is one of an innovative and competent 
partner which collaborates with its customers 
to develop their products. Moreover, having 
acquired thirty years of experience in the in-
dustry of small batteries Renata is trusted and 
respected by companies and consumers in 
over one hundred countries worldwide.
During 2007, its products were once again 
exhibited at major international fairs, such as 
Baselworld in Basle (Switzerland), the Watch 
& Clock Exhibition in Hong Kong (China) and 

the AAA Fair at Denver (USA); and through 
its regional representatives, Renata also had a 
presence at smaller fairs.
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2007 was a challenging year for Micro-
components, the market prices dropped 
but the automotive industry’s demand for 
 quality, reliability and performance remained 
unchanged. Faced with the task of meeting 
market requirements without any compro-
mise in quality, Microcomponents success-
fully developed and applied a solution with 
innovative materials and technologies. In spite 
of intense and growing competition, due to its 
competence and reputation Microcomponents 
strengthened its position in existing markets 
and acquired new accounts. During the 2007 
business year, the Microcomponents business 
unit Michel was branched off to form a new 
company Michel Präzisionstechnik AG.

In the year under review, the Michel business unit was spun off from Microcomponents SA and 
integrated into Michel Präzisionstechnik, a newly established company in order to improve its 
flexibility and dynamism, and to reinforce its position in the market. 2007 was a positive year for 
Michel Präzisionstechnik. In the context of stable overall turnover, the considerable optimization 
of its product portfolio led to a distinct rise in operating income.
Business relationships established with new strategic customers, acquired in the last few 
years in the areas of direct gasoline and diesel injection systems and vehicle and construction 
 machinery technology. The company also intends to extend its range of activities by produc-
ing watch components for the Swatch Group. This plan will be implemented by using recently 
released capacity and through new investments.
In addition, the company will draw on its technological competence and extensive knowledge 
base to detain and subsequently apply the international standards ISO 9001, ISO/TS 16949 
and ISO 14001.
The electric razor division of the Dutch Philips Group once again awarded Michel Präzisions-
technik the title of world’s best supplier.
The cooperation, quality and closeness of the partnerships established with customers and 
 suppliers are key factors in the ability of Michel Präzisionstechnik to consolidate and broaden 
its position in international markets.

New stepper motors are under development 
for the forthcoming year and these next gen-
eration motors will assure Microcomponents 
a future as a key supplier to the automotive 
industry. The analogue car clock range will be 
enhanced with new features such as GPS time 
zone adjustments and in addition to existing 
high volume accounts, Microcomponents is 
actively marketing for new business.
In addition to promising ongoing and future 
business, Microcomponents is pursuing its 
objectives to become market leader and trend 
setter for instrumentation components within 
the automotive industry, and to comply with  
all environmental, technological and economic 
issues required.
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Micro Crystal is the only major producer of 
miniature low-frequency quartz crystals out-
side Japan. Worldwide, only Micro Crystal 
and four other Japanese competitors are able 
to produce quartz crystals of this kind on a 
 sufficiently large scale. To be a successful 
contender in this segment, a manufacturer 
must be capable of mass producing several 
hundred million high quality crystals every 
year.
Despite increased Japanese competition, 
Micro Crystal once again achieved an excep-
tional result in 2007. The year was, however, 
marked by considerable pressure on prices 
and large seasonal sales variations. Whereas 
in the first half of the year it was not always 
possible to make complete use of available 
production capacity, the autumn saw strong 
demand that could not be entirely satisfied, 
despite permanent 24hr-shift working, seven 
days a week. But as Micro Crystal has got 
used to this kind of fluctuation over the last 
several years, it was able to react rapidly and 
very flexibly.

The numerous production transfers that 
 occurred in the electronics sector in 2007 
contributed to the ever-greater shift in the 
market’s center of gravity to the Far East. 
There has been, moreover, a clear trend 
 towards outsourcing, to the benefit of Chinese 
companies. In this respect, Micro Crystal has 
been following its customers’ lead for several 
years. Thus in 2008 the company will pursue 
the expansion of its business organization in 
the Far East.
In the low frequency quartz crystal segment, 
mobile telephony was once again the largest 
single market, achieving double-digit growth 
and remaining the largest user of Micro 
 Crystal’s quartz crystal output. At the same 
time, the impressive growth in remote controls 
and several other mobile devices, wireless or 
otherwise, would seem to promise very large 
future volumes.
The company’s quartz crystals are not just 
encountered in large scale applications of 
this kind, but are also used in many other 
high quality products. In the medical area, for 
example, quartz crystals are found in insulin 
pumps and in cardiac and neural stimulators; 
other high-tech applications include avionics 
and oil exploration equipment.

In 2007, the number of staff allocated to 
new product and new process develop-
ment increased once again, and several joint 
 projects were undertaken with external part-
ners.
New manufacturing process development is 
an essential part of staying ahead of the game, 
so as to be able to offer even smaller quartz 
crystals to face up to Japanese competition. 
Credit cards, banking cards and electronic 
security cards are other new applications; in 
this sector, the demand is for extremely thin 
quartz crystals, with a total thickness of less 
than 0.5 mm. During the year under review, 
Micro Crystal delivered the first samples for 
applications of this kind.
In 2007 new and more highly integrated 
products such as miniature oscillators and 
real time clocks (RTC), represented a signifi-
cant part of turnover for the first time. Watch 
and clock quartz crystals on the other hand 
are no longer of critical importance for Micro 
Crystal. Being able to source their production 
internally, however, guarantees the Swatch 
Group’s independence of Japanese suppliers 
in this respect.
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A major player in the telecommunications 
and time-frequency area, Oscilloquartz manu-
factures products that form part of the fixed 
line and mobile communications infrastruc-
ture of more than one hundred countries. In 
2007 the company built on the previous year’s 
growth and posted a financial year with higher 
turnover. It has therefore redressed the difficult 
situation experienced between 2003 – 2005, 
thanks in part to its Malaysian production unit 
in Ipoh, which made a significant contribution 
to the total consolidated earnings. The outlook 
for 2008 is equally promising.

A quarter of Oscilloquartz’s business deals with the wireless WiMAX, DVB and 3G synchro-
nization area, where results showed a strong increase over 2006. All these products have at 
their core Oscilloquartz expertise in high performance quartz oscillators and automatic control 
technologies. A smaller segment encompasses the time frequency area, cesium oscillators and 
systems, while the largest operation is landline synchronization, which showed good annual 
growth.
Thanks to the technological sophistication of its products and the efforts made to diversify, the 
company is in a position to offer its customers tailor-made solutions. The growth experienced 
in new territories reflects the deployment of these technologies in all regions of the world. With 
 China and the United States as its primary markets, the company is continuing to reinforce 
its position as leader in time frequency and network synchronization. Therefore, despite the 
weakness of the dollar and ever stiffer competition, Oscilloquartz managed to increase its 
 competitiveness by reducing production costs and containing its indirect costs.
The continuous improvements in quality, together with the diversity of products and business 
areas, created a need to adapt organization and methods to the product delivery cycle times 
demanded by customers. Thanks to a number of factors – a loyal network of distributors and 
representatives, the effort put into creating an international presence at all stages of the sales 
process, and the sense of commitment of all the company’s staff – Oscilloquartz was able to 
satisfy a very wide range of very demanding customers.
Today, Oscilloquartz is focused on entering the world of “quadruple play”, with new home inter-
net/TV/telephone services based on IP routing. This “quadruple play” bundles all these services 
via broadband access “on the go”.
While traditional data transmission infrastructure is based on synchronous SDH or SONNET 
technologies, new IP-based technologies are increasingly coming to the fore. This type of trans-
mission requires new approaches to propagate the synchronization required by multiple access 
systems to mobiles, be they 3G or WiMAX. Oscilloquartz is therefore concentrating its efforts 
on systems currently in development to face the challenge of the spreading and diversifying 
“convergent” base stations.
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In 2007, Swiss Timing celebrated thirty-five 
years of service to sport: thirty-five years of 
Olympic Games, of great international sport-
ing events and local championships. With its 
first duty being to the Swatch Group brands, 
the company continues to enjoy worldwide 
 renown as the leader in timekeeping and 
sports results. It bases its reputation on con-
tinuously striving to improve the quality of its 
services, on supporting and listening care-
fully to various sporting federations, on doing 
 research into and applying new technologies, 
and training and motivating its teams in their 
unique role.
The year under review was a time of settling 
down into its new structure. It was also a year 
with a significant number of major competi-
tions so that 2007 really was a year of daily 
challenges.
The high point was reached in the summer, 
with the Panamerican Games and Para-
Panam in Rio de Janeiro followed extremely 
closely by the 24th Universiade in Bangkok 
 and a major series of test events in Beijing 
in preparation for the 2008 Olympics. All this 
involved some complicated sea and air trans-
port logistics, clearing customs in exotic places 
and specialists moving from one continent to 

another as required. Unpacking, setting up, 
installing, testing, timing, dismantling, moving 
off elsewhere, Swiss Timing had a very busy 
summer.
Competitions have become more demanding, 
and so the level and quantity of services have 
increased considerably over the last few years. 
The technology is ever changing: today, Swiss 
Timing uses transponders, wireless connec-
tions, high definition television, touch screens 
and satellite transmissions.
2007, like all odd-numbered years, was a 
non-Olympic year and generally given over to 
organizing a variety of world championships. 
Swiss Timing was at the Alpine skiing in Äre, 
the snowboarding at Arosa and the Nordic 
skiing in Sapporo in February, the swimming 
in Melbourne, the track cycling in Palma de 
Majorca and the artistic skating in Tokyo in 
March, the BMX event in Victoria and the 
mountain biking at Fort William in July, the 
fencing in St. Petersburg in September, at the 
gymnastics and road cycling in Stuttgart, and 
finally the boxing in Chicago in October.
And, as usual, there were the world cups in 
swimming, beach volleyball, Alpine and Nordic 
skiing, snowboarding, short track speed skat-
ing, athletics (with the new 100 meter world 

record at Rieti), gymnastics, fencing and show 
jumping.
Sales of timekeeping products also had a 
very good year with, among other things, the 
production, delivery, installation and commis-
sioning of one hundred world-class swimming 
pools.
Day-to-day operations do not get in the way of 
building and planning the company’s future. 
There has been a team in place at Beijing since 
the beginning of 2008; work on the Winter 
Olympics in Vancouver has already begun; 
the enlargement of the Corgémont building 
has started; and major contracts paving the 
way to the future have already been signed, 
a notable example being the 2009 Belgrade 
Universiades.
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Since 2005, The Swatch Group Research and Development Ltd has encompassed the activities 
of two divisions, Asulab and CDNP (New Product Development Center). It also has the mission 
of coordinating technological innovations for the Swatch Group.

Division Asulab – www.asulab.ch // Asulab is the Swatch Group’s corporate Research and 
 Development laboratory. Its core mission is the creation of technically innovative watch products, 
subsystems and components, as well as the development of the required corresponding 
 manufacturing technologies.
Active collaboration with universities and research institutes provides Asulab with direct access 
to cutting-edge technologies and knowledge that are essential for the innovative activities 
of the laboratory. In 2007, several additional national and international partnership projects 
were launched. Two of these form part of the European Union’s Framework Program 7 (FP7), 
while a further two are being carried out in collaboration with the Swiss Commission for 
 Technology and Innovation (CTI). Overall, Asulab is currently involved in approximately 40 multi-
disciplinary research and development projects with partners both internal and external to the  
Swatch Group.
In order to fulfil its mission, Asulab relies on both a highly trained staff and the correspond-
ingly advanced technical laboratory infrastructure. The laboratory is active in the fields of micro 
technology, micro-machining, displays, sensors and actuators, as well as in micro-electronics, 
telecommunications, materials and process engineering. Significant progress beyond the state 
of the art was made in 2007, in particular in the areas of material science, display technologies 
and integrated circuits for wireless communication.
Further improvements were thus achieved in the field of electro-forming technology, as processes 
for cadmium-free gold deposition were developed for different shades of gold. As for displays, 
not only has the flexible plastic display production process been developed and improved but 
new types of machines have also been designed and built for the forthcoming pilot production to 
be carried out by EM Microelectronic. In the field of communication, where the use of wireless 
connections is becoming increasingly widespread, high-data rate transceivers using microwave 
frequencies and designed for applications in the consumer market are being developed by 
Asulab in collaboration with EM Microelectronic. Additionally, cutting-edge developments are 
also underway for ultra-low power communication devices that provide setting options for both 
long and short range distances.

The Swatch Group Research and Development
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Division CDNP (Centre de développement 
des nouveaux produits) // As the interface 
where ideas and dreams meet technical and 
 economic realities, the New Product Devel-
opment Center (CDNP) designs numerous 
models for the Group’s brands. In this task, 
the CDNP relies on the competences and ex-
perience of a team of designers to shape the 
aesthetics, and on engineers and technicians 
to prepare the way for manufacture. The lat-
ter group sets the technical specifications and 
follows them through in production. The Cen-
ter also made several additions to the Group’s 
significant portfolio of patents in 2007. The 
CDNP makes full use of the skills of its team of 
micro-technicians, working in its ultra-modern 
machining centers to produce small runs of 
prototypes of watchcases, dials, wristbands, 
clasps, buckles, watch glasses and jewels; it 
is thus able to provide finishes of first-class 
quality. Furthermore, in 2007, a secure CNC 5 
axes machining center, dedicated to precious 
metals, allowed production of limited series of 
gold watchcases, wristband links and other 
components for the Group’s brands.
Ultra-fast, three-dimensional prototyping in 
high-performance, multicolor synthetic resins 
remains a key activity. This service is gener-
ally used by all the Group’s brands to allow 
initial aesthetic judgments to be made of new 
designs. The recently acquired, latest genera-
tion 3D printer also enables production of soft 
polyamide wristbands for finishing mock-ups. 
A polymer molding facility means that proto-
types for functional silicone rubber wristbands 

can quickly be produced in different colors. 
The close links between the CDNP and its 
sister division, Asulab, generate research that 
leads to innovative technologies and materials 
for future products.
In 2007, the CDNP continued to focus on 
 reinforcing its skills and knowledge in the 
fields of computer graphics and synthetic 
 image animation. CDs were produced for the 
brands’ after sales services, e.g. in the area of 
repair and maintenance training.
Engineers specialized in packaging and 
 advertising technology advise the brands and 
manage their orders for the relevant equip-
ment, taking due account of ecological and 
economic factors. The CDNP was very active 
in this area in 2007.
The creation and updating of standards and 
technical specifications for the external parts 
of watches that are completely compliant 
with ISO and NIHS standards provide a long-
term guarantee of the quality of the Group’s 
 products.
This painstaking and important work is 
 undertaken in close cooperation with the 
brands’ quality departments and the Group’s 
watchmaking manufactures.
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The key objectives of ICB Ingénieurs Conseils 
en Brevets SA are to protect the technical 
 innovations of the Swatch Group, make best 
use of its technological knowledge, monitor 
markets, combat counterfeiting and violation 
of patents and provide legal assistance in 
 respect of intellectual property and related 
areas.
In 2007 ICB continued to protect the tech-
nological assets of the companies and the 
 various research and development entities of 
the Swatch Group. New patent applications 
registration activity was maintained at the 
same level as the previous year. This outcome 
was the result of an effective synergy which 
was maintained with all the engineering and 
research teams within the Swatch Group. 

Once again during the year under review this 
cooperation was particularly significant in 
the field of watchmaking, not forgetting the 
 continued high level of activity in the Swatch 
Group’s non-watchmaking operations.
Significant effort was put into supporting the 
market penetration strategy of the Group’s 
brands. To this end, financial investment to 
protect new products abroad was targeted 
to achieve coverage in the potential markets 
for these new products by consolidating their 
 positions in emerging economies.
In cooperation with the Swatch Group’s legal 
department, ICB assisted companies and vari-
ous departments within the Group in defending 
their rights, regardless of geographical position 
and whenever necessary.

In 2007 the management of ICB continued 
its financial strategy of controlling operating 
costs, and also set out to maintain operational 
costs relating to the maintenance and acqui-
sition of patent rights at a level comparable 
to 2006.

Safety and environment

Chemicals legislation // Consumer safety and 
environmental protection number among the 
leading strategic objectives of Swatch Group 
management. The year under review once 
again saw considerable investment by Swatch 
Group Quality Management (QM) to guaran-
tee the absolute compliance of every product. 
Through a combination of clear technical 
specifications and systematic production con-
trols, Swatch Group companies proved how 
they could set an example in this respect.

Official product control // During the year 
 official government checks on newly-launched 
products increased. Swatch Group sees these 
checks as an opportunity to demonstrate its 
willingness to remain a leader in all areas, 
 including product safety.

Chemical substances: a new approach // On 
1 July 2007, the European REACH regula-
tion (Registration, Evaluation, Authorization 
of Chemicals) came into force. Its aim is to 
 register all chemical substances, evaluate the 
risks involved in their use for consumers and 
the environment and subsequently to autho-
rize or limit the use within the European Union 
of chemical compounds which may give 
cause for concern. The advantage of REACH 
is that it draws together various existing items 
of legislation into a single set of regulations. 

Swatch Group has put in place the neces-
sary application and compliance mechanisms 
required by REACH. Incorporating this new 
regulation was a major task, as it involved the 
entire supply chain and all products.

Quality assurance // With the help of each 
member company, Swatch Group QM carried 
out numerous checks and audits along the 
entire length of the supply chain. The desired 
aim was to assist suppliers in gaining complete 
control of the manufacturing process, par-
ticularly as regards managing the chemi-
cal substances used for the product. These 
checks, systematically executed, have made 
it possible to make an overall evaluation of 
the suppliers, including their compliance with 
safety regulations and working conditions.

Continuous improvement

Threading and tapping // Swatch Group QM 
concentrated its efforts on the threading and 
tapping area. A degree of disparity in the 
 application of various standards such as NIHS, 
DIN and ISO was found in the execution and 
checking of threading and tapping. Given the 
major effect that the quality of these operations 
has on the correct operation and reliability of 
products, the work done in this area gave rise 
to a significant improvement in quality.

Water resistance of watches // Several Swatch 
Group companies contributed to the revision, 
and hence improvement, of internal standards 
regarding the water resistance of watches. In 
future, watch producers and consumers will 
benefit from clearer definitions in this area.

New analytical methods // Swatch Group 
signed a development agreement with a 
Swiss company specializing in the analysis 
and detection of chemical substances. The 
aim of this initiative is to acquire new means 
for very rapid detection of the presence and 
 concentration of regulated chemicals, particu-
larly in leather, textiles and polymers. The first 
phase of screening tests, aimed at detecting 
heavy metals (lead, cadmium, mercury and 
chromium6+) has already begun.
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European Distribution Center (EDC) // The concept of centralized stock keeping for the 
 distribution of Swatch Group brands in Europe has proved invaluable, and the scope of the 
European Distribution Center (EDC) has been widened. Notwithstanding a significant increase 
in the volume of monthly shipments, Swatch Group Distribution succeeded in reducing the 
average logistical costs per shipment, while nonetheless raising the level of service. This excel-
lent performance was achieved despite the upward trend in transport costs. In the year under 
review, the Swatch Group Distribution team met the challenge of taking on distribution of the 
Group’s products on the French market. Thanks to excellent logistical processes and highly 
efficient IT systems already in place, this complex operation was carried out successfully, also 
due to the close cooperation with French colleagues.
The Rado, Hamilton and Endura brands also chose EDC to distribute their products on the 
Swiss market. Positive reactions from satisfied customers confirmed the wisdom of this strategy, 
and other brands have also shown interest in using this solution for the Swiss market in the 
near future.
The extension of the distribution center, completed in the fall 2007, enabled an expansion of ship-
ping capacity by using the automation potential of the logistical processes. The improvements 
were successfully applied, in parallel to normal business and the adoption of new markets.

Swatch Group Distribution IT // In 2007, the Distribution IT unit pursued its drive to develop 
and implement an IT platform common to all the Group’s distribution companies worldwide. 
Based on a modern and effective ERP system, this integrated platform enables the electronic 
processing of customer orders, provides e-commerce solutions as developed by the Swatch 
brand and facilitates delivery of Group products throughout the world. Sales teams also benefit 
from a modern IT tool that provides access to all product-relevant details at the click of a  
mouse button.
Swatch Distribution IT has also started to deploy this platform with considerable success at 
Asian branches. The creation of a new team of IT specialists in the Singapore regional office 
means that these branches can be given the necessary support with minimum delay.

Swatch Group Logistics // The mission of the Swatch Group Logistics unit is to improve the flow 
of goods and information within the supply chain of the Group’s watches and jewelry business. 
As such, the specialist team is responsible for improving and extending the functionalities of the 
supply chain management platform. This platform encompasses all the Group’s brands, most 
of the subsidiaries and currently over 200 agents throughout the world. This IT platform has 
proved to be effective and efficient over the years as an inventory level optimization tool within 
subsidiaries that improves the restocking of points of sale and avoids excessive inventory.
An important new step was taken in 2007 with the implementation within this platform, of a new 
scheduling module used by Omega and Longines for worldwide sales forecasting and for vendor 
managed inventory (VMI). The success of this new tool was observed by the other brands which 
have planned to adopt it in 2008.
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Following a strong rise in Group watch sales 
and the consequent increase in customer 
 servicing requirements, Swatch Group Cor-
porate Customer Service undertook a number 
of initiatives in 2007 aimed at expanding its 
maintenance capacity in several countries.
In China, Swatch Group Customer Service 
adapted itself to the market’s strong growth 
and is actively responding to increased 
 demand and customer expectations, par-
ticularly during the Beijing Olympic Games. 
In addition, the new Center of Competence 
opened in Shanghai will come into operation 
in 2008.
In the United States, several projects aimed 
at extending the network and its capabilities 
were, e.g. the opening of a Customer Service 
Center in Los Angeles.
In the year under review, Customer Service in 
Japan was relocated to the prestigious Nicolas 
G. Hayek Center in Tokyo. In contrast to the 
somewhat cramped accommodation in the 
previous premises, it now has exclusive use of 
three stories in the new building.

In Germany, new Customer Service facilities 
led not only to an improvement in production 
flow and visibility, but also raised staff satis-
faction due to the excellent working conditions. 
The European Competence Center for luxury 
watches at Glashütte (Germany) opened in 
2005 doubled its capacity in 2007.
Following on from the successful pilot project 
in Malaysia, the Swatch Group Customer 
 Service welcome concept, aimed at providing 
luxurious and restful reception areas, was put 
into operation in several more countries. In 
2007, Swatch Group Thailand made good use 
of the concept when creating its new recep-
tion area.
The three watchmaking training centers 
 currently in existence, at Glashütte (Germany), 
Shanghai (China) and Secaucus (USA), were 
operating successfully. The first class at 
 Secaucus achieved a 100% graduation rate. 
The number of training places available grew 
markedly in 2007, with the opening of a new 
school in Pforzheim (Germany), an increase of 
30% in Secaucus and a doubling in Shanghai. 

In 2008, the Glasshütte school will be able to 
enrol more students, thanks to the opening of 
a third classroom in a new building which is to 
accommodate the Nicolas G. Hayek Museum 
of Horology. The current global training policy 
for present and future staff will continue, with 
the project for a new school in Kuala Lumpur 
(Malaysia) due to open in 2008. This inter-
national center will be dedicated to training 
new watchmakers and to providing continu-
ing development for the Group’s technical 
 partners in Asia.
Swatch Group Corporate Customer Service 
pursued the development and deployment 
of processes, material resources and IT tools, 
with the aim of providing optimum support for 
the Group’s worldwide operations.
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In 2007, Swatch Group Immeubles SA was responsible for managing over 6 400 housing units 
(within 460 buildings), together with 43 large plots, farms and areas of forest. The properties 
 administered by the company are spread across ten cantons, the majority located in Bern, 
Neuchâtel, Solothurn, Vaud and Jura. These management contracts are administered on 
 behalf of the Swatch Group Pension Fund, group companies’ employer’s funds, Swatch Group 
 subsidiaries and some third parties, whose share is expected to increase further. During the 
year, CHF 12 million was allocated to renovation and maintenance work on the properties 
under management. In a targeted program (including, for example, combining a number of 
housing units) Swatch Group Immeubles tried to reduce the number of empty apartments in 
 critical areas. Moreover, through a policy of acquisitions and targeted sales, it is endeavoring to 
 maintain a balanced geographical distribution.
In the industrial sector, a large number of planning, improvement and renovation operations 
were once again carried out. Their aim goes well beyond maintenance of the property portfolio. 
The intention is rather to effect essential improvements to productive processes and job 
 security. Optimizing the technical infrastructure also implies optimizing production and laying 
the foundations for further qualitative improvement. In particular, the year saw work carried 
out at Tissot (Le Locle), Longines (Saint-Imier), Frédéric Piguet (Le Sentier), Rado (Lengnau), 
Swatch Group Distribution (Biel) and EM Microelectronic (Marin).
Two factories were built: a DYB facility at Corcelles-Cormondrèche where jewelry operations are 
based, and the new Comadur factory at Col-des-Roches, Le Locle.
In addition Swatch Group Immeubles partners were in the process of carrying out the renovation 
and transformation of the Swatch Art Peace Hotel in Shanghai.
Swatch Group Immeubles partners also took part in fitting out numerous new boutiques which 
joined the Group’s own network of points of sale. In this respect mono-brand boutiques were 
inaugurated for Breguet in Paris (Place Vendôme), Moscow and Singapore, for Léon Hatot 
in Paris and for Rado in Vienna. Multi-brand Tourbillon boutiques were opened in Mykonos, 
Crans-Montana, Amsterdam, Kitzbühel and Beijing.

Swatch Group Real Estate
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Nicolas G. Hayek Center, 
Ginza, Tokyo

The Nicolas G. Hayek Center (NGHC) was 
 inaugurated on 23 May 2007 in the Ginza 
business district, where it stands side by side 
with 1960s skyscrapers. One of these, the 
Pearl Building, was acquired in 2004 for 150 
million francs. Under the aegis of the competi-
tion winner, world-renowned Japanese archi-
tect Shigeru Ban, the building was completely 
demolished and then rebuilt in line with the 
new regulations for the district, allowing it to 
rise to 56 meters in height from its former 31 
meters. The NGHC stands in sharp contrast 
to its neighboring buildings, with its top-to-
bottom hanging garden wall. It also features 
hydraulic elevators, serving as entrances to 
the seven boutiques, each dedicated to one 
brand: Breguet, Blancpain, Glashütte Original, 
Jaquet Droz, Léon Hatot, Omega and Swatch. 
They take visitors directly from the ground 
floor to the brands’ boutique spaces. The 
NGHC is also home to the offices of Swatch 
Group Japan, and incorporates three floors 
attractively and imaginatively dedicated to 
customer services. The 14th floor, La Cité du 
Temps, is devoted to interaction between the 
brands and the public, in the form of exhibi-
tions, concerts and press meetings.

It was at La Cité du Temps in Tokyo that on  
23 May, an inaugural press conference 
was held in the presence of Nick Hayek,  
Arlette-Elsa Emch and Shigeru Ban, the  
project architect. There was also a spe-
cial guest from the Geneva Cité du Temps,  
Nicolas G. Hayek, who took part in the press 
conference virtually, via satellite link. This was 
followed by a prestigious reception, at which 
Nick Hayek and Arlette-Elsa Emch warmly 
welcomed over four hundred VIPs, including a 
large number of celebrities. Nicolas G. Hayek 
then gave a speech directly from La Cité du 
Temps in Geneva.
On the following day 24 May, the simultaneous 
opening ceremonies of the NGHC and the 
seven boutiques took place, with the tradi-
tional cutting of ribbons. This event drew large 
numbers of journalists from the print media as 
well many members of the public.
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By and large, the German economy showed 
positive signs in 2007, even if this has not yet 
been reflected in consumer behavior.  None-
theless, Swatch Group Germany was able to 
increase its profits in the year under review, 
as all market segments succeeded in con-
solidating or improving their positions. In the 
 prestige and luxury segment, Omega achieved 
particularly satisfying results. In the high-end 
segment, the launch of the Longines Sport 
 Collection [4] had a strong impact on the 
brand’s continued profit growth. In the mid-
price segment, the large volume brand Tissot 
[3] also managed to improve slightly on the 
previous year’s positive result. Hamilton and 
Certina made superb progress by optimizing 
distribution both qualitatively and quantita-
tively. Finally, despite fierce competition, the 
Swatch brand also had a positive year.

In the retail area, the national roll-out of Swiss 
Shop, the innovative shop-in-shop system for 
high traffic locations, considerably raised its 
profile, and this translated into a strong in-
crease in sales. Moreover, the three Omega  
boutiques in Munich, Hamburg and Berlin 
 developed extremely well, although the 
 Munich Blancpain boutique and the Tour-
billon outlet in Baden-Baden [1] posted 
results that fell a little short of expectations. 
During the year, the Baden-Baden Tourbil-
lon boutique organized a function in the very 
 select atmosphere of the well known Brenner’s  
Park-Hotel. At its Time for Action event in 
Munich, Certina presented to the press a 
professional Hollywood stuntman who set 
about proving the brand’s robust, sporting 
qualities by hurtling through a shop window 
on a motorcycle. Apart from launching its 

new caliber, Omega opened its Omegamania 
 exhibition in truly glamorous style on Munich’s  
Praterinsel. In the presence of Omega 
 Chairman Stephen Urquhart [2], the four 
hundred guests – among whom were a good 
number of celebrities and other lovers of fine 
watches – succeeded in getting an admiring 
preview of the precious timepieces.

Swatch Group
Germany
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2007 was a year crowned with success for Swatch Group Austria, with all the brands achieving 
growth above an already very high average. These pleasing results were due to the thorough and 
sustained work done by Swatch Group Austria, particularly in specialized stores.
The Breguet boutique in Vienna once again experienced a record year, thanks to remarkable 
growth in both watches and jewelry. Glashütte Original [7] continued its triumphal progress in 
Austria, assisted by such high profile initiatives as the special edition created for the thirtieth 
 anniversary of jewelry store Nadler, the inauguration of the first duty-free partnership at Vienna 
airport, and the prizes awarded to two models by “Die Presse”. Omega focused on a number of 
activities: the launch of the De Ville Hour Vision; the appearance of new brand ambassador George 
Clooney; the Omegamania exhibition, for which the brand’s partners were invited to Munich; and 
on the Speedmaster’s fiftieth anniversary. 2007 was an exceptional year for Longines in terms of 
very strong sales and market share growth, success led mainly by the repositioning of business 
strategies in points of sale and the launch of the new Longines Sport Collection. 
On 1 June, Rado inaugurated its first European monobrand boutique in the heart of Vienna [6] 
and in so doing seized the opportunity of celebrating its fifty years in Austria. Tissot and Certina 
gave clear signs of their good health in their improved results and increased media presence. 
Along with numerous window displays, cross-marketing operations with ck watch & jewelry and 
ck cosmetic were a success and contributed positively to the brand’s 2007 results. Despite a 
 saturated market, the Swatch brand [5] was able to achieve double digit turnover growth in 2007; 
Swatch Bijoux sent this result skyrocketing.
The FIVB World Tour stage in Klagenfurt and the Swatch SnowMobile at Saalbach-Hinterglemm 
raised the Swatch profile. Last but not least, Flik Flak consolidated its position as leader in children’s 
watches in Austria, and the events managed with the “Rote Nasen Clown Doctors” association, a  
non-profit organisation working for children, reinforced its positive image.
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Swatch Group
Belgium

Swatch Group
Spain

Swatch Group Belgium turned in a fine year, 
with very good growth for all the brands. 
The subsidiary organized a major exhibi-
tion, presenting all the brands and customer 
service in September. This generated great 
interest from press and public alike. The 
brands’ other activities also contributed to 
the Belgian subsidiary’s healthy performance. 
The Breguet exhibition at the prestigious 
 château of Ooidonk in Flanders contributed 

to the brand’s record-breaking 2007 result.  
Blancpain evolved thanks to the launch of  
the Women Collection and the Fifty Fathoms.  
Omega invited brand ambassador Ellen 
MacArthur to the press conference held 
at Knokke-le-Zoute on the occasion of the 
launch of the Chronographe Seamaster New 
Zealand NZL-32, and to a gala dinner in the 
presence of Belgian athlete Kim Gevaert [10], 
another of its ambassadors. Rado concluded 
a very satisfactory year, and the launch of 
the Ceramica Chrono was a great success. 
Longines confirmed its position as market 
leader in the higher-end segment and achieved 
excellent results. Brand awareness was raised 
still higher by events managed with the net-
work on the occasion of its 175th anniversary. 
 Tissot [8] also posted a good year, with record 
 results at year end. For Hamilton, a complete 
upgrading of all its points of sale produced a 
rise in turnover exceeding all expectations. 
Certina markedly raised its profile, putting 
on a Certina Mini-Baselworld exhibition in 
the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg. Balmain is  

pursuing its growth path with a very focused 
positioning on classic elegance. ck watch & 
jewelry’s year ended very successfully, with 
the best sales ever achieved since its launch 
in both its segments. Its tenth anniversary was 
celebrated with a press event in Antwerp and 
an exhibition in Brussels. Swatch pressed 
all the right buttons with its presentations of 
the Corto Maltese models, which aroused 
 unprecedented enthusiasm amid both the 
press and the public [9]; the proof was in the 
year’s results, and in those of Swatch Bijoux. 
Flik Flak also turned in exceptional results at 
the end of its twentieth anniversary year, which 
featured a big party and… a huge cake. 

Swatch Group Spain had an excellent 2007, 
despite prospects of a slowdown in the Span-
ish economy. Thanks to the modernization of 
its distribution system and the strength of the 
brands, the Group continued to gain market 
share across all the segments. Continuous 
 efforts to optimize the after sales service 
 department allowed the company to operate 
more efficiently and provide a better service to 
its clients. The subsidiary continued to develop 
its retail operations, with the opening of the 
Omega boutique [11] in Madrid, located in 
the middle of the “Milla de oro” and five other 
strategic multibrand shop-in-shops within El 
Corte Ingles, the largest chain of department 
stores in Spain. 
In the prestige brands segment, Breguet, 
Blancpain and Glashütte Original continued 
to garner market share, strengthening their 
positions in all their retail outlets. Omega also  
had an excellent year, taking advantage of 
the brand’s market exposure from its roles 

as official sponsor of the America’s Cup in 
 Valencia and official watch of Team New Zea-
land. In the higher-end segment, Rado was 
involved in Barcelona’s International Design 
Week and Longines achieved unprecedented 
growth following implementation of its new 
distribution and marketing plan in line with 
modernization of the brand’s image. Even 
with continued fierce competition in the mid-
dle-range segment, the Group’s brands were 
achieving excellent performances, thanks to 
their effective marketing and public relations 
strategies and their reliable selective distri-
bution network. ck watch & jewelry was very 
proud to host an international public relations 
event in Madrid just before Baselworld 2007. 
It was a record year for the jewelry market, 
with the Swatch Bijoux and ck jewelry brands 
each achieving quite exceptional sales. The 
launch of the Full Blooded family was a huge 
success for Swatch in Spain, as was its par-
ticipation in the Cibeles Fashion Week [12] in 

Madrid, which reinforced its commitment to 
the fashion world. For Flik Flak, 2007 was the 
year it launched its Tweety collection [13] and 
celebrated its twentieth birthday.
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In 2007, Swatch Group France broke all its records with all the brands, which achieved or 
 exceeded forecasts and gained market share. 
In the prestige and luxury segments, the spotlight was on Breguet [17] when it opened its new 
boutique at 6 Place Vendôme. The inauguration took place in the presence of Nicolas G. Hayek, 
who introduced the new Breguet boutique concept, not to mention the museum on the second 
floor. Blancpain [16] invited journalists and customers to an incredible adventure at the Cannes 
International Boat and Yacht Show where, beneath the Mediterranean waves, Marc A. Hayek 
presented world free diving champion Gianluca Gienoni with the new generation Fifty Fathoms. 
Glashütte Original put its latest creations on show at the first-ever Salon des Belles Montres, at 
which Léon Hatot and Blancpain also exhibited, the latter with its famous tourbillon. Léon Hatot 
also displayed its treasures at 20 Place Vendôme and lit up the Ritz with a magnificent show 
of models wearing its watches. Omega acquired three new remarkable locations: a corner in 
Galeries Lafayette, a 50 m² boutique at the heart of the fashion world in Rue du Faubourg Saint 
Honoré, and finally at Christmas, an exceptional boutique on the Champs Elysées [15], with its 
fairytale illuminations. Longines made a high-profile and much appreciated entry into the world 
of tennis at the international Roland Garros tournament [14], where the brand entertained its 
most prestigious clients and numerous journalists. Rado strengthened its image in the design 
world by displaying five models by Jasper Morrison at the Colette store. Hamilton starred in 
the movie “Les deux mondes”. ck watch & jewelry [19] celebrated its tenth birthday during  
Prêt-à-porter Week in Paris, inviting six hundred guests to the restaurant “Sens” and onto the 
dance floor, with music courtesy of DJ Martin Solveig. Tissot lived its sporting year with world 
 motorcycling champion Nicky Hayden. Swatch, as is its custom was present at numerous events, 
the most remarkable being the Corto Maltese exhibition in the Champs Elysées Megastore [18]. 
The brand also emphasized its sporting side at the Beach Volleyball on the Champ de 
Mars. Finally, Flik Flak took a big breath to blow out its twenty candles and consolidated its  
leading position.
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Swatch Group
Italy

In 2007, Swatch Group Greece succeeded 
in consolidating its already strong position in 
the Greek market. This pleasing development 
was a result of substantial enhancement of the 
 distribution network, achieved by increased 
collaboration with the best retailers and signifi-
cant expansion of corporate retail activities.
Specifically, the retail network grew with the 
 addition of two further Swatch stores in Kolonaki 
and Glyfada, two top quality locations in the 
Athens area, as well as a Tourbillon boutique 
[20] on Mykonos, the most recognizable island 
resort in the Mediterranean; here the most 
prestigious brands of the Group, along with the 
renowned Swatch Vendome collection found 
a new “home”. Swatch achieved double digit 
growth in 2007, due to its program of continu-
ous investment in high quality exposure of the 

brand in terms of both communication and the 
retail network. The brand also invested in the 
quality of customer service offered, through 
persistent coaching and training of the net-
work sales force. Moreover, Swatch promoted 
brand values through exciting point of sale 
events where consumers could experience the 
brand’s unique atmosphere. The eighteenth 
Longines Prize for Elegance was unanimously 
awarded to Ukraine’s Anna Bessonova in a 
packed stadium in Patras at the 28th Rhyth-
mic Gymnastics World Championships. Tissot 
also had an excellent year, with increases in 
sales and market share. It further improved  
presentation and its network now comprises 
eighteen shop-in-shops in the major cities of 
Greece. In addition, a particularly effective 
 media campaign raised brand awareness 

among consumers. Hamilton strengthened its 
position in the local and travel retail market in 
a very select network of points of sale through-
out Greece. Coherently pursuing its long term 
strategy, ck watch & jewelry was able, in the 
face of tough competition, to conclude an 
exceptionally successful year, not only in sales 
terms, but also as regards leadership, visibil-
ity, positioning and brand awareness in the 
 fashion segment.

Against a difficult economic and political background, Swatch Group Italy’s 2007 could be 
 described as very active in terms of communication and public relations, from which all the 
brands benefited. Breguet, for example, had an excellent year: it turned in very good results and 
 participated successfully in The Meeting, an event organized by the Swiss embassy in Italy, held 
at the Castello Svevo in Bari in the presence of Federal Councilor Doris Leuthard [21]. Blancpain 
 consolidated its position in its segment and achieved great success after presenting its Fifty 
 Fathoms model in Brescia’s famous La Sosta restaurant. Thanks to an effective advertising cam-
paign, Glashütte Original succeeded in strengthening its position in the Italian market, posting 
some remarkable results in terms of brand awareness and sales. For example, at the auction 
 organized by Antiquorum in Milan, a Glashütte Original steel model was acquired for a sum two 
and a half times its estimated value. In its second year in Italy, Jaquet Droz reinforced its retail net-
work [25], improved its visibility and brand awareness, achieving excellent sales. Omega’s year 
began with the launch of the latest James Bond film, “Casino Royale”, and the visit by Bond Girl 
Caterina Mourino [24] to the renovated Omega boutique in the Via Monte Napoleone in Milan. 
For the third year in a row, Rado saw good sales development and increased brand awareness. 
In Milan, in October, it celebrated its fiftieth anniversary with an exclusive cocktail party attended 
by numerous journalists and guests from the fashion and design world. 
Also in October, Longines successfully celebrated its 175th anniversary with an open day for 
the Italian press in Milan’s splendid Diana Majestic Hotel. Its commitment to equestrian sports 
manifested itself when it took the role of official timekeeper at the CSIO Piazza di Siena, in Rome 
[22]. Tissot concluded a successful 2007, having managed to stand out from its competitors in a  
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stable middle-range segment. The brand organised numerous consumer-oriented events [27] 
that allowed it to establish links between its ambassadors and its models. ck watch & jewelry 
celebrated its tenth anniversary in 2007 [23], for which special events were organized. The 
most evocative took place in Palermo in July, against the superb backdrop of a private club 
situated atop a high cliff. Hamilton had an exceptional year, signing an international cooperation 
agreement with Riva, a worldwide boat industry brand legend. The new Riva timed by Hamilton 
collection was presented at an event in Portofino. Swatch and Corto Maltese were present at 
“Lucca Comics and Games”, attended by 85 000 visitors, and were in their element amid the 
vitality and joie de vivre. At the end of June, Flik Flak [26] celebrated its twentieth birthday on 
the island of Ischia’s main thoroughfare. For the occasion, a “real” pirate came ashore to play 
with the children and invited them to join in the party.

In 2007 the Swatch Group Finance S.A. 
(Luxembourg) company pursued its objective 
of managing the growing internationalization of 
the Swatch Group’s business. The company’s 
purpose is to manage its liquid assets, invest-
ments and funds while following the Group’s 
financial policy and coordinating its activities 
with those of the parent company. Drawing on 

the advantages offered by Luxembourg as a 
financial center to take an active part in the 
Group’s financing operations, Swatch Group 
Finance (Luxembourg) S.A. functions as a 
legally autonomous entity. The importance 
of Luxembourg as a world financial center 
 allows the company, domiciled in the center 
of Europe, to play an important role within 

the Swatch Group’s technical and financial 
structure. Based in Luxembourg, it is part of 
the global financial organization of The Swatch 
Group Ltd. 
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A new record for Swatch Group Netherlands: 
in 2007, the subsidiary achieved its highest 
ever turnover. Blancpain saw its sales take 
off, following the presentation of its Blancpain 
Women collection and the launch of the 
Fifty Fathoms line. For Omega there was a 
 whirlwind of events, from the introduction of 
the first Omega Luxury & Lifestyle at the Casino 
 Holland in Valkenburg, to the iShares Cup 
Sailing regatta, with international ambassador 
Ellen MacArthur taking part, and the pre-
sentation of the mechanical Planet Ocean 
Orange chronograph at the Dutch Millionaire 
Fair, the showcase for luxury goods. Longines 
continued to build on its turnover with its 
 current retailer network, producing excellent 
 results. As principal sponsor of the prestigious 
Dutch Design Awards in Eindhoven, Rado 

 strengthened its brand image and awareness 
among the ten thousand visitors to the exhibi-
tion and professionals from the international 
design community. Tissot achieved record 
turnover in 2007, consolidating its position in 
the intermediate segment thanks to reward-
ing marketing activities and its commitment to 
MotoGP [28]. ck watch & jewelry also posted 
a record year, achieving its best turnover since 
starting operations in the Netherlands, for 
both watches and jewelry. The year was also 
marked by the event organized to celebrate 
ck watch & jewelry’s tenth anniversary, for 
which the press was invited to Amsterdam. 
Certina brought the financial year to a very 
positive close, well ahead of all forecasts. Its 
association with the local finals of the BMW 
1.30i Cup organized in the Netherlands was 

a resounding success. To mark its second 
year in the Dutch market, Hamilton opened 
several quality points of sale, producing some 
extremely pleasing results. Swatch contin-
ued to concentrate on presentation in its 
own boutiques and in various points of sale. 
The brand participated in the snowboarding 
Big Air World Cup, the world’s biggest winter 
sports event, organized in Rotterdam [29], 
which attracted 30 000 spectators. Finally, 
Flik Flak saw its turnover increase sharply in 
the year under review.

Swatch Group
Netherlands

Swatch Group 
Nordic

Denmark // In 2007, Swatch Group Nordic Denmark achieved its best ever result; all the brands 
posted considerable increases in turnover and market share. They were also better positioned 
compared to the year before, with Omega, Certina, Tissot and Longines leaders in their respec-
tive segments. Rado strengthened its position, as did ck watch & jewelry, which is gaining 
market share from its competitors. In 2007, several events were very successfully organized 
in cooperation with retailers and the media, and media penetration was generally increased. 
Certina joined with BMW Denmark to organize an exciting trip to the Formula 1 Grand Prix in 
Belgium [30].
Finland // Swatch Group Nordic Finland continued its turnover growth and its market share 
increased again in 2007. The country’s healthy economic situation led to a keen interest in high-
end Swiss watches. Omega posted record sales following in-depth work with its retailers. Rado 
increased sales above forecast thanks to good product innovations. Longines continued its 
 success into 2007 and brand awareness continued to increase. Tissot strengthened its position 
in the market and took part in two major sporting events, the Finnish fencing championships 
and the Euro Hockey Tour. The ck watch & jewelry collections were very well received, with 
the ck element being exceptionally successful. Certina had a superb year raising its profile by  
 taking part in the 2007 Neste Rally. Swatch and Swatch Bijoux also saw their sales increase. 
In August, for the first time, one of the Swatch FIVB World Tour events was held at Åland [31], 
which attracted much media interest. Flik Flak’s models fit in very well with the Finnish market, 
where both their look and their prices were well appreciated.
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Swatch Group
Poland

“The third time is a charm” goes the saying, 
and so it was for the third year of Swatch Group 
Poland’s existence. Sales growth was extra
ordinary in 2007 across all price segments for 
the Swatch Group Poland brands (Flik Flak, 
Swatch, ck watch & jewelry, Certina, Tissot, 
Longines, Rado and Omega). They all enjoyed 
the full benefit of stellar growth in the Polish 
economy and high consumer confidence and 
spending.  With a view towards winning end
consumer approval, Swatch Group Poland 
continued to upgrade customer service with 
added staff and equipment, and training in 
Switzerland for its watchmakers. 
Swatch made significant progress on the 
 Polish market during 2007 as ownstore 
 retailing expanded to include Swatch stores 
and kiosks in Krakow, Katowice, Gdansk and 
Warsaw. Highlights of the year included Tissot’s 
highly successful yearend “road show” which 
helped earn the brand exceptional growth 
in 2007. Swiss sports watches were given 

a major boost by Certina and especially two 
 spectacularly successful limited series watch
es honoring Polish F1 pilot Robert Kubica. 
The Swatch Group Board member with re
sponsibility for Swatch Group Poland [34], Dr. 
Hanspeter Rentsch, joined us in Warsaw in 
September with Robert in his Formula 1 car 
at a press conference at the Polish Olympic 
Committee headquarters. Fashion caught 
the fancy of Polish consumers in a major way 
in 2007 and both Swatch and ck benefited 
 enormously. Longines extended its offer with 
a very successful new line of sports watches, 
the Longines Sport Collection. For its part, 
Omega posted record sales with its new “Hour 
Vision” timepieces. 

Norway // Swatch Group Nordic Norway posted sales that were up on 2006, and finished the year 
on a positive note. Final customers in Norway showed a tendency to acquire more expensive 
watches than in previous years, which allowed the high end segment to make significant 
 progress. The middle and lower range segments also made pleasing progress in 2007.
For the twentythird consecutive year, Swatch Group Nordic Norway organized a trade fair at 
the Sundvolden Hotel [32]. The event drew over two hundred retailers from all over the country, 
who were able to admire the new products, take part in numerous workshops and do some net
working. Protid, Norway’s largest retail chain, held its third annual press day. The event, which 
took place in downtown Oslo, attracted many journalists and much media attention.
Sweden // Swatch Group Nordic Sweden had an extremely positive 2007. The year was a 
very satisfactory one for the Swedish economy and for Swedish watch sales, with growth in 
all segments. Swatch Group Nordic Sweden experienced both increasing sales and higher 
 average prices, and achieved excellent results. Omega remained one of the leading brands in 
the prestige and luxury segment in Sweden and its sales saw unprecedented growth. At regional 
level, the DN Galan in Stockholm successfully focused a great deal of attention on the brand. 
For Longines and Rado also, 2007 was synonymous with prosperity. The two anniversaries, 
Longines’ 175th and Rado’s [33] fiftieth had a big impact in the Swedish press. In the midrange 
segment, Tissot remained one of the key brands. The launch of the new ladies’ lines and the 
brand’s participation in the opening of the movie “Music and Lyrics” contributed to this success. 
The new ck watch & jewelry products were particularly well received in 2007, a year which 
will stand as a benchmark. Despite tough competition, Certina ended the year at the head of 
the Swedish midrange segment, and the brand’s well established image was maintained and 
 strengthened. Swatch inaugurated an online Swatch boutique to service the Swedish market. 
Flik Flak experienced uninterrupted growth and continued to work with the Astrid Lindgren 
Children’s Hospital.
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Swatch Group
United Kingdom

In the fall of 2007, The Swatch Group (UK) 
moved into its new location in Dockside Road, 
London. Customer service remained in East
leigh and Oldham while brand operations, 
sales and marketing all moved to a bright 
new London headquarters, where the open 
space offers unparalleled communication and  
brand interface.
The brands of Swatch Group UK also grew 
significantly in 2007; Breguet was under
going a resurgence in the UK market, with 
strong demand for novelty pieces and jewelry. 
 Distribution was tightened and strategically
chosen new accounts were opened Blancpain 

continued to enjoy an avid following in the UK 
with high demand for the new Fifty Fathoms. 
Omega once again hit record sales with 
the resounding success of Omegamania 
and the opening of the firstever Omega 
 Vintage Store in London [36], located in the 
 Burlington Arcade. Glashütte Original was 
building pace with new points of sale and a 
recordsetting sales year. Longines became 
the official timekeeper of Royal Ascot, [37] 
the most prestigious horse racing event 
in a country known for equestrian sports! 
With the Queen and members of the royal  
family in attendance and top retailers and 
key media invited by Longines, the brand 
 benefited greatly from this association.
Rado achieved double digit growth in  
key accounts largely driven by the new 
 Ceramica Chrono and True collection. The 
brand’s venture into more complicated 
 mechanical pieces was well received in 
the market. Tissot UK experienced its best
ever sales year in terms of both units and 
value. The press also embraced the brand 
– with increased coverage and doubled online 

 coverage, especially in areas of sport [35]. 
ck watch and jewelry celebrated its tenth 
 anniversary with a major event in the heart 
of Central London at Covent Garden. Watch 
sales continued to grow and ck jewelry took 
off. May 2007 saw the official launch of the 
Hamilton brand, and the new Riva collection 
was launched at two events to wide acclaim. 
Thanks to the first full year of Swatch UK’s 
eCommerce site, the brand experienced 
great growth in online sales. Swatch extended 
its bricksandmortar presence as well with 
new accounts – leading to improved distri
bution. New television advertising and digital 
 billboards in London’s Underground led 
 consumers directly to shops and kiosks. Flik 
Flak celebrated its twentieth birthday with a 
great birthday cake, balloons and professional 
entertainer – just like a proper birthday party 
for all UK customers to enjoy.

The country’s continued development has, together with its political and economic stability, 
helped consolidate Swatch Group Russia’s position since it was set up at the beginning of 
2006. The subsidiary is now well organized. With the finishing touches applied to the logistical 
infrastructure, it was able to treble Swatch and Flik Flak sales, having taken them over from a 
local distributor in 2006, and get sales underway for Omega, Jaquet Droz, Longines, Rado and 
Tissot.
The high point of 2007 was the opening of the Breguet boutique in the GUM department 
store building, facing the Kremlin, Red Square and the cathedral of St Basil the Blessed. The 
 opening ceremony took place in the presence of Nicolas G. Hayek, Nick Hayek, ArletteElsa 
Emch, Manuel Emch, and GUM director Mikhaïl Kousnirovich [38, 39]. Meanwhile, sales at 
the prestigious Omega boutique continued to grow, and the shopping complex has become 
one of the brand’s best points of sale worldwide, helping to consolidate the brand’s position in 
the country. The development of the Swatch point of sales network in other Russian cities took 
shape with the opening of new stores in St Petersburg, Kazan and Ekaterinburg. 

Swatch Group
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Swatch Group 
Canada

2007 was a fine year for the Canadian subsid
iary, reflecting the country’s healthy economy 
and higher consumer incomes. Marketing and 
public relations activities, together with the re
definition of a number of distribution channels, 
led to great success. Swatch was the “victim” 
of a buying frenzy, enthusiasm having been 
aroused by another fantastic FIVB beach vol
leyball event in Montreal, Quebec. Equally 
appreciated was the opening of a new shop
inshop in Vancouver, British Columbia, in part
nership with Aldeasa Duty Free. 2007 proved 
to be another successful year for Omega, as 

the brand continued to grow its market share, 
increase the quality of its distribution, and 
dramatically raise brand awareness. All this 
contributed to record sales, as did the superb 
ceremony launching of the Official Countdown 
Clock for the 2010 [40] Olympics in Vancou
ver, BC and the brand’s role as official spon
sor of the Canadian Skins Golf Tournament, 
held in Ontario. Rado achieved a significant 
growth in business, resulting in a double digit 
increase over 2006 The focus was on the core 
collections and especially the celebration of 
the brand’s fiftieth anniversary, highlighting 
the Jasper Morrison Ceramica collection in 
the Royal Ontario Museum’s stunning new 
Crystal building. The creation of the new Sport 
collection brought Longines into the media 
spotlight, as did the brand’s participation in 
the Boys Night Out charity event, in support 
of prostate cancer research at a renowned 
 Toronto hospital. 
Tissot reinforced its position as the leader in 
the midpriced segment and capitalized on 
its NASCAR sponsorship with the inaugural 
race in Montreal. A special day organized for 
retail partners and an interactive Tissot road

show featuring the TTouch [41] during the 
holiday season drew much public and media 
 interest.
In 2007, ck watch pursued its strategy of 
strengthening its presence in pointsofsale, 
implementing several successful shopin
shop projects across the country at key retail 
locations. 2007 was a breakthrough year for 
Hamilton in Canada: by repositioning itself 
and focusing on the mechanical segment, the 
brand achieved record sales. 

Once again, Mido and Tissot recorded strong 
growth in the Brazilian market in 2007. This 
increase was due to a constant effort to extend 
the market presence of the two brands in this 
immense country and involved thorough work 
by the sales teams.
A higher profile, a sustained advertising cam
paign and a concerted media effort all served 
to put Mido back into the position it has 
 historically occupied in this market. The new 
Captain collection played a key role in this 
project. The first Complete Safe shopinshop 
was opened in São Paulo in the presence of 

model Luize Altenhoff [42]. In July, Tissot 
made an extremely effective showing as 
timekeeper of the PanAmerican Games and  
ParaGames in Rio de Janeiro [43]. With more 
than twenty days of continuous media expo
sure, the brand achieved remarkable results 
and strongly accelerated sales growth by the 
end of the year.
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Despite some tumult in American economic 
markets, US demand for Swiss watches expe
rienced rapid and dramatic growth during 
2007. Each brand delivered record results, 
owing largely to a sharply focused distribution 
plan and increasingly robust marketing initia
tives. Breguet once again achieved double
digit growth in the US market by employing a 
highly selective distribution policy. In October, 
Breguet became the Official Timepiece of the 
Los Angeles Philharmonic [44] and celebrat
ed the opening of the Philharmonic’s 2007 
season by sponsoring a gala evening attended 
by five hundred guests. Blancpain’s interna
tional introduction of the new Fifty Fathoms 
resonated deeply in the US market, where the 
product aroused unprecedented enthusiasm 
both in the New York boutique and among re
tailers nationwide. As timekeeper of the 17th 
Annual California Mille Miglia [46], Blancpain 
received prominent presence at many stops 
along the route. Glashütte Original broke 

 numerous sales records to achieve the best 
results yet in the American market, while 
 Jaquet Droz focused its attention on creating 
the brand’s personalized masterpiece limited 
edition items for the most exclusive retailers in 
the region. Omega posted record sales for 
2007; contributing to this success was the fur
ther tightening of distribution to ensure appro
priate luxury positioning in the market. Brand 
visibility also continued to rise through events 
with key retail partners in celebration of the 
fiftieth anniversary of the Speedmaster, which 
featured appearances by many legendary 
 astronauts, including Thomas Stafford [47] 
and Gene Cernan. The Hour Vision launch 
was heralded at a national convention attend
ed by key retail partners. The national adver
tising program imparted an even stronger 
luxury stance by the introduction of Nicole 
Kidman as an Omega ambassador in the US. 
Rado captured the attention of the US market 
with the introduction of the Jasper Morrison 
Limited Edition Ceramica Chronograph; a 
massive billboard [45] in New York City’s 
Times Square announced the event. Sales 
were strong for the Swatch brand in the  
US, especially in the Times Square [48] flag
ship store. The location demonstrated a  

doubledigit growth in sales, consolidating its 
firstplace standing among Swatch stores 
worldwide. Flik Flak was relaunched into the 
US wholesale market in 2007 and was very 
well received. Retailers welcomed the oppor
tunity to carry the brand which is poised to 
have a record year in 2008. Longines achieved 
a grandslam year with new partnerships, 
charitable initiatives, anniversaries and re
cordbreaking numbers. The brand also intro
duced a new ambassador, tennis legend An
dre Agassi. Many of Longines’ primary 
marketing initiatives additionally supported 
the Andre Agassi Charitable Foundation, 
which provides educational opportunities for 
atrisk children. Tissot continued its rise in the 
US marketplace by capitalizing on its suc
cessful partnerships with both NASCAR® [49] 
and MotoGP. The brand launched advertising 
campaigns across the various media, and or
ganized a fashion show in New York City with 
IndyCar® Series Driver Danica Patrick, and 
Tissot awards for the Top 10 NASCAR® Nextel 
Cup Series drivers during the victory lap cele
bration in Times Square. Hamilton sponsored 
the celebration of the Behind the Camera 
Awards in Los Angeles: this starstudded event 
was the highlight in an exceptional year. 2007 
was another year of notable growth for ck 
watch & jewelry in the United States, with re
tail channel sales increasing dramatically. In 
the few months since the brand began distri
bution directly by the Swatch Group US in 
May 2007, Mido has taken important steps to 
becoming a successful brand in the American 
market, aided by the already dense network of 
ninety points of sale.

Swatch Group
United States
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Despite reduced consumer confidence in the 
second half of 2007, Swatch Group Mexico 
can again look back on a record break
ing year. Swatch Group brands in Mexico 
steadily increased their visibility throughout 
2007, thanks to the opening of an impressive 
number of shopinshops, at independent 
jewelers as well as in nationwide chains and 
department stores. From Tijuana to Cancun, 
over forty new Rado, Longines, Mido, Tissot, 
ck and Swatch [50] projects saw the light of 
day this year. Furthermore, ten new Swatch 
 franchised boutiques were opened.
In the travel sector, operations at Mexico City 
international airport were strengthened with 
the opening of an Omega corner and the 
 presentation of all the locally available brands. 
The three Swatch boutiques showed solid 
growth. In the prestige and luxury ranges, 
the average prices of Breguet and Omega 
models increased significantly. Swatch again 
created high impact events, sponsoring 

and participating in the high profile Xtreme 
 Adventure series in Hidalgo. Longines once 
again sponsored the national show jumping 
championship at Balbanera. It also made 
its sixth annual “Elegance is an Attitude” 
 charity award [51], this year’s recipient be
ing Florencia Infante, of the Monterreybased 
Fundación Unac (Unidos por el Arte contra 
el Cancer Infantil). Breguet and Omega were 
two key participants at Mexico City’s first 
Salón Internacional Alta Relojería, with Omega 
 stealing the show thanks to the presence of 
Captain Eugene “Gene” Cernan, [52] the Last 
Man on the Moon. Rado, for its part, made 
a splash with a yearend billboard campaign 
covering over 1810 m2 in six locations. Mido 
 successfully introduced its new collections 
nationwide, while Tissot presented its highly 
popular T Race models. ck showed continu
ous positive growth, in both the watch and 
jewelry segments.

Swatch Group
Mexico

Swatch Group Panama had a very positive 
second year of operations in Central and 
South America and part of the Caribbean, 
(Puerto Rico, Dominican Republic and Cuba). 
All the brands had a great impact in the region 
in 2007. 
In the prestige and luxury segment, Blancpain 
set out to conquer such key markets as 
 Colombia, Argentina and Brazil. Omega 
opened new shopinshops in Colombia and 
Panama [53], celebrated the Speedmaster’s 
 fiftieth anniversary in Colombia and Argentina, 
and opened its second Latin American bou
tique in Panama City. In the highend seg
ment, the Longines Sport Collection met with 
huge success throughout the region, a result 
in part of the brand’s 175th anniversary, which 
was celebrated in a big way in Argentina, 
Chile, Uruguay, Bolivia and Colombia. Rado 
opened its first boutique at the Morumbi 
shopping mall in Sao Paulo, Brazil [54]. In the 
middle range segment, Tissot made strategic 
changes to its distribution in Chile, opened 

up Uruguay and Bolivia as new markets for 
the brand, and sponsored competitive kite
surfing in Argentina during the summer. 
Mido consolidated its position in the region by 
 beginning distribution in Argentina, Chile and 
Ecuador with great success, while reinforc
ing its current operations in Central American 
and Colombian markets, where it posted a 
double digit improvement. Certina saw a year 
of expansion, starting distribution in Argen
tina, Chile, Ecuador, Venezuela, Costa Rica 
and Guatemala, with excellent prospects for 
the coming year. Hamilton opened markets in 
Brazil, Ecuador, Panama (dutyfree), Colombia 
and El Salvador. ck watch & jewelry participat
ed in Colombia’s most important fashion show, 
in Bogotá, and in two watch fairs in Argentina. 
The brand also commenced distribution in 
Peru, Paraguay and Chile, and its turnover 
in the jewelry segment exceeded all budget 
 expectations. 
Finally, Swatch, Swatch Bijoux and Flik Flak 
appointed new distributors for the important 

markets of Argentina, Uruguay and Brazil, 
a fact communicated to the press and 
 consumers at a launch event. In Panama, 
Swatch launched the “Global Thinking” club 
watch, and celebrated the Brazilian stage of 
the Swatch Beach Volley FIVB World Tour in 
 Fortaleza.

Swatch Group
Panama
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Swatch Group Australia enjoyed robust growth 
through targeted distribution channels and 
comprehensive point of sale rollout cam
paigns. Stateoftheart watchmaking work
shop facilities in both Melbourne and Sydney 
and strong commitment to brand training with 
key retail partners achieved significant sales 
growth. Swatch experienced strong growth in 
2007 mainly due to work with independent 
retailers, where there was major investment 
in trade marketing activities, and the develop
ment of the travel retail business. ck watch & 
jewelry enjoyed an expansion in distribution 
of both watches and jewelry, with exceptional 
sales growth recorded for jewelry. Longines, 
the leading Australasian brand, rode a wave 
of phenomenal sales growth in 2007 and in
stalled fourteen new shopinshops. The new 
Longines Sport Collection was superbly pre
sented in Sydney at a major event attended 
by high profile celebrity, sporting and media 
personalities, and was also promoted as the 
Official Watch of the 2007 Melbourne Cup 
Carnival [57]; both events contributed greatly 
to the brand’s success. For Omega, 2007 was 
a landmark year. Continued restructuring of 
the distribution network led to an impressive 
rise in sales. In June, the first flagship Omega 
boutique opened in Sydney and the official 
opening was hosted by brand ambassadors 

Cindy Crawford and Ian Thorpe [56], at
tracting unprecedented media coverage. 
The Australasian market embraced Rado’s 
repositioning alongside the world of design, 
greatly stimulating sales. To herald a new era 
in the brand’s position, a road show [59] for 
valued retailers and key media partners was 
undertaken with great success in key capital 
cities. In addition, brand ambassador Nobu 
opened a flagship restaurant in Melbourne 
and personally hosted an intimate dinner 
for key design media personalities. Tissot’s 
 market share grew considerably, due in part 
to an expanded sales team. A strong focus 
on training for TTouch received enthusiastic 
support from the trade. From a sports time
keeping perspective, Tissot again was the 
timekeeper of the MotoGP at Philip Island 
[58]. Champion Australian Casey Stoner won, 
resulting in record crowd attendances and 
unprecedented brand exposure. Moreover, 
an agreement to timekeep for the Australian 
Football League in 2008 was negotiated. 
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Swatch Group 
South Korea

Swatch Group 
China

Business activity for Swatch Group South Korea throughout 2007 could be characterized as 
intense and outstanding, and fabulous sales were achieved for Breguet, Omega, Tissot and ck 
watch & jewelry. Market energizing events, particularly in the prestige and luxury segments, 
were crowned with success. 
The reception met by Rado, following its return to the country, promised the brand a brilliant 
future; the same goes for the newly repositioned Longines. Several points of sale were opened, 
and the effort put into renovating Swatch boutiques paid dividends. 2007 meant a remarkable 
increase in market share in all segments for Swatch Group Korea. In Seoul, the first prestige 
multibrand Equation du Temps boutique was opened in the Lotte Avenue Department Store. 
In a single location, it offers watches and jewelry from Breguet, Blancpain, Jaquet Droz, Léon 
Hatot and Omega, and its opening drew much media interest in the local market. 
The Group’s brands also gained a great deal of media coverage: from the new Breguet boutique 
[60] in Seoul’s buzzing Apgujeong district, through Omega’s numerous promotional activi
ties, for example of its jewelry collection [61], and from mountaineer Um Honggil’s choice of 
the Tissot Ttouch to accompany him and his team on the LhotseShar Himalayan expedition. 
The imageenhancing activities of ck watch & jewelry also had a considerable impact, and the 
 Korean stage of the SwatchFIVB Beach Volley World Tour [62] went a long way to establishing 
brand values and boosted sales all over the country.

Swatch Group China once again achieved 
a remarkable rate of sales growth in 2007. 
Both turnover and market share increased. 
A twenty year joint venture agreement was 
signed with JinJiang Group on 16 April 2007 
[63] as a basis for cooperation for at least 
twenty years. The joint venture will focus on 
developing the Peace Hotel South Build
ing, one of Shanghai’s (and China’s) most 
 celebrated landmarks. The Swatch Art Peace 
Hotel, situated in one of the city’s prime loca
tions, will chiefly accommodate Western and 

Chinese artists, and so become a center for 
cultural exchanges. 
The first Tourbillon boutique in the Pacific Rim 
was inaugurated at the Beijing Grand Hyatt 
Hotel [64] at the end of the year, while the 
world’s biggest such boutique will be opened 
at the Beijing Yintai Center in 2008. Swatch 
continued to experience steady growth in 
2007, thanks to its expanding distribution ca
pability, persistent growth of sales through its 
existing network, and a series of select events. 
Thanks to its constant marketing activities, 

Breguet [65] maintained its leading posi
tion in the prestige and luxury segment and 
recorded considerable growth compared to 
2006. Covering sixteen cities, its distribution 
network now numbered twentythree points of 
sale. Blancpain’s business continued to grow 
at a phenomenal rate; its Tradition of Innova
tion watchmaking exhibition toured five major 
cities. After three years of constant develop
ment, Glashütte Original had a total of twenty
three points of sale in the year under review. 
The brand’s sales were steady in number of 
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pieces sold but grew in value terms. Having 
made its first appearance in China during the 
reign of emperor Ch’ien Lung, Jaquet Droz 
connected with its historic roots by open
ing its first point of sale in Beijing. 2007 was 
also an exceptional year for Omega. Its entire 
team is already prepared to meet the chal
lenge of the 2008 Olympics, by increasingly 
focusing its communication on its unique 
role as Official Timekeeper, through advertis
ing campaigns, and organizing special events 
[67] and exhibitions in key cities. Omega also 
supports golf as main sponsor of the CGA’s 
China Tour and the Omega Mission Hills 
World Cup. Longines is offering an increas
ingly diverse range of collections, notably 
with the highprofile comeback of the sports 
watches of the Longines Sport Collection and 
the elegant Conquest collection. To celebrate 

its fiftieth anniversary, Rado organized a spe
cial event on a completely redeveloped site, 
Shanghai 1933. Tissot continued to extend its 
distribution network with the addition of sixty 
new official points of sale, [66] which led to 
a phenomenal growth rate being achieved. In 
addition to sponsoring the Shanghai MotoGP 
as of the 2007/2008 season, Tissot became 
the Chinese Basketball Association’s Official 
Timekeeper.
Mido continued to see its business grow at 
a steady rate in 2007, and Hamilton was ex
tending its reach throughout China. In 2007, 
the brand took in ten major cities on its road
show illustrating its close relationship with Hol
lywood. 2007 was a historic year for Certina, 
marked by the brand’s successful return to 
the Middle Kingdom, after an absence of forty 
years; it opened a hundred points of sale all 

over the country. ck watch & jewelry achieved 
very satisfactory results in 2007 and its sales 
volume increased significantly. 

Swatch Group 
Hong Kong

Swatch Group Hong Kong continued on its 
upward path in 2007, its high growth rate due 
both to the strong tourist market and to major 
advances in retail development. All brands 
enjoyed record sales in 2007, with consider
able growth in market share, proof that Swatch 
Group brands were continuing their progress 
in the strategic Greater China market. Great 
efforts were put into extending the retail net
work. Swatch opened three new points of 
sale: at The Peak, in terminal 2 of Hong Kong 
 international airport, and in the prestigious 
new Elements shopping mall [68]. In Novem
ber, the event organized during the Breguet 
exhibition at the University of Hong Kong [69] 
made a big impression. Blancpain enjoyed a 
record year, experiencing tremendous growth. 

In October, brand vicepresident André Meier 
inaugurated the brand’s first Hong Kong 
 boutique in Canton Road, Tsim Sha Tsui, [71] in  
the presence of over two hundred journalists, 
retailers and VIP guests. At the end of August, 
Glashütte Original organized a preview of its 
models jointly with new products from Rolls 
Royce and Antiquorum Only Watch 2007, 
 including the RollsRoyce Phantom Drophead 
Coupe. Jaquet Droz considerably expanded 
its business and distribution network in Hong 
Kong. The brand organized an event for 
 collectors that met with great success. Omega 
raised brand awareness, by means of the 
Omegamania exhibition in March, the open
ing of its fourth boutique, in Yun Ping Road, 
Causeway Bay in June, and the two Beijing 
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The Swatch Group Macao subsidiary was established in 2007, due to the dynamic nature of 
this fastgrowing market. With the explosive growth of casinos and hotels, tourists are flocking to 
Macao in everincreasing numbers, leading Swatch Group to establish a presence there. In its 
firstever combined flagship store opening in Greater China on 1 November, the Swatch Group 
marked a unique milestone with the simultaneous unveiling of seven flagship stores in this 
 former Portuguese enclave in South China, at the magnificent Venetian Macao Resort Hotel. The 
seven boutiques showcase some of the Swatch Group’s most prestigious and renowned brands, 
each of which is a leader in its respective category, including Blancpain [77], Glashütte Original, 
Jaquet Droz [78], Omega, Rado, Tissot and Swatch. Following the inauguration ceremony [76] 
at The Venetian’s St. Mark’s Square, a gala dinner was held for two hundred selected guests in 
the Grand Ballroom. Sales have greatly exceeded expectations and there is much optimism for 
further growth and development in this growing market.

Swatch Group 
Macao

Olympic Games countdown events in August.  
Rado, meanwhile, opened its first flagship 
store [73] in downtown Causeway Bay on 
June 6, 2007, in a ceremony attended by its 
chairman, Mr Roland Streule and numerous 
guests. In November, a second showroom was 
opened at Mongkok; in December, the brand 
 celebrated its first fifty years of innovation 
with a gala party in the presence of Rado’s 
vicepresident, Peter Kaeser. In October, 
Longines launched the Longines Sport Col
lection in an exclusive private yacht club, 
with the participation of its ambassador of 
 elegance, Aaron Kwok. For Tissot, the year un
der review was synonymous with a significant 
 development of brand awareness and impres
sive sales. It was also marked by the opening 
of the brand’s fourth monobrand point of 
sale at Tsim Sha Tsui. In addition, the brand’s 
 Chinese ambassador, Barbie Xu [72], came 
to present the new ladies’ lines, PRC 100 
and PRC 100 Diamants. In 2007, Hamilton 
reenergized its turnover and its distribution 
system. In June and July, it organized a very 

successful exclusive preview of its new mod
els with an inboutique promotional campaign. 
Mido doubled not only its turnover but also the 
number of its points of sale. It advertised on 
Hong Kong trams [70], raising its profile on 
the island. ck watch saw very marked growth 
in 2007; its fifth shopinshop, LCX Causeway, 
opened for business in midOctober. During 
the summer, Flik Flak organized an enjoyable 
timethemed day trip [75] amid the beautiful 
scenery of Kerry Lake Egret Nature Park.
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Swatch Group 
Taiwan

Swatch Group Taiwan recorded strong and 
promising growth in 2007, despite a back
ground of economic stagnation and complex 
political conditions. Overall sales continued 
to grow in both volume and value. Each 
brand once again distinguished itself, not 
only by enhancing its image and raising its 
profile through marketing events and distri
bution activities, but also by improving the 
presentation and structure of its point of sale 
 network. 
In the prestige and luxury segment, Breguet, 
Omega and Blancpain made an impressive 
impact in media and sales terms. Breguet 
opened three additional points of sale in 2007 
and organized an exhibition of models old and 
new [81] which enjoyed great success. Omega 
continued on its upward path: it opened 
 additional monobrand boutiques, launched 
the Hour Vision model and sponsored the 
 second Double Eagle amateur golf tourna
ment [80] which was attended by 360 VIP 
guests. Blancpain considerably expanded its 
customer base in 2007 through a series of 
jointly run events for selected personalities, 

which impacted positively on sales. Sales for 
Jaquet Droz and Léon Hatot leapt ahead. This 
was in large part due, in Jacquet Droz’ case, to 
a marketing campaign reaffirming the brand’s 
traditional use of enamel on its watches’ dials, 
while Léon Hatot [79] played on its heritage as 
a watch for women. Glashütte Original made 
its mark by launching its Senator Meissen 
model and with its joint promotion campaign 
with Mercedes Benz. During October, the 
175th anniversary of Longines and the launch 
of the Longines Sport Collection drew much 
media attention. In 2007, Tissot continued 
to enjoy success, growing its sales in volume 
and value terms, assisted by the marketing  
events it organized. ck watch surged ahead 
in 2007; apart from opening its twelfth shop
inshop on the island at Mitsukoshi NK, the 
brand organized several media events to  
present its new products, and also celebrat
ed its tenth anniversary at its national dealer 
 convention. To strengthen the image of the 
Rado brand and increase brand awareness, 
Chairman Roland Streule visited Taiwan to 
give three key media interviews [83]. Mido  

and Hamilton turned in excellent perfor
mances, attaining record growth rates for 
 distribution and sales. Finally, Swatch held 
two very highprofile press and retailer pre
sentations for the launch of the Spring and 
Autumn collections [82].
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Swatch Group 
India

2007 was a milestone year for Swatch Group India in terms of quality distribution, growth and 
volume achievement. Several points of sale were opened and four Group brands – Blancpain, 
Hamilton, Léon Hatot and Glashütte Original – entered the Indian market.
Breguet reaffirmed its image as a top of the line prestige brand both among retailers and 
 consumers. Volumes increased, thanks partly to the wider choice of models and the opening 
of a shopinshop at the Mumbai JW Marriott. Breguet’s ode to femininity [84] was clearly 
 evident in its association with “Women in Indian Cinema”, a coffee table book with contributions 
from acting legend Sharmila Tagore. After the two New Delhi boutiques, Blancpain opened its 
third monobrand outlet in the excellent ambience of the fivestar JW Marriott hotel in Mumbai. 
 Omega focused on its fine jewelry collection, presented in New Delhi, Mumbai, Chennai 
 (Madras) and Bangalore by brand ambassadress Sonali BendreBehl [85], who also signed 
autographs in Chandigarh and Jammu. The brand cosponsored and was official timekeeper to 
the Ladies European Masters golf tournament in Bangalore. The high point in the Longines year 
was the Roland Garros tennis tournament in Paris, where Ambassadress of Elegance Aishwarya  
RaiBachchan served an ace in the Longines ‘Smash Corner’ with Indian tennis star Mahesh 
Bhupathi. In August, Aishwarya [86] participated in a bridal photoshoot in Mumbai; these 
 stunning visuals were then used at the Longines bridal fashion show in New Delhi in December. 
For Rado’s golden jubilee, the Indian team hosted a sparkling party with Mumbai’s glitterati, 
who perfectly blended with the mesmerizing zen ambience of the trendy ‘Shiro’ nightspot. 
Strengthening its distribution network in India, the brand opened three new exclusive boutiques 
in Hyderabad, Delhi [88] and Kolkata. Together with its President, François Thiébaud, Tissot 
made a big impact when it named actress Deepika Padukone [87] as its ambassador in India 
and Face of Tissot throughout the world. Integrated into Swatch Group India last year, Balmain 
marked its presence in thirtyseven outlets in fifteen cities across the country. The response to 
Hamilton, a newcomer on the Indian retail scene, was encouraging from the very beginning. The 
visit of brand President Matthias Breschan in October, when he interacted with noted journalists 
from the main media, proved very successful. 2007 was an eventful year for Swatch in India. 
The aim was to develop quality distribution for the brand through the medium of exclusive stores 
and kiosks in the context of business partnerships. The success of this initiative was proved by 
the opening of two Swatch boutiques in Delhi, one in Mumbai and a fourth in Chennai.
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The highlight of 2007 for Swatch Group Japan 
was, without a doubt, the opening of the 
 Nicolas G. Hayek Center [91] in Ginza (see 
page 104). This achievement made a tremen
dous impression on the general public, cus
tomers and the media alike, and benefited all 
the Group’s brands in Japan. There were, how
ever, numerous other noteworthy events in the 
year under review. To begin with, results were 
sound throughout the year, despite a difficult 
monetary and economic situation; the brands 
recorded significant growth in financial and 
business terms. Also, the focus on point of 
sale development paid dividends: a Tourbillon 
boutique blending into its environment started 
business in the Takashimaya department 
store at ShinjukuTokyo, while the Roppongi 
business district saw the opening of an Equa
tion du temps store, a new Group concept of
fering prestige brand models in their own en
vironment. In the duty free sector, Swatch and 
Flik Flak posted extraordinary growth; they are 
present in twelve major Japanese airports  
with thirty points of sale, including the first  
Swatch Bijoux outlet at Haneda International.  
Finally, Glashütte Original opened three points 
of sale in major department stores: Shinjuku 

 Takashimaya, Toyama Daiwa, and Kokura 
Izutsuya.
There were, of course, numerous events to 
engage the interest of consumers and the 
press the whole year round. These included 
the Breguet exhibitions for customers of mod
els from the collection of the Musée Breguet 
in Paris; the launch of Blancpain’s Fifty 
 Fathoms; for Jaquet Droz, the presence of the 
great sumo champion Asashoryu, welcomed 
by brand President Manuel Emch [93], at the 
opening of the Jacquet Droz boutique in 
Ginza; and the “Soirée Noir Absolu” organized 
in the same location for a select guest list. In 
November, Léon Hatot welcomed guests to its 
Ginza boutique to be with its muse, star 
 dancer MarieAgnès Gillot, while Omega took 
its ambassador George Clooney [90] round its 
customer service center and its Ginza bou
tique in July, before celebrating in style the 
fiftieth anniversary of the Speedmaster with a 
splendid exhibition at the Cité du Temps. 
Longines chose the same location to launch 
its Sport Collection [92] in the presence of 
 numerous journalists and local sports 
 personalities, focusing on respect for water 
and the environment. Rado, too, celebrated 

its fiftieth birthday. In the same celebratory 
vein, ck watch & jewelry Japan made a general 
presentation of the Calvin Klein Fall 2007 
 collection at the Gaien museum, a minimalist 
temporary edifice created solely for the 
 occasion [89]. Thanks to its role as official 
timekeeper to the MotoGP world, Tissot 
 benefited from extraordinarily high visibility at 
the Japanese stage of the competition in 
 Motegi. Finally, on the occasion of the fiftieth 
anniversary of the legendary Ventura, Hamilton 
presented a special edition of the model to 
one hundred special guests at a soirée in a 
chic establishment in Roppongi.

Swatch Group 
Japan
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2007 was a great year for Malaysia: not only was it the fiftieth anniversary of the country’s 
 independence celebrated, it was Visit Malaysia Year, which heralded a host of initiatives and 
events. The local authority efforts to promote Malaysia as a retail destination for tourists in 
South East Asia encouraged the development of worldclass shopping complexes, and led 
to the organization of many events all over the country in the year under review. The most 
 significant was probably the major watch fair, ‘A Journey through Time’, held in the luxurious 
Star Hill Gallery shopping complex with the active participation of the Swatch Group brands. The 
highlight of the exhibition undoubtedly came on the closing night, when Jaquet Droz’s Tiger Eye 
Petite Heure Minute was declared winner of the ‘Favorite Ladies’ Watch’ award. In recognition of 
Malaysia’s fifty years of achievements as an independent nation, Glashütte Original introduced 
the ‘1957 Malaysia’ [96] limited edition , which was launched by His Royal Highness, Tuanku 
Syed Sirajuddin Ibni AlMarhum Tuanku Syed Putra Jamalullail and Glashütte Original President 
Frank Müller. Further strengthening its presence as market leader in the luxury segment, Omega 
inaugurated its second flagship store in the newlyopened highend shopping mall, KL Pavilion. 
In March, Longines launched the daring BelleArti collection amidst a stylish crowd at a select 
tea party at Carcosa Seri Nagara. The brand later successfully introduced its muchanticipated 
Sports Collection, first unveiled at Baselworld 2007.Tissot continued its aggressive development 
as the strongest Swiss brand in the midprice segment with a series of activities focused on the 
Malaysian MotoGP. The brand also opened its first boutique in the capital city, Kuala Lumpur 
[95], in the last quarter of the year. ck watch & jewelry obtained very satisfying results thanks to 
a consistent brand presence in the market for the past ten years, and the everpopular Swatch 
added two more exciting stores [94] to its portfolio.

Swatch Group 
Singapore

Swatch Group Singapore reported very satis
factory results in 2007, thanks to a favorable 
economic climate and aggressive brand 
 initiatives in marketing, public relations and 
qualitative distribution enhancement. The 
Swatch Group’s prestige brands made 
 significant progress during the year under 
 review, as they increased their market shares 
in this highly coveted price segment by 
streamlining their distribution and opening 
flagship stores in prime locations in Singa
pore. 2007 was marked by many key events 
and highlights. In May, Omega opened its first 
boutique in Singapore in the vibrant Raffles 
City shopping centre. Later in the year, the 
brand organized a spectacular exhibition 

 entitled ‘Great Moments in Time’ to celebrate 
the fiftieth anniversary of the Speedmaster. 
Tissot organized its first regional seminar in 
the Rasa Sentosa Resort, attended by more 
than two hundred partners and retailers from 
all over South East Asia. ck watch & jewelry 
managed to increase its consumer visibility 
and brand awareness throughout the year, 
thanks to very well received 2007 models and 
extensive media activities in parallel with the 
brand’s tenth anniversary. In October, Longines 
launched its Sport collection [97] in style at 
the birthplace of Singapore sports, Farrer 
Park, in the presence of Singapore’s educa
tion minister and Longines President Walter 
von Känel. 
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In 2007 Swatch Group Thailand once again 
recorded a remarkable year with its high
est ever growth, strengthening its position in 
the market despite political uncertainty and 
a decline in consumer confidence. Breguet 
 enjoyed tremendous media coverage with the 
sponsorship of the Swiss Trio concert at the 
Swiss Residence in the gracious presence  
of HRH Princess Galyani Vadhana Krom Luang 
Naradhiwas Rajanagarindra [101]. At the 
 annual event in November, the presentation 
of the prestigious Les Glycines fine jewelry col
lection contributed to enhancing the brand’s 
image, and sales increased strongly with the 
opening of a new boutique. Omega had an 
eventful year, inaugurating a boutique in the 
Siam Paragon center and celebrating the fifti
eth anniversary of the Speedmaster in August. 
It also exhibited several museum pieces in 
November, to coincide with the publication of  

“A Journey through Time”. Tissot, as official 
timekeeper of the 24th Universiade 2007 
[100], arranged a special thankyou program 
for customers and the press, inviting them to  
the incredible opening ceremony. Swatch 
 created the sensation of the year by launch
ing the “Happy 80th Birthday” model in a 
limited edition designed by HRH Princess 
 Sirivannavari Nariratana [102], to celebrate 
the birthday of His Majesty King Bhumipol 
 Adulyadej.

For many watch collectors, Blancpain’s flagship store [98] opening in November, in conjunction 
with the launch of the Fifty Fathoms collection, marked a major milestone in the brand’s long 
history, and the event attracted toplevel media interest. In the same month, Swatch success
fully introduced the Retrograde collection to the Singapore market and opened its first own
name store in Changi International airport. In December, Breguet unveiled its first flagship 
store [99] in South East Asia in the Raffles Hotel, Singapore’s most famous landmark, followed 
by a very well attended gala dinner. 

Swatch Group 
Thailand
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There was intense activity throughout 2007 
in all the countries of this world region. 
Brand events were numerous, and sustained 
 efforts were made to develop the distribution 
 networks. For the fifth consecutive year, the 
successful Mini Basel exhibition [103, 106] 
was very well received by retailers and the 
media. Once again, Breguet enjoyed an ex
cellent year, despite delivery problems with 
some models. Occupying the uncontested 
leadership position in the prestige segment, 
the brand owes its success to the sustained 
activity of its Dubai boutique. Blancpain also 
had a very successful year in the Middle East: 
its role as principal partner of the Dubai Inter
national Arabian Horse Championship [105] 
clearly contributed to this. Glashütte Original 
increased its turnover very significantly and 
raised brand awareness through its presence 
at the Arabian Watches and Jewelry Exhibition 
in Bahrein. In the other countries (United Arab 
 Emirates, Kuwait and Saudi Arabia), increased 
sales showed that demand for these German 
watches is strong. Jaquet Droz posted double 
digit growth, thanks particularly to the launch 
of its steel L’Origine timepiece. Léon Hatot 
achieved  remarkable and very encouraging 
sales growth. Its participation in the Arabian 
Watches and Jewelry Exhibition in Bahrein 
and at the Marrakech Film Festival created 
significant brand awareness. In 2007, Omega 
was a partner of the worldrenowned golf 
competitions, the Dubai Desert Classic [104] 
and the Dubai Ladies Masters. This partner
ship attracted great press interest, particu
larly as the brand’s international ambassador,  

Michael Schumacher, was taking part. More
over, the distribution of the Hour Vision model 
to all the Dubai retailers was an unqualified 
success. Longines posted double digit growth 
in the Middle East in 2007. In addition to 
opening new points of sale and celebrating 
its 175th anniversary with the new Longines 
Master Collection Retrograde models, the 
brand gained great visibility through its role 
as both partner and official timekeeper to 
the Arab League [107] in the Emirates and 
Egypt. Rado profited from heightened brand 
awareness created by its fiftieth anniversary 
and the Jasper Morrison designed Ceramica 
Chrono series; it opened two new ownname 
 boutiques in two capital cities, Damascus 
(Syria) and Muscat (Sultanate of Oman), as 
well as eight other points of sale in the region. 
Tissot continued to strengthen its position as 
leader in its segment, taking particular care 
in the development of its points of sale and 
product presentation; its campaign on the 
Pan Arab TV channel during the month of 
 Ramadan had a considerable impact. These 
efforts were rewarded with double digit sales 
growth. ck watch & jewelry was intensely 
active in points of sale, in respect of both 
watches and jewelry. The brand organized 
fashion shows, poster and media advertis
ing campaigns, as well as staff training pro
grams. Balmain had a significant year, busy 
promoting itself as a Swissmade product. Its 
efforts were well rewarded, especially in Saudi 
Arabia and the Emirates. Certina also made 
a major leap forward throughout the Middle 
East, due particularly to the care taken in its 

relationships with the retail network. Swatch 
achieved extraordinary performance and 
 attained record growth rates throughout the 
Middle East and Turkey. The Bahrein stage 
of the Swatch FIVB Beach Volley world tour 
drew big crowds. Swatch Bijoux also posted 
a dramatic sales increase. Flik Flak followed 
the same trend, and surprised some with its 
growth in the children’s watch segment. 

Swatch Group 
Middle East
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As the world’s largest manufacturer of watches and jewelry, the Swatch Group is particularly conscious of its responsibility towards 
the environment.
Sustainable development is a basic principle that has been an integral part of company policy for several years. The Group has 
 focused wherever possible on reducing pollution, rather than trying to eliminate it. Consequently, at the planning and development 
stages of a new product, efforts have been concentrated on research into and application of appropriate and completely recyclable 
consumable materials and products. Equally, production methods must also be environmentally friendly.
This policy can only be successful in the long term if progress in environmental protection is not considered merely a way of reducing 
costs, but also a means of minimizing risk.
During the record breaking year of 2007, the Group, true to its philosophy and company policies, applied its strategy in all its business 
segments with the aim of achieving sustainable and optimum protection of the environment. The progress made in this regard fully 
reflects this philosophy and the efforts which have been made. 

The recommended measures focused once again on those areas having ecological optimization potential, such as energy, air and 
waste management. 
In the year under review, paper consumption was taken into account for the first time.
Given the Group’s very wide range of activities, the results obtained were not uniform. In the end, however, the results for 2007 can 
be considered very satisfactory when set against those of the previous year. This achievement is all the more remarkable when 
 account is taken of the very considerable increase in the production of watches, jewelry, movements, components and electronic 
systems. These are just some examples illustrating the progress made:

Heat consumption per square meter of floor space (kWh/m2) // Energy consumption per m2 of floor space in the form of oil, 
 natural gas and remote heating, was reduced by 27.1 % during fiscal 2007 (2006: 7.2 % reduction). This was despite a 4.2 % increase 
in floor space to be heated during the year under review.   
The reduction obtained was due partly to the measures adopted in existing industrial buildings (insulation and renovation) and during 
construction of new buildings and improvement of various cooling and air conditioning water systems. Also of significance was the 
increased use of heat recovery equipment, and the effect of favorable climatic conditions.

Electricity consumption per square meter of floor space (kWh/m2) // Electricity consumption increased 2.3 % over the previous 
year (a reduction of 1.0 %). This increase was due to a major rise in production levels. Nonetheless, an even greater increase in 
 consumption was avoided by the installation and of new low-energy equipment. The contribution made by energy saving programs in 
several areas of activity should also be taken into consideration.

CO2 emissions resulting from energy consumption // Total energy consumed (oil, natural gas and remote heating) fell by over 31.3 
million kWh, or 24.1 % (previous year: reduction of 11.3 million kWh, or 8.0 %). In the same period, CO2 emissions declined by 22.3 % 
(previous year: reduction of 7.6 %).  
This reduction was essentially due to a very mild winter. Nonetheless, increased use of renewable energies (solar, hydro-electric) also 
had a positive impact. Proactive contribution was also provided by a number of Group companies, e.g. Nivarox-Far, EM Microelectronic, 
Comadur and Universo in association with the Energy Agency for Industry (AEnEc). This collaboration paid dividends and contributed 
significantly to the reduction in association with CO2 levels.

Waste management // Despite the increase in production during 2007, special waste (excluding watch batteries) decreased by 
0.5 %. At the same time, the proportion of special waste recovered or recycled decreased by 6.8 %. Conversely, other industrial waste 
such as paper, cardboard and plastic increased by 10.7 %, incinerated industrial waste by 11.3 % and recycled industrial waste by 
9.8 %. When account is taken of the massive growth in production, the increase in industrial waste was relatively modest. This 
 outcome is due to thoughtful use of resources and systematic waste processing.

Recycling of batteries // Taking into account an annual disposal and an inventory sale by Renata in the year under review, an 
 additional 14.3 % of watch batteries were recovered and sent to licensed material recycling companies (previous year’s adjusted 
 increase: 20.7 %).

Waste water treatment // Considerable progress was also made in this sector. Despite record productivity in financial 2007, 
 increases in staff and work teams, and the additional use of water cooling and air conditioning installations, consumption of drinking 
water increased only by 31 325 m3 compared to the previous year. Use of non-drinking water decreased by 88 100 m3, which resulted 
consequently in an equivalent reduction in water waste, thanks to use of closed water circuits, for example at Manufacture Ruedin SA, 
or by optimization of used water treatment e.g. at Frédéric Piguet, installation of water-saving flushing systems in washrooms e.g. at 
ETA, and other similar measures.

Progress achieved
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Emissions of VOCs (Volatile Organic Compounds) // Increased production led to higher consumption of VOCs, up 20.7% compared 
to the previous year. This was mainly due to the additional use of alcohol, acetone and benzene as cleaning agents for components 
produced. Consequently, VOCs emitted into the atmosphere also increased by 18.9% (compared to a reduction of 2.9% in the previous 
year). However, the volume of VOCs recovered or recycled increased by 23.5%, thanks to the installation of distillation equipment for 
 benzene and other volatile solvents.

Green Products // At Swatch Group, the two European Union Directives relating to production methods and sustainable products, 
specifically Restriction of Hazardous Substances (RoHS) and Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment (WEEE), have been strictly 
followed ever since their introduction. 

Paper consumption // For the first time, paper consumption has been accounted for in the year under review. Since 2006, paper 
recycling points have been made available in many Group companies. More paper and cardboard have thus been collected and sent 
to recycling companies. In 2007, the amount of paper and cardboard recovered and recycled was 2.3% lower than in the previous 
year. 

Risk reduction measures // Risks are examined on an ongoing basis with regular audits carried out by internal and external specialists, 
after which appropriate preventive measures are implemented. Fire continues to be the principal risk. Particular emphasis is therefore 
placed on prevention, above all at production sites. In real terms this includes the implementation of special measures when production 
facilities are constructed, the use of specific techniques and an appropriate organizational structure. The aim of these measures is 
primarily to improve the safety of the packaging and storage of chemical products and inflammable substances, along with the 
 appropriate storage of materials that constitute a water pollution risk. In practical terms, these measures include, for example, the 
installation of containment tanks, safety cabinets and smoke and fire alarms, as well as sprinkler systems and firefighter training. If, 
despite these preventive measures, an emergency were to arise, there are clear and detailed emergency plans in place.

In the area of health and safety at work, The Swatch Group protects and assists all its staff by making available to all Swatch Group 
companies both in Switzerland and abroad, all the necessary resources and appropriate safety and security systems in line with FCOS 
(Federal Coordination Commission of Occupational Safety) directives.

Fundamental principles // The Swatch Group is aware that its performance largely depends on the competence and commitment of its 
employees. The Group seeks motivated and high-performance individuals and in return it must offer them a social package that makes it 
a competitive and attractive employer, capable of recruiting and retaining the best personnel worldwide. 

Employment // The Swatch Group believes that its development and future success depend on preserving and nurturing skills and 
 knowledge, thus encouraging long-term employment; this policy provides the perfect balance for all staff members for their professional 
and personal lives.

Training // The Swatch Group pays particular attention to professional training. It offers apprenticeships in numerous areas on an 
 ongoing basis. It ensures that employees at all levels receive the appropriate training required to perform their roles within the 
 company.
The Swatch Group actively encourages internal promotion by assessing training needs in coordination with the members of staff 
concerned.

Working conditions // The Swatch Group continually invests in the infrastructure and equipment to ensure optimum working conditions. 
It encourages the creation of a positive working atmosphere so as to foster the professional and personal fulfillment of its staff. 

Social insurance // The Swatch Group wishes its staff to benefit from high quality conditions with reassuring levels of cover. 

Social partnership // The Swatch Group communicates with all the unions in a spirit of openness and cooperation in order to reach 
mutually-beneficial solutions.

The Swatch Group attaches great importance to the individual identity of each of its member companies, allowing each one to operate 
according to the culture and customs that prevail within. 

Social policy
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1.1 Group structure 

1.2 Significant shareholders

1.3 Cross-shareholdings

1. Group structure and shareholders

The Swatch Group is active worldwide and represented in all market and price segments in the watch sector with 19 brands and in 
the jewelry sector. In addition, it holds an outstanding industrial position with a high degree of verticalization in the Production 
sector as well as the strategically important sector of Electronic systems. In the Corporate sector, the operational units which pro-
vide services for the whole Group are centralized.
The Swatch Group has lean and efficient management structures at all levels. While the Board of Directors deals with the overall 
management, strategic and supervisory tasks, the operative executive duties are incumbent on the Executive Group Management 
Board, which is supported by the Extended Group Management Board.
An overview of the operational and of the distribution organizations is given on pages 6 and 7. The consolidated companies, of which 
none but The Swatch Group Ltd is listed on the Stock Exchange, are given on pages 194, 195 and 196 with each company’s name, 
domicile, share capital and the percentage of shares held.
The shares of The Swatch Group Ltd are listed on the SWX Swiss Exchange AG resp. SWX Europe Ltd (previously called SWX Swiss 
Exchange virt-x). The bearer shares are listed under the Swiss security numbers 1 225 515 at the SMI, SPI, SLI as well as SMI Ex-
panded indices. The registered shares are listed under the Swiss security numbers 1 225 514 at the SPI and SMIM indices.

ISIN:  CH0012255144 registered shares
 CH0012255151 bearer shares
Reuters: UHRN.S registered shares
 UHR.VX bearer shares
Telekurs: UHRN, 1 registered shares
 UHR, 1  bearer shares

Since February 2007 the shares of the Swatch Group are also listed on the BX Berne eXchange. 

Further information concerning market capitalization and earnings per share is shown on page 208.
The corporation’s registered office is located in Neuchâtel, Faubourg de l’Hôpital 3. The administrative headquarters are in  
Biel / Bienne, Seevorstadt 6.

As of 31 December 2007, the Hayek Pool, related parties and persons control 62 311 067 registered shares and 200 550 bearer 
shares, totalling 39.1% (previous year 38.0%) of the votes.

The Hayek Pool comprises the following members:

Name/Company Location Beneficial owners
Mr N. G. Hayek Meisterschwanden N. G. Hayek
WAT Holding AG Meisterschwanden N. G. Hayek
Ammann Group Holding AG c/o Ernst & Young AG, Bern J. N. Schneider-Ammann and  
  Ammann families
Swatch Group Pension Fund Neuchâtel –

The companies and institutions close to the Hayek Pool but which do not formally belong to the Hayek Pool are:

Name/Company Location Beneficial owners
Hayek Holding SA Meisterschwanden N. G. Hayek
Mr N. G. Hayek and family members   N. G. Hayek
Personalfürsorgestiftung der Hayek Engineering AG Meisterschwanden –
Families Ammann (pension funds, foundations and  c/o Ernst & Young AG, Bern Represented by 
individuals, Madisa AG)  J. N. Schneider-Ammann
Fondation d’Ébauches SA et des maisons affiliées Neuchâtel –
Wohlfahrtsstiftung der Renata AG Itingen –
Fonds de prévoyance d’Universo SA Neuchâtel –

Mr N. G. Hayek’s group controls directly, through related parties and institutions and in the context of the Pool 38.5% (previous year 
37.3%) of the votes. 4.1% thereof are represented in the context of the Pool contract (previous year 4.0%). 
Mrs Esther Grether’s group controls 7.2% (previous year 7.3%) of the votes registered at 31 December 2007 in the share register. 
On 31 December 2007, no other individual shareholder or group of shareholders holding more than 5% is known to the Group.

The Swatch Group holds no cross-shareholdings.
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2.1 Capital

2.2 Authorized and conditional 
capital 

2.3 Changes in capital

2.4 Shares and participation 
certificates

2.5 Benefit certificates

2.6 Limitations on 
 transferability and  
nominee registrations

2.7 Convertible bonds

2. Capital structure

On 31 December 2007, the capital structure of The Swatch Group Ltd was as follows:

128 100 000 Registered shares at CHF –.45 par value CHF 57 645 000.–
131 660 000 Bearer shares at CHF 2.25 par value CHF 71 235 000.–
Total share capital as of 31.12.2007 CHF 128 880 000.– 

No authorized and conditional capital existed as of 31 December 2007.

Over the past three years the share capital of The Swatch Group Ltd changed as follows:

Balance sheet date Registered shares Bearer shares Share capital in CHF
31.12.2005 134 911 327 at CHF –.451) 33 057 450 at CHF 2.251) 135 089 359.65
31.12.2006 131 530 000 at CHF –.452) 32 364 000 at CHF 2.252) 132 007 500.–
31.12.2007 128 100 000 at CHF –.453) 31 660 000 at CHF 2.253) 128 880 000.–
1)  Buyback of shares on the Group’s 2nd trading line and cancellation following the decision of the Annual General Meeting of 18 May 2005: 2 140 000 registered 

shares and 449 500 bearer shares.
2)  Buyback of shares on the Group’s 2nd trading line and cancellation following the decision of the Annual General Meeting of 19 May 2006: 3 381 327 registered 

shares and 693 450 bearer shares.
3)  Buyback of shares on the Group’s 2nd trading line and cancellation following the decisions of the Annual General Meeting of 11 May 2007: 3 430 000 registered 

shares and 704 000 bearer shares.

The detailed evolution of equity, reviewed by the auditors for the consolidated financial statements for the years 2006 and 2007, is 
published on page 153. For The Swatch Group Ltd, it is published for the year 2007 in note 7 on page 203. With regard to the previous 
years we refer to the annual reports 2004, 2005 and 2006.

The shares listed in point 2.1 are fully paid in. Each share carries one vote. Both categories of shares confer equal entitlement to 
dividends according to their nominal value. No participation notes have been issued.

No benefit certificates exist.

The Statutes of the Swatch Group stipulate that the Board of Directors shall refuse the registration of new shares, if the new share-
holder fails to give an express written declaration to the effect that he or she acquired the shares in his/her own name and for 
his/her own account. Furthermore, the Board of Directors refuses a registration if the purchaser, either alone or in conjunction with 
related persons, already holds 5% or more of the registered share capital (either directly or indirectly) at his disposal, or would 
exceed this threshold with the new acquisition (Art. 9 para. 3 of the Statutes). The Board of Directors may approve exceptions to this 
rule in special cases. No such exceptions were requested in the period under review. 
Insofar as an individual or a legal entity was already entered in the share register before the reporting date of 31 May 1997 with 5% 
or more of the registered share capital, the Board of Directors must approve even though the percentage limits have been exceeded. 
The same exception applies for related persons (spouse, descendant, brother, sister), transfers due to inheritance or matrimonial 
property rights as well as certain transfers between legal entities or individuals subject to the exception (Art. 9 para. 6 and 7 of the 
Statutes).
Where a share purchaser presents an application for recognition as a shareholder of the company, he shall be regarded as a 
 shareholder without voting rights until the company has recognized him as a shareholder with voting rights. If the company fails to 
refuse the purchaser’s application for recognition within 20 days, he shall be acknowledged as a shareholder with voting rights.  
A shareholder who has no voting right may exercise neither the voting right nor the other associated rights.

On 15 October 2003, The Swatch Group Finance (Luxembourg) SA, Luxembourg, launched a bond issue of CHF 411.6 million 
 guaranteed, unsubordinated bonds due 2010, convertible into registered shares with a par value of CHF 0.45, and unconditionally 
and irrevocably guaranteed by The Swatch Group Ltd. The Swatch Group issued the bonds to take advantage of the attractive financ-
ing opportunity available in the convertible market in order to dispose of its treasury shares. The cash generated will be used outside 
Switzerland for general business activities of the Group. The bonds are structured as seven-year traditional full-coupon convertible 
bonds and are sold to investors with a coupon/yield to maturity of 2.625% (annual) and a conversion price of CHF 49.–. The issuer 
issues and redeems the bonds at 100 percent. Each bond of par value of CHF 5 000.– is, in accordance with its terms, convertible 
free of charge into shares. The bond issue was a public bond offering in Switzerland. 
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2.8 Options

2.7.1 Payment date/maturity date of the convertible bond
Payment date: 15 October 2003
Maturity date: 15 October 2010

2.7.2 Conversion right/conversion period/conversion price
Each bond in the principal amount of the CHF 5 000.– will be convertible, on any business day during the conversion period, into 
shares at the conversion ratio. The conversion ratio will be determined by dividing CHF 5 000.–, the principal amount of one bond, 
by the conversion price (CHF 49.–) prevailing on the conversion date. Fractions of shares will not be issued nor delivered on conver-
sion. Instead cash payments in Swiss francs will be made.

2.7.3 Repayment at the maturity date
Unless the bond has been previously converted, redeemed, or purchased and cancelled, the issuer undertakes to repay the bond at 
the maturity date (15 October 2010) without further notice, at the principal amount.

2.7.4 Volume of the convertible bond in terms of nominal value and voting rights
The volume of the underlying shares of the convertible bond was 8 400 000 registered shares of The Swatch Group Ltd. The transac-
tion was s fully covered by the amount of these underlying shares. On the 31.12.2007 these shares represented 5.3% of all voting 
rights of the company and 2.9% of the total nominal value of The Swatch Group Ltd. Until 31 December 2007, 16 bonds with a 
nominal value of CHF 5 000.– each had been converted.

In addition, the Group refers to the prospectus on the convertible bond dated 8 October 2003.

In 1986, a block of shares was reserved in favor of a management stock option plan in connection with the takeover of control of the 
Swatch Group by the Hayek Pool. On 31 December 2007, the content of this portfolio amounted to 2 793 762 registered shares; this 
corresponds to 0.98% of the total share capital (previous year 3 015 161 registered shares, 1.03% of the total share capital). In the 
year under review 221 399 registered shares (or 0.08% of the total share capital per 31.12.2007) were consequently sold at a 
 preferential price of CHF 4.– per registered share in accordance with the following details:

Year of issue Number of registered shares  Number of beneficiaries Year of subscription/payup
2005 77 291 180 2007
2006 81 762 205 2007
2007 62 346 213 2007
Total 221 399

In addition, the Group gave participating managers the following options to subscribe in future to further registered shares at the 
following preferential prices:

Year of issue Number of registered shares  Number of beneficiaries  Year of subscription/payup
2006 81 583 201 2008
2007 62 309 212 2008
2007 62 436 212 2009
Total 206 328

Neither the members nor the Chairman and Delegate of the Board of Directors have ever received either options or shares under  
this plan.
The allocation results from personnel reviews and proposals for employees who stood out through special achievements in the past 
year and have performed with above-average commitment. The allocation is then approved by the Compensation Committee.  
It allows a first purchase of a third of the promised number of registered shares in the current year, which can be paid up and 
claimed immediately, and another third in one and two years respectively.

Corporate Governance
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3.1 Members of the Board of 
Directors (incl. 3.2 and 3.3)

3. Board of Directors

The Board of Directors on 31 December 2007 is composed as follows: 

Dr h. c. Nicolas G. Hayek, Swiss citizen, Chairman and Delegate of the Board of Directors of the Swatch Group since 1986.  
Mr N. G. Hayek has been strategic consultant since 1980, defined the guidelines for the merger of ASUAG and SSIH, and developed 
the future strategy of the Group. The Universities of Neuchâtel and Bologna have conferred honorary doctorates on him.  
Mr N. G. Hayek is also Chairman of the Board of the Hayek Group, of which he is the founder and which also occasionally provides 
services for the Swatch Group. Mr N. G. Hayek was on the Advisory Board of EPFL (Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne) and 
was also a member of the temporary advisory «High Level Group» of the European Union. Mr N. G. Hayek was awarded the distinction 
«Grosses Ehrenzeichen mit Stern» from the government of Austria, he was appointed «Officier de la Légion d’honneur» by the 
government of France and was nominated honorary citizen of Biel-Bienne as well as of Meisterschwanden (Aargau). Mr N. G. Hayek 
exercises no additional activities in other executive or supervisory bodies outside the Group and holds neither official function  
nor political office. 

Dr Peter Gross, Swiss citizen, holding a PhD in Law and lawyer by profession, Vice-Chairman of the Board of Directors of the 
Swatch Group. Mr Gross was a member of the Board of Directors of the predecessor companies ASUAG (since 1977) and from 1981 
of SSIH (of which he was the chairman until 1983). Mr Gross, was General Director of the Union Bank of Switzerland, Zurich, then 
chaired Danzas Holding AG, Basle, as well as the Solothurn Bank SoBa. He performs no operative functions and entertains no 
 commercial relations with the Swatch Group. Otherwise, Mr Gross neither exercises permanent executive or advisory functions nor 
holds official or political office.

Esther Grether, Swiss citizen, has been on the Board of Directors of the Swatch Group since 1986. Mrs Grether is Chairperson of 
the Board of the Doetsch Grether Group, Basle, including Beiersdorf AG, Münchenstein. She has headed this group for over 28 years. 
As the second-largest shareholder after Mr N. G. Hayek, she neither performs any operative functions nor entertains any commercial 
relations with the Swatch Group. Otherwise, Mrs Grether neither exercises permanent executive or advisory functions nor holds 
 official function or political office.

Nayla Hayek, Swiss citizen, has been on the Board of Directors of the Swatch Group since 1995. As a member of the World Arabian 
Horse Organization (WAHO), and as international Arabian horse judge, Mrs Hayek’s top-level contacts contribute to many of the 
business and promotional activities of the Swatch Group and she supports the brands, as well as the local organization in Dubai 
(Swatch Group Middle East), Swatch Group India and the brand Balmain, within the scope of an advisory mandate. In the middle of 
the year, the advisory mandate has been converted into an employment agreement. Following the signature of collaboration agree-
ments with Tiffany & Co, New York, Mrs Hayek has taken over the operational leadership of the new Tiffany Watches entity (the legal 
entity Tiffany Watch Co. Ltd was incorporated on 22 January 2008). As Board member of the Hayek Group, she is responsible for 
Hayek Immobilien AG. She holds no official function or political office.

Prof. Dr h. c. Claude Nicollier, Swiss citizen, graduated in Physics and Astrophysics from the Universities of Lausanne and Geneva. 
Mr Nicollier has been a member of the Board of Directors since 2005. Mr Nicollier resigned from his activities as astronaut at the 
European Space Agency ESA in March 2007. As an astronaut he was particularly active in the space missions Atlantis 1992, 
 Endeavour 1993, Columbia 1996 and Discovery 1999. The aim of the Endeavour and Discovery missions was the execution of repara-
tion works on the Hubble Space Telescope which were a complete success. The Universities of Geneva and Basel and the École 
Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne, where Mr Nicollier teaches as a titular professor at the school of engineering, have conferred 
honorary doctorates on him. Mr. Nicollier is involved in the «Solar Impulse»-Project and is responsible for the test flights.  
Mr Nicollier does not exercise any operative functions at Swatch Group, does not have any business relationship with Swatch Group 
and holds no political office.

Johann Niklaus Schneider-Ammann, Swiss citizen, a qualified ETH engineer, Insead MBA, has been on the Board of Directors of 
the Swatch Group since 1998. He is Chairman and Delegate of the Board of the Ammann Group Holding AG. He performs no operative 
leadership functions in the Swatch Group and neither he personally nor the company he represents entertain any commercial rela-
tions with the Swatch Group. Mr Schneider-Ammann is a member of the boards of various companies, Chairman of the Mikron 
Holding AG, Chairman of Swissmem (Swiss Machinery, Electrical and Metal Industry), Zurich, Vice-Chairman of Economiesuisse as 
well as being a member of the Swiss National Council.

Ernst Tanner, Swiss citizen, has been on the Board of Directors of the Swatch Group since 1995. He is Chairman and Delegate of 
the Board of the Lindt & Sprüngli Group. Before his activity with Lindt & Sprüngli, he was for over 25 years in leading management 
positions with the Johnson & Johnson Group in Europe and the USA, ending up as Company Group Chairman Europe. He is a member 
of the Board of Credit Suisse Group. Otherwise, he exercises no other executive or advisory functions and holds no official function 
or political office.
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3.4 Elections and terms  
of office

3.5 Internal organizational 
structure of the Board  
of Directors

3.6 Definition of areas of 
responsibility

The members of the Board of Directors are elected at the Ordinary General Meeting of the shareholders for a term of three years. The 
period between two ordinary General Meetings is regarded as one year. The members of the Board shall be eligible for re-election at 
any time. There is no limit on the term of office. According to Article 18 of the Swatch Group Statutes the votes and elections take 
place openly, except where the Chairman orders a written election or vote. One or more shareholders, who together dispose of not 
less than 10% of the represented votes, may require written votes or elections.

First-time election and remaining term of office of the members of the Board of Directors:

 First-time election Term of office
Dr h.c. Nicolas G. Hayek 1986 Up to 2010 
Dr Peter Gross 1977 Up to 2010
Esther Grether 1986 Up to 2010
Nayla Hayek 1995 Up to 2010
Prof. Dr h.c. Claude Nicollier 2005 Up to 2010
Johann Niklaus Schneider-Ammann 1998 Up to 2010
Ernst Tanner 1995 Up to 2010

Mrs Esther Grether has been designated representative of the bearer shareholders and Mr N. G. Hayek as representative of the 
registered shareholders.

Dr Peter Baumberger has resigned at the Annual General Meeting 2007 due to his age following a long and appreciated activity.

The Board of Directors is self-constituting. It has appointed a Chairman (Mr N. G. Hayek) and a Vice-Chairman (Dr P. Gross) from 
its midst. Mr Roland Bloch, who is not a member of the Board of Directors, serves as Secretary to the Board of Directors. The term 
of office of the Chairman, the Vice-Chairman and the Secretary is, in each case, three years. They are all re-eligible for a further 
term of office. If an officer is substituted, the successor completes the remainder of the term of the predecessor.
The Board of Directors has an Audit Committee and a Compensation Committee at its disposal. These committees, which sit 
 separately (normally immediately following an ordinary meeting), because of the relatively small number of company directors, 
comprise all the members of the Board of Directors; the committees are chaired by Mr N. G. Hayek.

The Audit Committee is mainly responsible for the supervision of the financial reporting and for the evaluation of the internal and 
external audit. The Audit Committee has particularly fulfilled the following functions:
– Review of the Audit reports, 
– Reinforcement of points which the auditing firm raised,
– Determination of the audit focal points,
– Discussions of the efficiency of the internal control system including risk management, 
– Appraisal of the performance, remuneration and independence of the external auditors, 
– Dealing with special questions of the financial statements (for further details see also point 8.4.).

The Compensation Committee determines the principles of compensation of the members of the Board of Directors, members of the 
Executive Group Management Board and members of the Extended Group Management Board and supervises the compliance with 
these principles (see point 5.1 hereafter). In addition, the salaries and bonuses of the managerial staff (Executive Group Manage-
ment Board/Extended Group Management Board) including stock options were approved.
In the year under review, the Board of Directors met six times. The meetings lasted approximately three to four hours. Furthermore, 
the Compensation Committee met twice and the Audit Committee met once. The members of the Executive Group Management 
Board regularly attend the ordinary meetings of the Board of Directors (second part). Beside the President (CEO) of the Executive 
Group Management Board, the Chief Financial Officer (CFO) and the Chief Legal Officer (CLO) and, if necessary, any other members 
of the Executive Group Management Board, attend the meetings of the Audit and the Compensation Committees.

The Board of Directors is the highest executive body responsible for the overall administration of the Group. It adopts strategic 
 decisions and defines the means necessary for attaining the long-term goals. It determines, inter alia, the participation and 
 appointment of the members of the Executive Group Management Board, the Extended Group Management Board and the heads of 
the main Group companies. Moreover, the Board of Directors approves the annual budget of the Group and its affiliated companies 
and decides on investments over CHF 3 million, as well as on each commercial operation of the affiliated companies which exceeds 
CHF 10 million. The Board of Directors prepares the General Meeting and drafts the annual report as well as the half-year report.
The Board of Directors has delegated the current operative business to the Executive Group Management Board, the Extended Group 
Management Board and to the Holding Company Management.
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3.7 Information and control 
instruments

4.1.1 Members of the Executive 
Group Management Board 
(incl. 4.2)

The Executive Group Management Board is responsible for implementing Group strategies. It sets strategies and objectives for the 
Group companies and supervises their management.
The Extended Group Management Board supports and advises the Executive Group Management Board in its operative tasks.  
It makes suggestions for the development of the Group strategy.
The individual members of the Executive and Extended Group Management Boards manage their allocated areas within the frame-
work of the Group policy and in accordance with guidelines set by the Executive Group Management Board.
The Holding Company Management is responsible for the current operative business of the Holding Company.

Each member of the Board of Directors can request to receive information on all issues concerning the Company and on important 
issues concerning the Group companies.
The members of the Executive Group Management Board report at the Board of Directors meetings on current business and important 
business issues. In particular, the members of the Board of Directors regularly receive detailed information regarding turnover and 
results trends for the Group and Group Divisions. Furthermore, important business issues, new products and the Group’s financial 
status are reported in detail. Moreover, extraordinary occurrences are immediately brought to the attention of the Board.
Outside meetings, each member of the Board of Directors may seek information on the general progress of business from authorized 
management (after informing the Chairman). With due authorization of the Chairman, they may also demand direct information on 
individual business transactions. Should the Chairman reject an application for information, a hearing or an inspection (which has 
never occurred so far), the entire Board of Directors shall decide at the request of the applicant.
To ensure the implementation and compliance of the statutory provisions and the Group’s directives (including the rules of the 
statutes), a Compliance Officer has been appointed at the beginning of 2005. Moreover, the Chairman of the Board of Directors has 
an Audit-Team available, which he may deploy in specific cases.

4. Group Management 
(Executive Group Management Board/Extended Group Management Board)
At 31 December 2007 
Nick Hayek, Swiss citizen, pursued two years’ study at the University of St. Gallen (HSG), then attended the Film Academy CLCF in 
Paris. President of the Executive Group Management Board since 2003, Mr Hayek has worked with the Swatch Group since 1994, 
firstly as Swatch Ltd Marketing Manager, then as Swatch Ltd President and finally as Delegate of the Board of Directors of Swatch 
Ltd. In the mid-eighties, he founded his own production company, Sesame Films in Paris, and worked in Switzerland and abroad. His 
involvement in a number of film productions (e. g. a series of documentaries for Swiss Television), then the production of a number 
of short films (e. g. 1st prize at the Thessaloniki Film Festival, an official contribution to the Cannes Film Festival, etc.) and his 
 activity as producer and manager of two feature films, «Das Land von Wilhelm Tell» and «Family Express» with Peter Fonda (a film 
that earned him the prize for the best Swiss comedy at the Charlie Chaplin Comedy Film Festival in Vevey) resulted in his being 
called upon to advise on various Swatch projects in the early ‘90s and to assume responsibility for several Swatch exhibitions  
(such as that of Lingotto in Turin). Mr. Hayek is a member of the Board of Directors of the CSEM (Centre suisse d’électronique  
et de microtechnique). 

Arlette-Elsa Emch, Swiss citizen, holds a degree in Ethnology and History as well as a certificate in Journalism. She has been a 
member of the Extended Group Management Board since 1998 and of the Executive Group Management Board since December 1999. 
She joined the Swatch Group in December 1992 as Communications Manager to which position she brought her broad experience as 
a journalist to bear. She was appointed President of ck watch in 1997 and since then controls this brand which is a joint venture 
between the Swatch Group and the American designer Calvin Klein. Her responsibilities were extended, firstly in 2000, with the 
management of a company called Dress Your Body which designs, develops and produces the lines of jewellery for the different 
Swatch Group brands, then, in 2002, with the management of the Léon Hatot brand; in 2002 she was designated member of the 
Board of Directors of Breguet, Jaquet Droz and Glashütte Original. She is responsible for Swatch Group Japan and Swatch Group 
South Korea.

Florence Ollivier-Lamarque, French citizen, is a lawyer and has been a member of the Extended Group Management Board since 
1992 and of the Executive Group Management Board since 2005. She is President of Swatch Group France, Swatch Group France Les 
Boutiques, responsible for Swatch Group Italy and Swatch Group Spain as well as for the watch brand Flik Flak. She has been with 
the Group since 1988 when it took over the Société Inthor, Paris, which distributed some of the Group’s watches in France. At that 
time, she worked as Swatch and Tissot Brand Manager. In 1990, she took over the management of Swatch Group France and in 2002 
the management of Swatch Group France Les Boutiques. She is Administrator of the Colbert Committee.
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4.1.2 Members of the Extended 
Group Management Board 
(incl. 4.2)

Dr. Mougahed Darwish, Swiss citizen, holds a doctorate in Physics from the ETHL. He has been a member of the Extended Group 
Management Board since 1994 and of the Executive Group Management Board since 2005, responsible for EM Microelectronic,  
Micro Crystal, Renata, Microcomponents, Michel Präzisionstechnik, Sokymat Automotive, Oscilloquartz and Lasag. Mr Darwish has 
been with the Group since 1979, starting as Project Manager for the Xicor-Ébauches joint venture. Previously, he had been active in 
research and development for the Centre électronique horloger (CEH) (today Centre Suisse de l’électronique et de microtechnique 
SA, CSEM). Since 1985 he runs EM Microelectronic as CEO. He represents the Group on the Executive Board and Science Council of 
the CSEM; he is a member of the Swiss Academy of Technical Science.

Edgar Geiser, Swiss citizen, a Swiss certified expert in Accounting and Controlling, has been a member of the Executive Group 
Management Board since 1990, and is responsible for Corporate Finance and Reporting, quality assurance and investor relations. 
He has worked for the Swatch Group since 1978, firstly as assistant to the CFO of the General Watch Co. Ltd., then in various finance 
functions and as Group Controller. Before joining the Swatch Group, he worked for UBS and General Motors in the finance area.  
He represents the Group in the regional Wirtschaftsbeirat Mittelland of the Swiss National Bank.

Marc Alexander Hayek, Swiss citizen, holds a bachelor degree in Economics and has undergone training in Marketing and Econom-
ics. He became a member of the Extended Group Management Board in 2002 and of the Executive Group Management Board in 2005 
with responsibility for Blancpain, Swatch Group Middle East, Central and South America, Frédéric Piguet and Deutsche Zifferblatt 
Manufaktur. He joined Blancpain as Marketing Manager in 2001. Mr Hayek had previously worked as an independent entrepreneur 
(Restaurant Colors, Zurich) and had been employed by Swatch in the PR area and by Certina in marketing.

Dr Hanspeter Rentsch, Swiss citizen, holds a doctorate in Law and a degree in Economics (from HSG St. Gallen and Bern University). 
As member of the Executive Group Management Board since 1995, he is responsible for legal affairs, licenses, strategic projects, 
non commercial real estate and patent matters (ICB), as well as for Swatch Group Greece and Swatch Group Poland. He joined the 
legal department of ASUAG in 1978. From 1980, he headed the legal and trademark department of the General Watch Co. Ltd and, 
after the merger, became General Counsel to the new group. He subsequently assumed additional functions in the areas of licenses, 
real estate and as Human Resources Responsible. Before joining the Swatch Group, he had been active as scientific assistant  
(Prof Dr W. R. Schluep, Economic, Commercial and Competition Law chair) at Zurich University. He represents the Swatch Group on 
the Executive Committee of Economiesuisse, on the Executive Board of the Swiss Employers Association, on the Executive Board of 
the Swiss section of the International Chamber of Commerce (ICC), and on the Executive Board of the Fédération de l’industrie 
horlogère suisse FH.

Roland Streule, Swiss citizen, attended business school in Basle. He has been a member of the Executive Group Management Board 
since 1990 and is responsible for Rado. He joined Rado as Regional Sales Manager in 1978. He has been President of Rado since 
1989. From 1994 to 1997, he was responsible for the American and Canadian subsidiary of the Group, with permanent residence in 
the USA. Before joining the Swatch Group, he was Business Manager of the Ermano Watch Co. Ltd. He represents the Swatch Group 
on the Executive Board of the Fédération de l’industrie horlogère suisse FH; he is a member of the Board of the Grenchen Trade and 
Industrial Union and Vice-chairman of the Swiss-German Watchmakers Association.

François Thiébaud, French citizen, studied at the ICG Institut Contrôle de Gestion, Paris and Law at the University of Besançon, 
and he has been a member of the Extended Group Management Board since 1998 and of the Executive Group Management Board 
since 2006, with responsibility for Tissot, Mido, Certina as well as Swatch Group Brazil and the Swiss market. He joined the Swatch 
Group in 1996 as Manager of Tissot. Previously, he had been active as Managing Director of Juvenia and Manager of Breitling. He 
represents the Group in the AMS Association des fournisseurs d’horlogerie, marché suisse (Vice-Chairman), he is member of the 
Baselworld Consulting Committee and President of the Baselworld Swiss Exhibitors Committee.

Matthias Breschan, Austrian citizen, graduated from the Vienna School of Economics, has been a member of the Extended Group 
Management Board since 2005 and is responsible for Hamilton and for Swatch Group Mexico. Mr Breschan joined Swatch Group as 
manager of Hamilton. Previously he worked for three years at Swatch Telecom (as Area Sales Manager and later as head of depart-
ment). In the meantime he was Managing Director of Aldi in France (Aldi Marché Est). Before joining Swatch Group Mr Breschan 
worked for Texas Instruments and Alcatel Mobile Phones in the product marketing, international marketing and sales areas.

Manuel Emch, Swiss citizen, holds a degree in economics of the University of Lausanne, and trained at the Art Center of  
La Tour-de-Peilz. He is a member of the Extended Group Management Board since 2005 and is responsible for the East European 
and Central Asian markets. In September 2001 he has taken over the management of Montres Jaquet Droz. Mr Emch joined Swatch 
Group in 2001 as project manager in the marketing area of Rado. Before joining Swatch Group, Mr Emch worked as a consultant for 
and in the Brand Management of Philip Morris in Switzerland. 
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4.3 Management contracts

Yann Gamard, French citizen, holds an MBA from Lausanne and has been a member of the Extended Group Management Board 
since 1998, responsible for Swatch Group Australia, Swatch Group Belgium, Swatch Group Germany, Swatch Group Netherlands, 
Swatch Group Nordic (Denmark, Finland, Sweden, Norway) and Swatch Group UK (as Country Manager a.i.). He joined the Group as 
Head of Finance of Swatch Ltd in 1995. Prior to that, he held various finance posts with Procter & Gamble, Swatch and Cartier. 
Before being assigned to the USA as Country Manager, he had worked for Swatch as person in charge of the Telecom division.

Walter von Känel, Swiss citizen, with a commercial training, has been member of the Extended Group Management Board since 
1991, with responsibility for Longines. He entered Longines in 1969 and became its President in 1988. Before joining Swatch Group 
Mr von Känel worked for a watch-dial factory and with the Federal Customs Administration. He is a town councilor of Saint-Imier, 
member of the Bernese delegation to the Inter-Jurassic Assembly and of the «Conseil du Jura Bernois».

Thomas Meier, German citizen, is a graduate engineer FH from the University of Applied Sciences Karlsruhe (Micromechanics and 
Microelectronics), with additional training in Business Administration at the University of Munich and an apprenticeship as 
 watchmaker. He has been a member of the Extended Group Management Board since 2005 and is responsible for ETA and Swatch 
Group Thailand. Mr Meier began his activities for Swatch Group in 1994 as project manager at Mido. Later he became project 
 manager for Swatch Access. After a break he returned to Swatch Group in 1999 as project manager and later as production manager 
a.i. of Breguet. Since 2004 he has been responsible for ETA. Before joining Swatch Group, Mr Meier worked as development engineer 
for Junghans in Germany.

Dr Frank Müller, German citizen, Dr oec HSG (University of St. Gallen), has been a member of the Extended Group Management 
Board since 2005 and is responsible for Glashütte Original, Swatch Group Singapore and Swatch Group Malaysia. Mr Müller joined 
the Glashütter Uhrenbetrieb GmbH in 2002 as Vice President; in 2003 he became Managing Director of Glashütte Original. Before 
joining Swatch Group Mr Müller worked as Managing Director of Lange Uhren GmbH.

Kevin Rollenhagen, American citizen, graduated in Economics (BA) at the Michigan State University, has been a member of the 
Extended Group Management Board since 2005 and is responsible for Swatch Group China and Swatch Group Taiwan and Country 
Manager of Swatch Group Hong Kong (he represented these countries from 2000 onwards in the Extended Group Management).  
Mr Rollenhagen joined Swatch Group in 1989. He started his career as trainee at Tissot and became Regional Sales Manager for 
Tissot and Omega. Since 1994 he has been active in Hong Kong and China (first as Brand Manager Omega). Before joining Swatch 
Group Mr Rollenhagen worked with Caterpillar in sales. Mr Rollenhagen represents Swatch Group in the Hong Kong Watch Importers 
 Association where he acts as Treasurer.

Rudolf Semrad, Austrian citizen, with a commercial training, has been a member of the Extended Group Management Board since 
2005 and is responsible for Austria and Country Manager of Swatch Group Austria (he represented this country from 2000 onwards 
in the Extended Group Management Board). Mr Semrad joined Swatch Group as Country Manager and Brand Manager Swatch in 
Austria in 1995. Previously he worked as sales director at Johnson Wax and Colgate Palmolive. Before joining Swatch Group,  
Mr Semrad was Managing Director of a watch distribution company in Austria.

Dr. Peter Steiger, Swiss citizen, who has a doctorate in Public Economics, has been a member of the Extended Group Management 
Board since 2002, with responsibility for Corporate Controlling. He started his career with the Group in 1989 as Head of Finance and 
Administration with PC Quartz. Later, he held leading financial posts with various Group companies (among others Swatch and 
Longines). Before joining the Swatch Group, he had worked with international groups in Switzerland and abroad (Shell, Philips).

Stephen Urquhart, Swiss and British citizen, who studied Industrial Management at the University of Neuchâtel, has been a 
 member of the Extended Group Management Board since 2000 and is President of Omega. Mr Urquhart began his career at Omega 
in 1968. From 1974 to 1997 he pursued his career with Audemars Piguet, where he became Joint President and Managing Director 
from 1989 onwards. Mr Urquhart returned to the Swatch Group in 1997 as President of Blancpain. 

The contracts of employment with the members of the Executive and the Extended Group Management Board are entered into for  
an indefinite period of time and can be terminated by both parties with a six month notice period. In case of a cancellation no 
 termination payment will be due. No entry bonus is paid by Swatch Group when entering new contracts (Golden Hellos).

In case of a change in contract there are no entitlements to any compensation.

Within the framework of a global contract, Hayek Engineering AG, Zurich, placed its management personnel in particular at the 
disposition of the operational activities of Swatch Group Assembly, real estate and logistics.
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5.1 Content and method of 
determining the compensa-
tion and the shareholding 
programmes

5.2 Compensation for acting 
members of governing 
bodies

5. Compensation, shareholdings and loans

The Compensation for the members of the Board of Directors, the Executive Group Management Board and the Extended Group 
Management Board is determined by the Compensation Committee (see point 3.5). The result-dependent component of the total 
compensation plays an important role.
The performance-related payment is bound to quantitative and qualitative objectives. The quantitative objectives comprise elements 
of the sphere of influence of the function bearers and of the whole Group. The quantitative objectives are defined individually and 
are function related. The achievement of objectives is evaluated once a year.

In 2007, the members of the Board of Directors received a total amount of CHF 4 398 544.–. The highest amount reached 
CHF 2 471 568.–. For details please refer to the table on page 192. The members of the Executive Group Management Board and the 
Extended Group Management Board received an amount of CHF 31 270 019.–. In this category the CEO has received the highest 
remuneration of CHF 5 601 868.–. Details may be seen on the table on page 192.

Share allotment in the year under review
Members of the Executive Group Management Board as well as the Extended Group Management Board were, under the management 
stock option plan mentioned under Point 2.8, allocated 115 708 options in total to take up registered shares at an issue price of  
CHF 4.– each. One third of these was immediately available to be subscribed, paid and claimed. In one and two years respectively, 
the other thirds will be available.
Neither the members nor the Chairman and Delegate of the Board of Directors received any options or shares.
The aims of the management stock option plan of the Swatch Group are to honour performances of the main Management members, 
strengthen the motivation and the sense of responsibility in the Group, further the loyalty to the firm as well as the stability of the 
managing employees and promote a favorable wealth increase. The allocation of shares results from an individual performance 
report. The voting rights of the shares in possession of the plan will not be exercised.

No compensation was paid to former members of governing bodies.

An overview of the shares and options owned by the members of the Board of Directors, Executive Group Management Board and 
Extended Group Management Board and persons being closely related to them at 31.12.2007 may be consulted on page 193.

Loans to members of the governing bodies
Group employees have the possibility of taking out a mortgage loan with the Swatch Group Pension Fund for the construction or 
acquisition of primary residences in Switzerland.
The conditions of this mortgage loan are set by the Swatch Group Pension Fund Foundation Board. The conditions are equally applied 
to all employees of the Swatch Group. At the end of 2007, one such loan had been advanced to one member of the Executive Group 
Management Board in a total amount of CHF 0.87 million (see note 29d on page 191). 

The members of management are covered by the Swatch Group Pension Fund under the same insurance regulations that apply to all 
employees. The insured salary for the year under review is subject to an upper limit of CHF 320 000.–.
Since 1 January 2003 the members of the Executive and Extended Group Management with employment contracts in Switzerland are 
additionally insured by the Management Fund of the Swatch Group. The Management Fund supplements the benefits of the Swatch 
Group Pension Fund. It insures all salaries over CHF 320 000.– up to a maximum of CHF 796 000.–. The contributions to the Manage-
ment Fund amount to 10%, whereof three quarters (7.5%) are paid by the employer and one quarter (2.5%) is paid by the employee. 
The administration of the Management Fund has been taken over by the Management of the Pension Fund.

No termination payments have been made to members of the Board of Directors, the Executive Group Management Board or to the 
Extended Group Management Board in the reporting year.
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6.1 Voting rights and 
representation restrictions

6.2 Statutory quorums

6.3 Convocation of the General 
Meeting of Shareholders

6.4 Agenda

6.5 Entries in the share 
register

7.1 Duty to make an offer

7.2 Clauses on changes of 
control

8.1 Duration of the mandate 
and term of office of the 
lead auditor

8.2 Auditing fees and additional 
fees (incl. 8.3)

6. Shareholders’ participation

For the exercise of voting rights, no shareholder may combine, either directly or indirectly, more than 5% of the total shareholders’ 
equity in respect of his own shares and those represented by him. This limitation does not apply to the shares which are excluded 
from the registration prohibition (point 2.6 above). Nor does this restriction apply to the exercise of voting rights in accordance with 
Art. 689c CO relating to representation by a member of a company body and by independent voting-right representatives or to bank 
representatives with reference to the shares deposited with them.
Furthermore, pursuant to Art. 16(4) of the Swatch Group Statutes, the Board of Directors is entitled to make exceptions to the 
 limitations in special cases. No exceptions were requested or granted during the business year. A change of the representation 
 restrictions is only possible through a change of the provisions of the Statutes. For such change a decision of the General Meeting 
with a relative majority is required.
Shareholders may arrange to be represented at the General Meeting only by other shareholders who duly hold a written power of 
attorney. Registered shareholders may only be represented by other registered shareholders.

In addition to the special quorum regulations provided in Art. 704 CO, the Statutes also apply the same quorum regulation  
(two-thirds of the votes represented and an absolute majority of the par values of shares) for dismissing members of the Board of 
Directors.

The General Meeting is convened pursuant to Articles 13 and 14 of the Swatch Group Statutes. Shareholders who together own at 
least 10% of the share capital can, at any time, request in writing the convening of an extraordinary general meeting. Such an 
 extraordinary general meeting shall be held within 40 days of the date of receipt of such a request.

Shareholders who represent shares with a par value of one million Swiss francs may submit a written request for a meeting to be 
held to discuss a particular subject; the motions tabled shall likewise be indicated (see Article 13.2 of the Swatch Group Statutes 
in conjunction with Art. 699 and 700 OR).

The share register is closed for entries 20 days before each General Meeting.

7. Changes of control and defence measures

Art. 10 of the Statutes provides that a shareholder who acquires shares either directly or indirectly or in agreement with third parties 
and by so doing exceeds the limit of 49% of voting rights, including the shares that he already possesses, regardless of whether 
those rights can or cannot be exercised, shall be required to make an offer to purchase all the listed shareholding papers of the 
Company (Art. 32 BEHG).

There are no agreements with members of the Board of Directors, the Executive Group Management Board or other managerial staff 
for the case of a change in the shareholder structure.

8. Auditors

The company today known by the name «PriceWaterhouseCoopers Ltd» has since 1992 performed the function of external auditor 
following the entry into force of the partially revised Companies Act (1991) that requires and makes mandatory the auditing  
of company accounts. Before that, the predecessor organizations already served as auditors for the Group and many of its 
 companies.
Thomas Brüderlin, Engagement Partner, has been responsible for the Group audit and for the audits of the Group’s consolidated 
 financial statements since the 2004 accounting year.

The following auditor’s fees have been charged to the 2007 annual accounts:

(million CHF) Audit Taxes Other Services Total
PricewaterhouseCoopers 4.2  0.3 0.1 4.6
Other Auditing Companies 0.9 1.4 1.0 3.3
Total 2007 5.1 1.7 1.1 7.9
Total 2006 4.6 1.6 1.0 7.2
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The supervision and final verification of the external audit is exercised by the Audit Committee, and by the full Board of Directors, 
respectively (see also the duties and functions as described under 3.5). The Audit Committee evaluates together with the Group 
Management the performance of the auditors and recommends the independent external auditor to the Board of Directors for elec-
tion by the General Assembly. The Audit Committee meets annually with the auditors. The auditors prepare a report for the Audit 
Committee regarding the findings of the audit, the financial statement and the internal control. At the annual meeting the audit 
focus points for the following review period are determined and the audit related key risks established by the auditors are discussed. 
In collaboration with Group Management the independence of the auditors is evaluated annually. In particular and for this purpose 
the worldwide fees of the audit are presented, discrepancies with the estimated costs analysed and explained and the budget for 
the following audit period is determined. The appointment of the auditor is subject to an approval procedure.

9. Information policy

The Swatch Group reports on the business of the Group at the following times:

– 18 January 2008 Turnover of 2007
– 14 March 2008 Balance sheet, profit-and-loss statement, key figures 2007 
– 29 April 2008 Press conference
– 21 May 2008 General Meeting of Shareholders
– 21 August 2008 Half-year figures 2008

The information is always published in the Swiss and international press and also published and processed in the publications of 
leading international banks.
This information can also be called up on the Swatch Group website on www.swatchgroup.com, and especially on the «Investor 
Relations» chapter. Moreover, the Push-and Pull-System is available to spread announcements, including ad-hoc-announcements.
The Swatch Group business report and half-year report can be obtained free of charge from the Group Headquarters. Inquiries can 
be made by e-mail at investor.relations@swatchgroup.com or by fax on +41 32 343 69 16 or by telephone on +41 32 343 67 37.

8.4 Supervisory and control 
instruments pertaining to 
the audit
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Financial review

Key financial developments in 2007

– Gross sales: Up by 17.6% to a record CHF 5 941 million (net sales: +17.1% to CHF 5 646 million)

– Segments: Strong growth in all Group segments, notably in the Watches & Jewelry as well as Production segments

– Operating profit: Record operating profit of CHF 1 236 million with improved operating margin of 21.9%

– Net income: Above CHF 1 billion for the first time in the Swatch Group history (increase of 22.3%)

– Earnings per share: Significant rise of 24% compared to 2006

– Dividend: Proposed dividend increase of 21.4%, per bearer share CHF 4.25 (previous year CHF 3.50), 
 per registered share CHF 0.85 (previous year CHF 0.70)

– Share buyback: Share buyback program of CHF 420 million already under way

– Outlook: Promising start in 2008, strong trend continues

Financial review

Key figures Group

(CHF million) 2007 2006 Change in %
   in local currency Total 
   currency effect
Gross sales 5 941 5 050 +17.3% +0.3% +17.6%
Net sales 5 646 4 820  +17.1%
Operating profit 1 236 973  +27.0%
– in % of net sales 21.9% 20.2%
Net income 1 015 830 +22.3%
– in % of net sales 18.0% 17.2%
Equity 5 329 4 967 +7.3%
– as % of total assets 71.5% 71.9%
Average return on equity (ROE) 19.7% 17.3%

In the year 2007, the Swatch Group saw records in all areas and in many respects. Sales rose by more than 17% compared to the 
already strong prior year. In terms of gross sales, very little was missing to achieve the mark of CHF 6 billion. Foreign currencies 
had a marginally favorable impact of +0.3% on Group sales. The weakness in US Dollar and Yen was compensated by the Euro.

Operating profit rose to CHF 1 236 million in the year under review, which represents an increase in the operating margin from 
20.2% to 21.9%. The Group’s net income exceeded the mark of CHF 1 billion for the first time.

Group equity remains very solid with CHF 5 329 million at 31 December 2007. This represents an equity ratio of 71.5%. Return on 
equity improved in the current year to 19.7% (previous year 17.3%).

1. Operating results
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Financial review

Performance trends

Operating profit

Cash flow from operating activities

Net income

Segment performance

Watches & Jewelry

(CHF million) 2007 2006 Change in %
   in local currency Total 
   currency effect
Gross sales
– Third parties 4 710 3 912
– Group 0 0
– Total 4 710 3 912 +20.0% +0.4% +20.4%
Net sales 4 456 3 723 +19.7%
Operating profit 920 738 +24.7%
– in % of net sales 20.6% 19.8%

The Watches and Jewelry segment achieved record, double-digit growth of over 20%, with all price categories and brands contributing.

The continued selective expansion of retail activities has given the Group brands a strong visual presence in premier retail locations, 
enabling direct contact with customers and enhancing sales in each brand’s diverse market environment. In addition, robust develop-
ment in the jewelry activities sector contributed with above-average growth to the overall performance of the Group’s core business. 

Asia, including the Middle East, posted outstanding double-digit sales growth, with Europe, America and Oceania also recording 
solid double-digit growth rates. The Group is excellently positioned and represented across all price categories and regions. Targeted 
expansion will serve to further underpin this global strength.

Operating profit saw an above-average increase in this segment of 24.7% to CHF 920 million, which represents an operating margin 
of 20.6% (compared to 19.8% in 2006). Selective price increases undertaken in the previous year had a positive influence on 
 margins. This reduced the impact of further increasing prices for precious metals, diamonds and other raw materials. In order to 
 encourage the Group’s long-term growth, marketing spend was increased and retail activities were expanded.

(CHF million)
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Financial review

Production

(CHF million) 2007	 2006	 Change	in	%
	 	 	 in	local	 currency	 Total	
	 	 	 currency	 effect
Gross	sales
– Third parties 625 562
– Group 1	059 831
– Total 1	684 1 393 +20.8% +0.1% +20.9%
Net	sales	 1	624 1 335 +21.6%
Operating	profit	 235 147 +59.9%
– in % of net sales 14.5% 11.0%

The sharp rise in demand from Group companies and third parties for watch movements and components led to an extraordinary surge 
in sales, with the Production segment posting gross sales of CHF 1 684 million in 2007, a gain of 20.9% versus the previous year.

Although somewhat reduced, continuing production bottlenecks in some areas prevented the Production segment as well as the 
finished-watches sector from achieving even higher sales growth. Group sales nevertheless grew by around CHF 900 million, thanks 
to expansion of the production systems. Component shortages meant that many watches could not be delivered on time to customers, 
and some customers are still awaiting deliveries; this resulted in a temporary increase in inventory, above all in semi-finished 
products. The Group is making every effort to eliminate these bottlenecks and to expand production capacity, with considerable 
success. The producers of movements (ETA and Frédéric Piguet) as well as all producers of components were consistently con-
fronted with strong demand. Dress Your Body (DYB), the Group’s specialist in the diamond and jewelry sector, also realized an 
above-average growth.

With production running at full capacity, this enabled the profitability of the segment in the year under review to once again increase 
considerably. The strong rise to an operative margin of 14.5% was helped by the further increased volumes, high utilization of produc-
tion facilities and, once again, a more favorable product mix towards high-end watch movements.
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Electronic	Systems

(CHF million) 2007	 2006	 Change	in	%
	 	 	 in	local	 currency	 Total	
	 	 	 currency	 effect
Gross	sales
– Third parties 601 571
– Group 29 22
– Total 630 593  +5.9% +0.3% +6.2%
Net	sales	 623 586 +6.3%
Operating	profit	 99 106 –6.6%
– in % of net sales 15.9% 18.1%

The Electronic Systems segment had to battle with a rather more volatile business environment last year. Despite generally modest 
growth across the sector as a whole, the segment recorded net sales of CHF 623 million, up 6.3% on the previous year. This positive 
development, primarily in the second half of the year, was largely attributable to the Group companies EM Microelectronic Marin and 
Renata. Swiss Timing’s services for third-party sport games organizers also contributed to the segment’s sales growth.

In the area of quartz crystals for the mobile phone industry, Micro Crystal still faced a strong pressure on prices. This trend weakened 
somewhat in the second half of 2007, with a clear increase in sales and higher profitability. The segment’s operating profit achieved 
almost CHF 100 million in the year under review, which represents an operating margin of 15.9%.

Production 11%
Watches & Jewelry 79%

Production 11%
Watches & Jewelry 77%

Segment	share	of	net	sales

2007 2006
Electronic Systems 10%

Corporate 0%

Electronic Systems 12%

Corporate 0%
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Financial review

Financial	result

An analysis of the net financial result of the Group shows the following:

(CHF million) 2007 2006
Interest income 47 40
Income from marketable securities and derivatives 30 85
Net currency result –14 -16
Interest expense and other financial expense –26 -25
Total	net	financial	result 37 84

In 2007, interest income was up due to higher interest rates. The mixed performance of stock markets led to reduced profits on the 
marketable securities position. As in the previous year, the biggest profit in this area resulted from the Group’s special investments, 
mainly from the 8.09% stake in Xinyu Hengdeli Holdings Ltd., the Group’s main distribution partner in China, whose shares are listed 
on the Hong Kong stock exchange. Given that all marketable securities held by the Group have been designated as “fair-value-
through-profit-or-loss”, the financial result turned out to be rather volatile. This pattern might continue in the near future and influ-
ence the Group’s net income.
In addition, the general development of foreign currencies with a weak US Dollar and Japanese Yen resulted in a foreign exchange loss 
for the year of CHF 14 million.

Income	tax
An analysis of the income tax charge is set out in Note 7 to the consolidated financial statements. The income tax charge as a percent-
age of profit before tax was 20.3% in the current year compared to 21.5% in the previous year.

Proposed	dividend
At the General Meeting on 21 May 2008, a dividend for the financial year 2007 of CHF 0.85 (2006: CHF 0.70) for registered shares and 
CHF 4.25 (2006: CHF 3.50) for bearer shares will be proposed. This dividend has not been recognized as a liability in the consoli-
dated financial statements at 31 December 2007.

Earnings	per	share
Basic earnings per share have increased in the current year by 24% to CHF 3.70 (CHF 2.97 in 2006) for registered shares and 
CHF 18.49 (CHF 14.87 in 2006) for bearer shares respectively. The increase in net income compares to a reduced number of shares 
which is mainly due to the shares bought back in 2007. As in previous years, dilution of earnings is not material. Detailed information 
can be found in Note 8.

Watches & Jewelry
Production

Electronic Systems

Corporate

(CHF million)

Segment	share	of	operating	profit
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2.	 Financial	condition

3.	 Analysis	of	value	added

4.	 Outlook

Liquidity	and	financial	resources
Despite a significant increase of inventories, the Group realized a considerable operating cash flow of CHF 875 million, compared to 
CHF 884 million in 2006. Investing activities were higher than in 2006, mainly due to increased investments in tangible assets. The 
share buyback and the dividend paid were the main factors in financing activities. These investments resulted in a decrease in cash 
and cash equivalents of CHF 382 million. Nevertheless, the Group realized a comfortable free cash flow of CHF 307 million which 
compares to CHF 474 million in the previous year.

Asset	and	capital	structure
The balance sheet continues to remain very solid, with a strong equity ratio of 71.5% (compared to 71.9% in 2006). Current liabilities 
are covered by current assets by a factor of 4.6 (5.3 in 2006).

The breakdown of total operating revenues, more commonly referred to as total Group performance in calculations of value added 
(using standard methods), is as follows:

(CHF million) 2007 2006
Overall Group performance 6	377	 100.0% 5 249 100.0%
Material and services 3	282	 51.5% 2 564 48.9%
Depreciation 204	 3.2% 195 3.7%
Net	added	value	 2	891	 45.3% 2 490 47.4%
% change 16.1  17.4

The breakdown of value added between the different beneficiaries is as follows:

 2007	 2006
Employees 1	595	 55.2% 1 411 56.7%
Public authorities 258	 8.9% 227 9.1%
Lenders 22	 0.8% 22 0.9%
Shareholders 196	 6.8% 142 5.7%
Company 820	 28.3% 688 27.6%
Total	 2	891	 100.0% 2 490 100.0%

The strong trend seen in 2007 has continued in the first two months of the current year, giving rise to expectations of ongoing 
 substantial sales growth and further profitability increases across all segments.

The sharp weakening of foreign currencies, in particular the US Dollar, the Yen, and to a certain extent the Euro, against the Swiss 
Franc, coupled with the marked increases in gold, diamond and raw materials prices, create new challenges for the Group in 2008. 
However, there is still considerable growth potential, not least in expansion markets, which must be exploited through the attractive 
range of brands offered by the Group and through a targeted distribution policy. At the same time, a wide range of measures to reduce 
costs will be systematically identified and implemented.

A particular highlight of 2008 will be the Summer Olympic Games, which traditionally take place every four years. The highly visible 
presence of Omega as timekeeping and data handling partner, which will perform this role for the 23rd time in the history of the 
Olympic Games, will further promote awareness of the brand worldwide.

The Board of Directors and Executive Group Management Board of the Swatch Group expect to see further sales growth in the current 
year, with the associated increase in profitability. Despite a negative currency impact, this strong growth is already in evidence in the 
months of January and February 2008.

Financial review
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  5	941	 105.2 5 050 104.8
  –295	 –5.2 –230 –4.8

 (5, 6a) 5	646	 100.0 4 820 100.0
    
  	91	 1.6 123 2.6
  	398	 7.1 155 3.2
  –1	480	 –26.2 –1 123 –23.3
 (6b) –1	595	 –28.3 –1 411 –29.3
 (6c) –1	620	 –28.7 –1 396 –29.0
 (10, 11, 12, 18) –204	 –3.6 –195 –4.0

  1	236	 21.9 973 20.2

 (6e) 	59	 1.0  106 2.2
 (6e) –22	 –0.4 –22 –0.5

  1	273	 22.5 1 057 21.9

 (7) –258	 –4.5 –227 –4.7

  1	015	 18.0  830 17.2

  1	011   827
   4   3

 ( 8 )

  3.70  2.97
  3.64  2.93

  18.49  14.87
  18.18  14.66

Consolidated income statement

  2007  2006
 Notes CHF	million	 % CHF million %

Gross sales
Sales reductions

Net	sales

Other operating income
Changes in inventories
Material purchases
Personnel expense
Other operating expenses
Depreciation, amortization and impairment charges

Operating	profit

Financial income
Interest expense

Profit	before	taxes

Income taxes

Net	income

Attributable to equity holders of The Swatch Group Ltd
Attributable to minority interests

Earnings	per	share	(EPS)	–	expressed	in	CHF	per	share:

Registered	shares
Basic EPS
Diluted EPS

Bearer	shares
Basic EPS
Diluted EPS

The accompanying notes form an integral part of the consolidated financial statements.
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 (10) 1	357	 18.2	 1 205 17.4 
 (11) 	34	 0.5	  25 0.4 
 (12) 334	 4.5   315 4.6 
 (13) 	6	 0.1  6 0.1 
 (15) 	70	 0.9  60 0.9 
 (7) 	167	 2.2	  140 2.0 

  1	968 26.4	 1 751 25.4

 (16) 2	273	 30.5  1 877 27.2 
 (17) 	875	 11.8  750 10.9 
 (18)  383	 5.1   345 5.0 
 (7) 	6	 0.1   3 0.0 
 (19)  656	 8.8  509 7.3 
 (20) 1	286	 17.3	 1 669 24.2 

  5	479	 73.6  5 153 74.6

  7	447	 100.0	 6 904 100.0 

Consolidated balance sheet

  31.12.2007  31.12.2006
Assets Notes CHF	million	 % CHF million %

Non-current	assets

Property, plant and equipment
Investment property
Intangible assets
Investments in associated companies
Other non-current assets 
Deferred income tax assets

Total	non-current	assets

Current	assets

Inventories
Trade receivables 
Other current assets
Current income tax assets
Marketable securities and derivative financial instruments  
Cash and cash equivalents

Total	current	assets

Total	assets

The accompanying notes form an integral part of the consolidated financial statements.
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  5	310	 71.3 4 958 71.8
  19	 0.2  9 0.1

  5	329	 71.5 4 967 71.9

 (22)  485	 6.5  484 7.0
 (7) 	361	 4.9  387 5.6
 (23) 	25	 0.3  32 0.5
 (24) 58	 0.8  58 0.8
    
  	929	 12.5  961 13.9

  	303	 4.1  245 3.6
 (25) 	582	 7.8  441 6.4
 (22) 36	 0.5  79 1.2
 (7)  204	 2.7  154 2.2
 (24) 64	 0.9  57 0.8

  1	189	 16.0  976 14.2

  2	118	 28.5 1 937 28.1

  7	447	 100.0 6 904 100.0

Consolidated balance sheet

  31.12.2007  31.12.2006
Equity	and	liabilities Notes CHF	million	 % CHF million %

Equity

Capital and reserves attributable
to Swatch Group shareholders
Minority interests

Total	equity

Non-current	liabilities

Financial debts
Deferred income tax liabilities
Retirement benefit obligations
Provisions

Total	non-current	liabilities

Current	liabilities

Trade payables
Other current liabilities 
Financial debts and derivative financial instruments  
Current income tax liabilities
Provisions

Total	current	liabilities

Total	liabilities

Total	equity	and	liabilities

The accompanying notes form an integral part of the consolidated financial statements.
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  (27) 1	112  1 046
   –19  –19
   47  39
   –265  –182

    875   884

  (10, 11) –350  –236
   5  4
  (12) –27  –39
   0  2
  (15) –26  –15
   2  1
  (14) –8  –41
   –852  –924
   685  786

    –571  –462

   –192  –140
   –4  –2
   –461  –302
   1  10
   –5  0
   4  88
   –36  –256
   1   9
  (14) 0  –25

    –692  –618

    6  –1

    –382  –197

   1	666  1 863
  (20) 1	284	 –382 1 666 –197

Consolidated statement of cash flows

   2007  2006
 Notes  CHF	million	  CHF million 

Operating	activities
 Cash generated from operations
 Interest paid
 Interest received
 Tax paid

Cash	flow	from	operating	activities

Investing	activities
 Investments in tangible assets
 Proceeds from sale of tangible assets
 Investments in intangible assets
 Proceeds from sale of intangible assets
 Investments in other non-current assets  
 Proceeds from sale of other non-current assets  
 Acquisition of subsidiaries – net of cash  
 Purchase of marketable securities  
 Sale of marketable securities

Cash	flow	from	investing	activities

Financing	activities
 Dividend paid to shareholders
 Dividend paid to minority interests
 Purchase of treasury shares
 Sale of treasury shares
 Repayment of non-current financial debts  
 Increase in non-current financial debts  
 Repayment of current financial debts  
 Increase in current financial debts  
 Buyback of minority interests

Cash	flow	from	financing	activities

Net	impact	of	foreign	exchange	rate	differences	on	cash

Change	in	cash	and	cash	equivalents

Change	in	cash	and	cash	equivalents
 – At beginning of year
 – At end of year

The accompanying notes form an integral part of the consolidated financial statements.
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	 	135	 	213	 –617	 	11	 4	838	 4	580	 	23	 4	603

	 	 	 	 	 827	 	827	 3	 830
	 	 	 	 –16	 	 –16	 	 –16

	    –16  827	 	811	 3	 	814

	 	 	 	 	 –140	 –140	 –2	 –142

	 	 	 	 	 8	 	8	 	 	8
	 	 	 	 	 1	 	1	 	 	1
	 	 	 	 	 –9	 –9	 –15	 –24
	 	 	 –302	 	 	 –302	 	 –302
	 	 	 8   1	 	9	 	 	9
	 –3  250  –247	 	0	 	 	0

		 132	 	213	 –661	 –5	 5	279	 4	958	 	9	 4	967

	 	 	 	 	 1 011	 1	011	 	4	 1	015
	 	 	 	 –1	 	 –1	 		 –1
	 	 	 	 –17	 	 –17	  	 –17

	 	 	  –18 1 011	 993	 	4	 	997

	 	 	 	 	 –192	 –192	 –4	 –196

	 	 	 	 	  11	 	11	 	 	11
	 	 	 	 	  1	 	1	 	 	1
	 	 	 	 	 	 	0	  10	 	10
	 	 	 –461	 	 	 –461	 	 –461
	 –3   301  –298	 	0	 	 	0

	 129	 213	 –821	 –23	 5	812	 5	310	 19	 5	329
	 	 	 	 	 	 	

Consolidated statement of changes in equity

  Attributable	to	The	Swatch	Group	Ltd	shareholders	 	 Minority	 Total
	 Share	 Capital	 Treasury	 Other	 Retained	 Total	 interests	 equity
	 capital	 reserves	 shares	 reserves	 earnings
(CHF million) (Note 21)  (Note 21) (Note 21)
Balance	at	31.12.2005

Net income for the year
Translation differences and other changes

Total	recognized	income	2006

Dividends paid
Share-based compensation:
– Value of employee services (net of tax)
– Proceeds from shares
Purchase of minority interests
Share buyback
Sales of Treasury shares
Share capital reduction

Balance	at	31.12.2006

Net income for the year
Net result on cash flow hedges
Translation differences and other changes

Total	recognized	income	2007

Dividends paid
Share-based compensation
– Value of employee services (net of tax)
– Proceeds from shares
Changes in minority interests
Share buyback
Share capital reduction

Balance	at	31.12.2007

The accompanying notes form an integral part of the consolidated financial statements.
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Notes to the consolidated financial statements

1.	General	information

The Swatch Group Ltd (the Company) and its subsidiaries (collectively the Group) is active worldwide and represented in 
the finished watches and jewelry sector with 19 brands in all market and price brackets. In addition, it holds an outstanding 
industrial position with a high degree of verticalization in the sector of watch movements and components production as 
well as in the electronic systems sector. During the year, no major changes occurred in the Group structure.
The Company is a limited company incorporated and domiciled in Switzerland. Its registered office is located in Neuchâtel, 
Faubourg de l’Hôpital 3. The administrative headquarters are in Biel, Seevorstadt 6.
The shares of The Swatch Group Ltd are listed in Switzerland, under the security numbers 1 225 514 (registered shares) and 
1 225 515 (bearer shares). While registered shares are traded on the SWX Swiss Exchange, bearer shares are traded on 
virt-x, a London based Exchange for pan-European blue chip stocks. In addition, since 15 February 2007 Swatch Group 
shares are also listed on the BX Berne eXchange.
These consolidated financial statements were approved for issue by the Board of Directors on 10 March 2008 and will be 
submitted to the Annual General Meeting of Shareholders for approval on 21 May 2008.

2.	Summary	of	significant	accounting	policies

The principal accounting policies applied in the preparation of these consolidated financial statements are set out below. 
These policies have been consistently applied to all the years presented, unless otherwise stated.

The Group’s consolidated financial statements have been prepared on a historical cost basis, except for certain items such 
as financial instruments designated at fair value through profit or loss, and derivatives, as disclosed in the accounting 
policies below. The consolidated financial statements are presented in Swiss Francs (CHF) and all values are rounded to 
the nearest million, unless otherwise stated.
The consolidated financial statements of the Swatch Group have been prepared in accordance with International Financial 
Reporting Standards (IFRS) and its interpretations adopted by the International Accounting Standards Board (IASB).
The preparation of consolidated financial statements in conformity with IFRS requires the use of certain critical accounting 
estimates. It also requires management to exercise its judgment in the process of applying the Company’s accounting 
policies. The areas involving a higher degree of judgment or complexity, or areas where assumptions and estimates are 
significant to the consolidated financial statements, are disclosed in Note 4.
The annual closing date for all the individual company accounts is 31 December. For all the companies consolidated, the 
financial year corresponds to the calendar year.

The subsidiaries are those entities controlled directly or indirectly by The Swatch Group Ltd, where control is defined as the 
power to govern the financial and operating policies of an enterprise so as to obtain benefits from its activities. This control 
is generally evidenced by the holding of more than one half of the voting rights of a company’s share capital. The existence 
and effect of potential voting rights that are currently exercisable or convertible are considered when assessing whether 
the Group controls another entity. Companies are fully consolidated from the date on which control is transferred to the 
Group, and subsidiaries to be divested are included up to the date on which control ceases.
The purchase method of accounting is used to account for the acquisition of subsidiaries of the Group. The cost of an 
 acquisition is measured as the fair value of the assets given, equity instruments issued and liabilities incurred or assumed 
at the date of exchange, plus costs directly attributable to the acquisition. Identifiable assets acquired and liabilities and 
contingent liabilities assumed in a business combination are measured initially at their fair values at the acquisition date, 
irrespective of the extent of any minority interest. The excess of the cost of an acquisition over the fair value of the Group’s 
share of the identifiable net assets acquired is recorded as goodwill. If the cost of acquisition is less than the fair value of 
the net assets of the subsidiary acquired, the difference is recognized directly in the income statement.
Minority interests in equity and net income are disclosed separately in the consolidated balance sheet and the consolidated 
income statement. Purchases from minority interests result in goodwill, being the difference between any consideration 
paid and the relevant share acquired of the carrying value of net assets of the subsidiary. Applying the “economic entity 
model”, this goodwill is charged directly against equity. 
Intercompany transactions, balances and unrealized gains on transactions between Group companies are eliminated in full. 
Accounting policies of subsidiaries have been changed where necessary to ensure consistency with the policies adopted by 
the Group.

a.	 Basis	of	preparation	

b.	 Consolidation	policy
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Notes to the consolidated financial statements

Associates are all entities over which the Group has significant influence but not control. This is generally evidenced when 
the Group owns 20% to 50% of the voting rights or potential voting rights of the company. Investments in associates are 
accounted for using the equity method and are initially recognized at cost. Balances and transactions with associates that 
result in unrealized income are eliminated to the extent of the Group’s interest in the associate. Accounting policies of 
 associates have been changed where necessary to ensure consistency with the policies adopted by the Group.
The Group’s interests in jointly controlled entities (joint ventures) are also reported using the equity method.
At the end of 2007, the Group’s consolidated financial statements included 161 legal entities (compared with 148 in the 
previous year), of which one was a joint venture (one in 2006) and five were associates (five in 2006). A full list of con-
solidated companies is provided in Note 32.

The accounting policies used are consistent with those of the previous financial year except that the Group has adopted those 
new/revised IAS/IFRS standards, amendments and interpretations mandatory for financial years beginning on or after 1 January 
2007. 

The impact on the financial statements of the adoption of these new standards, amendments or new interpretations was limited 
to additional disclosures. The principal effects of these changes in policies are described below.

IFRS	7:	Financial	Instruments:	Disclosures
This standard requires disclosures that enable users of the financial statements to evaluate the significance of the Group’s 
financial instruments and the nature and extent of risks arising from those financial instruments. The new disclosures are 
included throughout these financial statements. While there has been no effect on the financial performance or position, 
comparative information has been added where needed.

IAS	1	Amendment :	Presentation	of	Financial	Statements	–	Capital	Disclosures
This amendment requires the Group to provide additional disclosures to enable users of the financial statements to evaluate 
the Group’s objectives, policies and processes for managing capital. These disclosures are shown in Note 3, caption b.

IFRIC	8 :	Scope	of	IFRS	2
This interpretation requires IFRS 2 Share-based Payments to be applied to any arrangements in which the entity cannot 
identify specifically some or all of the goods received, in particular where equity instruments are issued for consideration 
which appears to be less than fair value. As the Group issues equity instruments only in accordance with the employee stock 
option plan (as set out in Note 28), the interpretation had no impact on the financial performance or position of the 
Group.

IFRIC	10 :	Interim	Financial	Reporting	and	Impairment
This new interpretation requires that an entity must not reverse an impairment loss recognized in a previous interim period 
in respect of goodwill or an investment in either an equity instrument or a financial asset carried at cost. As the Group did 
not reverse any impairment losses recognized in previous interim periods, the interpretation had no impact on the financial 
performance or position of the Group.

The following amendment to standards and new IFRICs are not relevant to the Group’s operations:

– Amendment to IAS 30: Disclosures in Financial Statements of Banks and Similar Financial Institutions
– IFRIC 7: Applying the Restatement Approach under IAS 29 Financial Reporting in Hyperinflationary Economies 
– IFRIC 9: Reassessment of Embedded Derivatives

Standards,	interpretations	and	amendments	to	published	standards	that	are	not	yet	effective
Certain new standards, amendments and interpretations to existing standards have been published that are mandatory for 
the Group’s accounting periods beginning on or after 1 January 2008 or later periods, but which the Group has not early 
adopted.

The Group expects that the adoption of these pronouncements will have no major impact on the Group’s financial state-
ments in the period of initial application. However, in certain areas (IFRS 8: Operating Segments, IAS 1 revised) the 
changes will give rise to additional disclosures.

c.	 Changes	in	
	 accounting	policies
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Notes to the consolidated financial statements

The Group’s primary format for segment reporting is business segments and the secondary format is geographical seg-
ments. The risks and returns of the Group’s operations are primarily determined by the different products rather than their 
geographical location. This is reflected by the Group’s divisional management and organizational structure and the Group’s 
internal financial reporting systems.

The Group’s activities are organized into three separately reportable business segments:

– Watches & Jewelry Sale of finished watches and jewelry
– Production Manufacture of watches, watch movements and jewelry
– Electronic Systems Design, production and marketing of electronic components, Sports timing activities

Sales to third-party clients are presented separately from sales to other operating divisions, and internal Group sales are 
recognized at arm’s length. Segment expenses are those that can be directly attributed to the segment.
The assets of the segments mainly consist of land and buildings, equipment and machinery, intangible assets, inventories, 
trade accounts receivable and cash and cash equivalents. Segment liabilities include operating commitments.
In line with common practice in the watch industry, the geographical presentation of sales is broken down by continent. 
Turnover is reported according to the destinations that appear on the invoices. Total assets are broken down by location.
“Corporate” includes the activities of the Group’s holding, finance, research and development, real estate and several 
other companies, none of which is of a sufficient size to require separate presentation. Group elimination and consolidation 
entries are shown in the column “Elimination”.

Items included in the financial statements of each of the Group’s entities are measured using the currency of the primary 
economic environment in which the entity operates (the functional currency). The consolidated financial statements are 
presented in Swiss Francs, which is the Company’s presentation currency.
Transactions in foreign currencies are translated into the functional currency using the exchange rates prevailing at the 
dates of the transactions. Any gains and losses resulting from these transactions and from the translation at year-end 
exchange rates of monetary assets and liabilities denominated in foreign currencies are recognized in the consolidated 
income statement, except when deferred in equity as qualifying cash flow hedges.
Income statements of Group entities with a functional currency different from the Swiss Franc are translated at average 
exchange rates as an approximation of exchange rates prevailing at the date of the transaction; balance sheets are trans-
lated at the year-end exchange rate. All resulting exchange differences are recognized as a separate component of equity.
On consolidation, exchange differences arising from the translation of the net investment in foreign entities are taken to 
equity. When a foreign operation is sold, such exchange differences are recognized in the income statement as part of the 
gain or loss on the sale.
In the reporting periods, none of the Group entities has the currency of a hyperinflationary economy.
Goodwill and fair value adjustments arising on the acquisition of a foreign entity are treated as assets and liabilities of the 
foreign entity and translated at the year-end rate.

The main exchange rates used are:

  Average	rates	 Prevailing	rates Average rates Prevailing rates
  2007	 31.12.2007 2006 31.12.2006
  CHF	 CHF CHF CHF
1 CNY 0.1579 0.1545 0.1573 0.1560
1 EUR 1.6478 1.6600 1.5782 1.6090
1 GBP 2.4002 2.2530 2.3154 2.3950
1 HKD 0.1536	 0.1447 0.1613 0.1572
100 JPY 1.0194	 1.0055 1.0774 1.0280
1 USD 1.1979	 1.1280 1.2531 1.2225

d.	 Segment	reporting

e.	 Foreign	currency	translation
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Revenue is recognized as follows:

Goods	and	services
Net sales comprise the fair value for the sale of goods and services, net of value-added tax and sales reductions (such as 
rebates and discounts). Intercompany sales are eliminated on consolidation.
Revenue is recognized when a Group entity has delivered products to the customer and the collectibility of the related re-
ceivables is reasonably assured. Accruals for discounts granted to clients are established during the same period as the 
sales which gave rise to the discounts under the terms of the contract. Revenue from services is recognized in the account-
ing period in which the service is rendered.

Interest	income
Interest income is recognized on a time-proportion basis using the effective interest method.

Dividend	income
Dividend income is recognized when the right to receive payment is established.

Property, plant and equipment are stated at historical cost less accumulated depreciation and any impairment in value. 
Historical cost includes expenditure that is directly attributable to the acquisition of the items. Subsequent costs are in-
cluded in the asset’s carrying amount or recognized as a separate asset, as appropriate, only when it is probable that future 
economic benefits will flow to the Group and the cost can be measured reliably. All other repairs and maintenance are 
charged to the income statement during the financial period in which they are incurred.

Land is not depreciated. Depreciation on other assets is calculated on a straight-line basis over the estimated useful life 
of the asset, as follows:

– Furniture, office machinery, motor vehicles: 5 to 8 years
– IT equipment and software: 3 to 5 years
– Measuring instruments, tools, equipment for non-mechanical processing automation components: 5 to 9 years
– Machines and mechanical production systems, workshop equipment: 9 to 15 years
– Factories and workshop buildings: 30 years
– Administrative buildings: 40 years

The assets’ residual values and useful lives are reviewed and adjusted, if appropriate, at each balance sheet date.
An asset’s carrying amount is written down immediately to its recoverable amount if the asset’s carrying amount is greater than 
its estimated recoverable amount.
Gains and losses on disposals are determined by comparing the proceeds with the carrying amount. These are included in 
the income statement.
The position “construction in progress” includes buildings under construction, down payments on land and buildings as 
well as attributable borrowing costs.

Investment properties comprise mainly residential properties. They are held for long-term rental yields and are not occupied 
by the Group. Some land reserves are held with undetermined use. Investment property is carried at historical cost less 
accumulated depreciation and any impairment in value. The useful life of residential properties is estimated at 50 years.
Fair values are disclosed in Note 11. They are determined by capitalization of rental income for rented buildings plus an 
estimated market value of land reserves.

f.	 Revenue	recognition	

g.	 Property,	plant	and	
equipment

h.		 Investment	property
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Intangible assets are stated at historical cost less accumulated depreciation and any impairment in value.

Goodwill
Goodwill represents the excess of the acquisition price over the fair value of the Group’s share of net identifiable assets of 
the acquired company at the date of acquisition. Goodwill is tested annually for impairment and in addition, when indica-
tions of impairment exist, and carried at cost less accumulated impairment losses. Gains and losses on the disposal of an 
entity include the carrying amount of goodwill relating to the entity sold.
Goodwill is allocated to cash-generating units (CGU) for the purpose of impairment testing. The CGU represents the lowest 
level within the Group at which the goodwill is monitored for internal management purposes and is not larger than a busi-
ness segment (see Note 12).

Internally	generated	intangible	assets
To assess the criteria for recognition as an intangible asset, an entity separates the generation of the internally generated 
intangible assets into a research phase and a development phase. Costs linked to development projects are recognized as 
intangible assets provided future economic benefits are anticipated. Other research and development costs are recognized 
as expenses. Once a product enters into commercial production, the capitalized development costs are amortized over the 
period of anticipated earnings. The amortization period applied does not exceed five years.
Costs associated with developing or maintaining computer software programs are recognized as an expense as incurred. 
Costs that are directly associated with the production of identifiable and unique software products controlled by the Group, 
and that will probably generate economic benefits extending beyond one year, are recognized as intangible assets. Direct 
costs include software development employee costs and an appropriate portion of relevant overheads.
Costs associated with improving software or extending its performance beyond the original specifications are capitalized 
as an asset and added to the original cost of the software. The capitalized costs associated with the development of soft-
ware are amortized over their estimated useful lives using the straight-line method over a period not exceeding five years.

Other	intangible	assets
In addition, the heading intangible assets includes:

–  Licenses purchased granting rights to use new state-of-the-art technologies. Related lump-sum payments have been 
capitalized and amortized over their useful life.

–  Key money paid for strategically located retail shops. If their value can be demonstrated by the presence of a market, they 
are not amortized but tested for impairment. Key money that is not refundable or refundable only upon certain conditions 
being met is treated as prepaid rent.

–  Customer relationships and unpatented technologies acquired in business combinations. They are amortized over a period 
of up to 15 years.

Non-financial assets that have an indefinite useful life are not subject to amortization and are tested annually for impair-
ment. Assets that are subject to amortization as well as assets not yet ready for use are reviewed for impairment whenever 
events or changes in circumstances indicate that the carrying amount may not be recoverable. An impairment loss is rec-
ognized for the amount by which the asset’s carrying amount exceeds its recoverable amount. The recoverable amount is 
the higher of an asset’s fair value less costs to sell and value in use. The latter is calculated by estimating the future cash 
flows generated by the asset and discounting them with a risk-adjusted interest rate. For the purposes of assessing impair-
ment, assets are grouped at the lowest levels for which there are separately identifiable cash flows (cash-generating 
units).

Regular purchases and sales of investments are based on the settlement date principle. Marketable securities are initially 
recorded at fair value plus transaction costs for all financial assets not carried at fair value through profit or loss. Financial 
assets carried at fair value through profit or loss are initially recognized at fair value and transaction costs are expensed 
in the income statement.
The fair values of quoted investments are based on current bid prices. If the market for a financial asset is not active (and 
for unlisted securities), the Group establishes fair value by using valuation techniques. These include the use of recent 
arm’s length market transactions.
The Group classifies its financial assets, principally investments, in the following categories: financial assets designated 
at fair value through profit or loss, loans and receivables, held-to-maturity investments and available-for-sale invest-
ments. The classification depends on the purpose for which the investments were acquired.

i.	 Intangible	assets	

j.	 Impairment	of	assets	

k.	 Financial	assets
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Financial	assets	at	fair	value	through	profit	or	loss
All the Group’s current investments are classified in the category designated at fair value through profit or loss. Financial 
assets classified as held for trading are included in this category. A financial asset is classified in this category if acquired 
principally for the purpose of selling in the short term or if so designated by management. Derivatives are also categorized 
as held for trading unless they are designated as hedges. All realized and unrealized gains and losses arising from changes in the 
fair value are recognized in the income statement.
The category financial assets at fair value through profit or loss consists of marketable securities and derivative financial 
instruments.

Loans	and	receivables
Loans and receivables are non-derivative financial assets with fixed or determinable payments that are not quoted in an 
active market. They arise when the Group provides money, goods or services directly to a debtor with no intention of trading 
the receivable. They are measured at cost less appropriate impairment losses.
The category loans and receivables consists of trade receivables, other current receivables, security deposits as well as 
other financial assets.

Summary	of	financial	assets
The following table shows the carrying amount and the fair value of Group assets that are considered as financial assets:

  31.12.2007	 31.12.2006
	 Carrying	 Fair	 Carrying Fair 
(CHF million) amount	 value amount value
Security deposits (Note 15) 17	 17 13 13
Other financial assets (Note 15) 5	 5 4 4
Trade receivables (Note 17) 875	 875 750 750
Other current receivables (Note 18) 218	 218 262 262
Loans	and	receivables 1	115	 1	115 1 029 1 029
Marketable securities and derivative financial assets (Note 19) 656	 656 509 509
Financial	assets	at	fair	value 656	 656 509 509
Cash and cash equivalents (Note 20) 1	286	 1	286 1 669 1 669
Cash	and	cash	equivalents 1	286	 1	286 1 669 1 669
Total	financial	assets 3	057	 3	057 3 207 3 207

Inventories are stated at the lower of cost and net realizable value. Cost is determined using the weighted average price 
method. Some companies, particularly those in the Production segment, value their inventories using the standard cost 
method. As these costs are regularly reviewed and adjusted, this method approximates the results of the weighted average 
price method. The valuation of spare parts for customer service is confined to those units that are considered likely to be 
used, based on historical demand.
Net realizable value is the estimated selling price in the ordinary course of business, less estimated costs of completion 
and the applicable variable selling expenses.

Non-current assets and disposal groups are classified as held for sale if their carrying amount will be recovered through a 
sale transaction rather than through continuing use. This condition is regarded as met only when the sale is highly probable 
and the asset (or disposal group) is available for immediate sale in its present condition. Management must be committed 
to the sale, which should be expected to qualify for recognition as a completed sale within one year from the date of clas-
sification. Non-current assets (and disposal groups) classified as held for sale are measured at the lower of the assets’ 
previous carrying amount and fair value less costs to sell.

Trade receivables are recognized and carried at the original invoice amount less an allowance for any impaired receivables, 
which corresponds to their fair value. Provision is made for balances overdue more than 12 months or for receivables where 
specific risks have been identified. Bad debts are written off when there is objective evidence that the Group will not be 
able to collect the receivables.

l.	 Inventories

m.	 Non-current	assets		
held	for	sale

n.	 Trade	receivables
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Cash and cash equivalents in the balance sheet comprise petty cash, cash at banks and short-term deposits with an 
original maturity of three months or less. For the purpose of the cash flow statement, cash and cash equivalents consist of 
cash and cash equivalents as defined above, net of short-term bank overdrafts.

Ordinary shares are classified as equity. Incremental costs directly attributable to the issue of new shares or options are 
shown in equity as a deduction, net of tax, from the proceeds. Share capital consists of registered shares each with a 
nominal value of CHF 0.45 and of bearer shares each with a nominal value of CHF 2.25. Other than the higher voting power 
of registered shares, no differences in terms of shareholder rights exist between the two categories.
Own equity instruments that are reacquired (treasury shares) are deducted from equity. No gain or loss is recognized in 
profit or loss on the purchase, sale, issue or cancellation of the Group’s own equity instruments.

Financial debts are initially recognized at fair value, including transaction costs incurred. Financial debts are subsequently 
stated at amortized cost.
The fair value of the liability component of a convertible bond is determined using a market interest rate for an equivalent 
non-convertible bond. This amount is recorded as a liability on an amortized cost basis until extinguished on conversion or 
maturity of the bonds. The remainder of the proceeds is allocated to the conversion option. This is recognized and included 
in equity, net of income tax effects. Transaction costs are apportioned between the liability and equity components of the 
convertible bonds, based on the allocation of proceeds to the liability and equity components when the instruments are 
first recognized.
Financial debts are classified as current liabilities unless the Group has an unconditional right to defer settlement of the 
liability for at least 12 months after the balance sheet date.

Summary	of	financial	liabilities
The following table shows the carrying amount and the fair value of Group liabilities that are considered as financial 
 liabilities:

  31.12.2007	 31.12.2006
	 Carrying	 Fair Carrying Fair 
(CHF million) amount	 value amount value
Non-current financial debts (Note 22) 485	 483 484 484
Trade payables 303	 303 245 245
Other current payables (Note 25) 154	 154 115 115
Current financial debts (Note 22) 34	 34 72 72
Financial	liabilities	measured	at	amortized	cost 976	 974 916 916
Derivative financial instruments (Note 22) 2	 2 7 7
Financial	liabilities	at	fair	value 2	 2 7 7
Total	financial	liabilities 978	 976 923 923

Derivatives are initially recognized at fair value. The method of recognizing the resulting gain or loss depends on whether 
the derivative is designated as a hedging instrument, and if so, the nature of the item being hedged. Certain derivatives 
can be designated as hedges of a risk associated with a highly probable forecast transaction (cash flow hedge). 
The Group documents, at the inception of the transaction, the relationship between hedging instruments and hedged items, 
as well as its risk management objectives and strategy. The Group also documents its assessment, both at hedge inception 
and on an ongoing basis, of whether the derivatives that are used in hedging transactions are highly effective in offsetting 
changes in fair values or cash flows of hedged items.
The full fair value of a hedging derivative is classified as a non-current asset or liability when the remaining maturity of 
the hedged item is more than 12 months; it is classified as a current asset or liability when the remaining maturity of the 
hedged item is less than 12 months. Trading derivatives are classified as a current asset or liability.

Cash	flow	hedge
The Group uses cash flow hedge accounting for forecasted intragroup transactions. The effective portion of changes in the 
fair value of derivatives that are designated and qualify as cash flow hedges are recognized in equity. The gain or loss relat-
ing to the ineffective portion is recognized immediately in the income statement respectively within the financial result.

o.	 Cash	and	cash	equivalents	

p.	 Share	capital	and		
treasury	shares

q.	 	Financial	debts

r.	 Accounting	for	derivative	
financial	instruments	and	
hedging	activities	
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Amounts accumulated in equity are recycled in the income statement in the periods when the hedged item affects profit or 
loss. The gain or loss relating to the effective portion of derivatives hedging purchases is recognized in the income state-
ment within material purchases.
When a forecast transaction is no longer expected to occur, the cumulative gain or loss that was reported in equity is 
 immediately transferred to the income statement.

Derivatives at fair value through profit or loss
Derivatives not designated as hedging instruments are accounted for at fair value through profit or loss. Changes in the fair 
value of these derivative instruments are recognized immediately in the income statement.

Current tax
Current tax assets and liabilities for the current and prior periods are measured at the amount expected to be recovered 
from or paid to the taxation authorities. The tax rates and tax laws used to compute the amount are those that are enacted 
or substantially enacted by the balance sheet date.

Deferred tax
Deferred tax is provided in full, using the liability method, on temporary differences arising between the tax bases of assets 
and liabilities and their carrying amounts for financial reporting purposes. If the deferred tax arises from initial recognition 
of an asset or liability in a transaction other than a business combination that at the time of the transaction affects neither 
accounting nor taxable profit or loss, it is not accounted for.
Deferred tax is determined using tax rates and laws that have been enacted or substantially enacted by the balance sheet 
date and are expected to apply when the related deferred tax asset is realized or the deferred tax liability is settled.
Income tax relating to items recognized directly in equity is recognized in equity and not in the income statement.
Deferred tax assets are recognized for all deductible temporary differences, tax loss carryforwards and tax credits to the 
extent that it is probable that future taxable profits will be available against which they can be utilized.
Deferred tax is provided on temporary differences arising on investments in subsidiaries and associates, except where the 
timing of the reversal of the temporary difference is controlled by the Group and it is probable that the temporary difference 
will not reverse in the foreseeable future.
Deferred tax assets and deferred tax liabilities are offset if a legally enforceable right exists to offset current tax assets 
against current tax liabilities and the deferred taxes relate to the same taxable entity and the same taxation authority.

Pension obligations
Group companies operate various pension schemes. The schemes are generally funded through payments to insurance com-
panies or trustee-administered funds, determined by periodic actuarial calculations. The Group has both defined benefit and 
defined contribution plans. A defined benefit plan is a pension plan that defines the amount of pension benefit that an 
 employee will receive on retirement, usually dependent on one or more factors such as age, years of service and compensation. 
A defined contribution plan is a pension plan under which the Group pays fixed contributions into a separate entity. The Group 
has no legal or constructive obligations to pay further contributions if the fund does not hold sufficient assets to pay all 
 employees the benefits relating to employee service in the current and prior periods. Group pension plans in Switzerland are 
accounted for as defined benefit plans.
Actuarial gains and losses are recognized as income or expense when the net cumulative unrecognized actuarial gains and 
losses for each individual plan at the end of the previous reporting year exceeded 10% of the higher of the defined benefit 
obligation and the fair value of plan assets at that date. These gains or losses are recognized over the expected average 
 remaining working lives of the employees participating in the plans.
Past service costs are recognized immediately in income, unless the changes to the pension plan are conditional on the 
 employees remaining in service for a specified period of time (the vesting period). In this case, the past service costs are 
amortized on a straight-line basis over the vesting period.
The liability recognized in the balance sheet in respect of defined benefit plans is the present value of the defined benefit 
obligation at the balance sheet date less the fair value of plan assets, together with adjustments for unrecognized actuarial 
gains or losses and past service costs. The defined benefit obligation is calculated annually by independent actuaries, using 
the projected unit credit method. The present value of the defined benefit obligation is determined by discounting the 
 estimated future cash outflows.

s. Taxes

t. Pensions and other post-
employment benefits
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Other post-employment benefits
A small number of Group companies provide post-retirement medical care benefits to their employees. The entitlement to 
these benefits is usually conditional on the employee remaining in service up to retirement age and the completion of a mini-
mum service period. The expected costs of these benefits are accrued over the period of employment, similar to the accounting 
for defined benefit plans.

Termination benefits
Termination benefits are payable when employment is terminated before the normal retirement date, or whenever an employee 
accepts voluntary redundancy in exchange for these benefits. The Group recognizes termination benefits when it is demon-
strably committed to either terminating the employment of current employees according to a detailed formal plan without 
possibility of withdrawal, or providing termination benefits as a result of an offer made to encourage voluntary redundancy. 
Benefits falling due more than 12 months after the balance sheet date are discounted to present value.

Provisions are recognized:
– when the Group has a present legal or constructive obligation as a result of past events
– when it is probable that an outflow of resources embodying economic benefits will be required to settle the obligation, and
– when a reliable estimate of the amount of the obligation can be made

Where the Group expects some or all of a provision to be reimbursed, for example under an insurance contract, the reimburse-
ment is recognized as a separate asset, but only when the reimbursement is virtually certain. The expense relating to any 
provision is presented in the income statement, net of any reimbursement. If the effect of the time value of money is material, 
provisions are discounted, using a current pre-tax rate that reflects, where appropriate, the risks specific to the liability. 
Where discounting is used, the increase in the provision due to the passage of time is recognized as a borrowing cost.

The Group operates an equity-settled, share-based compensation plan. Under the terms of this plan, share options are granted 
to managers and employees who distinguished themselves by a particular strong commitment to the company or an above-
average performance. The fair value of the employee services received in exchange for the grant of the options is recognized 
as an expense. The total amount to be expensed over the vesting period is determined by reference to the fair value of the 
options granted (calculated using the “Black-Scholes” model), excluding the impact of any non-market vesting conditions 
(for example, profitability and sales growth targets). Non-market vesting conditions are included in assumptions about the 
number of options that are expected to vest. At each balance sheet date, the Group revises its estimates of the number of 
options that are expected to become exercisable. It recognizes the impact of the revision of original estimates, if any, in the 
income statement, and a corresponding adjustment to equity over the remaining vesting period.
A tranche of treasury shares has been specifically reserved for this stock option plan. No new shares were issued under this 
plan. Equity increases by the corresponding amounts of employee service cost over the vesting period. The proceeds received 
net of any transaction cost are credited to equity when the options are exercised.
The dilutive effect of outstanding options is reflected as additional share dilution in the computation of earnings per share 
(see Note 8).

Finance leases
A finance lease is where the lessor transfers to the lessee substantially all the risks and rewards incidental to ownership 
of the leased item. At the inception of the lease, finance leases are capitalized at the fair value of the leased property or, if 
lower, at the present value of the minimum lease payments. Each lease payment is apportioned between the finance charges 
and the reduction of the lease liability, so as to achieve a constant rate of interest on the remaining balance of the liability. 
Finance charges are charged directly against income statement. Capitalized leased assets are depreciated over the shorter of 
the lease term and the estimated useful life of the asset.

Operating leases
An operating lease is where a significant portion of the risks and rewards of ownership are retained by the lessor. Operating 
lease payments are recognized as expenses in the income statement on a straight-line basis over the lease term.

Dividends are recorded in the Group’s financial statements in the period in which they are approved by the Group’s shareholders.

Certain prior-year balances have been reclassified or extended from the previously reported results to take into account cur-
rent year presentational changes. The changes are mentioned in the respective notes.

u. Provisions 

v. Share-based payment 
transactions 

w. Leases

x. Dividends

y. Comparatives
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3. Financial risk management

In view of the global and varied nature of its activities, the Group is exposed to financial market risk (including foreign 
currency risk, fair value and cash flow interest rate risk and price risk), credit risk and liquidity risk.
The Group’s risk management is essentially focused on identifying and analyzing exchange rate risk, with the aim of mini-
mizing its impact on Group earnings before taxes and net income. In order to hedge exchange rate risk, the Group uses 
derivative financial instruments such as forward currency contracts or currency options.
Risk management is conducted by the central treasury department (Group Treasury), which follows the directives issued by 
the Group’s management bodies. Risks are assessed in collaboration with the operating units and the hedging methods are 
decided and implemented under supervision of the Financial Asset and Currency Management Committee, which normally 
meets once a month.

1. Market risk
The Group is exposed to market risk, primarily related to foreign exchange, interest rates and the market value of invest-
ments of liquid funds. The Group actively monitors these exposures. To manage the volatility relating to these exposures, 
the Group uses a variety of derivative financial instruments, such as foreign exchange forward contracts or options. The 
Group’s objective is to reduce, where it deems appropriate to do so, fluctuations in earnings and cash flows associated with 
changes in interest rates, foreign currency rates and market rates of investments of liquid funds. It is the Group’s policy 
and practice to use derivative financial instruments to manage exposures and to enhance the yield on the investment of 
liquid funds.

 1.1 Foreign exchange risk
The Group’s consolidated financial statements are published in Swiss Francs. As foreign exchange risks are managed centrally 
by the treasury department (Group Treasury), the local entities are not significantly exposed to specific foreign exchange 
risks. The foreign exchange risks arise primarily from fluctuation of currencies against the Swiss Franc, mainly the Euro, the 
US Dollar as well as the Japanese Yen. Consequently, the Group enters into various contracts that reflect the changes in the 
value of foreign exchange rates to preserve the value of assets, commitments and anticipated transactions. The Group also 
uses forward contracts and foreign currency option contracts to hedge certain anticipated net revenues in foreign currencies. 
Group companies enter into special exchange rate agreements with the Group’s treasury department guaranteeing a standard 
exchange rate for a term of one month. The treasury department, for its part, is responsible for hedging net positions in 
foreign currencies with external counterparties.

Sensitivity analysis on foreign exchange risk
Financial instruments affected by foreign exchange risk include trade and other receivables, trade and other payables, finan-
cial debts, marketable securities, cash and cash equivalents including third party as well as intercompany transactions. 
The sensitivity analysis presented in the following table may not be representative, since the Group’s exposure to market 
risks also arises from other balance sheet items than financial instruments. The size of the exposure sensitive to changes in 
the exchange rates can fluctuate significantly, so the position at the balance sheet date may not be representative for the 
financial period on average. 
The illustrative effect on earnings after tax that would result from reasonably possible changes in exchange rates can be 
summarized as follows:

  31.12.2007 31.12.2006
 Change on Income statement Change on Income statement 
 exchange rate CHF million exchange rate CHF million 
Currency  + –  + –
CNY/CHF 5% 3 –3 5% 3 –3
EUR/CHF 5% –4 2 5% 11 –8
HKD/CHF 5% –1 2 5% –2 1
JPY/CHF 5% 4 –3 5% 2 –6
USD/CHF 5% 10 –10 5% 7 –3

As no items are recognized directly in equity, the illustrative impact on equity of the changes in exchange rates shown above 
is zero.

a. Financial risk factors 
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 1.2 Price risk
  1.2.1 Commodities
The Group has a certain exposure to commodity price risk relating to the purchase of precious metals and gems, which are 
used in its manufacturing processes. The Group does not enter into significant commodity futures, forward and option 
contracts to manage fluctuations in prices of anticipated purchases. However, the Holding company has a strategic long 
position in gold which is presented within cash and cash equivalents and valued at market value. The sensitivity analysis 
presented below is based on the assumption that the gold price had increased/decreased by 10% with all other variables 
held constant. At 31 December 2007 the impact on profit or loss after tax would have been an increase of CHF 14 million 
(2006: CHF 4 million) or decrease of CHF 14 million (2006: CHF 4 million) respectively.

  1.2.2 Equity investment risk
The Group purchases equity instruments as investments of its liquid funds. Such instruments are recognized as marketable 
securities. Potential investments need to comply with the asset allocation and portfolio limit structure defined by the 
Group’s management bodies. According to this policy, the Group limits its holdings in equity investments to 25% of its 
liquid funds. They are thoroughly analyzed in respect to their past financial track record (mainly cash flow return on invest-
ment), their market potential, their management and their competitors. Call options are written on equities that the Group 
owns and put options are written on equities that the Group wants to buy and for which cash has been reserved.

Sensitivity analysis on equity investment risk
The table below summarizes the impact of increases/decreases of the three main equity indexes on the Group’s earnings 
after tax for the year. There is no impact exclusively on equity as none of the equity investments are classified in a financial 
assets category where the result is recognized directly in equity. The analysis is based on the assumption that the equity 
indexes had increased/decreased by a certain percentage with all other variables held constant and that all the Group’s 
equity instruments moved according to the historical correlation with the index.

 31.12.2007 31.12.2006
 Change on  Income statement Change on  Income statement 
 index CHF million index CHF million
Index  + –  + –
Dow Jones 5% 3 –3 5% 1 –1
SMI + SPI 5% 5 –5 5% 1 –1
Hang Seng 5% 6 –6 5% 4 –4

Earnings after tax for the year would increase/decrease as a result of gains/losses on equity securities classified as at fair 
value through profit or loss.

2. Credit risk
Credit risks in respect of customers arise when they may not be able to settle their obligations as agreed. The credit stand-
ing of commercial partners defined in the Group’s client credit policy is periodically reviewed at Group level. As there is 
no independent rating for most customers, their credit quality is assessed by local credit control departments taking into 
account their financial position, past experience and other factors. There is no concentration of credit risk with respect to 
trade receivables, as the Group has a large number of customers, internationally dispersed.
In the context of securities trading, the Group guards against the risk of default by implementing directives that impose 
minimum credit ratings for investments in tradable securities. In general, issuer risk is minimized by only buying securities 
which are investment grade rated. An exception in the overall fixed income management is the high yield portfolio, which 
usually amounts to approximately CHF 50 million invested. The Group’s management regularly monitors strict compliance 
with these directives.
Counterparty risk is also minimized by ensuring that all derivative financial instruments, money market investments and 
current account deposits are placed with financial institutions whose credit standings are usually at least AA–. Exposure to 
this type of risk is closely monitored by Group management and is contained within strict and pre-determined limits.
Given the very high standards of creditworthiness applied to the commercial and financial partners, the default risks to 
which the Group is exposed are estimated to be limited.
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3. Liquidity risk
Liquidity risk is defined as the risk that the Group could not be able to meet its financial obligations on time. The close 
monitoring of liquidity at Group level and of the allocation of resources allows the Group’s treasury department to maintain 
adequate levels of liquidity at all times. In order to meet any exceptional liquidity requirements, the Group maintains lines 
of credit with a number of financial institutions.

As at the balance sheet date, the available liquidity can be summarized as follows:

(CHF million) 31.12.2007 31.12.2006
Cash and cash equivalents 1 286 1 669
Marketable securities 653 507
Liquidity reserves 1 939 2 176
Committed credit facilities 589 592
./. Utilized credit facilities –114 –153
Total liquidity reserves and non-utilized credit facilities 2 414 2 615

The table below analyses the Group’s financial liabilities that will be settled on a gross basis into relevant maturity group-
ings based on the remaining period at the balance sheet to the contractual maturity date. The amounts disclosed in the 
table are the contractual undiscounted cash flows. 

(CHF million) less than 1 year 1–5 years over 5 years
Non-current financial debts 13 433 87
Trade payables 303
Other current payables 154
Current financial debts 34
Derivative financial instruments 783
Total at 31.12.2007 1 287 433 87

Non-current financial debts 13 438 94
Trade payables 245
Other current payables 115
Current financial debts 72
Derivative financial instruments 672
Total at 31.12.2006 1 117 438 94

4. Interest rate risk
Borrowings issued at variable rates expose the Group to cash flow interest rate risk. Borrowings issued at fixed rates ex-
pose the Group to fair value interest rate risk. The Group manages its net exposure to interest rate risk through the propor-
tion of fixed rate debt and variable rate debt in its total debt portfolio. 
Due to a comfortable liquidity situation and, as most of the financial debts are issued at fixed rates, interest rate fluctua-
tions do not have a major impact on the Group’s financial results.
In the context of balance sheet liabilities management, the Group has not used interest rate swaps during the two years 
under review, and there are no outstanding positions relating to interest rate swaps in the Group’s financial statements.

Sensitivity analysis on bond investment risk
Changes in the market interest rates affect the fair value of bond securities classified in the category financial assets 
designated at fair value through profit or loss. The sensitivity analysis presented below is based on the assumption that the 
interest rates had increased/decreased by 100 basis points for all currencies with all other variables held constant.
At 31 December 2007 the impact on profit or loss after tax would have been an increase of CHF 7 million (2006: CHF 11 
million) or decrease of CHF 7 million (2006: CHF 11 million) respectively.
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The primary objective of the Group’s management is to maintain a strong capital base in order to maintain investor, creditor 
and market confidence and to sustain future development of the business. In this context, capital equals total Group 
 equity. 
As at 31 December 2007, equity represented 71.5% (31 December 2006: 71.9%) of total assets. 
The Financial Asset and Currency Management Committee reviews the capital structure of the Group and of its subsidiaries 
on a regular basis. As part of the review, the committee considers the evolution of the capital structure and the risks 
 associated with each class of capital.
To maintain or adjust the capital structure, the Group may adjust the dividend payment to shareholders, return capital to 
shareholders, issue new debt or redeem existing debt.
There were no changes in the Group’s approach to capital management during the year.
Neither The Swatch Group Ltd nor any of its subsidiaries are subject to externally imposed capital requirements.

4. Critical accounting estimates and judgments

Estimates and judgments are continually evaluated and are based on historical experience and other factors, including 
expectations of future events that are believed to be reasonable under the circumstances.

The Group makes estimates and assumptions concerning the future. The resulting accounting estimates will, by definition, 
seldom equal the related actual results. The key estimates and assumptions that have a significant risk of causing a 
 material adjustment to the carrying amounts of assets and liabilities within the next financial year are discussed below.

Impairment of goodwill
The Group determines whether goodwill is impaired at least on an annual basis. This requires an estimation of the value in 
use and therefore of the expected future cash flows of the cash-generating units to which the goodwill is allocated. Fur-
thermore, a suitable discount rate is chosen in order to calculate the present value of those cash flows. More details are 
given in Note 12.

Taxes and duties
The Group is subject to various taxes, levies and duties in numerous jurisdictions. In this respect the Group and its subsid-
iary companies are regularly exposed to audits by the various governmental bodies and authorities, where the outcome of 
findings particularly in the area of transfer pricing depends very often on individual judgments. Considerable judgment is 
required in determining tax provisions. Liabilities for anticipated tax audit issues are recognized based on estimates of 
whether additional taxes will be due. These estimates could prove to be too pessimistic, or in a negative scenario, addi-
tional tax liabilities would have to be recorded in the future.
Furthermore, the capitalization of deferred tax assets is based on assumptions about the future profitability of certain 
Group companies. There is an inherent risk that these estimates made by management may turn out to be too optimistic or 
too pessimistic.

Allowance for impaired receivables
To cover any shortfalls from current trade receivables, the Group records an allowance for impaired receivables based on 
historical information and on estimates in regard to the solvency of customers. Unexpected financial problems of major 
customers could lead to the situation where the recorded allowance is insufficient.

Warranty claims
The Group generally offers a two-year warranty for watches. Management estimates the related provision for future war-
ranty claims mainly based on historical warranty claim information. Factors that could impact these estimates include the 
success of the Group’s quality initiatives, parts and labour costs as well as customer behaviour. Any material change of 
these factors could result in higher or lower warranty costs for the Group.

b. Capital management

a. Critical accounting 
estimates and judgments
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Legal claims
Some Group companies are involved in litigation and disputes arising from the ordinary course of their business. Manage-
ment estimated the outcome of these lawsuits on the basis of facts known at the time of closing the books and recorded 
adequate provisions in line with IAS 37. However, there is an inherent risk that legal claims from adversary parties are suc-
cessful and cause a significant outflow of economic benefits. Moreover, the Group being listed on the Swiss Stock Exchange 
also finds itself under permanent review regarding the observation of all rules and regulations. Despite the considerable 
effort to comply with the increasing number of laws, rules and regulations at all times and on all levels in all countries in 
which the Group develops activities, there remains a certain risk of oversight which could impact future earnings.

Other factors
The Group and its management is extremely sensitive to all sorts of risks of a globally operating Group with more than 160 
affiliated companies in more than 30 countries around the globe. Despite considerable effort in assessing and managing 
risks on a constant basis, there are many imponderables which could develop a negative impact on the result of a future 
period.

In the process of applying the Group’s accounting policies, management has made the following judgments, apart from 
those involving estimations, which have the most significant effect on the amounts recognized in the financial state-
ments:

Inventory abatements
In determining net realizable values of inventory, management had to use judgment as to whether or not inventory abate-
ments are necessary. Especially for spare parts used in customer service, but also for some watch components and finished 
goods, judgment calls were made in order to determine a realistic value for these inventory items. Unexpected changes in 
fashion, technology and customer needs could lead to situations where the actual inventory abatements would need to be 
increased.

Impairment of assets
Assets that are subject to amortization are reviewed for impairment whenever events or changes in circumstances indicate 
that the carrying amount may not be recoverable. Management determines the amount of impairment losses by applying 
judgment in regard to the recoverable amount and the future use of an impaired asset. If external factors such as market, 
technology, etc. change in a way not anticipated by management, there is a risk that additional impairment losses will have 
to be recorded.

b. Critical judgments in 
applying the entity’s 
accounting policies
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5. Segment information

As of 31 December 2007, income statement and balance sheet amounts are presented separately for “Corporate” and 
“Elimination”. Comparative figures for 2006 have been adjusted accordingly.

Income statement

2007 Watches & Production Electronic Corporate  Elimination Total
(CHF million) Jewelry  Systems
– Third parties 4 710  625  601  5 5 941
– Group  1 059  29 4 –1 092  0
Gross sales 4 710 1 684  630 9 –1 092 5 941
– Third parties 4 456 591 594  5  5 646
– Group  1 033 29 4 –1 066 0
Net sales 4 456 1 624 623 9 –1 066 5 646
Operating profit 920 235 99 –18 1 236
– As a % of net sales 20.6 14.5 15.9   21.9
– As a % of total 74.4 19.0 8.0 –1.4 100.0

2006 Watches &  Production Electronic  Corporate Elimination Total 
(CHF million) Jewelry  Systems
– Third parties 3 912 562 571 5 5 050
– Group  831 22 3 –856 0
Gross sales 3 912 1 393 593 8 –856 5 050
– Third parties 3 723 527 564 6 4 820
– Group  808 22 2 –832 0
Net sales 3 723 1 335 586 8 –832 4 820
Operating profit 738 147 106 –18 973
– As a % of net sales 19.8 11.0 18.1 20.2
– As a % of total 75.8 15.1 10.9 –1.8 100.0

a. Primary segment 
information (by business 
segment)
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Balance sheet and other information

2007 Watches & Production Electronic Corporate Elimination Total 
(CHF million) Jewelry  Systems
Balance sheet
– Segment assets 4 147 1 500 899 2 698 –1 803 7 441
–  Equity in associated companies  

and joint ventures  5  1  6
Total assets 4 147 1 505 899 2 699 –1 803 7 447
Total liabilities –1 653 –489 –336 –1 443 1 803 –2 118
Net assets 2 494 1 016 563 1 256 0 5 329

Other information
Capital expenditure 179 138 70 16 403
Depreciation on tangible assets 49 102 31 3 185
Amortization on intangible assets 5 4 7  16
Impairment charges  2 1 3

2006 Watches & Production Electronic Corporate  Elimination Total 
(CHF million) Jewelry  Systems
Balance sheet
– Segment assets 3 697 1 393 756 2 712 –1 660 6 898
–  Equity in associated companies  

and joint ventures  5  1 6
Total assets 3 697 1 398 756 2 713 –1 660 6 904
Total liabilities –1 584 –455 –234 –1 323 1 660 –1 937
Net assets 2 113 943 522 1 390 0 4 967

Other information
Capital expenditure 133 109 40 8 290
Depreciation on tangible assets 41 98 37 3 179
Amortization on intangible assets 3 5 5 13
Impairment charges  2 1 3

  2007   2006
 Net  Total  Capital Net  Total  Capital 
(CHF million) sales assets expenditure sales assets expenditure
Europe 2 706 6 077 337 2 360 5 647 247
America 603 248 3 558 255 6
Asia 2 215 1 086 62 1 787 965 35
Oceania 79 36 1 69 37 2
Africa 43   46
Total 5 646 7 447 403 4 820 6 904 290

b. Secondary segment 
information  
(by geographic area)
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6. Revenues and expenses

(CHF million) 2007 2006
Sales of goods 5 600 4 795
Rendering of services 46 25
Total net sales  5 646 4 820

(CHF million) 2007 2006
Wages and salaries 1 307 1 150
Social security costs 217 192
Share-based compensation (Note 28) 11 9
Pension costs – defined benefit plans (Note 23) 56 56
Pension costs – defined contribution plans (Note 23) 4 3
Other post-employment benefits (Note 23) 0 1
Total personnel expense  1 595 1 411

The development of the headcount is summarized in the following table:

(Unaudited) 2007 2006
Average annual headcount 22 505 20 572
Total headcount at 31 December 23 577 21 268
Men  10 426 9 688
Women 13 151 11 580
Swiss contracts 12 460 11 423
Non-Swiss contracts 11 117 9 845

Headcount is expressed as the number of employment contracts. The number of employees includes home workers, trainees 
and auxiliary staff.

(CHF million) 2007 2006
Marketing, sales and administration 867 751
Subcontracting and other direct costs of sales 334 259
Maintenance, rents and energy 364 296
Other operating expenses 55 90
Total other operating expenses 1 620 1 396

R&D costs amounted to CHF 155 million in 2007, representing 2.7% of net sales (compared with CHF 140 million or 2.9% 
in 2006).

(CHF million) 2007 2006
Interest income 47 40
Income from marketable securities and derivatives 30 85
Net currency result –14 –16
Other financial expense –4 –3
Financial income 59 106

Interest on convertible bond –14 –14
Other interest  –8 –8
Interest expense –22 –22

Net financial result 37 84

a. Analysis of sales revenue

b. Personnel expense

c. Other operating expenses

d. Research and development 
costs

e. Net financial result
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7. Income taxes

(CHF million) 2007 2006
Current income taxes 312 200
Adjustments recognized for current taxes of prior periods 1 –4
Deferred income taxes –55 31
Total income taxes 258 227

Since the Group operates worldwide, it is subject to income taxes in many different tax jurisdictions. The Group calculates 
its average expected tax rate as a weighted average of tax rates in the relevant tax jurisdictions.

 2007 2006
 % %
Group’s average expected tax rate 21.3 22.7
Tax effect of:
– Change in the applicable tax rate on temporary differences –0.3 0.0
–  Capitalization of tax assets from previous years and  

utilization of tax losses/unused tax credits –0.3 0.0
– Non-taxable income/non-deductible expenses –0.3 –0.7
– Items taxable at reduced rates –0.7 –0.7
– Other items 0.6 0.2
Group’s effective tax rate  20.3 21.5

(CHF million) 31.12.2007 31.12.2006
Current income tax assets 6 3
Current income tax liabilities –204 –154
Net current income tax liability  –198 –151

Deferred tax assets and liabilities are offset within legal entities when there is a legally enforceable right to offset current 
tax assets against current tax liabilities and when the deferred taxes relate to the same fiscal authority.
The deferred tax asset and liability amounts (shown in the following table) are calculated after offsets, and were pre-
sented on the consolidated balance sheet as follows:

(CHF million) 31.12.2007 31.12.2006
Deferred tax assets 167 140
Deferred tax liabilities –361 –387
Net deferred tax liability –194 –247

The position of net deferred tax liability can be reconciled as follows:

(CHF million) 2007 2006
Balance at 1 January –247 –208
Translation differences and other movements –2 –3
Acquisitions of Group companies 0 –5
Income statement 55 –31
Balance at 31 December –194 –247

a. Income tax expenses

b. Reconciliation of the 
Group’s effective tax rate

c. Current income tax

d. Deferred income tax
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The gross value of unused tax loss carryforwards which have, or have not, been recognized as deferred tax assets, with 
their expiry dates is as follows: 

(CHF million) Not recognized Recognized Total 2007
One year 0 0 0
Two years 4 0 4
Three years 8 10 18
Four years 7 1 8
Five years 12 1 13
Six years 15 3 18
More than six years 78 40 118
Total at 31.12.2007 124 55 179

(CHF million) Not recognized Recognized Total 2006
One year 2 0 2
Two years 4 4 8
Three years 9 0 9
Four years 12 4 16
Five years 8 2 10
Six years 13 2 15
More than six years 76 24 100
Total at 31.12.2006 124 36 160

Deferred tax assets resulting from deductible temporary differences, tax credits or tax loss carryforwards are recognized 
only to the extent that realization of the related tax benefit is probable.

The deferred tax assets and liabilities relate to the following balance sheet items:

Deferred tax assets
Source (CHF million) 31.12.2007 31.12.2006
Carryforward tax losses/tax credits 18 12
Non-current assets 43 30
Current assets 127 105
Current liabilities 21 22
Non-current liabilities 14 12
Total  223 181
Offset –56 –41
Total deferred tax assets on the balance sheet 167 140

Deferred tax liabilities
Source (CHF million) 31.12.2007 31.12.2006
Non-current assets –110 –96
Current assets –204 –183
Current liabilities –9 –6
Non-current liabilities –94 –143
Total  –417 –428
Offset 56 41
Total deferred tax liabilities on the balance sheet –361 –387

In 2007 and 2006, there was no deferred tax impact on items charged or credited to equity.
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8. Earnings per share

 2007 2006
Net income attributable to equity holders of The Swatch Group Ltd (CHF million) 1 011 827
Percentage of registered shares outstanding in comparison with the  
share capital outstanding 42.4% 42.5%
Percentage of bearer shares outstanding in comparison with the  
share capital outstanding 57.6% 57.5%

Registered shares
Net income attributable to registered shareholders (CHF million) 429 351
Average number of shares outstanding 115 882 234 118 110 673
Basic earnings per share (in CHF) 3.70 2.97

Bearer shares
Net income attributable to bearer shareholders (CHF million) 582 476
Average number of shares outstanding 31 485 875 31 981 500
Basic earnings per share (in CHF) 18.49 14.87

 2007 2006
Net income attributable to equity holders of The Swatch Group Ltd (CHF million) 1 011 827
Interest expense on convertible debt (CHF million) 14 14
Net income used to determine diluted EPS (CHF million) 1 025 841
Percentage of diluted registered shares in comparison with the  
diluted share capital outstanding 44.2% 44.2%
Percentage of diluted bearer shares outstanding in comparison  
with the diluted share capital outstanding 55.8% 55.8%

Registered shares
Net income attributable to registered shareholders (CHF million) 453 372
Average number of shares outstanding – basic (as above) 115 882 234 118 110 673
Potentially dilutive number of shares from convertible bond 8 398 368 8 399 592
Potentially dilutive number of shares from options outstanding 194 119 219 836
Average number of shares outstanding – diluted 124 474 721 126 730 101
Diluted earnings per share (in CHF) 3.64 2.93

Bearer shares
Net income attributable to bearer shareholders (CHF million) 572 469
Average number of shares outstanding 31 485 875 31 981 500
Diluted earnings per share (in CHF) 18.18 14.66

9. Dividends paid and proposed

On 11 May 2007, the Annual General Meeting approved the distribution of a dividend of CHF 0.70 per registered share and 
CHF 3.50 per bearer share. The distribution to holders of outstanding shares totaled CHF 192 million (2006: CHF 140 million) and 
has been recorded against retained earnings in 2007.

At the Annual General Meeting on 21 May 2008, payment of the following dividends for 2007 will be proposed:

 Registered Bearer
Dividend per share CHF 0.85 CHF 4.25
Total dividend CHF 108 885 000 CHF 134 555 000

The financial statements ending 31 December 2007 do not take into account this proposed dividend. Dividends will be 
treated as a distribution of available earnings during the financial year 2008.

a. Basic

b. Diluted
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10. Property, plant and equipment

 Land and Plant and Other Advances and Total 
 buildings machinery fixtures and construction 
(CHF million)   fittings in progress
Historical cost, 1 January 2007 911 2 385 336 63 3 695
Translation differences 1 13  –1 13
Acquisitions of subsidiaries (Note 14)  1   1
Additions 40 208 61 31 340
Disposals –4 –28 –6  –38
Transfers 38 –10 –4 –40 –16
Historical cost, 31 December 2007 986 2 569 387 53 3 995

Accumulated depreciation, 1 January 2007 –444 –1 826 –219 –1 –2 490
Translation differences –1 –10   –11
Annual depreciation –21 –132 –31  –184
Impairment 0
Depreciation on disposals 3 26 5  34
Transfers  10 3  13
Accumulated depreciation, 31 December 2007 –463 –1 932 –242 –1 –2 638

Net book value, 31 December 2007 523 637 145 52 1 357

Insured value 4 679

Net book value of property, plant and equipment under finance lease contracts 1
Total non-current assets pledged to guarantee the commitments of Group companies 86

 Land and Plant and Other Advances and Total 
 buildings machinery fixtures and construction 
(CHF million)   fittings in progress
Historical cost, 1 January 2006 918 2 278 311 28 3 535
Translation differences –11 7   –4
Acquisitions of subsidiaries (Note 14) 7 5 1  13
Additions 13 140 46 37 236
Disposals  –39 –15  –54
Transfers –16 –6 –7 –2 –31
Historical cost, 31 December 2006 911 2 385 336 63 3 695
     
Accumulated depreciation, 1 January 2006 –440 –1 729 –213 0 –2 382
Translation differences  –6   –6
Annual depreciation –19 –131 –28  –178
Impairment  –2   –2
Depreciation on disposals  37 14  51
Transfers 15 5 8 –1 27
Accumulated depreciation, 31 December 2006 –444 –1 826 –219 –1 –2 490
     
Net book value, 31 December 2006 467 559 117 62 1 205
     
Insured value 4 516
     
Net book value of property, plant and equipment under finance lease contracts 1
Total non-current assets pledged to guarantee the commitments of Group companies 93
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11. Investment property

(CHF million) 2007 2006
Historical cost, 1 January  49 46
Additions 10 0
Disposals 0 0
Transfers 1 3
Historical cost, 31 December  60 49
 
Accumulated depreciation, 1 January  –24 –23
Annual depreciation –1 –1
Impairment 0 0
Depreciation on disposals 0 0
Transfers –1 0
Accumulated depreciation, 31 December  –26 –24
 
Net book value, 31 December  34 25

Rental income 3 3
Direct operating expenses arising from investment properties that generated rental income –2 –2
Direct operating expenses arising from investment properties that did not generate rental income 0 0

Based on capitalized rental income for rented buildings plus an estimated market value for land reserves, the fair value of 
the investment properties is estimated at CHF 60 million at 31 December 2007 compared to CHF 48 million at 31 December 
2006. No external independent valuation has been performed.
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12. Intangible assets

 Capitalized Other Goodwill Total 
 development intangible 
(CHF million) costs assets
Historical cost, 1 January 2007 27 159 226 412
Translation differences  2 2
Acquisitions of subsidiaries (Note 14)  1 6 7
Additions 8 19 27
Disposals  –13 –13
Transfers –2 2 0
Historical cost, 31 December 2007 33 170 232 435

Accumulated amortization, 1 January 2007 –8 –89 0 –97
Translation differences  –1  –1
Annual amortization –4 –12  –16
Impairment 0
Amortization on disposals  13 13
Transfers 0
Accumulated amortization, 31 December 2007 –12 –89 0 –101

Net book value, 31 December 2007 21 81 232 334

 Capitalized Other Goodwill Total 
 development intangible 
(CHF million) costs assets
Historical cost, 1 January 2006 33 112 207 352
Translation differences  2 2
Acquisitions of subsidiaries (Note 14) 3 4 19 26
Additions 8 31  39
Disposals –4 –4  –8
Transfers –13 14  1
Historical cost, 31 December 2006 27 159 226 412

Accumulated amortization, 1 January 2006 –21 –68 0 –89
Translation differences 0
Annual amortization –3 –10 –13
Impairment –1 –1
Amortization on disposals 3 3 6
Transfers 14 –14 0
Accumulated amortization, 31 December 2006 –8 –89 0 –97

Net book value, 31 December 2006 19 70 226 315

There are no accumulated impairment losses in goodwill. Within intangible assets, only goodwill is assumed to have an 
indefinite life.
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Goodwill is allocated to the Group’s cash-generating units (CGUs), which correspond to the profit centers for the segment 
“Watches & Jewelry” and the reportable segments for the business segments “Production” and “Electronic Systems”.
A segment-level summary of the goodwill allocation is presented below:

(CHF million) 31.12.2007 31.12.2006
Watches & Jewelry 155 154
Production 32 27
Electronic Systems 45 45
Total	 232 226

The recoverable amount of a cash-generating unit is determined based on value-in-use calculations. These calculations 
use cash flow projections based on financial budgets approved by management covering a five-year period. Cash flows 
beyond the five-year period are extrapolated using a steady growth rate. The discount rates used are derived from a capital 
asset pricing model using data from Swiss capital markets and reflect specific risks relating to the relevant segments. This 
is then adjusted to a pre-tax rate.

Ranges	of	key	assumptions	used
 2007 2006
 Watches	 Production	 Electronic	 Watches Production Electronic 
	 &	Jewelry	 	 Systems	 & Jewelry Systems
Estimated growth rate beyond five-year  
period 1%	 1%	 0.5%	 0%–1% 1% 1%
Expected gross margin 56%–68%	 27%–32%	 35%–40%	 56%–68% 27%–29% 35%–39%
Pre-tax discount rate 6.5%	 7.4%	 7.6%	 7.0% 8.8% 9.6%

No impairment charge for goodwill had to be recorded in 2007. Management believes that any reasonably possible change 
in any of the key assumptions would not cause the carrying value of goodwill to exceed the recoverable amount.

13.	Investments	in	associated	companies	(including	joint	ventures)

Investments in associated companies are essentially investments in other companies, resulting in the ownership of  
20–50% of their voting rights. In 2007, five such investments, which are listed in Note 32, were recognized using the equity 
method, since the Group exercised a significant influence over their activities.
In 2006, the Group entered into a joint venture in the US, with an interest of 50%, the organization being under joint 
 control. This investment has been accounted for using the equity method. As the operations started only in 2007, the  
joint venture did not generate any significant result in the previous year. No material commitments existed at the balance 
sheet date.
The carrying value of investments in associates and joint ventures was CHF 6 million in 2007 (CHF 6 million in 2006). The Swatch 
Group’s share in these companies generated after-tax income of less than CHF 1 million in 2007 (2006: CHF 1 million). This 
 income is recognized in the net financial result.

Goodwill	impairment	testing
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14.	Business	combinations

In November 2007, the Group acquired 100% of the issued capital of Indexor SA, a watch index manufacturer based in La 
Chaux-de-Fonds (Switzerland). In another small transaction, the business of a customer service agent in the US was 
 acquired. These were the only business combinations effected in the financial year 2007.
In February and March 2006, the Group had acquired 100% of the issued capital of WIGE Data GmbH, Leipzig and The 
Swatch Group (RUS) OOO, Moscow. In the second half of the year 2006, two dial producers were acquired, whereof one in 
Germany (Deutsche Zifferblatt Manufaktur GmbH) and one in Switzerland (MOM Le Prélet SA).
All acquisitions have been accounted for using the purchase method of accounting. 
The identifiable assets and liabilities acquired in the transactions, the goodwill arising and the cash outflow on acquisi-
tions were as follows:

 2007 2006
 Fair	value	 Acquiree’s Fair value Acquiree’s 
  carrying carrying  
(CHF million)  amount amount
Property, plant and equipment 1	 1 13 12
Intangible assets 1	 0 7 1
Other non-current assets 0	 0 6 1
Current assets 2	 2 12 10
Cash and cash equivalents 0	 0 5 5
Provisions 0	 0 0 –1
Deferred tax liabilities 0	 0 –5 0
Other non-current liabilities 0	 0 –4 –3
Current liabilities –2	 –2 –6 –6
Net	assets	acquired	 2	 1 28 19
Goodwill 6  19 
Total	purchase	consideration	 8	  47 
Cash and cash equivalents acquired 0  –5 
Consideration payable 0  –1 
Cash	outflow	on	acquisitions	 8  41 

The total acquisition cost basically represented the cash payments made to the vendors. The costs directly attributable to 
the acquisitions were below CHF 1 million (2006: below CHF 1 million).
The goodwill arising from these acquisitions is attributable to the expected operating synergies from the combinations, the 
acquired know-how and the reduction of bottlenecks in the production chain.
The operating results contributed by the acquired entities in the period between the date of acquisition and the balance 
sheet date were below CHF 1 million (2006: below CHF 1 million). Furthermore, if the acquisitions had taken place at 
1 January 2007 (1 January 2006), the Group’s revenue would have been CHF 5 million (2006: CHF 14 million) higher, and 
profit would have changed by less than CHF 1 million (2006: less than CHF 1 million).
In June 2006 the Group had acquired an additional 44% of its subsidiaries in Singapore and Malaysia for a consideration 
of CHF 25 million, thereby reducing the minority interests in both entities from 49% to 5%. In this case IFRS 3 Business 
Combinations did not apply since the Group already exercised control before the transaction. Applying the “economic entity 
model”, the resulting goodwill was charged directly against equity.
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15.	Other	non-current	assets

 Key	 Security	 Other	financial	 Total	
(CHF million) money	 deposits	 assets
Balance	at	1	January	2007	 43	 13	 4	 60
Translation differences 1 1
Acquisitions of subsidiaries (Note 14) 0
Additions 19 6 1 26
Disposals  –2 –2
Transfers to “other receivables” –15 –15
Balance	at	31	December	2007	 48	 17	 5	 70

Term 1–5 years 36 11 5 52
Term >5 years 12 6  18
Balance	at	31	December	2007	 48	 17	 5	 70

 Key Security Other financial Total 
(CHF million) money deposits assets
Balance at 1 January 2006 36 10 5 51
Translation differences 1  –1 0
Acquisitions of subsidiaries (Note 14) 6   6
Additions 11 4  15
Disposals  –1  –1
Transfers to “other receivables” –11   –11
Balance at 31 December 2006 43 13 4 60

Term 1–5 years 25 8 4 37
Term >5 years 18 5  23
Balance at 31 December 2006 43 13 4 60

Security deposits as well as other financial assets are considered as financial instruments (category loans and receiv-
ables).
Key money that the Group pays when renting shops in strategic locations is recognized as prepaid rent when recovery at the 
end of the contract is not certain. The non-current portion is recognized under “Other non-current assets”, while the current 
component is transferred to “Other current assets”.

16.	Inventories

(CHF million) 31.12.2007 31.12.2006
Raw materials and components 552 419
Work in progress 375 325
Semi-finished goods 556 414
Finished goods 650 591
Spare parts for customer service 140 128
Total	inventories 2	273 1 877

Inventories with risk of obsolescence have been adjusted to their net realizable value. Adjustments of this nature accounted 
for CHF 20 million in 2007 (CHF 24 million in 2006).
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17.	Trade	receivables

(CHF million) 31.12.2007 31.12.2006
Trade receivables – gross  896 774
Allowance for impaired receivables –21 –24
Total	trade	receivables	–	net		 875 750

The evolution of the allowance for impaired receivables can be summarized as follows:

(CHF million) 2007 2006
Balance	at	1	January –24 –31
Translation differences 0 0
Utilization 6 8
Reversal 3 4
Creation –6 –5
Balance	at	31	December	 –21 –24

The individually impaired receivables mainly relate to amounts overdue more than 12 months and to customers with solvency 
problems.

The following table provides details of the age of trade receivables that are past due but not impaired:

(CHF million) 31.12.2007 31.12.2006
Neither	past	due	nor	impaired	 696 588
 

<3 months 156 144
3–6 months 16 13
6–12 months 7 5
Total	past	due	but	not	impaired	 179 162

Total	trade	receivables 875 750

Based on past experience with the quality of trade receivables, no material increase in credit losses is expected.

Net trade receivables are recognized in the following major currencies:

(CHF million) 31.12.2007 31.12.2006
CHF 212 193
CNY 36 28
EUR 262 204
JPY 44 49
HKD 35 33
USD 109 98
Other currencies 177 145
Total	trade	receivables	–	net	 875 750

Invoices are essentially issued in the currency of the primary economic environment in which the entity operates. 
The maximum exposure to credit risk at the balance sheet date is the fair value of trade receivables. The Group does not 
hold any collateral as security.
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18.	Other	current	assets

(CHF million) 31.12.2007 31.12.2006
Other	current	receivables
VAT to be refunded 135 134
Other receivables 83 128
Total	other	current	receivables	 218 262

Prepayments
Key money 12 9
Other prepayments and accrued income 153 74
Total	prepayments	 165 83

Total	other	current	assets	 383 345

Current income tax assets are reported on a separate balance sheet line and are also included in Note 7 Income taxes. 
Impairments of CHF 3 million were recognized on other receivables (2006: zero). Except for prepayments, other current 
assets are considered as financial instruments.

19.	Marketable	securities	and	derivative	financial	instruments

(CHF million) 31.12.2007 31.12.2006
Equity securities 210 70
Bond securities 231 229
Investment funds 70 104
Other investments 142 104
Total	marketable	securities	 653 507

Derivative	financial	instruments	 3 2

Total	marketable	securities	and	derivative	financial	instruments	 656 509

All marketable securities and derivative financial assets are classified in the category “financial assets at fair value 
through profit or loss”. Changes in fair values are recorded in the income statement (see Note 6e).
Other investments contain essentially the 8.09% (2006: 7.24%) stake in Xinyu Hengdeli Holdings Ltd., whose shares are 
listed on the Hong Kong stock exchange.
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The table below gives an overview of the contract values and fair values of derivative financial instruments by type of 
contract.

 31.12.2007 31.12.2006
Type Contract		 Positive	 Negative Contract Positive Negative 
 value	 fair	 fair value fair fair 
(CHF million) 	 value	 value  value value
Forward foreign exchange rate contracts 626	 3	 –1 672 2 –3
Currency options 0	 0	 0 197 0 –4
Options on equity securities  0	 0	 0 0 0 0
Total	trading	 626	 3	 –1 869 2 –7

Forward foreign exchange rate contracts 157	 0	 –1 0 0 0
Currency options 0	 0	 0 0 0 0
Total	hedge	accounting	 157	 0	 –1 0 0 0

Total	 783	 3	 –2 869 2 –7

The cash flows related to the hedges shown above are expected to occur and to affect the income statement in the first six 
months of 2008. In 2007, CHF 1 million was charged to equity as a result of the application of hedge accounting (2006: 
zero), and there was no impact on the income statement. The derivative financial liabilities are included in current financial 
debts.

The detail by currency of the contract values of derivative financial instruments can be summarized as follows:

 2007 2006
Type	 EUR	 USD	 JPY	 Other	 Total EUR USD JPY Other Total
(CHF million)
Forward foreign exchange  
rate contracts 440	 0	 26	 160	 626 429 77 12 154 672
Currency options 0	 0	 0	 0	 0 185 12 0 0 197
Options on equity securities 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0 0 0 0 0
Total	trading	 440	 0	 26	 160	 626 614 89 12 154 869

Forward foreign exchange  
rate contracts 157	 0	 0	 0	 157 0 0 0 0 0
Currency options 0	 0	 0	 0	 0 0 0 0 0 0
Total	hedge	accounting	 157	 0	 0	 0	 157 0 0 0 0 0

Total	 597	 0	 26	 160	 783 614 89 12 154 869

At 31 December 2007, the contracts have a term of up to three months. The maximum exposure to credit risk at the reporting 
date is the fair value of the derivative assets in the balance sheet.
At 31 December 2007, all of the hedging instruments used mature within twelve months and were contracted with the inten-
tion of hedging anticipated transactions which are expected to occur in 2008. The instruments are intended to hedge the 
foreign currency risk arising from highly probable forecast intra-group transactions with consolidated foreign currency 
exchange risk. At 31 December 2007 there was no ineffectiveness to be recorded from cash flow hedges.

20.	Cash	and	cash	equivalents

(CHF million) 31.12.2007 31.12.2006
Current accounts and liquid assets 526 776
Short-term deposits with financial institutions 760 893
Total		 1	286 1 669

The average yield on short-term bank deposits corresponds to the average interest rate on an investment on the capital and 
money markets with a term of up to three months.
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For the purposes of the consolidated statement of cash flows, cash and cash equivalents include the following items:

(CHF million) 31.12.2007 31.12.2006
Cash and cash equivalents 1	286 1 669
Current account overdrafts (Note 22) –2	 –3
Total		 1	284 1 666

21.	Share	capital	and	reserves

Over the past three years, the share capital of The Swatch Group Ltd has changed as follows:

Balance	sheet	date	 Registered	shares	 Bearer	shares	 Share	capital	in	CHF
31.12.2004 137 051 327 at CHF 0.45 33 506 950 at CHF 2.25 137 063 734.65
Cancellation1) –2 140 000 at CHF 0.45 –449 500 at CHF 2.25 –1 974 375.00
31.12.2005 134 911 327 at CHF 0.45 33 057 450 at CHF 2.25 135 089 359.65
Cancellation2) –3 381 327 at CHF 0.45 –693 450 at CHF 2.25 –3 081 859.65
31.12.2006 131 530 000 at CHF 0.45 32 364 000 at CHF 2.25 132 007 500.00
Cancellation3) –3 430 000 at CHF 0.45 –704 000 at CHF 2.25 –3 127 500.00
31.12.2007	 128	100	000	at	CHF	0.45	 31	660	000	at	CHF	2.25	 128	880	000.00

1) Buyback of shares on the Group’s 2nd trading line and cancellation following the decision of the AGM of 18 May 2005.
2) Buyback of shares on the Group’s 2nd trading line and cancellation following the decision of the AGM of 19 May 2006.
3) Buyback of shares on the Group’s 2nd trading line and cancellation following the decision of the AGM of 11 May 2007.

At year-end 2007 as well as 2006, there was no authorized or conditional capital. All issued shares are fully paid. No ben-
efit certificates exist. In accordance with the articles of incorporation of the Swatch Group, the Board of Directors shall 
refuse a registered share ownership of more than 5% per shareholder. In exceptional cases, the Board of Directors may 
consent to an exception to this rule.
Shares of The Swatch Group Ltd held by the Group are recognized in the consolidated financial statements at their histori-
cal cost. The value of these shares is charged against consolidated equity.
Under the completed share repurchase program, which ran from 30 March 2007 to 22 November 2007, 2 850 000 registered 
shares and 570 000 bearer shares were repurchased. A new repurchase program with a total value of CHF 420 million 
started on 10 December 2007. As at 31 December 2007, 450 000 registered shares and 90 000 bearer shares had been re-
purchased through this program.
Equity increased by CHF 11 million in 2007 (net of taxes) (2006: CHF 9 million), due to the stock option plan. Details to the 
share options issued in connection with the employee stock option plan are given in Note 28.

Other reserves can be summarized as follows:

(CHF million) 31.12.2007 31.12.2006
Equity component of convertible bond 16 16
Cash flow hedges:
– Fair value result –1 0
– Tax on fair value result 0 0
– Transfers to material purchases 0 0
– Transfers to financial result 0 0
Translation and other differences –38 –21
Total	other	reserves	 –23 –5
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Convertible	bond

22.	Financial	debts	and	derivative	financial	instruments

(CHF million) 31.12.2007 31.12.2006
Convertible bond 402 399
Other non-current debt 83 85
Total	non-current	financial	debts	 485 484

Current account overdrafts 2 3
Short-term leasing commitments 0 1
Short-term bank debt 32 68
Total	current	financial	debts	 34 72

Derivative financial instruments 2 7
Total	current	financial	debts	and	derivative	financial	instruments	 36 79

Total	financial	debts	 521 563

The exposure of the Group’s financial debts to interest rate changes and the contractual repricing dates at the balance sheet 
date are as follows:

(CHF million) less	than	1	year	 1–5	years	 over	5	years	 Total
At	31.12.2007	 36	 405	 80	 521
At 31.12.2006 79  399 85 563

The carrying amounts of the Swatch Group’s financial debts are denominated in the following currencies:

(CHF million) 31.12.2007 31.12.2006
Swiss Franc (CHF) 404 400
Japanese Yen (JPY) 99 132
Euro (EUR) 6 12
Other currencies 12 19
Total		 521 563

On 15 October 2003, The Swatch Group Finance (Luxembourg) SA issued convertible bonds valid from 15 October 2003 to 
15 October 2010 and a coupon of 2.625%, for a total of CHF 411 600 000. During the conversion period, these bonds with a 
nominal value of CHF 5 000 may be converted into registered shares of The Swatch Group Ltd at CHF 49.00 each.
The bond issue has been split into an equity and a liability component, recognized on the balance sheet under the corre-
sponding headings. The fair value of the liability component, recognized as long-term debt, was determined by reference to 
the market rate (3.248% per year) of an equivalent non-convertible bond. The residual value (the conversion option) was 
recognized as equity.
Until conversion or redemption of the bond issue, the liability component and all related adjustments will be accounted for 
using the effective interest rate method. The equity portion was determined at the time of issue and will not be modified at 
a later date. 

The convertible bond issue is recognized as follows:

(CHF million) 2007 2006
Liability	component	at	1	January	 399 396
Coupon interest at market rate 14 14
Coupon interest at 2.625% –11 –11
Liability	component	at	31	December	 402 399

In 2007, no bonds had been converted (2006: 16 bonds with a nominal value of CHF 5 000 each). The closing rate of the 
convertible bond on the Swiss Stock Exchange at end-2007 was 142.10% (125.79% at end-2006).
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a.	Defined	benefit	plans

23.	Retirement	benefit	obligations

The Group has numerous independent pension plans. Defined benefit pension plans cover a significant number of the 
Group’s employees. The Group’s Swiss pension fund is also treated as a defined benefit pension plan. Other defined benefit 
plans are located in Japan, Korea, Italy, Taiwan, Malaysia, Germany, UK and the USA. The defined benefit obligations and 
related assets are reassessed annually by independent actuaries. The following is a summary of the status of the Group’s 
defined benefit pension plans:

(CHF million) 2007 2006
Present value of funded obligations –3	264 –3 097
Fair value of plan assets 3	298 3 184
Excess	of	assets/(liabilities)	at	31	December	 34 87
Present value of unfunded obligations –18 –9
Unrecognized actuarial loss 6 12
Unrecognized past-service cost 0 0
Unrecognized surplus due to asset ceiling –44 –108
Net	liability	in	the	balance	sheet	at	31	December	 –22 –18

Some surpluses have not been recognized because the criteria for capitalization are not fulfilled.

Periodic	pension	cost	for	defined	benefit	plans

(CHF million) 2007 2006
Current service cost –85 –76
Interest cost –103 –98
Expected return on plan assets 128 121
Actuarial gains/(losses) –111 20
Past-service cost 0 0
Employee contributions 50 47
Gains/(Losses) on curtailment 1 0
Impact of asset ceiling 64 –70
Total	periodic	pension	cost	 –56 –56

Movement	in	the	fair	value	of	plan	assets

(CHF million) 2007 2006
1	January	 3	184 2 990
Expected return on plan assets 128 121
Actuarial gains/(losses) 38 127
Exchange differences –5 –1
Employer contributions 62 58
Employee contributions 50 47
Benefits paid –159 –158
31	December	 3	298 3 184

Pension plan assets include the company’s registered shares with a fair value of CHF 366 million (2006: CHF 299 million) 
and the company’s bearer shares with a fair value of CHF 68 million (2006: CHF 54 million). No buildings occupied by the 
Group were included in the pension plan assets.

Notes to the consolidated financial statements
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The expected return on plan assets was determined by considering the expected returns available on the assets underlying 
the current investment policy. Expected yields on fixed interest investments are based on gross redemption yields at the 
balance sheet date. Expected returns on equity and property investments reflect long-term real rates of return experienced 
in the respective markets.
The actual return on plan assets amounted to CHF 166 million (2006: CHF 248 million).
The Group expects to contribute CHF 62 million to its post-employment benefit plans in 2008.

Asset	allocation	of	plan	assets

 31.12.2007 31.12.2006
 CHF	million	 % CHF million %
Equity 1	281	 38.8 1 152 36.2
Bonds 1	309	 39.7 1 388 43.6
Real estate 424	 12.9 418 13.1
Other assets 284	 8.6 226 7.1
Total 3	298	 100.0 3 184 100.0

Movement	in	the	present	value	of	defined	benefit	obligation

(CHF million) 2007 2006
1	January	 –3	106 –2 997
Current service cost –85 –76
Interest cost –103 –98
Actuarial gains/(losses) –143 –94
Exchange differences 5 3
Benefits paid 161 158
Reclassifications1) –13 0
Curtailments 2 0
Settlements	 0 –2
31	December	 –3	282 –3 106

1) Reclassification from other post-employment benefit obligations.

Principal	actuarial	assumptions	used

 2007 2006
 % %
 Weighted	average Weighted average
Discount rate 3.25 3.25
Expected return on plan assets 4.00 4.00
Future salary increases due to inflation 1.25 1.25
Future pension increases due to inflation 0.00 0.00

Assumptions regarding future mortality experience are set based on advice in accordance with published statistics and 
experience in each territory.
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Defined	benefit	plans:	summary

(CHF million) 2007 2006 2005
Present value of defined benefit obligation –3	282 –3 106 –2 997
Fair value of plan assets 3	298 3 184 2 990
Over/(under)	funding 16 78 –7
Experience adjustments on plan liabilities (loss) 133 70 5
Experience adjustments on plan assets (gain) 38 127 206

The Group operates a post-employment medical scheme in the USA. It represents a defined benefit obligation at 31 December 
2007 of CHF 3 million (2006: CHF 4 million). This plan is included in the defined benefit obligations presented above. The 
method of accounting and the frequency of valuation are similar to those used for benefit pension schemes. A one percent-
age point increase or decrease in assumed medical cost trend rates would lead to an absolutely insignificant change in the 
defined benefit obligation.

In addition to the defined benefit pension plans, the Group has liabilities for other post-employment benefits for employees work-
ing abroad. At 31 December 2007, these liabilities amounted to CHF 3 million (31 December 2006: CHF 14 million). In 2007, CHF 13 
million were reclassified to defined benefit plans.

The reconciliation of the balance sheet amount of retirement benefit obligations is as follows:

(CHF million) 31.12.2007 31.12.2006
Net liability for defined benefit plans  –22 –18
Other post-employment benefit obligations –3 –14
Total	retirement	benefit	obligations	 –25 –32

Amounts recognized in the consolidated income statement relating to contributions to defined contribution plans represent 
the employer’s contributions and are calculated according to the regulations of various pension institutions. In 2007, these 
contributions amounted to CHF 4 million (CHF 3 million in 2006).

24.	Provisions

(CHF million) Warranties	 Litigation	 Other	 Total
Balance	at	1	January	2007	 70	 16	 29	 115
Translation differences 1   1
Additional provisions 85 1 7 93
Reversal of provisions –4  –5 –9
Provisions used during the year –69  –9 –78
Balance	at	31	December	2007	 83	 17	 22	 122

Analysis	of	total	provisions

(CHF million) 31.12.2007 31.12.2006
Non-current provisions 58 58
Current provisions 64 57
Total	 122 115

b.	 Post-employment	medical	
benefits	plan

c.	 Other	post-employment	
benefit	obligations

d.	 Reconciliation

e.	 Defined	contribution	plans
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In the majority of cases, the Group offers a two-year warranty covering the repairs or replacement of products that do not 
perform to customers’ satisfaction. The provision made at year-end to cover future warranty costs is based on past experi-
ence with respect to the volume of repairs and returns.

Some Group companies are involved in litigation arising from the ordinary course of their business. Management estimated 
the outcome of these lawsuits on the basis of facts known at the time of closing the books and recorded adequate provisions 
in line with IAS 37. However, there is an inherent risk that legal claims from adversary parties are successful and cause a 
significant outflow of economic benefits.

Other provisions relate to various present legal or constructive obligations of the Group companies toward third parties.

25.	Other	current	liabilities

(CHF million) 31.12.2007 31.12.2006
Advance payments 16 15
VAT due 22 14
Other payables 116 86
Total	other	current	payables	 154 115

Accrued	expenses	and	deferred	income 428 326

Total	other	current	liabilities	 582 441

Current income tax liabilities are reported on a separate balance sheet line and are also included in Note 7 Income taxes. 
Except for accrued expenses and deferred income, other current liabilities are considered as financial instruments.

26.	Commitments	and	contingencies

At 31 December 2007, guarantees to third parties as security for commitments of Group companies amounted to less than 
CHF 1 million (less than CHF 1 million at end-2006).
Total current assets pledged by Group companies to guarantee their commitments amounted to CHF 19 million at 31 December 
2007 (CHF 6 million at end-2006). This increase is due to cash deposits in favor of landlords (retail business rental 
 contracts).

Operating leasing commitments for the Group not recognized in the balance sheet are as follows:

(CHF million) 31.12.2007 31.12.2006
Less than 1 year 117 87
Between 1 and 5 years 298 229
Over 5 years 257 132
Total	 672 448
Proportion of contracts with renewal option (% of total amount) 74.6 68.4
Maximum risk (% of total amount) 93.1 85.4

a.	 Warranty

b.	 Legal	risks

c.	 Other

a.	 Guarantees	and	sureties

b.	 Leasing,	rental	and	other	
commitments
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The figures in the preceding table include all rental contracts for buildings, a major part of which relate to the Group’s retail 
business, and to all other standard rental contracts existing at 31 December 2007. The Shanghai-based Swatch Art Peace 
Hotel contract explained a main part of the increase. Leasing costs amounting to CHF 107 million were recognized in the 
2007 income statement (CHF 91 million in 2006). A sublease clause is included in a large number of rental contracts for 
retail shops. Moreover, if the need arises, the Group may negotiate early termination of a lease contract with exit terms 
considerably more favorable than the payment of the entire commitment specified in the initial contract.
Other commitments relating to investments in tangible fixed assets entered into by the Group, and ongoing at 31 December 
2007, amounted to CHF 5 million (CHF 21 million in the previous year).

Some Group companies are involved in litigation and disputes arising from the ordinary course of business and they may be 
liable to pay compensation. The effect of these lawsuits, not all of which are covered by insurance, on future operations and 
earnings is not predictable.

27.	Cash	generated	from	operations

(CHF million) Notes 2007 2006
Net	income  1	015 830
 Result from associated companies  0 –1
 Taxes (7) 258 227
 Depreciation of tangible assets (10, 11) 185 179
 Amortization of intangible assets (12) 16 13
 Impairment charge (10, 12, 18) 3 3
 Profit on sale of fixed assets  –4 –3
 Loss on sale of fixed assets  3 2
 Fair value gains on marketable securities  –51 –73
 Fair value losses on marketable securities  62 9
 Interest income (6e) –47 –40
 Interest expense (6e) 22 22
 Expenses for equity-settled equity compensation plan (28) 11 9
 Changes in working capital (without liquid funds)
 – Inventories  –400 –155
 – Trade and other receivables  –149 –33
 – Trade payables and other current liabilities  189 41
 Changes in provisions  6 16
 Changes in pensions and other retirement benefits  –7 0
Cash	generated	from	operations	 	 1	112 1 046

28.	Employee	stock	option	plan

When the Hayek Pool acquired control of the Swatch Group, a block of shares was reserved in 1986 for an equity-settled 
management stock option plan. 
Under the terms of this plan, share options are granted to managers and employees who distinguished themselves by a 
particular strong commitment to the company or an above-average performance. One-third of the options granted can be 
exercised immediately, one-third after twelve months, and the remaining third after 24 months (European style). Options 
are conditional on the employee completing the service until the respective date of exercise. Options are not transferable 
and only exercisable by the employee. The Group has no legal or constructive obligation to repurchase or settle the options 
in cash. A tranche of treasury shares has been specifically reserved for this stock option plan. No new shares were issued 
under this plan. When the options are exercised, Group equity increases by the corresponding amounts.
At the end of 2007, this portfolio comprised 2 793 762 registered shares (3 015 161 at the end of 2006). In 2007, 221 399 
registered shares were exercised at a preferential price of CHF 4.00 per registered share.

c.	 Contingent	liabilities
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Movements in the number of share options outstanding were as follows: 

 2007 2006
 Options Options
Options	outstanding	at	1	January	 240	773 241 381
Granted 187	091 245 607
Forfeited or lapsed –137 –1 763
Exercised –221	399 –244 452
Options	outstanding	at	31	December	 206	328 240 773

All options included in the table above have an exercise price of CHF 4.00.

Share options outstanding at the end of the year have the following expiry date:

 Share	options
Expiry	date 31.12.2007 31.12.2006
2007 158 956
2008 143	892 81 817
2009 62	436 
Total	 206	328 240 773

The fair value of the options granted during the period was determined by using the Black-Scholes option pricing model. The 
following table shows the assumptions on which the valuation of share options granted in 2007 and 2006 was based:

 2007 2006
 Tranche		 Tranche Tranche Tranche 
 exercisable	 exercisable exercisable exercisable 
 in	1	year	 in	2	years 1 year 2 years
Grant date 12	July	2007	 12	July	2007 12 July 2006 12 July 2006
Expiration date 12	July	2008	 12	July	2009 12 July 2007 12 July 2008
Closing share price on grant date CHF	69.15	 CHF	69.15 CHF 43.05 CHF 43.05
Exercise price CHF	4.00	 CHF	4.00 CHF 4.00 CHF 4.00
Volatility 19.6%	 19.6% 20.1% 20.1%
Expected dividend yield CHF	0.70	 CHF	0.70 CHF 0.50 CHF 0.50
Risk-free interest rate 3.05%	 3.36% 2.00% 2.30%
Market value of option at grant date CHF	64.57	 CHF	64.71 CHF 38.63 CHF 38.73

The first tranche that was immediately exercisable had the same assumptions as shown above (2007: grant date 12 July 
2007, share price at grant date CHF 69.15, exercise price CHF 4.00; 2006: grant date 12 July 2006, share price at grant date 
CHF 43.05, exercise price CHF 4.00).

The personnel expense recorded in the 2007 income statement as a result of applying IFRS 2 calculation amounted to 
CHF 11 million (2006: CHF 9 million).

29.	Related	party	transactions

On 31 December 2007, the Hayek Pool and its related companies, institutions and individuals held 62 311 067 registered 
shares and 200 550 bearer shares, equivalent to 39.1% of the shares issued (previous year: 38.0%) of The Swatch Group 
Ltd, which is the parent company of the Group.
In the context of the pool, the group of Mr N. G. Hayek and related parties controlled in total 38.5% of the shares issued 
compared with 37.3% at the end of year 2006.
As of the same date, Mrs Esther Grether’s group controlled 7.2% of the shares issued (compared with 7.3% a year earlier).

a.	 Principal	shareholders
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In 2007, the Hayek Group, owned by Mr. N. G. Hayek, invoiced an amount of CHF 10.2 million to the Swatch Group (compared 
with CHF 9.2 million in 2006). This amount primarily covered support for Group Management in the following areas of 
 activity:

(CHF million) 2007 2006
Audit, feasibility studies and process optimization 2.4 2.6
Provision of managers and filling important, vacant functions 1.2 1.3
Project management in the construction sector 3.4 2.0
Introduction of cost accounting systems in manufacturing companies 0.0 0.3
Support for projects in the materials and surface treatment technology sector 0.6 1.0
Leasing a store in the center of Cannes (France) in a building of a subsidiary of the Hayek Group 0.4 0.4
Various services relating to the assessment of investment projects, cost control, IT consulting, etc. 2.2 1.6
Total		 10.2 9.2

In addition to the members of the Board of Directors, the members of the Group Management Board and of the Extended 
Management Board are considered as key management personnel (according to IAS 24.9).
The total compensation of key management personnel using IFRS 2 rules for accounting for share-based compensation was 
as follows:

(CHF million) 2007 2006
Short-term employee benefits 27.5 22.6
– of which in salaries 9.3 9.3
– of which in bonus 18.0 13.1
– of which in other benefits 0.2 0.2
Post-employment benefits 0.7 0.7
Termination benefits 0.0 0.0
Share-based compensation 6.7 5.4
Total		 34.9 28.7

No remuneration was paid to former members of management bodies for their former functions.

At 31 December 2007, the executive members of the Board of Directors and the members of the Management Board of the 
company as well as the persons close to them held directly or indirectly a total of 55 408 680 registered shares and 590 
bearer shares, representing 34.7% of the voting rights (previous year: 33.5%).
In addition, at 31 December 2007, all the non-executive members of the Board of Directors as well as the persons close to 
them held 13 072 241 registered shares and 114 000 bearer shares, representing 8.3% of the voting rights (previous year: 
8.5%).

The employees of the company may take out a mortgage loan with the Swatch Group Pension Fund for the construction or 
acquisition of property in Switzerland (primary residence). The conditions for these mortgage loans are set by the Swatch 
Group Pension Fund Foundation Board. These conditions are applied in the same manner to all employees.
In 2007, no loans were granted to current or former members of the Board of Directors, the Management Board or the 
 Extended Management Board. At the end of 2007, one loan to a member of the Group Management Board for a total of  
CHF 0.9 million with an interest rate of 3.0% was outstanding (unchanged from previous year).
 

The Group has transactions with associates, joint ventures and other related parties. A listing of the associated companies 
and joint ventures is included in the list of the Swatch Group companies (Note 32).

 2007 2006
(CHF million) Purchases	 Sales Purchases Sales
Associates and joint ventures 8	 0 5 0
Other related parties 0	 0 0 0

At the end of 2007, receivables from related parties amounted to less than CHF 1 million (2006: CHF 1 million), and 
 payables to related parties were CHF 2 million (2006: CHF 2 million). Furthermore, at 31 December 2007 the Group had 
granted loans to related parties in the amount of USD 1 million (2006: none) with an interest rate of 7.75 %.

b.	 Key	management	
personnel

c.	 Share	ownership

d.	 Loans	to	members	of	the	
governing	bodies

e.	 Associated	companies	and	
other	related	parties
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30.	Management	compensation	disclosures	(required	by	Swiss	Law)

This note has been prepared in accordance with the requirements of articles 663b and 663c al. 3 of the Swiss Code of 
Obligations (SCO). It differs in several aspects from the compensation disclosures given in Note 29, mainly due to different 
valuation and expense recognition rules applied.

Compensation	for	2007	to	Board	of	Directors	and	Group	Management	(Art.	663b	SCO)

Name	 Function	 Compensation	 Base	com-	 Bonus2)	 Other	 Total4)	
	 	 for	functions	 pensation	 	 compen-	 	

	 	 in	the	BoD1)	 for	executive	 	 sation3)	

	 	 	 function1)

	 	 (CHF)	 (CHF)	 (CHF)	 (CHF)	 (CHF)
Dr. h.c. Nicolas G. Hayek Chairman and  
 delegate of BoD  701 568 1 770 000 2 471 568
Dr. Peter Gross Member of BoD 114 957 114 957
Esther Grether Member of BoD 104 425 104 425
Nayla Hayek5) Member of BoD 106 440 190 782 860 000 205 449 1 362 671
Dr. Peter F. Baumberger6) Member of BoD 52 213 52 213
Prof. Dr. h.c. Claude Nicollier Member of BoD 79 830 79 830
Johann Niklaus Schneider-Ammann Member of BoD 106 440 106 440
Ernst Tanner Member of BoD 106 440 106 440
Total	 	 670	745	 892 350	 2	 630	 000	 205 449	 4	398 544

1) Total annual fee paid in cash, not including any reimbursement for travel and other business expenses incurred.
2)  Cash bonuses according to the accrual principle ; neither the members nor the Chairman and Delegate of the Board of Directors received any 

 options or shares in the year under review.
3)  Compensation for special mandates, pension benefits, etc.
4)  All amounts are gross amounts (i.e. including social security due by the employee). The employer’s share of social security contributions is not 

included.
5)  In the first semester 2007, Mrs Nayla Hayek had a mandate for Swatch Group Middle East, Swatch Group India and Balmain; in the second semester 

2007 she assumed an executive function under a work contract in addition to her role as member of the Board of Directors.
6)  Retired in May 2007.

Name	 Function	 Salaries1)	 Bonus2)	 Share	 Share	 Other	 Total5)	
	 	 	 	 options3)	 options3)	 compen-	
	 	 	 	 	 	 sation4)

	 	 (CHF)	 (CHF)	 (number)	 (CHF)	 (CHF)	 (CHF)
Nick Hayek Jr. President of the  
 MB – CEO 1 471 561 3 000 000 16 500 1 071 840 58 467 5 601 868
Total Other members  6 019 006 12 376 900 99 208 6 444 551 827 694 25 668 151
Total	 	 7 490 567	 15 376 900	 115 708	 7 516 391	 886 161		 31 270 019

1) Total annual base compensation paid in cash, not including any reimbursement for travel and other business expenses incurred.
2) Cash bonuses according to the accrual principle.
3)  Share options granted in the year under review, according to the conditions described in Note 28 Employee stock option plan. For the valuation of 

the share options, tax values were used for the part exercised in 2007. The options exercisable in 2008 and 2009 were valued using the Black 

Scholes method. Each option gives the right to conversion in one registered share.
4) Other salary elements such as pension benefits, company cars and other benefits.
5)  All amounts are gross amounts (i.e. including social security due by the employee). The employer’s share of social security contributions is not 

included.

a.	 Board	of	Directors	(BoD)

b.	 Management	Board	(MB)	and	
Extended	Management	Board	
(EMB)
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In 2007, no loans were granted to current or former members of the Board of Directors, the Management Board or the 
 Extended Management Board. At the end of 2007, one loan granted by the Group’s Pension Fund to a member of the Group 
Management Board for a total of CHF 0.9 million with an interest rate of 3.0% was outstanding.
In 2007, no compensation other than mentioned in the compensation table above was accorded to current or former members 
of the Board of Directors, Management Board and Extended Board or to persons closely linked to them.

Ownership of Swatch Group shares and share options by Board of Directors and Group Management

As of 31 December 2007, the members of the Board of Directors, the Management Board and the Extended Management 
Board, including persons closely linked to them, held the following number of Swatch Group shares and options: 

Name Function Registered Bearer Options Options 
  Shares Shares exercisable exercisable 
    in 2008 in 2009
  (number) (number) (number) (number)
Dr. h.c. Nicolas G. Hayek Chairman and Delegate of BoD 54 937 911 550
Dr. Peter Gross Member of BoD 16 400
Esther Grether Member of BoD 11 392 880 112 000
Nayla Hayek Member of BoD 3 210
Prof. Dr. h.c. Claude Nicollier Member of BoD
Johann Niklaus Schneider-Ammann Member of BoD 1 662 961
Ernst Tanner Member of BoD  2 000
Nick Hayek Jr. President of the MB – CEO 17 916  12 834 5 500
Arlette E. Emch Member of MB 10 834  8 750 3 750
Florence Ollivier-Lamarque Member of MB 26 250  6 418 2 750
Dr. Mougahed Darwish Member of MB 56 802  4 668 2 000
Edgar Geiser Member of MB – CFO 88 262   10 618 4 550
Marc A. Hayek Member of MB 20 232  5 168 2 500
Dr. Hanspeter Rentsch Member of MB – CLO 107 622  10 618 4 550
Roland Streule Member of MB 14 000  5 667 2 334
François Thiébaud Member of MB 38 041  4 209 1 875
Matthias Breschan Member of EMB 2 875  875 375
Manuel Emch Member of EMB 1 684  1 050 450
Yann Gamard Member of EMB   3 043 1 375
Walter von Känel Member of EMB 10 067 40 2 187 939
Thomas Meier Member of EMB 2 500  1 000 500
Dr. Frank Müller Member of EMB 2 475  525 225
Kevin Rollenhagen Member of EMB 14 650  2 450 1 050
Rudolf Semrad Member of EMB 13 167  1 634 700
Dr. Peter Steiger Member of EMB 30 841  3 209 1 375
Stephen Urquhart Member of EMB 9 341  4 307 1 774
Total  68 480 921 114 590 89 230 38 572

The terms of the share options are disclosed in Note 28. Each option gives the right to conversion in one registered share. 
Each share (registered or bearer) represents one voting right. The principal shareholders are disclosed in Note 29 Related 
party transactions. Except for Mr. Nicolas G. Hayek, Mrs. E. Grether and Mr. J. N. Schneider-Ammann, no member of the 
Board of Directors, Management Board and Extended Management Board, together with persons closely linked to them, 
owned as of 31 December 2007, either directly or through share options, more than 1% of the outstanding Swatch Group 
shares. 

31. Events after the balance sheet date

There were no significant events after the balance sheet date.

c.  Loans and other payments to 
Board of Directors and Group 
Management
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32. The Swatch Group Companies – as at 31.12.2007

Europe
Switzerland
The Swatch Group SA, Neuchâtel Holding  CHF  128.88   H
Asulab SA, Marin-Epagnier Research and development  CHF  0.10 100  H
Atlantic Immobilien AG Bettlach, Bettlach Real estate CHF  0.70 100  H	
Belenos Clean Power Holding SA, Bienne Holding CHF 21.00 64 	 H
Blancpain SA, Le Chenit Watches CHF  0.10 100  M
Blancpain Les Boutiques SA, Le Chenit Retail CHF 0.10 100  M
Breguet Les Boutiques SA, L’Abbaye Retail CHF 0.50 100  M
Certina SA, Le Locle Watches  CHF 3.50 100  M
cK Montres & Bijoux Co. SA, Bienne Watches  CHF 5.00 90  M
Cité du Temps SA, Genève Communication  CHF 0.10 100  H
Comadur SA, Le Locle Products in hard materials CHF 7.86 100  G
Compagnie des Montres Longines, Francillon SA, Saint-Imier Watches  CHF 10.00 100  M
Danyack SA, La Chaux-de-Fonds Real estate  CHF 0.06 29  H
Dernier Batz SA, Neuchâtel Real estate  CHF 4.50 100  H
Diantus Watch SA, Mendrisio Watches, movements CHF 10.00 100  G
Distico SA, Torricella-Taverne Distribution CHF 3.00 100  M
Dress your body SA, Bienne Jewelry  CHF 0.10 100  G
Dress Your Body Manufacture Genevoise SA, Plan-les-Ouates Jewelry  CHF 0.60 100  G
EM Microelectronic-Marin SA, Marin-Epagnier Microelectronics  CHF 25.00 100  R
Endura SA, Bienne Watches  CHF 2.00 100  M
ETA SA Manufacture Horlogère Suisse, Grenchen Watches, movements and components CHF 6.20 100  G
François Golay SA, Le Chenit Manufacture of watch wheels CHF 0.10 35  G
Frédéric Piguet SA, Le Chenit Movements CHF 0.30 100  G
Hamilton International SA, Bienne Watches  CHF 3.00 100  M
ICB Ingénieurs Conseils en Brevets SA, Marin-Epagnier Patents  CHF 0.20 100  H	
Indexor SA, La Chaux-de-Fonds Watch dial indexes  CHF 0.10 100 	 G
Jaquet Droz Les Boutiques SA, La Chaux-de-Fonds Retail  CHF 0.10 100  M
Lasag AG, Thun Lasers for industrial applications CHF 1.00 100  R
Le Foyer SA, Saint-Imier Real estate  CHF 0.13 78  H
Léon Hatot Les Boutiques SA, Auvernier Retail  CHF 0.10 100  M
Léon Hatot SA, Auvernier Watches  CHF 0.10 100  M
Louis Jeanneret-Wespy SA, La Chaux-de-Fonds Real estate  CHF 0.05 100  H
Maeder-Leschot SA, Bienne Real estate  CHF 0.70 100  H
Manufacture Favre et Perret SA, La Chaux-de-Fonds Watch cases  CHF 0.60 100  G
Manufacture Ruedin SA, Bassecourt Watch cases  CHF 2.40 100  G
Meco SA, Grenchen Watch crowns CHF 0.48 100  G
Meseltron, Corcelles-Cormondrèche Real estate  CHF 2.00 100  H	
Michel Präzisionstechnik AG, Grenchen Watch components  CHF 3.00 100 	 R
Microcomponents AG, Grenchen Components for the automobile industry  CHF 11.00 100  R
Mido SA, Le Locle Watches  CHF 1.20 100  M
MOM le Prélet SA, Les Geneveys-sur-Coffrane Watch dials  CHF 0.30 100  G
Montres Breguet SA, L’Abbaye Watches  CHF 10.00 100  M
Montres Jaquet Droz SA, La Chaux-de-Fonds Watches  CHF 12.00 100  M
Nivarox-FAR SA, Le Locle Watch components and thin wires  CHF 4.00 100  G
Omega Electronics SA, Bienne Inactive  CHF 1.50 100  R
Omega SA, Bienne Watches  CHF 50.00 100  M
Oscilloquartz SA, Neuchâtel High-stability frequency sources  CHF 2.00 100  R
OS Holding SA, Les Geneveys-sur-Coffrane Holding  CHF 0.10 100  H
Rado Uhren AG, Lengnau Watches  CHF 2.00 100  M
Record Watch Co. SA, Tramelan Inactive  CHF 0.10 100  H
Renata AG, Itingen Miniature batteries  CHF 0.50 100  R
Rubattel et Weyermann SA, La Chaux-de-Fonds Watch dials CHF 0.15 100  G
S.I. Grand-Cernil 2, Les Brenets, SA, Les Brenets Real estate  CHF 0.12 100  H
S.I. Grand-Cernil 3, Les Brenets, SA, Les Brenets Real estate  CHF 0.12 100  H
S.I. Les Corbes SA, Savagnier Real estate  CHF 0.10 34  H	
S.I. L’Etang SA, Les Brenets, Les Brenets Real estate  CHF 0.05 100  H
S.I. Rue de la Gare 2, Les Brenets, SA, Les Brenets Real estate  CHF 0.24 100  H
SSIH Management Services SA, Bienne Services and licences CHF 0.05 100  H
Swatch SA, Bienne Watches  CHF 2.00 100  M
Swatch Retail SA, Bienne Retail  CHF 2.00 100  M
Swiss Timing SA, Corgémont Sports timing & information display systems  CHF 2.00 100  R
Technocorp Holding SA, Le Locle Holding  CHF 6.00 100  H	
The Swatch Group Assembly SA, Genestrerio Assembly  CHF 4.00 100 	 G
The Swatch Group Distribution SA, Bienne Logistics and distribution  CHF 1.00 100  M
The Swatch Group Immeubles SA, Neuchâtel Real estate project and property management CHF 0.50 80  H
The Swatch Group Les Boutiques SA, Lausanne Retail  CHF 3.00 100  M
The Swatch Group Management Services SA, Bienne Services and licences  CHF 0.05 100  H
The Swatch Group Recherche et Développement SA, Marin-Epagnier Research and development  CHF 0.10 100  H	
Terbival SA, Courchapoix Watch case polishing  CHF 0.10 45  G
Time Flagship AG, Zürich Retail  CHF 6.00 100  M
Tissot SA, Le Locle Watches  CHF 5.00 100  M
Universo SA, La Chaux-de-Fonds Watch hands  CHF 0.67 100  G
Valdar SA, Le Chenit Watch components  CHF 0.05 100  G

Germany
Altweiler Grundstücks-GmbH, Lörrach  Real estate EUR 0.03 95  H
Deutsche Zifferblatt Manufaktur GmbH, Pforzheim Watch dials  EUR 0.10 100  G
Glashütter Uhrenbetrieb GmbH, Glashütte Watches EUR 0.51 100  M
Sokymat Automotive GmbH, Reichshof-Wehnrath Transponders  EUR 0.10 100  R
ST Innovation GmbH, Leipzig Sports timing technology & equipment  EUR 0.05 100  R
ST Sportservice GmbH, Leipzig Sports timing technology & equipment  EUR 3.47 100  R
Swiss Prestige Uhren Handel GmbH, Eschborn Inactive EUR 0.08 100  M
The Swatch Group Customer Service (Europe) GmbH, Glashütte Customer service EUR 0.50 100  M
The Swatch Group (Deutschland) GmbH, Eschborn Distribution (Breguet, Blancpain, Omega, Rado, Longines, Tissot, Certina,  EUR 1.28 100  M	
	 Mido, Hamilton, Pierre Balmain, cK Watch, Swatch, Flik Flak, Endura,  
 ETA, Lasag, Renata, EM Marin, Micro Crystal)

Company name, Registered offices  Field of Activity  Capital Swatch Group  Consoli-  Segment
  in millions  Shareholdings  dation  
   %
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32. The Swatch Group Companies – as at 31.12.2007

The Swatch Group (Deutschland) Les Boutiques GmbH, Eschborn Retail  EUR 0.20 100  M	
Union Uhrenfabrik GmbH, Glashütte Watches  EUR 0.05 100  M

Austria
The Swatch Group (Oesterreich) GmbH, Wien  Distribution (Breguet, Blancpain, Glashütte, Omega, Rado,  EUR 0.04 100  M
 Longines, Tissot, Certina, cK Watch, Swatch, Flik Flak, Endura)

Belgium
The Swatch Group (Belgium) SA, Anderlecht Distribution (Breguet, Blancpain, Jaquet Droz, Omega, Rado, Longines,  EUR 1.75 100  M
 Tissot, Certina Hamilton, Pierre Balmain, cK Watch, Swatch, Flik Flak)
The Swatch Group Participation SA, Anderlecht Holding  EUR 2.09 100  H

Spain
The Swatch Group (España) SA, Madrid  Distribution (Breguet, Blancpain, Glashütte, Jaquet Droz, Léon Hatot,  EUR 0.45 100  M
 Omega, Rado, Longines, Tissot, Certina, Hamilton, Pierre Balmain,
 cK Watch, Swatch, Flik Flak, Endura)

France
Breguet SAS, Paris Inactive EUR 0.04 100  M
Fabrique de Fournitures de Bonnétage FFB SAS, Villers-le-Lac Watch components and precision parts EUR 0.29 100  G
Frésard Composants SAS, Charquemont  Watch components EUR 1.80 100  G	
Guebret SA (société en liquidation), Paris In liquidation  EUR 6.10 100  M
Société Européenne de Fabrication d’Ebauches d’Annemasse Watch components and electronic assembly EUR 0.67 100  G	
(SEFEA) SAS, Annemasse
Tech Airport Développement SAS, Paris Retail  EUR 0.30 100  M	
Tech Airport Holding SAS, Paris Holding EUR 10.00 100   M
Tech Airport Nice SAS, Paris Retail  EUR 5.00 100  M
Tech Airport Orly SAS, Paris Retail  EUR 1.00 100  M
Tech Airport SAS, Paris Retail  EUR 3.80 100  M
The Swatch Group (France) SAS, Paris  Distribution (Breguet, Blancpain, Glashütte, Jaquet Droz, Léon Hatot,  EUR 15.00 100  M
 Omega, Rado, Longines, Tissot, Hamilton, Pierre Balmain, cK Watch, 
 Swatch, Flik Flak, Endura, Renata, EM Marin, Oscilloquartz)
The Swatch Group (France) Les Boutiques SAS, Paris Retail EUR 34.93 100  M
Universo France SARL, Besançon Watch hands EUR 1.00 100  G

Great Britain
The Swatch Group (UK) Ltd, London  Distribution (Breguet, Blancpain, Glashütte, Omega, Rado, Longines,  GBP 2.00 100  M
 Tissot, Hamilton, cK Watch, Swatch, Flik Flak, Endura, Swiss Timing)

Greece
Alkioni SA, Athens Retail  EUR 0.06 100  M
The Swatch Group (Greece) SA, Athens Distribution (Breguet, Blancpain, Glashütte, Léon Hatot, Omega, Rado,  EUR 0.06 100  M
 Longines. Tissot, Hamilton, cK Watch, Swatch, Flik Flak)

Italy
Lascor S.p.A, Sesto Calende  Watch cases and bracelets EUR 1.00 100  G
The Swatch Group Europe Services S.r.l., Milano Administration  EUR 0.01 100  M
The Swatch Group (Italia) S.p.A., Rozzano  Distribution (Breguet, Blancpain, Glashütte, Jaquet Droz, Léon Hatot,  EUR 23.00 100  M
 Omega, Rado, Longines, Tissot, Hamilton, Pierre Balmain, cK Watch, 
 Swatch, Flik Flak, Renata)
The Swatch Group (Italia) Les Boutiques S.p.A., Rozzano  Retail  EUR 0.12 100  M

Luxembourg
The Swatch Group Finance (Luxembourg) SA, Alzingen Finance company CHF 1000.00 100  H
The Swatch Group Financial Services (Luxembourg) SA, Alzingen Finance company EUR 5.00 100  H
The Swatch Group Re (Luxembourg) SA, Alzingen Reinsurance EUR 1.23 100  H

Netherlands
Breguet Investments BV, Rotterdam Holding  EUR 0.02 100  H
The Swatch Group (Netherlands) BV, Maastricht  Distribution (Jaquet Droz, Léon Hatot, Omega, Rado, Longines, Tissot,  EUR 0.70 100  M
 Certina, Pierre Balmain, cK Watch, Swatch, Flik Flak, Endura)

Poland
The Swatch Group (Polska) Sp.z o.o, Warszawa Distribution (Omega, Rado, Longines, Tissot, Certina,  PLN 5.00 100  M
 cK Watch, Swatch, Flik Flak)

Portugal
The Swatch Group (Europa) – Sociedade Unipessoal SA, Funchal Distribution EUR 24.14 100  M
The Swatch Group (Europa II) Retail – Sociedade Unipessoal SA, Retail EUR 0.10 100  M	
Funchal

Russia
Swiss Watch Le Prestige OOO Russia, Moscow Distribution RUB 0.20 100  M
The Swatch Group (RUS) OOO, Moscow Distribution (Breguet, Jaquet Droz, Omega, Rado, Longines, Tissot, Swatch, 
 Flik Flak)  RUB 137.12 100  M

Sweden
The Swatch Group (Nordic) AB, Stockholm  Distribution (Breguet, Omega, Rado, Longines, Tissot, Certina,  SEK 0.50 100  M
 cK Watch, Swatch, Flik Flak)

Czech Republic  
ASICentrum spol. s.r.o., Praha Microelectronics CZK 2.01 51  R
ST Software s.r.o., Liberec Sports timing technology & equipment CZK 0.10 80  R

Company name, Registered offices  Field of Activity  Capital Swatch Group  Consoli-  Segment
  in millions  Shareholdings  dation  
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32. The Swatch Group Companies – as at 31.12.2007

America
Brazil
The Swatch Group do Amazonas SA, Manaus  Inactive  BRL 4.93 100  M
The Swatch Group do Brasil Ltda, São Paulo Customer service BRL 14.05 100  M

Canada 
The Swatch Group (Canada) Ltd, Toronto Distribution (Breguet, Blancpain, Glashütte, Jaquet Droz, Omega, Rado,  CAD 4.50 100  M
 Longines, Tissot, Hamilton, cK Watch, Swatch, Flik Flak)

United States
EM Microelectronic – US Inc., Colorado Springs Microelectronics  USD 0.04 100  R
e-swatch-us Inc., Wilmington, Delaware e-Commerce  USD 0.00 100  M
HiPoint Technology Inc., Colorado Springs Microelectronics  USD 0.17 25  R
The Swatch Group (U.S.) Inc., Wilmington, Delaware  Distribution (Breguet, Blancpain, Glashütte, Jaquet Droz, Léon Hatot,  USD 168.90 100  M
 Omega, Rado, Longines, Tissot, Mido, Hamilton, Pierre Balmain, cK Watch, 
 Swatch, Flik Flak, Endura, Lasag, Micro Crystal, Renata, Oscilloquartz)
The Swatch Group Les Boutiques (U.S.) Inc., Wilmington, Delaware  Retail USD 0.00 100  M
Time Sales Inc., Dover, Delaware Retail USD 1.00 50  M

British Virgin Islands  
Endura Services (Asia) Inc, British Virgin Islands  Inactive  USD 0.00 100  M

Mexico 
Prestadora de Servicios Relojeros SA de CV, Mexico DF Watch services MXN 1.50 100  M
The Swatch Group Mexico SA de CV, Mexico DF Distribution (Breguet, Omega, Rado, Longines, Tissot, Mido, Hamilton,  MXN 43.65 100  M
 cK Watch, Swatch, Flik Flak, Endura)

Panama 
The Swatch Group Panama SA, Panama City Commercial services USD 0.01 100  M

Asia
Greater China 
Lanco Watches Ltd, Hong Kong Inactive  USD 0.07 100  M	
O Grupo Swatch (Macau) Limitada, Macau Retail MOP 1.50 100  M	
Shanghai Ruihengqi Watch Commerce Co. Ltd., Shanghai Retail CNY 30.00 50  M
Shanghai Rui Jing Retail Co., Ltd., Shanghai Retail CNY 20.25 100  M	
Shanghai Rui Wan Retail Co. Ltd., Shanghai Retail CNY 4.00 100  M
Shanghai SMH Watch Service Center Co. Ltd, Shanghai Customer service CNY 21.06 100  M	
Shanghai Swatch Art Centre Co. Ltd., Shanghai Real estate CNY 148.41 90  H
SMH International Trading (Shanghai) Co. Ltd, Shanghai Distribution (Breguet, Blancpain, Glashütte, Jaquet Droz, Léon Hatot, Omega,  CNY 8.05 100  M
 Rado, Longines, Tissot, Certina, Mido, Hamilton, cK Watch, Swatch, Flik Flak,  
 EM Marin)
SMH Les Boutiques (Shanghai) Co. Ltd, Shanghai Retail  CNY 88.80 100  M
SMH Swiss Watch Trading (Shanghai) Co. Ltd, Shanghai Distribution (Omega, Rado, Longines) CNY 1.66 90  M
SMH Technical Services (Shenzhen) Co. Ltd., Shenzhen Commercial services  CNY 10.45 100  M
The Swatch Group (Asia) Inc. Ltd, Hong Kong Commercial services  HKD 0.00 100  M
The Swatch Group (Hong Kong) Ltd, Hong Kong  Distribution (Breguet, Blancpain, Glashütte, Jaquet Droz, Léon Hatot, Omega,  HKD 5.00 100  M
 Rado, Longines, Tissot, Mido, Hamilton, Pierre Balmain, cK Watch, Swatch, 
 Flik Flak, ETA)
The Swatch Group (Taiwan) Ltd, Taipei Distribution (Breguet, Blancpain, Glashütte, Jaquet Droz, Léon Hatot, Omega,  TWD 28.00 100  M
 Rado, Longines, Tissot, Mido, Hamilton, cK Watch, Swatch, Flik Flak)
Zhuhai SMH Watchmaking Co. Ltd, Zhuhai Components CNY 74.57 100  G

South Korea 
The Swatch Group (Korea) Ltd, Seoul Distribution (Breguet, Blancpain, Jaquet Droz, Léon Hatot, Omega, Rado,  KRW 3300.00 100  M
 Longines, Tissot, cK Watch, Swatch, Flik Flak, Sokymat)

United Arab Emirates  
Swatch Group Retail Middle East L.L.C., Dubai Retail AED 0.30 49  M

India 
Swatch Group (India) Private Ltd, New Delhi Distribution (Breguet, Blancpain, Glashütte, Jaquet Droz, Léon Hatot, Omega, INR 680.00 100  M
 Rado, Longines, Tissot, Hamilton, Pierre Balmain, Swatch, Flik Flak)

Japan 
The Swatch Group (Japan) KK, Tokyo  Distribution (Breguet, Blancpain, Glashütte, Jaquet Droz, Léon Hatot, Omega,  JPY 3700.00 100  M
 Rado, Longines, Tissot, Hamilton, cK Watch, Swatch, Flik Flak, Endura)

Malaysia 
Micromechanics (M) Sdn Bhd, Ipoh  Assembly, watch components MYR 35.00 100  G
Swiss Luxury Watch & Jewelry Sdn Bhd, Kuala Lumpur Retail  MYR 7.00 51  M
The Swatch Group (Malaysia) Sdn Bhd, Kuala Lumpur Distribution (Breguet, Blancpain, Glashütte, Jaquet Droz, Omega,   MYR 0.50 95  M
 Rado, Longines, Tissot, Mido, cK Watch, Swatch, Flik Flak)

Singapore 
The Swatch Group S.E.A. (S) Pte Ltd, Singapore Distribution (Breguet, Blancpain, Glashütte, Jaquet Droz, Omega, Rado,  SGD 4.00 95  M
 Longines, Tissot, Mido, Hamilton, Pierre Balmain, cK Watch, Swatch, Flik Flak 
 Renata, EM Marin)

Thailand
ETA (Thailand) Co. Ltd, Samut Prakan Movements and components THB 504.50 100  G
The Swatch Group Trading (Thailand) Ltd, Bangkok  Distribution (Breguet, Blancpain, Glashütte, Jaquet Droz, Omega, Rado,  THB 400.00 99  M
 Longines, Tissot, cK Watch, Swatch, Flik Flak)
Wachirapani Co. Ltd, Bangkok Holding  THB 3.06 49  H

Oceania 
Australia 
The Swatch Group (Australia) Pty Ltd, Glen Iris Distribution (Breguet, Omega, Rado, Longines, Tissot, cK Watch,  AUD 0.40 100  M
 Swatch, Flik Flak, Swiss Timing, Renata)

Company name, Registered offices  Field of Activity  Capital Swatch Group  Consoli-  Segment
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As auditors of the group, we have audited the consolidated financial statements (consolidated income statement, consoli-
dated balance sheet, consolidated statement of cash flows, consolidated statement of changes in equity and notes – pages 149 
to 196) of The Swatch Group Ltd for the year ended 31 December 2007.

These consolidated financial statements are the responsibility of the board of directors. Our responsibility is to express an 
opinion on these consolidated financial statements based on our audit. We confirm that we meet the legal requirements 
concerning professional qualification and independence.

Our audit was conducted in accordance with Swiss Auditing Standards and with the International Standards on Auditing, 
which require that an audit be planned and performed to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the consolidated 
 financial statements are free from material misstatement. We have examined on a test basis evidence supporting the 
amounts and disclosures in the consolidated financial statements. We have also assessed the accounting principles used, 
significant estimates made and the overall consolidated financial statement presentation. We believe that our audit 
 provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.

In our opinion, the consolidated financial statements give a true and fair view of the financial position, the results of 
 operations and the cash flows in accordance with the International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) and comply with 
Swiss law.

We recommend that the consolidated financial statements submitted to you be approved.

PricewaterhouseCoopers Ltd

Thomas Brüderlin Gerhard Siegrist
Auditor in charge

Basel, 18 March 2008

Report of the group auditors

Report of the 
group auditors to the 
general meeting of
The Swatch Group Ltd
Neuchâtel
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 (1)  663  481
 (2)  68 68
   9 7

  740 556
   
  –51  –42
  –17  –14
  –17  –9
 (3) –21  –12
 (4) –47  –32
  –1  –3

  –154  –112

  586  444

Income statement of the Holding

  2007  2006
 Notes CHF million CHF million

Income from investments in subsidiaries
Financial income
Other income

Total income

Personnel expense
General expense
Depreciation and impairment
Interest expense
Exchange differences and other financial expenses
Taxes

Total expenses

Net income
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  10 0.3  10 0.3
     
 
  84 2.6  73 2.5
 (5) 2 030 63.7 1 901  64.8
     
  2 124 66.6  1 984 67.6 
     
 
 
  149 4.7  149 5.1
  8 0.2 9 0.3
 (6) 874 27.4  484 16.5
  36 1.1  308 10.5 
     
  1 067 33.4  950 32.4 
     

 
  3 191 100.0 2 934 100.0

Balance sheet of the Holding

Assets   31.12.2007   31.12.2006
 Notes CHF million % CHF million  %

Non-current assets

Property, plant and equipment

Financial assets
– Long-term loans to Group companies
– Investments in subsidiaries

Total non-current assets

Current assets

Receivables from Group companies
Other receivables and accrued income
Marketable securities and precious metals
Cash and cash equivalents

Total current assets
 

Total assets
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  129 4.0 132 4.5
  67 2.1 67 2.3
  821 25.7 661 22.5
  564 17.7 772 26.3
  23    21  
  586    444   
  609 19.1 465  15.9

 (7) 2 190 68.6 2 097 71.5
     
   
     
  139 4.4 124 4.2 
  807 25.3 681 23.2
  29 0.9 9 0.3  
  26 0.8 23 0.8

  1 001 31.4 837 28.5
     
  3 191 100.0 2 934 100.0

Balance sheet of the Holding

Equity and liabilities   31.12.2007   31.12.2006
 Notes CHF million  %  CHF million  %

Equity

Share capital
General reserve
Reserve for treasury shares
Special reserve
– Profit brought forward
– Net profit for the year
Available earnings

Total equity

Liabilities

Provisions
Payables to Group companies
Other liabilities
Accrued expenses

Total liabilities

Total equity and liabilities
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Notes to the financial statements

General

The financial statements of The Swatch Group Ltd comply with the requirements of the Swiss law for companies, the Code 
of Obligations (SCO).

Valuation principles

On the balance sheet, assets and liabilities are recorded at net realizable values. Exceptions to this rule are investments in 
subsidiaries, which are shown at their acquisition cost less appropriate write-downs, and treasury shares reserved for the 
management stock option plan (valued “pro memoria”) as well as shares bought back by the company that are shown at 
historical cost value.
All assets and liabilities denominated in foreign currencies are translated according to the exchange rates applicable on the 
balance sheet date. Income and expenses denominated in foreign currencies and all foreign exchange transactions are 
translated at the exchange rates prevailing on their respective transaction dates. Resulting foreign exchange differences 
are recognized in the income statement.

Details to specific items

(CHF million)  2007 2006
Dividends  609 435
Other income  54 46
Total  663 481

This item includes dividends from Group companies and other income from investments in associates as well as manage-
ment fees from Group companies.

(CHF million)  2007 2006
Interest income  13 12
Income and gains on securities  55 56
Total  68 68

The company recorded capital gains on its investment portfolio of CHF 55 million. This figure was partially offset by losses of 
CHF 41 million (see Note 4).

In 2007, interest expense increased by CHF 9 million compared with 2006. In general, the higher interest expense reflects 
the increase of borrowings as well as higher rates prevailing in the capital markets during the year.

This item increased by CHF 15 million compared with the previous year. Despite currency hedging contracts taken out to 
protect the Group’s companies, the currency translation item was negative by CHF 6 million (2006: CHF 14 million). The loss 
recorded on the securities portfolio, including other financial expenses, amounted to CHF 41 million (2006: CHF 18 million). 
However, this was more than offset by gains on marketable securities of CHF 55 million (see Note 2) (2006: CHF 56 million).

The list of 160 legal entities, including minority investments, held directly or indirectly by the company and consolidated at 
Swatch Group level is published in Note 32 of the consolidated financial statements in this report.
Investments in subsidiaries accounted for 63.7% of total assets at 31 December 2007 versus 64.8% at end-2006. In abso-
lute terms, the value of investments in subsidiaries amounted to CHF 2 030 million at end-2007. This amount corresponds 
exclusively to consolidated investments, and is CHF 129 million higher than in 2006. The main differences in 2007 relate to 
the set-up of new Group companies and a number of capital increases of subsidiaries.

1. Income from investments  
in subsidiaries

2. Financial income

3. Interest expense

4. Exchange differences and 
other financial expenses

5. Investments in subsidiaries
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Notes to the financial statements

(CHF million)  31.12.2007 31.12.2006
Marketable securities  276 143
Own shares  461 300
Precious metals  137 41
Total  874 484

Marketable securities increased in 2007 by CHF 133 million, mainly due to the purchase of shares.
In the year under review, own shares that were bought back in 2006 amounting to just over CHF 300 million were cancelled. 
Furthermore, in 2007 treasury shares amounting to CHF 461 million were bought back on a second trading line. Also in-
cluded are the registered treasury shares destined for the special management stock option plan which, as in the previous 
year, were valued “pro memoria”.
The precious metals item included gold and other precious metals intended to meet the industrial needs of the Group’s 
subsidiaries. At 31 December 2007 this item represented a total value of CHF 137 million (CHF 41 million at end-2006).

The total value of treasury shares held by The Swatch Group Ltd and its subsidiaries at 31 December 2007 corresponded to 
6.2% (versus 6.3% at end-2006) of the nominal value of total share capital.
See table on page 204 showing changes in The Swatch Group Ltd’s treasury stock.
The table below shows the changes in equity:

 Share General Reserve Special Available Total
 capital reserve for treasury reserve earnings equity
(CHF million)   shares
Balance at 31.12.2006 132 67 661 772 465 2 097
Allocated in 2007    250 –250 0
Dividend paid out     –192 –192
Share capital reduction 
(cancelled shares) –3  –301 3  –301
Allocation to reserve for 
the buyback of own shares   461 –461  0
Net income for the year     586 586
Balance at 31.12.2007 129 67 821 564 609 2 190

Compared with end-2006, equity increased by CHF 93 million to CHF 2 190 million in 2007, accounting for 68.6% of total 
assets at 31 December 2007 (versus 71.5% in the previous year).
In 2007, the Swatch Group cancelled the shares repurchased under its share buyback program 2006; this reduced the share 
capital by CHF 3 127 500. A buyback program commenced on 30 March 2007 and was completed on 8 November 2007. A 
further buyback program started on 10 December 2007.
In order to comply with Swiss legislation requiring that all the treasury shares held by a group be covered by an equivalent 
reserve, a proportion of the special reserve was transferred to the treasury share reserve to make up the full required 
amount.

Share capital
At 31 December 2007, share capital consisted of 128 100 000 registered shares each with a nominal value of CHF 0.45, and 
of 31 660 000 bearer shares each with a nominal value of CHF 2.25. The decrease compared with the previous year relates 
to the repurchased shares that were cancelled, in conformity with the decision of the Annual General Meeting of 11 May 
2007.

Balance sheet date Registered shares Bearer shares Share capital in CHF
31.12.2006 131 530 000 at CHF 0.45 32 364 000 at CHF 2.25 132 007 500.00
Shares cancelled –3 430 000 at CHF 0.45 –704 000 at CHF 2.25 –3 127 500.00
31.12.2007 128 100 000 at CHF 0.45 31 660 000 at CHF 2.25 128 880 000.00

6. Marketable securities  
and precious metals

7. Equity
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Principal shareholders at 31 December 2007
At 31 December 2007, the Hayek Pool, its related companies, institutions and individuals held 62 311 067 registered shares 
and 200 550 bearer shares, equivalent to 39.1% of the shares issued at this date (previous year: 38.0%). The Hayek Pool 
comprises the following members:

Name/Company Location Beneficial owners
Mr. N. G. Hayek Meisterschwanden N. G. Hayek
WAT Holding AG Meisterschwanden N. G. Hayek
Ammann Group Holding AG c/o Ernst & Young AG, Bern J.N. Schneider-Ammann 
  and Ammann families
Swatch Group Pension Fund Neuchâtel –

The companies, institutions and individuals associated with the Hayek Pool, but which do not formally belong to the Hayek 
Pool are as follows:

Name/Company Location Beneficial owners
Hayek Holding AG Meisterschwanden N. G. Hayek
Mr. N. G. Hayek and family members  N. G. Hayek
Personalfürsorgestiftung der  
Hayek Engineering AG  Meisterschwanden –
Ammann families (pension funds,  c/o Ernst & Young AG, Bern Represented by 
foundations and individuals, Madisa AG)   J.N. Schneider-Ammann
Fondation d’Ébauches SA et des maisons affiliées Neuchâtel –
Wohlfahrtsstiftung der Renata AG Itingen –
Fonds de Prévoyance d’Universo SA Neuchâtel –

In the context of the pool, the group of Mr. N. G. Hayek and related parties controlled in total 38.5% of the shares issued at 
end-2007 (37.3% at end-2006), of which 4.1% were represented by the Hayek Pool (4.0% at end-2006).
At the same date, Mrs. Esther Grether’s group controlled 7.2% of the shares issued (compared with 7.3% a year earlier).
At 31 December 2007, the Swatch Group was not aware of any other group or individual shareholder having an interest of 
more than 5% of the total share capital.

Reserve for treasury shares
The reserve for treasury shares was valued using the weighted average purchase price method. On the Holding balance 
sheet, it amounted to CHF 821 million on 31 December 2007 (previous year CHF 661 million), and thereby covers the trea-
sury shares recognized as assets on the balance sheets of Group companies at year-end.
The number of treasury shares held directly or indirectly by The Swatch Group Ltd changed in 2007 as shown in the table 
below:

Shares held by: Registered shares  Bearer shares
 Quantity*  Quantity
The Swatch Group Ltd  
Balance at 31.12.2006 6 459 925 704 000
Acquisitions in 2007 3 300 000 660 000
Disposals in 2007 –221 399 0
Cancellations in 2007 –3 430 000 –704 000
Balance at 31.12.2007 6 108 526 660 000

Other consolidated companies  
Balance at 31.12.2006 8 398 368 0
Acquisitions in 2007 0 0
Conversions in 2007 0 0
Balance at 31.12.2007 8 398 368 0
Total balance at 31.12.2007 14 506 894 660 000

*  of which at 31 December 2007 2 793 762 registered shares were reserved for the management stock option plan (3 015 161 registered shares in 

2006).

Except for movements related to the special funds, all transactions involving treasury shares were recognized at fair value. The 
average price per registered share exchanged in 2007 was CHF 69.05 and the average price per bearer share was CHF 353.75.

Notes to the financial statements
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Available earnings
In compliance with the resolution approved at the Annual General Meeting of 11 May 2007, a dividend of CHF 0.70 per regis-
tered share and of CHF 3.50 per bearer share was appropriated from available earnings as at 31 December 2006. The total 
dividend amount paid to shareholders in 2007 came to CHF 81 530 128 on the registered shares and CHF 110 670 000 on the 
bearer shares. In accordance with the resolution relating to the use of available earnings approved by the above-mentioned 
AGM, no dividends were paid on the treasury shares held by the Swatch Group. This amount, which would have totaled 
CHF 13 144 872, thus constituted an integral part of equity at 31 December 2007. Finally, CHF 250 million was appropriated 
from available earnings at 31 December 2006 and allocated to the special reserve.

Off-balance-sheet items

Contingent liabilities
At end-2007, guarantees provided by The Swatch Group Ltd amounted to CHF 444 828 400 (compared with CHF 455 687 600 
a year earlier). This item includes:
− A guarantee of CHF 443 927 200 (vs. CHF 454 729 600 in 2006) relating to the convertible bond of CHF 411 600 000 at 2.625%, 

issued by The Swatch Group Finance (Luxembourg) SA on 15 October 2003 and maturing on 15 October 2010. At end-2006, 16 
of these bonds with a nominal value of CHF 5 000 each had been converted into shares, no conversions in 2007.

− As in 2006, a guarantee of GBP 400 000 (equivalent to CHF 901 200 at 31 December 2007; CHF 958 000 at 31 December 
2006) to cover a commitment relating to a lease taken out by one of the Group’s companies.

Fire insurance values
At 31 December 2007, the fire insurance value of property, plant and equipment amounted to CHF 34 069 700 (CHF 33 191 100 
at end-2006).

Assets pledged
None of the company’s assets are pledged.

Commitments
Other commitments entered into by the company and open at 31 December 2007 amounted to CHF 10 million (versus CHF 8 
million in the previous year), corresponding to investment commitments in financial assets. 

Financial derivative instruments
The following table shows the contract and replacement values of derivative financial instruments at 31 December 2007.

Type Contract value Positive Negative
  replacement value replacement value
 Third  Group Total Third  Group Total Third  Group Total
(CHF million) party   party   party
Forward contracts 727 365 1 092 3 0 3 –2 –5 –7
Options 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Total at 31.12.2007 727 365 1 092 3 0 3 –2 –5 –7
Total at 31.12.2006 684 309 993 1 2 3 –3 –1 –4

Derivative financial instruments are recognized at fair value. Positions outstanding at 31 December 2007 serve to hedge 
operations relating to exchange rate risk and market volatility. Forward contracts outstanding at 31 December 2007 relate to 
14 positions held in precious metals and in foreign currencies (previous year: 14). Intra-Group contracts relate to agreements 
between The Swatch Group Ltd and Group companies for the hedging of risk associated with intra-group financial trans-
actions. At 31 December 2007, there was no option outstanding (one in the previous year).

Liabilities to pension plans

The balance sheet as at end-2007 contained no liability to pension plans (no liability to pension in 2006).

Management compensation disclosures

The disclosures required by the Swiss Code of Obligations on management compensation are shown in Note 30 of the 
 consolidated financial statements.

Notes to the financial statements
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    2007 2006
    CHF CHF  

     586 168 375  443 714 921
    23 028 156  21 513 364

     609 196 531  465 228 285

    –350 000 000 –250 000 000
     
 
     
     –92 071 000
     –113 274 000
     
 
     
    –108 885 000 
    –134 555 000 

      13 144 872

     15 756 531 23 028 156

Proposed appropriation of available earnings

The Board of Directors proposes to the Annual General Meeting that available earnings be appropriated as follows:

    
      

Net income for the year    
Profit brought forward from previous year    

Available earnings    

Allocation to special reserve  
     
Dividend payment for 2006     
on share capital of CHF 132 007 500.00:     
– CHF 0.70 per registered share with a par value of CHF 0.45     
– CHF 3.50 per bearer share with a par value of CHF 2.25     
     
Payment on share capital of CHF 128 880 000.00 *     
of a 2007 dividend, i.e.:     
– CHF 0.85 per registered share with a par value of CHF 0.45     
– CHF 4.25 per bearer share with a par value of CHF 2.25    
     
Dividends not paid out on own shares held by the Group **      

Balance carried forward 
   
**  It is planned not to pay dividends on own shares held by the Group.

** Based on the decision of the Annual General Meeting of 11 May 2007, the dividend due on own shares held by the Group was not paid out.
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As statutory auditors, we have audited the accounting records and the financial statements (income statement, balance 
sheet and notes – pages 199 to 206) of The Swatch Group Ltd for the year ended 31 December 2007.

These financial statements are the responsibility of the board of directors. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on 
these financial statements based on our audit. We confirm that we meet the legal requirements concerning professional 
qualification and independence.

Our audit was conducted in accordance with Swiss Auditing Standards, which require that an audit be planned and 
 performed to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free from material misstatement. We 
have examined on a test basis evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements. We have also 
assessed the accounting principles used, significant estimates made and the overall financial statement presentation. We 
believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.

In our opinion, the accounting records and financial statements and the proposed appropriation of available earnings 
 comply with Swiss law and the company’s articles of incorporation.

We recommend that the financial statements submitted to you be approved.

PricewaterhouseCoopers Ltd

Thomas Brüderlin Gerhard Siegrist
Auditor in charge

Basel, 18 March 2008

Report of the statutory auditors

Report of the  
statutory auditors to the  
general meeting of
The Swatch Group Ltd
Neuchâtel
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The Swatch Group Ltd securities
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Average number of shares outstanding/ 2007 2007 2006 2006 2005 2005 2004 2004
Average share capital basic diluted basic diluted basic diluted basic diluted
Number of registered shares of CHF 0.45 115 882 234 124 474 721 118 110 673 126 730 101 122 004 798 130 646 179 123 787 740 132 447 448
Number of bearer shares of CHF 2.25 31 485 875 31 485 875 31 981 500 31 981 500 32 788 496 32 788 496 33 211 158 33 211 158
Total average number of shares outstanding 147 368 109 155 960 596 150 092 173 158 711 601 154 793 294 163 434 675 156 998 898 165 658 606
Share capital registered shares of CHF 0.45 52 147 005 56 013 624 53 149 803 57 028 545 54 902 159 58 790 780 55 704 483 59 601 351
Share capital bearer shares of CHF 2.25 70 843 219 70 843 219 71 958 375 71 958 375 73 774 116 73 774 116 74 725 106 74 725 106
Total average share capital 122 990 224 126 856 843 125 108 178 128 986 920 128 676 275 132 564 896 130 429 589 134 326 457

Key data per registered share (nom CHF 0.45) in CHF 2007 2007 2006 2006 2005 2005 2004 2004
Consolidated net income 3.70 3.64 2.97 2.93 2.15 2.13 1.74 1.74
Cash flow from operating activities 3.20 3.10 3.18 3.08 2.76 2.68 2.36 2.29
Consolidated shareholders’ equity 19.43 18.83 17.83 17.30 16.02 15.55 14.70 14.27
Dividend 0.85 0.85 0.70 0.70 0.50 0.50 0.35 0.35

Key data per bearer share (nom CHF 2.25) in CHF 2007 2007 2006 2006 2005 2005 2004 2004
Consolidated net income 18.49 18.18 14.87 14.66 10.74 10.66 8.72 8.70
Cash flow from operating activities 16.01 15.52 15.89 15.41 13.82 13.43 11.79 11.45
Consolidated shareholders’ equity 97.13 94.17 89.17 86.49 80.09 77.80 73.51 71.37
Dividend 4.25 4.25 3.50 3.50 2.50 2.50 1.75 1.75

Stock price of registered shares (adjusted) High 76.50 76.50 54.95 54.95 40.15 40.15 36.50 36.50
 Low 53.90 53.90 38.50 38.50 30.90 30.90 27.20 27.20
 End of year 66.85 66.85 54.50 54.50 39.75 39.75 33.80 33.80

Stock price of bearer shares (adjusted) High 397.00 397.00 274.00 274.00 197.30 197.30 180.50 180.50
 Low 266.25 266.25 184.10 184.10 152.40 152.40 130.00 130.00
 End of year 341.25 341.25 269.25 269.25 195.00 195.00 166.90 166.90

Market capitalization (CHF million) End of year 19 367 19 367 15 882 15 882 11 809 11 809 10 225 10 225

Key ratios (year-end)  2007 2007 2006 2006 2005 2005 2004 2004
Average return on equity % 19.7 20.0 17.3 17.6 14.0 14.3 12.3 12.7
Dividend yield registered shares % 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.0 1.0
Dividend yield bearer shares % 1.2 1.2 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.0 1.0
Price/earnings ratio – registered shares  18.1 18.4 18.3 18.6 18.5 18.7 19.4 19.4
Price/earnings ratio – bearer shares  18.5 18.8 18.1 18.4 18.2 18.3 19.1 19.2

Securities Securities no. Reuters Symbol
The Swatch Group Ltd registered shares 1 225 514 UHRN.VX
The Swatch Group Ltd bearer shares 1 225 515 UHR.VX

The securities are listed on the Swiss Stock Exchange (SWX) and traded on the virt-x.

* Board of Directors’ proposal.

* *

* *
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